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1. Introduction

Advanced experimental and computational biomechanics have become essential components to
better understand the physiological and pathological conditions of biological tissues in the human
body. Recent advances in medical imaging modalities, image segmentation, tissue characterization
experiments, and predictive computer simulations have made major contributions to transforming
current therapeutic paradigms towards the facilitation of patient-specific diagnostics and
individualized surgery planning. This Bioengineering special issue on Advances in Biological Tissue
Biomechanics, therefore, focuses on research dealing with cutting-edge experimental and computational
methodologies for biomechanical investigations of tissues in the human body system across multiple
spatial and temporal scales.

2. Individual Contributions

2.1. Experimental Characterizations and Computational Modeling of Cardiac Heart Valves

Valvular heart disease (VHD) encompasses a number of common cardiovascular conditions that
account for 10 to 20% of all cardiac surgical procedures in the United States [1]. A better understanding
of the natural history coupled with the major advances in diagnostic imaging, interventional cardiology,
and surgical approaches have resulted in accurate diagnosis and appropriate patient–treatment
matching for therapeutic interventions. A thorough understanding of the various valvular disorders
is important to aid in the management of patients with VHD, especially as the U.S. population
ages [2]. This special issue collects biomechanical studies of the tricuspid valve (TV), the aortic
valve (AV), and mechanical heart valve replacement devices via groundbreaking experimental and
computational technologies.

Lee et al. (2019) [3] provided a comprehensive review (the first of its kind) on the current diagnoses
and treatments for functional tricuspid regurgitation from the clinical perspective, the state of the art for
in-vivo and in-vitro biomechanical investigations of the subvalvular components of the tricuspid heart
valve (e.g., TV annular dynamics, biaxial mechanical properties of the TV leaflets, pressure-induced
changes in the collagen fiber organization, and TV chordae tendineae mechanics), and advanced
in-silico biomechanical modeling techniques for the TV, including isogeometric analysis-based
geometry construction, tissue-structure-informed constitutive model developments, and bio-solid

Bioengineering 2020, 7, 95; doi:10.3390/bioengineering7030095 www.mdpi.com/journal/bioengineering1
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and fluid-structure interaction simulations of the TV closing behaviors. Potential future research
directions and developments of innovative technologies for improved management of functional
tricuspid regurgitation were also discussed.

Novel multiscale characterizations for the three TV leaflets were presented by Hudson et al. (2020) [4].
In this pilot study, Hudson et al. used an integrated experimental approach, which combined a
biaxial testing apparatus with a polarized spatial frequency domain imaging device, to observe the
load-dependent changes in the collagen fiber architectures (CFAs) for the three TV leaflets from
representative porcine hearts. Their results from this pilot study could provide key insight into the
connections between the microstructure and tissue mechanics of the TV. The methods employed
in their study also show promise for future works to investigate the load-dependent changes in
diseased TV leaflets’ CFAs, which would provide a better understanding of the effects of disease on
the microstructure–mechanics relationships of the cardiac heart valve tissues and help inform TV
computational models for guiding clinical therapeutics, for example, in terms of the feasibility or
effectiveness of valve repair techniques.

In soft tissue biomechanics, characterizations of a tissue’s mechanical properties have traditionally
been facilitated through bench-top experiments, such as uniaxial or biaxial tensile extension tests,
in which tissue samples are immersed in a buffer solution (e.g., phosphate buffered saline (PBS)).
Salinas et al. (2019) [5] conducted an in-vitro experiment to examine whether maintaining the
physiological osmolarity of the tissue may alter the mechanical response of the tricuspid valve
(TV) anterior leaflet. Their study demonstrated the influence of a hypo-osmotic environment on
the quantified mechanical behaviors of TV anterior leaflet tissue. The imbalance in ions leads to water
absorption in the valvular tissue that can alter its mechanical responses. As such, it is essential to use
isotonic buffer solution in ex-vivo experiments to characterize the mechanical properties of native
valve tissues.Their work provided quantitative justification for the use of isotonic buffers and will
provide a valuable citation in guiding future studies of biomechanical characterizations of tricuspid
valve tissue.

Next, Ross et al. (2020) [6] reviewed the current status of tissue biomechanics for the chordae
tendineae of the atrioventricular heart valves (AHVs), i.e., the mitral and tricuspid valves. Besides a
comprehensive summary of the existing biomechanical characterizations and microstructural
quantifications of the AHVs’ chordae tendineae, Ross et al. also presented novel results from their
studies [7] on the chordae-leaflet insertion for the chordae tissues. In this work, the coupled polarized
spatial frequency domain imaging and uniaxial testing method (similar to the integrated approach in
Hudson et al. [4]) was used to analyze the changes in the load-dependent collagen fiber orientations
of the strut chordae insertions of porcine AHV anterior leaflets under varied uniaxial tensile loads.
Ross et al. concluded this review article by summarizing perspectives for future studies that could help
better understand the mechanics–microstructure linking of chordae tendineae tissues and improve the
therapeutics for valvular heart diseases caused by chordae failure.

The progression of calcific aortic valve disease (CAVD) is the consequence of extracellular matrix (ECM)
remodeling, leading to structural abnormalities and improper valve function. Tesfamariam et al. (2019) [8]
provided insight to the effects of ECM remodeling on the aortic valve leaflet axial curvature changes by
performing elastin degradation via enzymatic digestion. They found that the elastin-degraded leaflets
had significant increases in the mean curvature as compared to the undegraded (control) specimens,
while this significant change was not observed when the measurements were performed using either
the minimum or maximum curvature. These results suggest that the mean axial curvature metric can
be used to detect distinct spatial changes in the aortic valve ECM arising from the loss in the bulk
content and/or structure of elastin. Therefore, the instance of maximum leaflet flexure during the
cardiac cycle could be targeted for the mean curvature measurements, serving as a potential biomarker
for elastin degradation in early CAVD remodeling.

Artificial heart valves may become dysfunctional, leading to thrombus and/or pannus formations.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a promising tool for improved understanding of heart
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valve hemodynamics, allowing quantification of detailed flow velocities and turbulent stresses
to complement in-vivo clinical Doppler measurements. Khalili et al. (2018) [9] investigated the
flow characteristics and hemodynamic performance of a bileaflet mechanical heart valve via CFD
simulations with a more realistic aortic sinus geometry than was used previously in similar works.
The modeling results of this study suggested that higher levels of valve dysfunction are accompanied
with flow separation at the leaflet surfaces and growing eddies, especially downstream of the valve in
the aortic sinuses. Additionally, the principal turbulent stresses for immobile leaflets could exceed
the threshold values for elevated risk of hemolysis and platelet activation, further leading to potential
development of thrombosis, especially around the normal leaflet. This computational modeling
approach may be adapted to serve as a patient-specific tool to identify adverse conditions that are
associated with an increased risk of hemolysis and thrombus formation, capturing a more complete
picture of the valve status in clinical management of patients with dysfunctional valves.

2.2. Biomechanical Investigations of Cardiovascular/Vascular Tissues

The etiology of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) development is believed to be multi-factorial,
in that the pathology is initiated at the molecular level (protease- and enzyme-related), builds up
to the tissue level through extracellular matrix (ECM) and structural changes, and manifests as
geometrical-, biomechanical-, and blood-flow-related alterations in the abdominal aorta. Of the
numerous etiological theories of AAA pathology, the degraded ECM theory is most widely accepted,
as human AAA specimens usually exhibit a reduction in elastin content and an increase in collagen
cross-linking [10]. AAA porcine models based on elastase–collagenase combination treatments are
uncommon, but their combined effects produce maximal damage to the ECM and pronounced
in-vivo inflammatory infiltration. In this work, Patnaik et al. [11] quantified pentagalloyl glucose
(PGG)-mediated biomechanical restoration of degenerated ECM, which serves as a “proof-of-concept”
investigation of the cross-linking properties of PGG specificality with respect to the degenerated
arterial ECM. In other words, PGG leads to the cross-linking between the ECM proteins, improving
the biomechanical strength of enzymatically degraded tissues. The primary contributions of this work
are the quantification of the biomechanical restoration potential of PGG and its relation to the PGG
binding to arterial ECM.

Despite the advances in modern clinical management, heart failure (HF) maintains a high mortality
and morbidity in the United States. More than 5 million Americans have HF, and around 550,000 new
cases occur every year [12]. Liu and Wang [13] reviewed the current understanding of the biomechanics
of ventricular tissues. They also presented the common methods for characterizations of the ventricles,
the known ventricular mechanical properties including the viscoelasticity of the tissue, the existing
computational models, and the clinical relevance of the ventricular mechanical properties. Furthermore,
Liu and Wang suggested future research directions, including characterizing the viscoelastic properties
of the ventricles at different physiological and pathological conditions and examining how the acellular
and cellular components affect the ventricular tissue’s viscoelastic properties. These future research
efforts will elucidate the roles of ventricular biomechanics in ventricular dysfunction, enhancing
current insights of the pathogenesis of RV failure or biventricular failure and to inspire new therapies
for patients with heart failure.

2.3. Hydration Effect on the Compressive Tissue Mechanics of Brain

Traumatic brain injury (TBI), primarily induced by mechanical impact to the head, is a leading
cause of death and life-long disability in the United States. Around 5.3 million Americans currently
have long-term disabilities after sustaining a TBI [14]. Designing protective systems for the human
head and the brain requires a better fundamental understanding of the brain’s microstructural response
to mechanical insults. Prabhu et al. [15] assessed the effects of hydration on the mechanical behavior
of porcine brain over a range of strain rates (quasi-static and high dynamic rates) and complemented
these results with an analysis of tissue hydration effects using finite element analyses (FEAs) at high
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strain rates. Their experimental results showed a strong strain rate dependence for the wet brain
(∼80% m/m), whereas the dry brain’s tangent modulus, elastic–inelastic transition stress, and the
strain at yield point were strain-rate insensitive. In addition, micromechanical FEA considering various
proportions of water in the dry brain further demonstrated that water plays a major role in the initial
hardening trend of the brain’s biomechanical behaviors. These novel results highlight the importance
of incorporating the hydration effect into simulations of the brain’s mechanical responses under injury
scenarios or virtual human-centric protective headgear design.

2.4. High Strain Rate Mechanical Responses of Liver Tissue

In automobile accidents, abdominal injuries are often life-threatening yet not apparent at the
time of initial injury. The liver is the most commonly injured abdominal organ from this type of
trauma owing to its fragile material properties. Efforts to determine the optimal safety measures
for automobile-related accidents have largely relied on crash dummies, which exhibit significant
limitations in recapitulating injury impact to humans. Since the 1970s, there have been no substantial
changes in assessing injury. In this study, Chen et al. [16] utilized a polymeric split-Hopkinson pressure
bar (PSHPB) testing system to explore the effects of strain rates on the material behaviors of porcine
liver tissue. Three key findings from this study are: (i) the liver tissue response at high-rate compression
was characterized by an initial hardening peak, followed by softening, and then by strain hardening to
failure; (ii) the liver’s mechanical stiffness increased as the applied strain rate increased; and (iii) an
isotropic high-rate material behavior was observed along all three orthogonal directions and was
confirmed by the liver histological microstructure. Experimental data of this work coupled with finite
element modeling can be implemented in large-scale simulations of the human body considering
extreme, high-strain-rate scenarios, such as automobile accidents, to guide automobile safety measures
that will reduce the risk of abdominal injuries in high-impact situations.

2.5. Linking Tissue Mechanics and Extracellular Matrix for Venous Valve Tissue

Jugular venous valve incompetence has no long-term remedy and symptoms of transient global
amnesia and/or intracranial hypertension continue to discomfort patients. Benson and Huang [17]
examined the synergy of the collagen and elastin microstructure that compose the bi-layer extracellular
matrix (ECM) of the jugular venous valve. In this study, Benson and Huang investigated the
jugular venous valve and related the tissue-level mechanical properties, fibril orientation, and fibril
composition. Light microscopy was used to deduce that the venous valve’s isolated elastin
microstructure was unaffected by their drying methods. In addition, light microscopy of the collagen
microstructure allowed characterizations of the crimp effects on the venous valve’s mechanical
properties, indicating that collagen aligning circumferentially and elastin orienting radially attributing
to a stiffer response in the circumferential direction. Force-controlled mechanical testing also provided
the proof that the elastin’s cross-linked mesh accounts for the circumferential direction’s mechanical
properties at low strains. In short, this work outlined the contribution of both the collagen and elastin
microstructures to the physiological function of the jugular venous valve tissue. This new knowledge
of the venous valve tissue-level microstructures is important for advances in basic venous physiology
and for future novel approaches to prevent venous valve incompetence.

2.6. Key Considerations for Biomechanical Parameter Estimations of Soft Tissues

Several nonlinear and anisotropic constitutive models have been proposed to describe the
biomechanical properties of soft tissues, and reliably estimating the unknown parameters in these
models using experimental data is an important step towards developing predictive capabilities.
However, the effect of parameter estimation techniques on the resulting biomechanical parameters
remains under-analyzed. Aggarwal [18] conducted a thorough study to to analyze the effects
of parameter estimation on biomechanical characterizations of soft tissues under planar biaxial
testing, including nonlinear preconditioning of the data, selection of the weighted residual,
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inclusion of the fiber angle as an estimation parameter, and displacement-controlled versus
force-controlled testing. Specifically, four invariant-based constitutive models for soft tissues were
tested: the Gasser–Ogden–Holzapfel (GOH) model [19], the Humphrey model [20], the Lee-Sacks
model [21], and the May–Newman model [22], each with their own set of five or six parameters. It was
found that small modifications of weighting the residual by the experimental data and/or taking a
log of the parameter in front of the exponential can significantly improve the parameter estimation
process. The advantages of the proposed modifications were found not only in terms of convergence
speed but also in reducing the possibility of estimating wrong parameter values by getting stuck in
a local minima. These results suggest that determining the fiber angles using a non-mechanical test,
as in, for example, an optical technique, can greatly help the parameter estimation process.

3. Conclusions

Altogether, the 12 research papers/reviews in this Special Issue on Advances in Biological Tissue
Biomechanics reflect the importance of experimental and computational biomechanics for improving the
fundamental understanding of the function and properties of biological tissues in human body systems.
These essential research investigations and technological developments will serve as a foundation for
future advances in precision medicine for accurate diagnosis and effective prophylactic management.
Finally, the guest editors would like to thank all the authors for their appreciated contributions.
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Abstract: Proper tricuspid valve (TV) function is essential to unidirectional blood flow through the
right side of the heart. Alterations to the tricuspid valvular components, such as the TV annulus,
may lead to functional tricuspid regurgitation (FTR), where the valve is unable to prevent undesired
backflow of blood from the right ventricle into the right atrium during systole. Various treatment
options are currently available for FTR; however, research for the tricuspid heart valve, functional
tricuspid regurgitation, and the relevant treatment methodologies are limited due to the pervasive
expectation among cardiac surgeons and cardiologists that FTR will naturally regress after repair of
left-sided heart valve lesions. Recent studies have focused on (i) understanding the function of the
TV and the initiation or progression of FTR using both in-vivo and in-vitro methods, (ii) quantifying
the biomechanical properties of the tricuspid valve apparatus as well as its surrounding heart tissue,
and (iii) performing computational modeling of the TV to provide new insight into its biomechanical
and physiological function. This review paper focuses on these advances and summarizes recent
research relevant to the TV within the scope of FTR. Moreover, this review also provides future
perspectives and extensions critical to enhancing the current understanding of the functioning and
remodeling tricuspid valve in both the healthy and pathophysiological states.

Keywords: the tricuspid valve; functional tricuspid regurgitation; cardiovascular imaging; mechanical
characterization; in-vitro experiments; constitutive modeling; geometrical modeling; finite element
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modeling; isogeometric analysis (IGA); biaxial mechanical characterization; fluid-structure interactions;
material anisotropy; sub-valvular components

1. Introduction

The tricuspid valve (TV) regulates blood flow on the right side of the heart between the right
atrium (RA) and right ventricle (RV) throughout cardiac cycles. Specifically, the TV is responsible for
allowing the deoxygenated blood to flow from the RA into the RV during diastole and preventing
retrograde blood flow from the RV into the RA as the RV contracts during systole. The TV prevents
such backflow into the RA through the closure of the three TV leaflets, namely the anterior leaflet
(TVAL), posterior leaflet (TVPL), and the septal leaflet (TVSL). These leaflets are attached to the RA
through the ring-like valvular annulus and to the papillary muscles located on the RV by the chordae
tendineae. The proper function of these sub-valvular components is critical to overall function of the
TV. Alterations to the function or anatomy of the TV can result in a diseased condition called tricuspid
regurgitation (TR) that reduces the overall efficiency of the RV function.

TR occurs when the TV leaflets are unable to completely prevent blood backflow into the RA during
systole. Tricuspid regurgitation can be classified by etiology into two categories: primary (organic) TR
and secondary or functional TR (FTR) [1–3]. On the one hand, TR is considered primary when there
is some type of structural abnormality or damage to the TV apparatus as the primary cause of the
TR [2]. Congenital diseases, such as Ebstein’s anomaly and hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS),
and acquired diseases (e.g., tricuspid leaflet flail resulting from chordae rupture) fall into this category.
Interested readers may refer to Table 2.2 from Anwar et al. (2018) [2] for a comprehensive list. On the
other hand, TR is classified as functional regurgitation when the TV apparatus itself remains structurally
and mechanically intact, but instead the TR is secondary to a certain alteration in the surrounding
heart geometry/component [1,2,4]. Some examples of the causes of FTR include: RV enlargement, TV
annulus dilation, or pulmonary hypertension (cf. Table 2.2 from Anwar et al. (2018) [2]).

FTR often progresses from a combination of three interlinked pathologies that typically stem from
a pressure overload or a volume overload in the RV (e.g., pulmonary hypertension) [5–7]. First, as a
direct result of the pressure or volume overload, the RV will remodel and become enlarged beyond
its physiological configuration [5,7]. An early study by Come et al. (1985) [8] observed about a 60%
increase in the RV diameter in patients with TR. Consequently, the annulus will begin to dilate away
from the septum to form a more circular shape as compared to the healthy elliptical shape. The TV
annulus will lose its saddle-like geometry to become more flattened [9,10]. These alterations will
continue to progress, resulting in papillary muscle displacement, leaflet tethering, a reduced coaptation
of the TV leaflets, and the formation or worsening of FTR [4–6,9,10].

TR has been historically ignored in the clinical setting, despite affecting approximately 1.6 million
Americans [11,12]. This may originate from the pervasive expectation among cardiac surgeons and
cardiologists that correction of the left-sided cardiac lesions will lead to natural regression of FTR [13].
However, recent studies by Dreyfus et al. (2005) and Anyanwu and Adams (2010) [14,15] showed that
this over-conservative practice was invalid, and untreated FTR frequently progresses to late severe
TR, further worsening long-term prognosis and quality of life. Since the time of those clinical studies,
the TV has received increasingly more attention in both the clinical and basic research fields, although
less than the mitral valve (MV) and the aortic valve (AV) (Figure 1). Nevertheless, many clinically
significant questions still need to be addressed, including the determination of the optimal timing and
therapeutic option for treating FTR [14,16–22], and the understanding of how to mitigate the recurrence
of TR after surgical intervention [23–31]. As expected, there has been some progress toward partially
answering these questions and improving patient-specific therapeutics. For example, recent clinical
studies have focused on (i) examining the progression and proper assessment of FTR; (ii) in-vitro and
in-vivo studies have been conducted to quantify relevant mechanical properties of the TV and its
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sub-valvular components; and (iii) computational models have been recently developed to explore TV
biomechanical function. Despite these recent efforts to improve the understanding of the functioning
TV in both healthy and pathophysiological states, gaps in knowledge still exist in understanding the
underlying mechanisms and recurrence of FTR.

Figure 1. The number of publications (left) and the number of total citations (right) since 1990 for the
four heart valves. Data was adopted from the Web of Science.

In addition to a recent book chapter by Meador et al. (2019) [32], which briefly reviews studies of
the biomechanical properties of TV sub-valvular components, this review paper focuses on providing a
synopsis and commentary with regard to the recent advances relevant to the TV and FTR. This review
paper will also provide an opinion on future perspectives of the TV research for addressing broad
topics, such as clinical applications of the presented work and developments critical for patient-specific
therapeutics. The remaining sections of this review paper are organized as follows. Section 2 will
address the current status of clinical imaging modalities within the scope of the diagnosis and treatment
of FTR. Recent advances in understanding the mechanical behaviors and function of the TV using
in-vivo and in-vitro methodologies will be discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, current computational
modeling tools and related methods will be presented, which aim to enhance the understanding of TV
function and disease progression. Concluding remarks, a summary of the key take-away messages,
and our perspectives on future TV research will be provided in Section 5.

2. Functional Tricuspid Regurgitation: Diagnosis and Treatment Options

2.1. Sub-Valvular Structures and Components of the TV

The TV regulates the flow of blood between the right atrium and the right ventricle of the heart.
Each sub-valvular component of the TV (cf. Figure 2) is critical to the organ-level TV function, and the
details of each component are discussed as follows.

2.1.1. TV Annulus

The annulus is a fibromuscular ring that encircles the atrioventricular junction, marking the border
between the atrial and the ventricular myocardium. The annulus connects the valve leaflets to the
heart chambers. Some studies have found the TV annulus to be pear-shaped [33,34], whereas other
studies have predominantly found the annulus to be more saddle-shaped [33,35,36]. The configuration
of the TV annulus plays a major role in the coaptation, mobility and the stress distribution in the
TV leaflets and chordae tendineae [37,38]. The average diameter of the TV annulus at end systole
is 3.15 cm [39]. As the annulus curvature increases, the stress in the TV anterior leaflet decreases,
and this alteration in the curvature ultimately results in an increased leaflet strain and abnormal
tissue remodeling. During disease conditions, the saddle-shaped annulus enlarges, becoming circular,
and the corresponding change in the annulus area typically serves as a predictor of valve disorders
such as tricuspid regurgitation [40].
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Structurally, the annulus forms the base of the TV leaflets and is composed of two types
of discontinuous segments—muscular annulus and collagen-rich fibrous annulus (Figure 2) [41].
The muscular annulus is formed of a circumferentially oriented myofiberous lamina and a second
lamina formed of myofibers perpendicular to the circumferential myofibers [42]. Racker et al. (1991) [43]
described that the anterior, lateral, and posterior regions of the TV annulus are completely encircled
with circumferential myofibers with only a thin muscular connection at the medial region of the TV
annulus. The fibrous annulus forms the antero-medial regions and continues with the connective
tissues into the TV leaflets. Microscope-based study of the human TV annulus [44] indicated the
presence of myofibers in the posterior and anterior annulus and collagen bundles in the septal annulus.

 
Figure 2. An excised porcine TV tissue sample, showing the three tricuspid valve leaflets, papillary
muscle, chordae tendineae, commissures, and the TV annulus.

2.1.2. TV Leaflets

The TV annulus transitions into three leaflets: the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL (Figure 2). In general,
the TV leaflets have a rough zone in the crescentic region where chordae tendineae are attached, a broad
basal zone at the apex of the leaflet, and a clear zone [45]. Our recent examination of the porcine
valves leaflets demonstrated that the TV leaflets are more translucent and thinner than their MV
counterparts as a result of fewer collagen proteins [46]. Histological analysis also revealed the difference
in the layered structure between the TV and MV leaflets (cf. Figure 10 from Jett et al. [46]). The TV
leaflet tissue layers are composed of extracellular matrix proteins—elastin, collagen, proteoglycans
(PGs), and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) populated with dynamic valvular interstitial cells (VICs).
The connective tissue structure is organized into four morphologically and biomechanically distinct
layers known as the atrialis (A), spongiosa (S), fibrosa (F), and ventricularis (V) (Figure 3) [47,48].

Figure 3. Histological images revealing the porcine TV leaflet microstructure using Movat’s
Pentachrome straining to emphasize the elastin, collagen, and non-fibrous ground substance. The four
morphologically distinct layers are also illustrated in each image, i.e., A: atrialis, S: spongiosa, F: fibrosa,
and V: ventricularis.

A dense, collagenous fiber network distinguishes the main load bearing layer of the leaflets,
the fibrosa, from the surrounding tissue. The ventricularis, anatomically situated below the fibrosa
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and facing the ventricular side of the heart, is rich in circumferentially oriented elastin fibers that
assist in the stretching and recoiling of the valve tissue. The spongiosa layer is rich in hydrophilic
GAGs and PGs that act as a dampening mechanism during rapid leaflet bending [49,50]. The atrialis
layer—on the atrial side of the leaflet—is composed of elastin, collagen and GAGs, and this layer of the
TV leaflets is reported to have a high innervation density [51]. In addition, VICs are heterogeneous,
dynamic cells distributed throughout the leaflets’ layers [52]. VICs play a major role in maintaining
the structural integrity of the leaflet tissues by regulating the extracellular matrix (ECM) scaffold
remodeling. Different VIC phenotypes express molecular markers found in myofibroblast and smooth
muscle cells (SMCs). The activated VICs produce myofibroblasts and express smooth muscle α-actin
as well as other contractile proteins commonly found in the vascular SMCs [53]. It has also been shown
that the MV leaflet VICs are stiffer than the cells in the TV leaflets, implying a correlation between the
VIC-regulated collagen biosynthesis and transvalvular pressure loading [52].

2.1.3. TV Chordae Tendineae

The chordae tendineae are fibrous strings that originate from the ventricular papillary muscles or
from the ventricle wall and transmit tensile force to the leaflets (Figure 2). The chordae split into three
segments either soon after their origin or just before their attachment to the leaflets or the commissural
region [54]. Chordae tendineae are composed of elastin, GAGs, collagen fibers, and endothelial
cells [55]. The chordae tendineae are typically categorized as basal, marginal, strut, or commissural
based on their leaflet attachment location [54,56]. Each category is associated with varying length,
cross-sectional area, and mechanical properties of the chordae tendineae. For example, the marginal
chordae that are connected to the free edges of the leaflets are stiffer than the basal chordae that are
attached to the TV annulus [57].

2.2. Imaging Modalities for Assessing FTR

High-resolution imaging modalities have greatly advanced our understanding of TR
and other cardiac abnormalities. Non-invasive imaging techniques used to assess TR include
computed tomography (CT), cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI), and echocardiography.
Echocardiography is most frequently employed for diagnosing FTR, but CMRI and CT are increasingly
used as a complement [53]. Clinicians use these advanced imaging techniques as a surgical intervention
timing-indicator and for preoperative surgery planning.

2.2.1. Echocardiography

Echocardiography, an imaging technique that uses ultrasound waves to image anatomical
structures, is the principal modality used to diagnose TR. In the clinic, physicians assess preoperative,
intraoperative, and post-operative states of TR generally by two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE).
Echocardiography relies on transducer probes to emit “ultra” sound waves at a frequency inaudible to
humans (>20,000 Hz) that rebound off inhomogeneities before "echoing" back to the transducer probe.
Higher density structures exhibit greater impedance to the propagation of sound.

Echocardiography is relatively inexpensive, widely available, and capable of evaluating the TV
both functionally and morphologically. This technique can be performed at a patient’s bedside, so it is
popular for imaging hemodynamically unstable patients. However, the operator-dependent interface
of echocardiography causes certain restrictions. Individual sonographers must adapt conventional
probe positioning for patients possessing anatomical variance, such as obesity or emphysema, further
altering the uniformity of the data between imaging sessions and in comparative patient studies.
Furthermore, consistent and reliable landmarks on the right side of the heart are not as common
compared to the left side of the heart. More recent echocardiogram advancements have resulted in
the development of real-time three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE), better contrasting agents,
and multimodal imaging.
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Two major methods exist for performing both 2DE and 3DE: (i) transthoracic echocardiography
(TTE) and (ii) transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). For TTE, the transducer probe is positioned
noninvasively over the heart. Conversely, in TEE, the probe is inserted down the esophagus to access
the heart more directly. While TTE continues to be the cornerstone of diagnostic cardiac ultrasound,
TEE offers value as a supplementary tool due to the close probe proximity, decreased signal attenuation,
and absence of impedance from intervening lung and bones (Figure 4).

 
Figure 4. Echocardiographic imaging modalities: (a) a four-chamber mid-esophageal view using TEE
(image modified from [58]), and (b) an apical four-chamber view (A4C) using TTE courtesy of Dr. Mir
and Dr. Burkhart from the Children’s Heart Center at the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences
Center (OUHSC).

Two-Dimensional Imaging Modalities

A 2DE device monitors cardiac image data in B-mode, M-mode, or Doppler. B-mode ultrasonography,
or brightness mode, provides 2D grayscale images about a cross-sectional area. Structure brightness
can be defined, in decreasing order, as hyperechoic, hypoechoic, and anechoic. High-density structures,
such as a calcified valve, reflect most of the sound, resulting in a hyperechoic appearance. In contrast,
fluid-filled structures possess low impedance, appearing anechoic. B-mode only provides the most
basic image data and, consequently, it is used in conjunction with M-mode or Doppler to convey
further information. M-mode ultrasonography, an abbreviation for “motion” mode, uses a rapid
succession of pulses along a single ultrasound beam to produce a video-like illustration. By positioning
the transducer in a fixed location, B-mode images are recorded at each pulses and changes in the
corresponding echo are displayed as a function of time. Valve leaflet coaptation or myocardium
movement afford physicians quantifiable time-based data to better interpret the current state of cardiac
functionality. Conversely, Doppler ultrasonography depicts the blood velocity, typically showing
blood flow toward the device in red and flow away from the transducer in blue. This technique allows
physicians to screen patients for cardiac abnormalities, such as TR, by visualizing the regurgitant jet.

Standard Echocardiography Imaging Windows

Due to the complex, multi-component structure of the TV, 2DE requires the acquisition of images
from multiple locations to capture the valve’s overall 3D geometry and function comprehensively.
The right side of the heart is viewed from the mid-esophageal (ME) (30–40 cm) or transgastric (40–45 cm)
windows. The views generally used to image the TV include the right ventricular inflow-outflow
ME and four-chamber ME (Figure 4a) (transducer angle: 0–20◦ and 60–90◦, respectively) and the
basal short-axis and RV-inflow trangastric views (transducer angle: 0–20◦ and 100–120◦, respectively).
Also notable in assessing FTR are the views that delineate the RA and RV.

The traditional approaches for TTE include right ventricular inflow (RVIF), parasternal short-axis
(PSAX), parasternal long-axis (PLAX) (Figure 5a), apical four-chamber (A4C) (Figures 4b and
5b), and more recently, right ventricular-focused (RVF). Addetia et al. (2016) [59] analyzed the
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efficacy of these traditional views compared to six nonstandard 2D views devised by their group.
Using multiplanar reconstruction of three-dimensional data sets, they showed that their novel
2D views accurately identify the TV leaflets based on defined landmarks and anatomical clues.
Such nonconventional imaging protocols may be beneficial for further evaluating TV leaflet pathologies.

 
Figure 5. Visualization of severe tricuspid reguritation using two different 2DTTE views and color flow
Doppler: (a) a parasternal long-axis inflow view, and (b) an apical four-chamber view of a newborn
with a severe pulmonary hypertension due to diaphragmatic hernia. Images courtesy of Dr. Mir and
Dr. Burkhart from the Children’s Heart Center at the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
(OUHSC).

Three-Dimensional Imaging Modalities

Unlike the MV or AV, the complex, nonplanar structure of the TV makes simultaneously
capturing the three TV leaflets in one cross-sectional view nearly impossible using only 2DE imaging.
Real-time three-dimensional echocardiography (RT3DE) supplements 2DE with detailed anatomical
measurements in 90% of patients [60], and allows for concomitant visualization of the opening and
coaptation of the three leaflets through the cardiac cycle [61]. Moreover, in a comparison of 2D TTE
and RT3DE, Anwar et al. (2007) [62] concluded that RT3DE more reliably assessed the tricuspid valve
annulus (TA) size and function. Accordingly, the advent of RT3DE has prompted numerous studies to
elucidate the specific valve geometry and anatomy in healthy patients [23,63].

3DE acquires volume data via transducer probes containing a special matrix array of 2500
piezoelectric crystals that can be independently activated, focused, and steered to scan a pyramidal
volume of tissue in three dimensions [64]. In addition to the real-time live mode, the 3DE transducer
can also obtain full-volume data, which are the merging of information over four consecutive cardiac
cycles using a wide angle to cover a larger region of interest. This allows the ability to view both
atrioventricular valves simultaneously. However, full-volume imaging possesses limitations in the
potential for poor image and spatial resolution due to physiologically-based artifacts. Additionally,
the need to suspend respiration for four cardiac cycles during imaging excludes patients with atrial
fibrillation or dyspnea.

The three main RT3DE imaging views are parasternal, apical, and subcostal. In selecting one of these
views, it is important to consider the response of an imaging system to a point object, known as the
point-spread function of the system, which varies in degree according to the system dimensions in
use. Standard RT3DE systems employ a dimension of approximately 0.5 mm (axial), 2.5 mm (lateral),
and 3 mm (elevation), and thus, the best images (i.e., least distortion or blurring) are acquired in the
axial dimension. Conversely, the elevation dimension produces the greatest degree of spreading [61].

2.2.2. CMRI

MRI technology applies a strong magnetic field to align the body’s protons (i.e., hydrogen ions),
and radio waves are then generated to disrupt the proton alignment. As the protons realign themselves
to the magnetic field, they emit radio signals that the device computer reads and converts into detailed
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spatiotemporal images [65]. High-resolution, multiplanar images obtained using cine-MRI provide
doctors comprehensive information about the morphology and function of the scanned structure.
Thus, CMRI may be recommended as a complementary modality to echocardiography in cases of
poor image resolution or disqualification from TEE. CMRI is considered the “gold standard” for
reliably and accurately measuring the ventricular volumes, ejection fraction, and the myocardial
mass [66], which are useful in assessing pre- and post-operative ventricular function in patients with
FTR. While MRI produces high-resolution images, the modality is restrictive in practical applications.
MRI capabilities are limited in evaluating cases of severe TR due to its inability to be performed on
hemodynamically unstable patients. Moreover, patients with permanent pacemakers, implantable
cardiac defibrillators, or metal prosthetic heart valves cannot undergo an MRI scan unless they have a
newer MRI-compatible system.

2.2.3. Cardiac CT

CT scans use X-ray measurements to create two-dimensional radiographic cross-sections of
the heart taken around an axis of rotation. Digital processing yields multiplanar three-dimensional
reconstructions of the area of interest with desirable spatial and temporal resolution. Thin image slices
allow for detection of distinct valvular boundaries and useful spatial information for assessing RV
function [67]. Studies support the prognostic value of cardiac CT for indexing FTR—such parameters
include the RA and RV volumes, the leaflet tethering angles and height, and the annular diameter
and area [68–70]. CT has also been used in the post-operative assessment of annuloplasty ring
dislodgment and quantification of the spatial relationship between pacemaker leading in the RV and
the associated TR [67,68,71]. Despite its attractive capabilities and applications to the heart valve
leaflets, CT exposure must be monitored and limited due to the potential adverse effects of the radiation
during the X-ray measurements.

2.3. Parameters for Grading TR Severity

Imaging modalities afford qualitative, quantitative, or semi-quantitative analysis of the right side
of the heart. Such analyses allow surgeons to index the degree of TR. The most common parameters
used to evaluate TR severity include the annular diameter, the size of the backflow jet, the coaptation
mode of the leaflets, the width of vena contracta, and the relative size of the TR jet when compared to
the RA and dimensions of the right side of the heart, among others. FTR has traditionally been classified
into three categories: mild, moderate, and severe, based on the progression of the disease. Presently,
the threshold for severe is an effective regurgitant orifice area (EROA) ≥ 40 mm2, a regurgitant jet
volume (R Vol) ≥ 45 mL, and a vena contracta (VC) width ≥ 7 mm [72]. The establishment of the
recommended values for grading TR aid in pre-surgical planning, although, patient-specific variances
in the anatomy and pathology, as well as limitations in the current grading scale, confound such
recommendations in practice [72].

2.3.1. Regurgitant Jet Area

The degree of TR severity is frequently graded according to the jet area (planimetry of maximal jet
area in cm2). The regurgitant jet area may be assessed qualitatively or semi-quantitatively. Qualitatively,
mild TR displays a small central jet, moderate TR displays an intermediate jet, and severe TR displays a
very large central or eccentric wall-impinging jet [73]. Quantitative practices for grading severity of TR
are not well-established in contrast to those used for MR. Conventional guides to quantitatively grade
TR severity suggest a jet area < 5 cm2 to be considered mild, 5–10 cm2 to be moderate, and >10 cm2

to be severe. However, color flow echocardiography may distort the jet size, prompting inaccurate
estimations. Therefore, the European Association for Echocardiography does not recommend the use
of the regurgitant jet area to grade TR severity [73].
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2.3.2. VC Width

Generally imaged in the A4C view, the VC width (mm) describes the narrowest point of the
regurgitant flow before the turbulent jet swells outward, as found immediately distal to the regurgitant
orifice. To quantify the VC, the components of the regurgitant jet are identified with pulse wave Doppler
(at a Nyquist limit of 50–60 cm/s), and the VC width is measured perpendicular to the jet direction [73].
To obtain a reliable measurement, the VC width is averaged over two to three consecutive heart beats.
Recommendations by the European Association for Echocardiography suggest that clinicians rely on
the VC measurements when quantifying TR severity: severe TR with a VC width ≥7 mm, while VC
width values < 7 mm are considered more difficulty to interpret [73,74]. Major benefits of using VC to
grade TR severity include: (i) the measurement is independent of hemodynamic and instrumentation
factors; and (ii) it can be used on eccentric jets.

2.3.3. Proximal Isovelocity Surface Area (PISA)

Based on the principles of flow dynamics and continuity (conservation of mass), PISA is another
useful parameter for estimating valvular insufficiency [73,75,76]. Aptly named, this measurement
attempts to quantify the orifice area through which blood flows. Isovelocity refers to the regurgitant
region on the color flow map where the color reverses, and the PISA radius stretches from this point,
i.e., the edge of the blue hemisphere, to the center of the valve. The surface area (PISA) is determined
using A = 2πr2. For assessing TR severity, Lancellotti et al. (2010) [73] recommended a PISA radius
≤ 5 mm as mild, 6–9 mm as moderate, and >9 mm as severe. From the semi-quantitative PISA
analysis, quantitative parameters, such as the area of defect, EROA and R Vol, can also be derived [76].
Recommendations for EROA and R Vol are defined only for severe tricuspid regurgitation as ≥40 mm2

and ≥45 mL, respectively [72,73].

2.3.4. TA Diameter

Studies have shown that the pathology of the TV varies by patient, and anatomical parameter
changes, such as tricuspid annular dilation, may occur in the absence of considerable TR [19]. However,
the converse is not true. In a study consisting of 311 patients undergoing MV surgical repair and 148 of
who also receiving concomitant TV repair, Dreyfus et al. (2005) [14] determined that FTR does not occur
without a pronounced tricuspid annular dilation. Furthermore, the assessment of tricuspid orifices
in each of the study’s participants revealed the tricuspid annular dimension to be the only universal
feature regarding FTR pathology. Thus, the current threshold for moderate or severe TR based on the
annular dimension is a diameter > 40 mm; however, this index should be applied conservatively.

2.3.5. Proposed Revisions to The Current TR Severity’s Grading Recommendations

To address the limitations of the current grading system, studies have proposed two additional
levels of TR and the inclusion of added assessment parameters, such as the right ventricular early
inflow-outflow index. For instance, Go et al. (2018) [72] and Hahn and Zamorano (2017) [77] call for
two additional grades of severity, “massive” and “torrential”, to better describe TR that is already defined
as “severe.” The new grading system thresholds “massive” TR as having an EORA of 60–79 mm2, an R
Vol of 60–74 mL, and a VC width of 14–20 mm. On the other hand, “torrential” TR is defined as having
an EROA ≥ 80 mm2, an R Vol ≥ 75 mL, and a VC width ≥ 21 mm.

A recent study [78] retrospectively evaluated the VC width, jet area, EROA, right ventricular early
inflow-outflow (RVEIO) index, and the RA and RV volumes using routine TTE data from patients with
moderate and severe TR (n = 395). The RVEIO index was calculated as an integral of the early diastolic
filling velocity and the RV outflow velocity during the period of systolic ejection. An RVEIO index
≥ 10, a VC width ≥ 7 cm, a jet area > 10 cm2, and an EROA ≥ 0.4 cm2 were shown to be independent
predictors of TR. The RVEIO index increased incrementally in relation to TR severity, making the
RVEIO index another useful parameter for indexing the severity of TR.
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2.4. Surgical Interventions

Heart valve surgery restores proper leaflet function through one of two methods: (i) surgical
valve repair, or (ii) surgical valve replacement. TV repair typically uses one of the following surgical
techniques: bicuspidization, classic De Vega, flexible band, or rigid ring. Bicuspidization and De Vega
annuloplasty are affordable, simple, and present minimal risk of heart block. However, incidence
of residual and recurrent TR is high for bicuspidization and moderate for De Vega annuloplasty.
Conversely, ring annuloplasty minimizes residual and recurrent TR but is expensive and more difficult
to perform [79]. Valve replacement is generally reserved for patients suffering from comorbidities on
the right side of the heart that are unamendable using TV surgical repair [80,81].

2.4.1. Repair Methods for Surgical Treatment of FTR

Because patients classified as having functional TR, i.e., regurgitation that occurs due to annular
dilation resulting from increased pulmonary or right ventricular pressure, compose 70–80% of cases,
most surgeries involve repair of the native geometry [14]. Kay et al. (1965) described the first
valve repair technique to treat FTR [82], which involved bicuspidization of the TV (i.e., the complete
exclusion of the posterior leaflet) using a suture. More modern suture-based techniques include
the De Vega procedure [83], which reduces the annulus diameter while maintaining the tri-leaflet
structure, effectively treating the annular dilation at the base of the TV anterior and posterior leaflets
that occurs in over 80% of cases [75]. One major limitation of the De Vega suture annuloplasty is that
the sutures would tear from the fragile annular tissue resulting in suture dehiscence and recurrent
TR. Antunes and Girdwood (1983) [84] proposed a variant of this technique using Teflon pledges to
reinforce the annuloplasty suture. De Vega suture annuloplasty is relatively safe and effective for
treating minor TR when RV dilation is absent [85]. Both types of suture-based annuloplasty are difficult
to reproduce, despite superseding bicuspidization, and the results are unpredictable in comparison to
ring annuloplasty [79].

Carpentier et al. (1971) [86] proposed the first ring annuloplasty device, a rigid C-shaped
prosthetic apparatus, which included a better distribution of tension and a more standardized
annular reduction. During surgery, physicians measure the distance between the antero-septal and
postero-septal commissures with calipers and select a ring size accordingly. Eight to ten stitches, starting
at the midpoint of the septal leaflet and ending at the antero-septal commissure, secure the device to
the orifice (Figure 6). Prosthetic rings were adapted from the original idea to include semi-rigid, rigid,
and flexible rings. Each type of ring poses advantages and disadvantages. For example, rigid and
semi-rigid bands effectively restore and fix the 3D shape of the TV annulus in its native configuration.
The most notable advantages of the rigid rings versus the flexible rings are the stabilization and
normalization of the septal leaflet dimensions [79]. However, the installation of a rigid annuloplasty
ring may increase the forces exerted on the native annulus more as opposed to the forces resulting from
a flexible ring. This increase in force may induce annular dehiscence, a well-documented form of valve
repair failure [16,30,87,88]. Edwards developed an improved, 3D saddle-shaped, rigid annuloplasty
ring to decrease the instances of dehiscence (Figure 6a,b) and improve replicable implantation [89].
The device has demonstrated incredible short-term efficacy, and evaluations are ongoing to assess
long-term efficacy. Surgeons must also elect to use partial or complete bands. Partial bands reduce
the occurrence of post-operative conduction block by not placing a suture in the region of conduction
tissues, whereas complete bands negate the risk of future annular dilation although the septal portion
of the annulus is thought not to dilate.

The clinical popularity of both the De Vega suture annuloplasty and the ring annuloplasty has
prompted several studies to assess their effectiveness in managing TR during immediate and long-term
follow-ups [90]. For example, Rivera et al. (1985) [75] evaluated a randomized study of 159 patients,
76 of whom received Carpentier rings and 83 of whom underwent a modified De Vega procedure.
They reported similar results for both techniques in their rates of six-year freedom from 2+TR. However,
the Carpentier ring revealed a more reliable guarantee of long-term freedom from TR (TR recurrence in
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the De Vega group = 9/19 versus the Carpentier group = 1/16; p < 0.01). Another, more recent, study by
Huang et al. (2014) [88] compared the treatment outcomes between the suture annuloplasty and the
ring annuloplasty. The study observed a significant improvement via post-operative echocardiography
assessment of valve function and TR grade (3.4 to 0.6) with no statistical difference between the
methods of repair at 1- and 5-year follow-ups (97% and 84% for the De Vega, and 96% and 82% for
the ring annuloplasty, respectively). Recurrence-free survival was superior for the ring annuloplasty
but not significantly (78.8% vs. 74.5%; p < 0.62). More recently, Charfeddine et al. (2017) [91] further
documented comparable intermediate survival rates for correcting FTR. In a comparison of ring-based
annuloplasty devices, Pfannmüller et al. (2012) [87] demonstrated that patients with rigid bands
were at a significantly higher risk of annuloplasty dehiscence. Furthermore, patients suffering from
dehiscence exhibited greater residual TR as compared to those without dehiscence.

 
Figure 6. (a) Edwards physio-partial annuloplasty ring (b) mimics the three-dimensional geometry of
the TV annulus. (c) The implanted annuloplasty ring is shown during diastole, and (d) systole. Images
were modified from [92].

Less commonly used techniques for repair include enlargement of the anterior leaflet and “the
Clover Technique.” Dreyfus et al. (2008) [93] proposed a procedure to remove the anterior leaflet and
replace it with a small tissue section of autologous pericardium. This technique is employed when
annuloplasty does not sufficiently correct FTR, such as cases of severe leaflet tethering. On the other
hand, “the Clover Technique”, named for the post-operative shape of the valve, was developed by
Lapenna et al. (2010) and Belluschi et al. (2018) [94,95] to correct severe FTR and significant leaflet
tethering. The procedure uses both suture and ring annuloplasty to restore the annular geometry and
a polypropylene suture to fasten each leaflet at the midpoint of the free edge.

2.4.2. Replacement Methods for Surgical Treatment of FTR

Because annular dilation is a consistent pathological feature of FTR, surgical repair of the annular
geometry and TV annuloplasty is widely accepted as the preferred method for restoring proper valve
function. However, in the event of severe FTR as a secondary pathology, surgeons may replace the
diseased valve tissue. Replacement valves may be either mechanical or bioprosthetic. Mechanical
valves come in various configurations including disc valves, bi-leaflet valves, and ball valves. Patients
with any implanted mechanical valve will depend on anticoagulant medications for the remainder of
their lives. This long-term reliance on medicine to viably sustain mechanical valve implants as well
as issues with mechanical valve thrombosis led to the biological prostheses as a secondary approach.
Bioprosthetic valves may be an autograft (composed of patient’s own tissue), allograft (taken from
a donor of the same species), or a xenolog (derived from another species) [96]. Xenograft valves,
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either porcine or bovine pericardial, are by far the most common valves used in TV replacement.
Comparing TV repair and replacement for treating patients with severe TR, no statistical difference was
found in early mortality, ten-year overall survival, and ten-year freedom from cardiac death between
the patient populations. Thus, TV replacement was concluded to be a viable option for those unsuited
for TV repair [81].

3. In-Vivo and In-Vitro Investigations

3.1. In-Vivo Dynamics and Strains of the TV Annulus

Understanding of the TV annulus has been of high focus in earlier literature, whereas, recently,
attention has turned toward understanding the mechanisms of FTR. In TV annulus studies, important
measurements include: (i) diameter, measured as an antero-posterior (AP) diameter and a septo-lateral
(SL) distance due to the annulus’ elliptical shape, (ii) height, (iii) area, (iv) circumference, and (v)
eccentricity, defined as the ratio between the AP and SL diameters.

In the case of in-vivo studies of the TV annulus, measurements are generally made using MRI,
2DE/3DE, or CT (Figure 7a) [97,98]. A study by Hammarström et al. (1991) [97] used 2DE to
measure human annulus parameters with three primary observations: (i) an average annular diameter
(between diastole and systole) of 22.5 mm, (ii) the greatest motion occurring along the lateral point
of the TV annulus, and (iii) a hinge-point of the annulus movement occurring on the septal side.
These observations were later reaffirmed, and more details of the annulus movement were provided
through other human in-vivo studies. For example, Ring et al. (2012) [98] used 3DE to quantify: (i) AP
and SL average diameters of 41.15 mm and 33.75 mm, respectively, (ii) heights from diastole to systole of
4.2 mm to 5.5 mm, respectively, (iii) areas from diastole to systole of 1145 mm2 to 1049 mm2, respectively,
(iv) perimeters from diastole to systole of 124 mm to 120 mm, respectively, and (v) eccentricity values
from diastole to systole of 1.20 to 1.29, respectively. Regarding the annular movement, during diastole
the annulus has a more circular shape, while during systole the annulus becomes more elliptical,
as shown through the observed eccentricity values.

The exception to the use of imaging modalities in patients for in-vivo assessment is through
open-heart surgery in ovine animal studies in conjunction with sonomicrometry [33,99–101]. To briefly
elaborate, sonomicrometry uses piezoelectric transducers, or crystals that are fixed to the anesthetized
animal’s valve structures by sutures through an open-heart surgery. Once the animal’s heart is
restored to its healthy hemodynamic profile, the transducer is then energized using a short electrical
pulse. This pulse then generates an acoustic wave that is captured through ultrasound technologies.
Sonomicrometry has its limitations, however, in that it can be difficult to ensure that the same crystal
locations are used between animal specimen due to intraspecies heart valve geometry variations.
Additionally, echocardiography is generally used to ensure a proper crystal placement after surgical
operation, although shadowing from the crystals can lead to improper evaluations [102].

Rausch et al. (2018) [101] used such techniques to retrieve relevant clinical parameters of the ovine
TV annulus, as well as establish engineering metrics (e.g., strain and curvature along the TV annulus).
Specifically, they determined that the annular motion is asymmetric in contraction. This asymmetry
is elucidated by the deformations originating at the antero-septal and postero-septal vertices,
as demonstrated by the contraction concentrations (tangential strain increases up to +0.10 mm/mm),
the elongations of the antero-postero vertex, and the mid-septal region of the annulus (relative curvature
increase up to +0.03 1/mm). Moreover, Malinowski et al. (2015) [99] used the ovine model to determine
the effect of pulmonary hypertension on the TV annular dynamics and found that the disease causes a
12% increase in the total annular area. Employing the same ovine model, Malinowski et al. (2018) [100]
also observed the effect of annuloplasty suture on the TV annular mechanics, noting that the tricuspid
valve surgical repair resulted in an increase in the compressive TV annular strains. More recently,
Mathur et al. (2019) [103] refined the approach by placing four sonomicrometery crystals on each of the
three TV leaflets and six on the surrounding TV annulus. Through this approach, they observed that
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the TVAL and TVPL had similar closing patterns, while the TVSL appeared to have a smaller range of
motion and closing velocity. Additionally, their animal study showed that the magnitude of the strain
in the belly region of the leaflets was larger than the free edge region and the leaflet strain throughout
the cardiac cycle was qualitatively different for both regions. Similar studies have been performed
to analyze other pathology-induced changes in the TV annular dynamics [104,105] and the effects of
surgical interventions [106].

Figure 7. Example methodologies for investigating TV annulus dynamics: (a) clinical 3DE in-vivo
imaging (image courtesy of Dr. Mir and Dr. Burkhart from the Children’s Heart Center at the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center), (b) an in-vitro pump-driven fluid flow loop paired with
sonomicrometry, or (c) a Langendorffmodel (or a working heart model) paired with sonomicrometry.

Although In-vivo studies are useful as they allow for non-invasive, accurate clinical assessment,
they are generally limited by the use of imaging techniques that are unable to capture the fine details
of valve apparatus movements (usually due to interference with other bodily structures) or fine
resolution dynamic information due to limited capture rates. In-vitro studies address this need for
higher resolution and dynamic information of the sub-valvular structures of the tricuspid valve.

3.2. In-Vitro Flow and Pressure Systems

In-vitro studies are useful for obtaining high-resolution and dynamic information about the
annulus movement, usually through a flow system or pressure system (Figure 7b). Flow systems
use a pulsatile fluid flow through the valve apparatus to induce TV motions as they would occur
in-vivo. However, this system is limited as it can only create passively beating hearts. In the case of
passively beating hearts, there is no active ventricle contraction. As such, ventricular pressures applied
by an in-vitro flow system cause the inverse annulus action, with expansion occurring rather than
contraction during systole. Pressure systems, on the other hand, operate by applying a pressure to the
ventricles to force full leaflet closure, allowing analyses of the pressurized valve statically. There is an
exception to pressure or flow systems for in-vitro analysis of heart operation to create active beating
hearts, known as the Langendorff or the working heart model (Figure 7c) [107]. In these models,
the human/ovine/porcine heart is retrieved immediately preceding the human or animal death and the
organ is placed into a flow system and perfused with a solution to provide cell nutrients and maintain
cell life. The heart is resuscitated and actively beats ex-vivo with the same TV annulus movement that
would be found in-vivo. Regardless of the system used for creating ex-vivo beating hearts, the system
is paired with a certain imaging modality, such as sonomicrometry, for collecting high-resolution data.
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3.2.1. In-Vitro Flow Systems

For studies involving an in-vitro flow system, measurements were usually made using
sonomicrometry or 2DE/3DE [100,101,108–110]. These studies were generally performed on ovine or
porcine hearts because of their availability and lower cost. Imaging analysis of hearts that have been
excised from the surrounding bodily structures produces higher-fidelity imaging and information
about the TV dynamics compared to non-invasive imaging techniques. For example, a porcine in-vitro
study by Khoiy et al. (2018) [108] used a fluid flow system to investigate the effects of chordae rupture
on the TV geometry and function. With regard to non-ruptured valves, they found a change in the
average diameter for the TV annulus that agrees with the clinical observations for human hearts by
Ring et al. (2012) [98]. Focusing on the geometrical changes of the TV with ruptured chordae tendineae,
Khoiy et al. (2018) [108] observed that the TV annulus area increased by ~9% during the cardiac cycle.

Moreover, Malinowski et al. (2018) [100] performed a characterization of the TV annular
strain using human hearts perfused with donor blood to restore normal beating function ex-vivo (i.e.,
the Langendorff system). From this study, a mean compressive annular strain of 4%± 2% was quantified,
with the greatest compression occurring at the anterior side and the smallest compression at the septal
side. Similar studies have been performed to derive the human tricuspid annulus geometry [111].

In-vitro flow systems could also be useful in measuring the TV leaflet dynamics, as was performed
by Khoiy et al. (2016) [109]. Specifically, the porcine TVSL was fixed with sonomicrometry crystals,
and the heart was placed in a flow system to emulate human physiologic conditions. The TVSL was
shown to have a peak areal strain of 9.8%, a peak circumferential strain of 5.6%, and a peak radial strain
of 4.3% at the maximum right ventricular pressure. Furthermore, the areal strain distributions were
shown to be non-uniform across the TV leaflet, while the principal strains were more spatially uniform.
Additionally, the circumferential and radial strains were also shown to exhibit some heterogeneity,
with higher circumferential strains at the TVPL and increased radial strains near the TVAL.

3.2.2. In-Vitro Pressure Systems

Pressure systems are primarily useful for analyzing the deformations of the pressurized valve
structures during systolic closure. Pant et al. (2017) [112] used a pressure system to examine the change
in the alignment of the microstructure of the TV leaflets from a non-pressurized to a pressurized state.
For this study, porcine hearts were placed into a system that hydrostatically pressurized the leaflets to
force coaptation, and the leaflets were fixed using glutaraldehyde. The primary finding of the study
was that a higher alignment of the collagen fibers exists in the pressurized TV leaflets, as opposed to
the relaxed, free tissues. Additionally, the leaflet area was found to increase in the pressurized state
for the TVAL (405 ± 31 mm2 to 479 ± 63 mm2) and decrease for both the TVPL (413 ± 23 mm2 to
337 ± 26 mm2) and the TVSL (429 ± 19 mm2 to 374 ± 40 mm2). The anisotropy indices of the leaflets
were also found to increase by 2 to 3 times in the pressurized leaflets, with the largest increase observed
in the TVAL. Similar results have been found in another study by Basu et al. [113].

3.3. Chordae Tendineae Force Measurements

Other important dynamic structures of the TV are the chordae tendineae. In a study by Troxler
et al. (2012) [114], porcine TVs were excised for use in the Georgia Tech right heart simulator to measure
the forces the chordae tendineae experience during the cardiac cycle. In this study, miniature C-ring
force transducers were attached to the strut chordae tendineae, and the chordal forces were measured
under the normal and emulated pathology conditions. In the normal condition, strut chordal forces
ranged from 0.1 to 0.4 N, depending on the papillary muscle and leaflet insertion points. TV annular
dilation (100% dilation) caused the chordal forces to nearly double, ranging from 0.2 N to 0.7 N,
whereas papillary muscle dysplasia only led to an increase in the chordal force if all three insertion
regions were displaced. For combined pathologies, a greater increase in chordal forces was observed
when the papillary muscles were moved apically, rather than laterally.
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3.4. Biomechanical Quantifications of the Subvalvlar Structures of the TV

With the recent growing interest in the TV’s functions, several in-vitro studies have been performed
to analyze the deformations and mechanics of the TV leaflet and chordae tendineae tissues. Some recent
studies have assumed the leaflets to be thin membranes and subsequently used Laplace’s Law to
estimate the in-vivo mechanical response [46,115,116]. On the other hand, some investigations have
determined a parametric spline representation for the leaflets and subsequently used an inverse
modeling approach for approximating the leaflets’ mechanical responses [117–120]. Nevertheless,
in-vitro biomechanical analyses using a biaxial mechanical testing technique have been well developed
for characterizing soft biological tissues that have distinct transversely isotropic material properties.
Within the scope of heart valves, most of the previous literature has been focused on the analysis of
the MV or AV leaflet tissues, whereas limited research exists on the TV counterparts (cf. Figure 1).
However, as emphasized in Section 1, the TV has become of increasing interest in the past decade since
the seminal clinical paper from Dreyfus et al. (2005) [14]. In-vitro studies of the TV leaflets usually
focus on biaxial mechanical testing of the tissue under various loading conditions to retrieve the
stress-strain responses that may be representative of the physiological deformations of the TV leaflets.

3.4.1. Biaxial and Uniaxial Mechanical Properties of the TV Leaflets

Previous studies have elucidated the leaflet tissue’s mechanical properties by performing biaxial
mechanical testing of the central, belly regions of the TV leaflets (Figure 8a,b) [46,116,121–123]. Because
of the complex microstructure of the fibrous tissues, biaxial mechanical testing is generally performed
at various loading ratios of a targeted stress in each tissue direction (i.e., circumferential and radial
directions). Coupling between the two tissue directions plays a critical role in the overall stress-stretch
responses. Moreover, the TV leaflet tissues exhibit repeatable cyclic mechanical response after the
tissue has been preconditioned to restore their in-vivo functionality.

Several key findings from these biaxial mechanical testing studies of the TV leaflets were
summarized as follows. First, the TV leaflets have an anisotropic and non-linear mechanical response,
with the radial direction being generally more extensible than the circumferential direction. For example,
in Jett et al. (2018) [46], the porcine TVAL tested to a 115 kPa equibiaxial stress was found to have a
circumferential peak strain of ~22% and a radial peak strain of ~73%. Second, the mechanics differs
between each of the three TV leaflets, with the greatest extensibility and the greatest anisotropy
generally observed in the TVPL (Figure 8c). Moreover, Pham et al. (2017) [124] tested human TV leaflets
to a 70 kPa equibiaxial stress, and they reported circumferential strains of: TVAL, 10%; TVPL, 13%;
and TVSL, 10%; as well as radial strains as: TVAL, 17%; TVPL, 22%; and TVSL, 20%. Third, studies
have also demonstrated that the TV leaflets’ mechanical responses have a slight dependence on the
loading rate. In Jett et al. (2018) [46], the TV leaflets were tested at 2.29 N/m, 4.42 N/m, and 7.92 N/min
loading rates, and only a ~7% difference was observed in the tissue’s peak strains. Fourth, the TV
leaflets also possess a significant stress–relaxation behavior [46,121,125]. For example, in the study
by Laurence et al. (2019) [125], 6 delimited regions of the porcine TVAL were stretched to a 50 N/m
equibiaxial membrane tension and allowed to relax for 900 seconds, with a 20–30% decay of the initial
membrane tension reported.

In addition, the above-mentioned anisotropic, non-linear nature of the TV leaflet’s mechanical
response stems from the gradual recruitment of crimped collagen fibers preferentially oriented in
the circumferential direction. Since the crimped collagen fibers do not contribute to the mechanical
behavior, the tissue’s mechanical response initially has a long toe-region in which there are large
deformations corresponding to low stresses. As the collagen fibers are recruited and straightened,
the tissue’s mechanical response stiffens, resulting in the distinct non-linearity. The orientation,
recruitment, and re-orientation of the collagen and elastin fibers throughout the TV leaflet tissue under
loading has been determined by imaging techniques [126–128]. For instance, Alavi et al. (2015) [129]
used second harmonic imaging techniques to understand the distribution and orientation of collagen
fibers during uniaxial and biaxial loading. Two key findings from their study are: (i) collagen fibers in
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the superficial layers were aligned in between the radial and circumferential directions when the TV
leaflets were in their relaxed state, whereas collagen fibers were oriented in the circumferential direction
in deeper layers; (ii) the collagen fibers were reoriented according to the applied biaxial loading.

Figure 8. (a) Schematic of the excised leaflet tissue and the central bulk region taken from the TVAL,
TVPL, or TVSL. (b) An illustration of the mounted TV leaflet tissue specimen onto the biaxial testing
system with the collagen fiber orientations (circumferential and radial directions) aligned with the
testing x- and y-directions. (c) Mean ± SEM of the first-PK stress versus stretch results of the porcine
TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL tissues (n = 6) under equibiaxial loading protocol (Fx:Fy = 1:1) at room
temperature (22 ◦C). Images were modified from Jett et al. (2018) [46].

Another interesting recent study by Basu et al. (2018) [130] analyzed the mechanics of the TV
leaflet-annulus transition regions through uniaxial mechanical testing. In their study, they found
that the largest Young’s modulus occurred at the septal leaflet-annulus transition (208.7 ± 67.2 kPa),
followed by the posterior (136.8 ± 56.9 kPa) and anterior transitions (92.0 ± 66.8 kPa). However, the
extensibility of the transition regions was found to be similar across all three leaflet-annulus zones.

3.4.2. Bending Properties of the TV Leaflets

In-vivo, the TV leaflets experience large flexure between the pressure changes of diastole and
systole. Biaxial mechanical testing can shed some light on the leaflet mechanical behaviors; however,
bending mechanical tests can provide additional insight into the leaflet mechanics. For example,
Fu et al. (2018) [131] observed that for the MV anterior leaflet, the leaflet bending angle can be a useful
quantitative metric for when clinicians should perform surgical interventions. Thus, it is important
to perform such quantifications of the healthy TV leaflets’ bending mechanical behaviors. Bending
mechanical testing is typically performed using a custom-made device, based on the device made by
Merryman et al. (2006) [132]. This device fixes the leaflet on each end and then allows for a moment to be
applied either with or against the natural curvature of the leaflet, and the corresponding displacement is
measured using fiduciary markers and digital image correlation techniques. Brazile et al. (2015) [133]
used such a device to quantify the bending mechanical behaviors of the TV leaflets. From this study,
they observed that when the bending moment was applied with the natural leaflet curvature there was
a non-linear momentum-curvature relationship; when the bending moment was applied against the
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natural leaflet curvature a stiffer behavior was observed. Quantitatively, at a peak change of curvature
of 0.075 mm−1 the flexural rigidity of the leaflet in the circumferential direction was 54% higher against
the curvature than with the curvature, whereas in the radial direction there was a 97% difference.
With regard to the instantaneous effective bending modulus similar trends were observed, with the
percent difference between the curvatures being 47% in the circumferential direction and 93% in the
radial direction. The results of this study can be useful in the development of polymeric replacement
leaflets where the materials can be tailored to specific bending mechanical properties [134].

3.4.3. Spatial Variations in Tissue Mechanics of TV Leaflets

With recent advancements in computational power, models have been refined for the heart valves
to consider the leaflets’ complex microstructure, structural heterogeneity, and distinct layers [135–142].
However, these models are typically based on investigations of bulk, central regions of the MV or AV
leaflets (cf. Subsection 3.4.1) rather than the spatially varied mechanical properties of the TV leaflets.
Our group sought to fill this gap in knowledge by providing a mechanical characterization of the TV
leaflet specimens over their spatial domain. In Laurence et al. (2019) [125], we first sectioned the TVAL
into six smaller regions (labeled A–F, Figure 9a) that were mechanically tested under our established
biaxial mechanical testing protocols [46].

Figure 9. (a) Schematic of the TVAL with six smaller tested regions for investigating the regional
variance in the tissue’s mechanical properties. (b) Mean ± SEM (n = 10~13) of membrane tension
versus total tissue stretch results for the 6 tissue regions under the equibiaxial loading protocol. Images
were modified from Laurence et al. (2019) [125].

This study, which is the first of its kind, demonstrated the spatial variability of the TV leaflet’s
mechanical properties (Figure 9b). Specifically, from equibiaxial mechanical testing of the tissues to a
50 N/m membrane tension, central regions of the leaflet (B and E) were observed to exhibit a greater
material anisotropy than those edge regions (A, C, D, and F). With regard to the tissue’s extensibility,
higher extensibility was observed in regions near the TV annulus (A–C) as compared to regions near the
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free edge (D–F). In addition, the regions near the TV annulus had circumferential peak stretch values
approximately 4% higher than those in the edge regions, whereas a similar, but less pronounced trend
was observed for the radial peak stretches (i.e., ~2.5% higher in regions bordering the TV annulus).
The results of this study are useful in better understanding the leaflet mechanics and how the stress
could vary and be distributed spatially over the TV leaflet.

3.4.4. Microstructural Constituent’s Contributions to Tissue Mechanics of the TV Leaflet

While our study on the regional variance in the TV leaflet tissue’s mechanical properties provides
useful insight into the overall biomechanical behaviors of the TV, more detailed biomechanical
characterizations could be made to investigate the mechanical contributions associated with the
underlying microstructural constituents. For the AV leaflets, the mechanical contributions of each
constituent have been comprehensively quantified using a biaxial mechanical testing procedure in
which tissues are tested before and after enzymatic removal of the constituent of interest [49,50,143,144].
However, this has not been done for the TV leaflets. Therefore, we sought to fill this knowledge gap by
applying this enzymatic-treatment procedure to the TV leaflets [145].

In our study on the GAG contributions to the TV leaflet tissue’s mechanical properties, we retrieved
porcine TVALs and followed a three-step procedure: (1) TVAL tissue specimens were biaxially
mechanically tested; (2) enzyme treatment was performed to remove the GAGs; and (3) treated
tissues were biaxially mechanically tested using the same procedure as in Step (1). From this study,
it was observed that the GAG-removed tissues (treated, T−) experienced greater stretch than those
intact (control, C−) tissues (Figure 10). Specifically, in the loading to a 75 N/m equibiaxial membrane
tension, the GAG-removed leaflets were 4.7% and 7.6% more extensible in the circumferential and
radial directions, respectively, compared to the native leaflet tissues. In addition, stress–relaxation
testing at a 75 N/m equibiaxial membrane tension revealed a lesser relaxation behavior of the leaflets
after GAG removal treatment in both the circumferential relaxation (C−: 17.1% relaxation, T−:
15.0% relaxation) and the radial relaxation (C−: 16.4% relaxation, T−: 14.5% relaxation). Ongoing
investigations are currently being conducted by our group to determine the contributions of collagen
fibers and elastin fibers to the overall biomechanical behaviors of the TV leaflets. This unique study
further enhances our understanding of the leaflet microstructural constituents, which can be useful
in the fields of tissue-engineered heart valves where the recreation of the microstructure remains an
emerging challenge.

Figure 10. Mean ± SEM (n = 6) of the membrane tension versus total tissue stretch results (left:
circumferential direction, right: radial direction) for the TVAL between the control and enzyme-treated
groups under equibiaxial loading (Fx:Fy = 1:1). Figures were modified from Ross et al. (2019) [145].

3.4.5. Mechanics of TV Chordae Tendineae

The TV chordae tendineae are essential to proper leaflet movement and have been of recent focus in
TV literature. In-vivo studies for the CT are useful for obtaining mappings of the chordae distributions
and geometries in the valve, which can be helpful for clinical assessments or computational simulations.
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In-vitro studies of the chordae tendineae are performed under uniaxial mechanical testing, or using
strain gauges and a flow/pressure system. Uniaxial mechanical testing is generally performed on
chordae tendineae that have been separated from the leaflet and papillary muscles through clamping
to a servo-hydraulic tensile testing machine [56,122,146–152]. Testing protocol then follows either
as cyclic loading to a force or stress that is representative of physiologic loading, or as loading until
chordal rupture. Our group has expanded on this by excising and mechanically testing a functioning
chordae “group” with preservation of papillary muscles and leaflet points of attachment (Figure 11a).

 
Figure 11. (a) The TVAL left (LG) and right (RG) strut chordae tendineae were excised as a group
structure, preserving points of attachment to the papillary muscles and leaflet for (b) uniaxial mechanical
testing to observe (c) the mechanical properties of the chordae tendineae as a tissue group.

Lim (1980) [146] characterized non-linear mechanical responses for the TV chordae, as well as an
increased tissue extensibility with an increased thickness. Comparing the chordae tendineae between
the mitral valve and tricuspid valve, the TV chordae had a lower fiber density, resulting in a lower
extensibility [146]. More recently, Pokutta-Paskaleva et al. (2018) [122] characterized the mechanical
properties of the three porcine chordal subsets (strut, basal, and marginal). In their study, the chordae
tendineae were uniaxially loaded until rupture (Figure 11b). Of the three subsets, it was observed that
different chordal subsets exhibit different mechanical properties, with basal chords being the most
extensible in the TVPL and TVSL (a Green strain of ~15% at the 3 MPa Cauchy stress). In terms of leaflet
attachment, the chordae tendineae that attach to the TVAL were observed to have a lower extensibility
than their TVPL and TVSL counterparts (TVAL, 0–5%; TVPL, 6–15%; TVSL, 13–16%) [122]. In our
group’s study, which analyzed functional strut chordae tendineae groups as opposed to individual
chordal segments as done in previous studies, a greater extensibility was observed (Figure 11).
At a 1MPa stress, we found that the porcine strut chordae tendineae groups have a peak strain of
approximately 11–14%. Our findings (Figure 11c) could provide useful information about the tissue
mechanics of the TV chordae tendineae by mimicking the in-vivo functioning environment, which can
be implemented in computational models to refine therapeutics related to chordal pathologies, such as
chordae rupture.
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4. Computational Biomechanical Modeling of the TV

Computational modeling allows for in-silico investigations of TV function that provide unique
insight that would be otherwise unobtainable considering conventional in-vitro or clinical methods.
The fundamental building blocks of the TV biomechanical modeling framework are selecting the
appropriate numerical scheme (e.g., structural modeling, fluid modeling, or fluid-structural modeling),
defining the geometry (solid or fluid) and the corresponding computational mesh, specifying the
material properties of the tissue and/or fluid domains, prescribing boundary conditions that mimic the
clinical scenario of interest, and defining other essential parameters such as contact between leaflet
surfaces as well as between blood flow and the TV structure. The selected numerical scheme will
use these inputs to provide an approximation of the modeling scenario, such as the closure of the TV.
The accuracy of the approximation depends largely on how well the user can describe the complexity of
the material, the geometry, and the boundary conditions. Two modeling schemes are typically used in
the context of heart valve biomechanics. The first is bio-solid modeling, which describes the behavior
of a bio-solid (e.g., heart valves) under specified loading and displacement conditions. The second
is fluid-structure interaction (FSI) modeling, which predicts how a fluid and solid will behave and
interact through coupled structural dynamics and computational fluid dynamics. Finite element (FE)
modeling is typically employed to solve the bio-solid subproblem, while the finite volume method or
FE method are both common choices for solving the fluid subproblem. Some research groups elected
to use commercially available software packages such as ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes), LS-DYNA
(Livermore Software Technology Corporation), or FEBio (open source) while others opt to develop their
own in-house solver. The remainder of this section will emphasize the disparity between the developed
computational models for the left-sided and right-sided heart valves, followed by a brief description of
recent work for the TV geometrical modeling, constitutive modeling, and computational modeling.

4.1. Disparity of Computational Models for the Left-Sided and Right-Sided Heart Valves

The first 3D FE model for the MV was reported over two decades ago in a study by Kunzelman
et al. (1993) [153], whereas the first AV FE model was developed over three decades ago by Hamid et al.
(1987) [65]. These early numerical studies contained many assumptions regarding the leaflets’ material
and geometrical properties that have since been addressed. For example, Kunzelman’s paper for the
MV revealed the anisotropy of the tissue by increasing the Young’s modulus in one direction; in contrast,
more recent MV computational models have fully mapped the regionally varying fiber architectures
with complex constitutive models to more realistically represent the valve’s function [127,154–157].
Kunzelman’s early study also used an idealized representation of a porcine MV, while a recent
study by Wang and Sun (2013) [158] modeled a patient-specific MV geometry from clinical CT slices.
Additionally, FSI models have since been used to obtain more accurate predictions of the MV [159,160],
AV [161], or bioprosthetic valve [162,163] dynamics. These advances are closely mirrored with the
development of a structural constitutive model [164], patient-specific modeling [165,166], and FSI
models [161,167,168]. However, limited research has gone into modeling the TV and pulmonary valve
(PV) due to the clinical oversight previously discussed (cf. Section 1). The first study developing a
computational model for the TV did not arrive until 2010 in a numerical study by Stevanella et al.
(2010) [169] as a direct extension of their earlier MV modeling work [170], which is a stark difference
compared to the multiple decades of MV and AV modeling. This delayed development of the TV
models has limited the progression toward the refined modeling methods used for the MV and AV,
leaving considerable opportunities for future extensions and developments.

4.2. Geometrical Modeling of the TV

4.2.1. Modeling the TV Geometry

One important step toward enhanced TV computational models is accurately modeling the
intricate TV geometry. Two common approaches have been used for the TV leaflet geometry: (i) manual
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or semi-automated segmentation of medical imaging data and (ii) representation of the geometry using
cubic splines. Aversa and Carredu (2017) [171] was the first group to perform manual segmentation
of the TV geometry for later use in a computational model. Specifically, they performed real-time
3DE imaging of an in-vitro beating heart and then manually segmented the images using a MATLAB
framework. Aversa and Carredu (2017) [171] had difficulties accurately capturing the commissures of
the TV leaflets, which was likely due to the lack of image clarity in this region. Kong et al. (2018) [172]
later manually segmented clinical CT imaging data for three human patients’ TV geometries using
the Avizo (Zuse Institute Berlin) software suite. Due to the nature of the in-vivo imaging method,
Kong et al. (2018) [172] were unable to directly compare the segmented geometry to the real geometry;
however, the three segmented TV geometries were later used in their computational modeling
framework and, as discussed in Section 4.4, they obtained excellent closing behavior of the TV. As for
semi-automated image segmentation, Pouch et al. (2017) [173] explored the use of semi-automated and
multi-atlas methods for modeling the TV geometry for a heart with HLHS, a congenital heart disease.

The use of cubic splines to represent the complex TV geometry can allow for faster geometry
acquisition and the use of the TV geometry within a parametric framework (cf. Section 4.2.2). Stevanella
et al. (2010) [169] was the first group to use this method by modeling the TV geometry using cubic
splines based on anatomical measurements (e.g., leaflet height, commissure height, etc.) of ex-vivo
hearts. Stevanella et al. relied on existing information from literature [33] about the TV annulus shape
to create the 3D geometry of the TV apparatus. The later work by Kamensky et al. (2018) [174] also
used the spline method, except cubic basis-splines (B-splines) were used rather than cubic splines.
Additionally, Kamensky et al. used the annulus and chordae information obtained from the micro-CT
imaging data of a formalin-fixed ovine heart to construct a 3D geometry of the TV. We have since
expanded on the work by Kamensky et al., (cf. more details in the Section 4.2.2).

4.2.2. Parametric Design of Heart Valve Geometries

Parametric design is typically performed using parameterized computer-aided design (CAD)
geometries that are constructed from several selected design variables. Thubrikar et al. (1990) [175] first
used a parametric design for heart valve leaflet applications. They considered the AV and introduced a
3D geometry that used a parametric description to search for an optimal prosthetic valve design with
improved performance. More recent studies incorporating parametric valve designs include Labrosse
et al. (2006) [176], Haj-Ali et al. (2012) [168], Kouhi and Morsi (2013) [177], Fan et al. (2013) [178],
Li and Sun (2017) [179], and Xu et al. (2018) [180]. These existing studies have provided guidelines
for suitable aortic prosthetic valve designs. However, the overall absence of similar developments in
parametric design and modeling of the TV has limited understanding of TV geometry and function.

In this work, we present an extended version of the TV modeling capabilities in Kamensky
et al. (2018) [174] that includes a more comprehensive range of valve and chordae configurations.
The flexibility of this updated geometry-modeling framework encompasses a variety of possible TV
designs, making it effective for many types of TV applications. The highly adaptable framework
employs a parametric definition of the valve geometry that enables precise control of the valve. The TV
surface and chordae were constructed from a combination of patient data and parameter inputs to
obtain the full model of the TV, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. The valve and chordae were then
parameterized by the illustrated input parameters, including the leaflet and commissure heights and
the distance parameters that control the chordae configuration. The versatility of this framework
allows for the modeling of healthy, diseased, and patient-specific TVs while maintaining geometries
that are not overly complex. The CAD-based B-spline models produced with this framework can
be easily converted into analysis-suitable meshes for FE analysis or directly used for isogeometric
analysis (IGA) [181]. The use of these CAD geometries for computational modeling applications will
be discussed in Section 4.4.
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Figure 12. Parametric definition of a B-spline TV surface and chordae. Each leaflet and commissure
height is indicated as h, where the subscript S, P, or A denotes the septal, posterior, or anterior leaflet,
and C or L denotes a commissure or a leaflet location.

Figure 13. Chordae mapping from the 2D parametric space to the 3D topology.

Each step of the geometry construction process within the proposed framework is illustrated in
Figure 14. First, the TV annulus scan data from a patient was fit using a B-spline curve that generates
the initial annulus shape (Figure 14a). The scan data points that divide the three leaflets were translated
onto the fitted annular curve and used to define the location of the commissure and leaflet heights.
These input height parameters determined the offset distances of the division points (Figure 14b).
The offset points were then interpolated to define the bottom edge of the leaflet geometry (Figure 14c).
The offset direction was defined as the normal of the best-fit plane of the annulus data. The set of cubic
B-spline curves, two describing the leaflet edges and six defining the leaflet dimensions, generated a
bidirectional curve network that was subsequently used to interpolate the valve geometry as a Gordon
surface [182] (Figure 14d). The resulting surface can be easily re-parameterized to ensure that the valve
surface elements remain suitable for analysis. Finally, the constructed valvular surface was connected
to a corresponding set of structured chordae that were parametrically constructed based on patient
data (Figure 14e). The chordae distance inputs were set in the parametric space of the B-spline surface,
as shown in Figure 13. Using this approach, the attachment locations in the 2D parametric space were
naturally mapped into the physical space to determine the actual attachments and spacing of the
chordae on the 3D surface (Figure 14f).
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Figure 14. Geometry construction process for the parametric TV: (a) B-spline fit of the annulus from
the scanned micro-CT data, (b) the definitions of the commissure height and the leaflet height, (c) a
determination of the TV leaflet free edge, (d) an interpolation of the TV leaflet surface, (e) the attachment
of chordae tendineae to the TV leaflets, and (f) the final geometry model.

The versatility of the geometry-modeling framework is further demonstrated in Figures 15
and 16. Specifically, Figure 15 shows examples of varying leaflet geometric parameters, whereas
Figure 16 illustrates a comparison of the healthy TV with a flattened and dilated TV annulus.
As exhibited, the modeling framework can be flexibly adjusted to accommodate different valve
geometry configurations and applications. With this enhanced framework, there are clear prospective
developments that would initiate substantial progress in moving TV modeling toward the existing MV
and AV modeling capacity. The improved models also have a significant potential to enhance clinical
understanding of the TV geometry and provide insight into the function of both healthy and diseased
TVs. Besides clinical and surgical applications, the wide range of capabilities offered by this framework
also extends the feasibility of developing and analyzing prosthetic valve designs that closely mimic the
native TV geometry.

Figure 15. TV geometries with varying leaflet and commissure heights.
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Figure 16. TV geometries of healthy, flattened, and dilated valves.

4.3. Constitutive Modeling of the TV Leaflets

Despite extensive research in developing constitutive models for the functioning MV, there
have been very few similar works for the TV. Much of this gap is primarily due to the limited
mechanical characterizations for the TV leaflets until Khoiy et al. (2016) [116] studying porcine
TV leaflets, Pham et al. (2017) [124] characterizing human tricuspid leaflets, and subsequently
Jett et al. (2018) [46,121] performing extensive biaxial testing on both porcine and ovine atrioventricular
heart valve leaflets. Since then, three studies in particular have determined constitutive model
parameters for the TV leaflets. However, there is still a significant gap in development of most
representative constitutive models for the TV, especially models that are structurally based rather
than phenomenological.

The first study was from Aversa and Careddu (2017) [171]. In this study, the previous human
TV leaflet data for equibiaxial mechanical testing from Pham et al. (2017) [124] was used to estimate
parameters of an invariant-based strain energy density function W with the form [157]:

W = C10
[
eC01(I1−3) − 1

]
+

c0

2

[
(1− β)ec1(I1−3)2

+ βec2(I4−1)2 − 1
]
, (1)

where C10, C01, c0, c1, and c2 are the material model constants, β is the parameter describing the material
anisotropy (β = 0: purely isotropic, and β = 1: anisotropic), and I1 and I4 are the first and fourth
invariants of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C. Pham et al. (2017) [124] used this model to fit only the
equibiaxial data, which provides an excellent fit as used in their subsequent computational modeling.

The second study is from Kong et al. (2018) [172] and uses the same human data from Aversa
and Careddu (2017) except with a different strain energy density form. In this study, a strain energy
density form from Holzapfel et al. (2000) [183] was used, which represents a fiber-reinforced material
with two families of fibers (denoted by i = 1,2):

W = C10
[
eC01(I1−3) − 1

]
+

k1

2k2

2∑
i=1

{
ek2[κI1+(1−3κ)I4i−1]2 − 1

}
, i = 1, 2. (2)

Herein, C10, C01, k1, and k2 are material properties, κ is the model parameter defining the distribution
of the family of fibers (κ = 0: well-aligned fibers; κ = 1/3 randomly aligned fibers), and Ii and I4i are
the first and fourth invariants of C. Similar to the study by Aversa and Careddu (2017), they only
fit the data from the equibiaxial protocol from each TV leaflet, demonstrating a very good fit to the
experimental data.

The third study for constitutive modeling of the TV leaflets is from Khoiy et al. (2018) [116].
This extensive study was devoted specifically to constitutive modeling of the TV leaflets, whereas
the previous two studies used it in their FE simulations. They used the biaxial mechanical data from
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their quantifications of porcine TV leaflet mechanical properties [116] to determine the appropriate
constitutive parameters for the Fung-type strain energy density form:

W =
c
2

(
e(a1E2

CC+a2E2
RR+2a3ECCERR) − 1

)
, (3)

where c, a1, a2, and a3 are material constants, and ECC and ERR are the Green strain in the circumferential
and radial directions, respectively. They were able to obtain excellent fits (R2 > 0.85) for the model
considering five different loading protocols (TCirc:TRad = 1:1, 1:0.75, 0.75:1, 1:0.5, 0.5:1).

Furthermore, Khoiy et al. (2018) [116] sought to understand how well the material model performed
when attempting to predict the TV mechanical behaviors. They fit the Fung-type constitutive model
(Equation (3)) to the data of only four of the five loading protocols (TCirc:TRad = 1:1, 1:0.75, 1:0.5, 0.5:1)
and predicted the TV’s stress-strain behavior using the fifth protocol (TCirc:TRad = 0.75:1). The results
from this prediction of the fifth protocol agreed well with the experimental data (R2 > 0.88), illustrating
the potential for this strain energy density form to be able to fully capture the TV mechanical behavior.
In the same study, Khoiy et al. also explored different measures for averaging experimental data prior
to performing the constitutive model fitting: the membrane tension, the Cauchy stress, and the first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress. They found that membrane tension is sufficient if the tissue thickness does not
vary significantly. Otherwise, either the Cauchy stress or first Piola-Kirchhoff (1st-PK) stress must be
used. This is currently the most thorough study for determining the constitutive model parameters
for the TV leaflets. However, more extensive studies exist for the MV [142,184,185] and AV [141,164]
and similar studies are necessary for the TV to move toward a more realistic representation of the TV
mechanical response.

In summary, there are limited studies for determining constitutive parameters for the TV leaflets.
These studies are not nearly as extensive as those for the MV leaflet tissue where the leaflets have
been modeled using detailed structural constitutive models [142,185], or where the effect of selected
constitutive model on biomechanical function has been determined using a FE framework [127].
While the phenomenological constitutive model forms used for the TV have shown a reasonable
representation of the TV mechanical function, it is essential to not limit TV constitutive modeling to
those few forms. Countless other constitutive model forms, both phenomenological and structural,
exist in the literature for the other heart valve leaflets, and should be thoroughly examined to determine
if they effectively capture the mechanical behavior of the three TV leaflets. These studies should
be complemented with investigations to determine the effect of constitutive model form on the
biomechanical function of the TV using a patient-specific computational modeling framework.

4.4. Computational Models of the TV

Computational models combine the topics discussed in this section to predict the TV biomechanical
function. Approaches using bio-solid modeling or the FSI framework have been currently employed
for these investigations. Nevertheless, as previously described in Section 4.1, the limited number
of computational models is in stark contrast to the numerous present for the MV or AV. While it is
evident that more computational modeling investigations are needed, the handful of existing and
ongoing studies provide the essential foundation for cutting-edge advancements of TV computational
models. For example, the study by Stevanella et al. (2010) [169] provides the fundamental work
behind parametric representations of the TV for use in bio-solid models. The work by Kong et al.
(2018) [172] is a critical step in modeling patient-specific conditions using a patient’s clinical imaging
data. Even more recently, Singh-Gryzbon et al. (2019) [186] have employed FSI modeling of the TV
biomechanical function.

4.4.1. Bio-Solid Models of the TV

The first bio-solid model published for the TV was from Stevanella et al. (2010) [169], in which a
parametric representation of the ex-vivo TV geometry (cf., Section 4.2) was used and was subsequently
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discretized into an FE-suitable mesh. The leaflets were represented by 40,300 three-node triangular
plane-stress shell elements and the chordae tendineae were represented by a series of two-node
truss elements. To simulate valvular closure, a time-dependent physiological pressure traction was
prescribed to the ventricular side of the leaflets while the annulus contracted in accordance with
previous values [33]. These simulations were performed using the commercial ABAQUS/Explicit
dynamic FE software package. Results from the FE model showed a stress values less than 100 kPa,
peak strains of ~52%, and papillary muscle forces ranging from 0.37–0.75 N. It should be noted that these
simulations used material properties for the MV leaflets, which may not be the most representative of
the TV tissue mechanics.

The next study for computationally modeling the TV was Aversa and Careddu (2017) [171]. In this
study, Aversa and Careddu took a different approach than Stevanella’s study and used 3DE imaging
data to inform their bio-solid model geometry (cf., Section 4.2). The FE mesh consisted of three-node
triangular plane-stress shell elements for the TV leaflets and a series of truss elements to represent
the chordae. For simulating TV closure, a time-dependent pressure traction matching was applied to
the ventricular surface, the annulus was prescribed to contract based on their in-vitro measurements,
and the papillary muscles were assumed to have no rigid body motion. Results of their FE model
showed an incomplete closure of the TV leaflets at peak systole. Furthermore, the stress and strain
results were irregular with belly stress values near 300 kPa and peak strains of 0.40 occurring near
the chordal attachments, which may be due to the inability to properly define the free margin and
commissures of the leaflet, which caused the chordae to not behave incorrectly.

Kamensky et al. (2018) [174] were the next group to perform bio-solid modeling of the TV.
Within this study, Kamensky et al. used B-spline surfaces and curves to represent the TV and chordae
geometry within an isogeometric computational framework. To simulate the TV closure, they applied
a constant transvalvular pressure of 25 mmHg to the ventricular surface. Using this isogeometric
framework, two scenarios were simulated: (i) the healthy TV geometry with no modifications, and (ii)
rupturing one of the chordae attached to the TVAL. The results from the chordae rupture scenario
showed a significant prolapse of the anterior leaflet into the RA. Although this study is brief in its
application, it is the first scenario simulating the TV closure within an isogeometric framework and
considering a pathological modification.

More recently, Kong et al. (2018) reported a more clinically oriented study [172] that aimed to
develop a patient-specific FE framework using clinical CT imaging data. The geometries of three
patients who were suspected of having coronary artery disease were incorporated into their FE modeling
framework, in which eight-node hexahedral elements and two-node truss elements were used for the TV
leaflets and the chordae tendineae, respectively. Kong et al. implemented a chordae configuration based
on ex-vivo measurements of the chordae tendineae due to the limited spatial and temporal resolutions
of the CT imaging modality. For simulating the TV closure, applied a pressure traction of 23.7 mmHg
was applied to the ventricular side of the TV leaflets, and dynamic motions of the TV annulus and
papillary muscles as obtained from the medical imaging data were prescribed. The results of the
FE simulations varied between the three patients’ geometries in comparison to previous simulation
studies. The average stress in each TV leaflet ranged from 24–91 kPa, which relatively agrees with
the values from Stevanella et al. (2010) [169] but is much lower than the values found in Aversa and
Careddu (2017) [171]. Furthermore, the average TV leaflet’s strains (0.12–0.32) we were much lower
than previous studies (Stevanella et al. ~0.52; Aversa and Carredu 0.40).

In addition, bio-solid modeling has recently been used by our group to better understand the
influence of common TV pathologies associated with FTR on the TV mechanical function [187].
Minor modifications to the TV geometry from our previous study [174] were made to investigate
five scenarios: (i) healthy (no modifications), (ii) pulmonary hypertension, (iii) annulus dilation,
(iv) papillary muscle displacement resulting from left ventricle enlargement, and (v) chordae rupture.
Both the mechanics-based quantities, such as the von Mises stress (Figure 17) or Green strain, and the
clinically relevant metrics, including the tenting height, tenting area, and the coaptation height,
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were compared among those study scenarios. Systematic quantifications of these mechanical and/or
geometrical changes for each scenario are expected to enhance the current understanding of FTR,
especially for situations that may not be possibly replicated under clinical settings.

Figure 17. Representative FE results adopted from an ongoing study by Laurence et al. (2019) [187].

4.4.2. FSI Model of the TV

Singh-Gryzbon et al. (2019) [186] has recently extended computational modeling of the TV to the
consideration of bio-solid/fluid interactions under an FSI framework that would allow evaluations
of regurgitant states and other pathological conditions associated with FTR. Specifically, for the
bio-solid subproblem, they reconstructed the TV geometry from segmentation of the micro-CT imaging
data of an excised, glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine TV at the unloaded (diastolic) and pressure-loaded
(systolic) states. The corresponding computational mesh, composed of tetrahedral finite elements
(n = 1.20 × 105) with a characteristic length of 0.01–0.02 mm, was then created. Constitutive model
forms and parameters previously described by Khoiy et al. (2018) [108] and Toma et al. (2016) [188]
were adopted to describe the material properties of the TV leaflets and chordae, respectively. A smooth
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) approach [189–192] rather than the typical FE method under the
immersed boundary [193–195] or arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian [161,196] formulations was employed
for modeling the fluid subproblem. This choice was primarily due to the ability of SPH to more
accurately capture the separation of flow throughout valve closure and the relatively quick simulation
completion time compared to the typical mesh-based methods. The interaction between the bio-solid
and fluid subproblems was enforced through a classical penalty-based contact algorithm for the contact
between SPH particles and the TV mesh. The boundary conditions considered in their FSI simulations
included fixed boundaries for the TV annulus and the base of papillary muscles and a prescribed
physiological velocity waveform to the inlet of the fluid domain. Simulations were performed for the
healthy scenario with no regurgitation and the regurgitant scenario in which the papillary muscles
were displaced to induce FTR.

When comparing the simulation results from the healthy and regurgitant scenarios, there was an
increase in the average leaflet belly stress from 12.45 ± 6.25 kPa to 13.38 ± 7.96 kPa and an increase in
the corresponding average principle strain from 0.169 ± 0.099 to 0.1848 ± 0.113. The values presented in
this study were markedly lower than previous computational studies that only modeled the bio-solid
component of the TV, with the closest comparison being to the study by Kong et al. (2018) [172]
(Table 1). Nevertheless, the developed FSI model from this study is a critical first step in moving
toward holistic modeling of the dynamic TV biomechanical function.
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Table 1. Nomenclature for all the abbreviations adopted in this review paper.

Abbreviation Description

Anatomy

AP Antero-posterior
AV Aortic valve
MV Mitral valve
PV Pulmonary valve
RA Right atrium
RV Right ventricle
SL Septo-lateral
TA Tricuspid valve annulus
TV Tricuspid valve

TVAL Tricuspid valve anterior leaflet
TVPL Tricuspid valve posterior leaflet
TVSL Tricuspid valve septal leaflet

VC Vena contracta

Computational
Modeling

CAD Computer-aided design
FE Finite element
FSI Fluid-structure interaction
IGA Isogeometric analysis
SPH Smooth particle hydrodynamics

Disease/Pathology

FTR Functional tricuspid regurgitation
HLHS Hypoplastic left heart syndrome

ToF Tetralogy of Fallot
TR Tricuspid regurgitation

Imaging and Grading
of the TR Severity

2DE Two-dimensional echocardiography
3DE Three-dimensional echocardiography
A4C Apical four-chamber view
CT Computed tomography

CMRI Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
EROA Effective regurgitant orifice area

ME Mid-esophageal
PISA Proximal isovelocity surface area
PLAX Parasternal long axis
PSAX Parasternal short axis

RT3DE Real-time three-dimensional echocardiography
RVEIO Right ventricular early inflow-outflow

RVF Right ventricular-focused
RVIF Right ventricular inflow
R Vol Regurgitant jet volume
TEE Transesophageal echocardiography
TTE Transthoracic echocardiography

Mechanics

C Right Cauchy-Green tensor
ECC Green strain in the tissue’s circumferential direction
ERR Green strain in the tissue’s radial direction
Fx Force in the x-direction
Fy Force in the y-direction
I1 First invariant of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C

I4 Fourth invariant of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C

λ Stretch ratio
Tcirc Membrane tension in the circumferential direction
Trad Membrane tension in the radial direction
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Table 1. Cont.

Abbreviation Description

Microstructure

A Atrialis layer
ECM Extracellular matrix

F Fibrosa layer
GAGs Glycosaminoglycans
PGs Proteoglycans

S Spongiosa layer
SMC Smooth muscle cell

V Ventricularis layer
VIC Valvular interstitial cell

Specimen Labels

-C Control specimen
-T Treated specimen

A/S Atrialis/spongiosa layer
F/V Fibrosa/ventricularis layer
LG Left chordae group
RG Right chordae group

5. Closing Remarks and Future Perspectives

This review paper has summarized recent advances within the scope of assessing or understanding
FTR regarding TV biomechanics. First, current image modalities were discussed as well as recent
clinical studies that have used the various modalities to gain insight into the development and
progression of FTR. Typical therapeutic options for treating patients with FTR were also discussed.
Then, recent in-vitro and in-vivo studies involving the TV were surveyed. These studies were
primarily focused on understanding the kinematics and/or mechanical behaviors of components of
the TV apparatus, including the TV leaflets, annulus, or chordae tendineae. Lastly, several recent TV
computational simulation studies were reviewed with key aspects highlighted, such as the constitutive
modeling and geometrical modeling. While the existing computational models are broad in the
TV biomechanical modeling applications, the stark difference in the number and complexity of
computational models for the TV, as compared to the MV/AV counterparts, underscores the emerging
need for advances in personalized TV modeling. Such advances would open new avenues for predictive
computer simulations to be directly used in clinical settings.

When understanding the initiation and progression of FTR through in-silico methods, one can
look at TV bio-solid modeling as our group has done previously. However, certain aspects of
FTR, such as right ventricular enlargement, require interactions between the TV with the RV to
completely comprehend the underlying mechanisms. Thus, one future extension within the context
of understanding disease initiation and progression is to develop a coupled TV-RV model for fully
capturing such essential complex interactions. If developed properly within an FSI modeling framework,
a deeper connection between the increase in transvalvular pressure (i.e., pulmonary hypertension)
and the subsequent enlargement of the RV or other aspects of FTR could be established. Moreover,
this coupled model could be extended to consider both the LVs and RVs with the MV and TVs to
explore congenital heart diseases. Some applicational examples include the HLHS where the left
ventricle is typically underdeveloped [173,197–199], or the Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) with the four
distinct defects affecting flow through the LV and RV [200,201].

Computational models such as those outlined in Section 4.4 or the coupled TV-RV model could
also be tailored to clinical applications to provide recommendations concerning proper timing or
methodology of clinical intervention. Such clinical extensions would require specific advancements to
ensure the timeliness and accuracy of diagnosis or recommendation. For example, a framework would
need to be developed that incorporates automated (or semi-automated) segmentation of the patient’s
imaged heart geometry, uses this geometry in an inverse bio-solid modeling scheme to quantify the
mechanical properties of the TV leaflets, and finally performs in-silico simulations to determine a
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suggested timing for clinical intervention. These analyses could involve connections made through
in-vivo or in-vitro studies, as outlined in Section 3, or through an incorporation of a machine learning
model [202,203] trained to recognize key features correlated with necessary or impending clinical
intervention. Aspects of this proposed framework could be first tested using an animal model with
direct validations using methods such as those described in Section 3 for comparing the mechanical
properties of sub-valvular components of the TV.

Certain perspectives must be enhanced or developed for the above-mentioned clinically applicable
extensions. First, non-invasive methods for quantifying TV leaflet properties are necessary to capture
patient-specific TV mechanical properties. Secondly, one must be able to determine patient-specific
boundary conditions derived from clinical imaging data. Lastly, current computational models must
be enhanced to realistically model complex FSIs and other bio-solid components of the heart, such as
the RV. While these extensions are non-trivial and may take time to properly develop and validate,
their collective impacts to the clinical setting will be profound.
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Abstract: The tricuspid valve (TV) is composed of three leaflets that coapt during systole to prevent
deoxygenated blood from re-entering the right atrium. The connection between the TV leaflets’
microstructure and the tissue-level mechanical responses has yet to be fully understood in the TV
biomechanics society. This pilot study sought to examine the load-dependent collagen fiber architecture of
the three TV leaflets, by employing a multiscale, combined experimental approach that utilizes tissue-level
biaxial mechanical characterizations, micro-level collagen fiber quantification, and histological analysis.
Our results showed that the three TV leaflets displayed greater extensibility in the tissues’ radial direction
than in the circumferential direction, consistently under different applied biaxial tensions. Additionally,
collagen fibers reoriented towards the direction of the larger applied load, with the largest changes in the
alignment of the collagen fibers under radially-dominant loading. Moreover, collagen fibers in the belly
region of the TV leaflets were found to experience greater reorientations compared to the tissue region
closer to the TV annulus. Furthermore, histological examinations of the TV leaflets displayed significant
regional variation in constituent mass fraction, highlighting the heterogeneous collagen microstructure.
The combined experimental approach presented in this work enables the connection of tissue mechanics,
collagen fiber microstructure, and morphology for the TV leaflets. This experimental methodology
also provides a new research platform for future developments, such as multiscale models for the TVs,
and the design of bioprosthetic heart valves that could better mimic the mechanical, microstructural,
and morphological characteristics of the native tricuspid valve leaflets.

Keywords: tricuspid regurgitation; biaxial mechanical testing; polarized spatial frequency domain
imaging; spatial alignment; collagen fiber reorientation; material anisotropy
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1. Introduction

The tricuspid valve (TV) plays a key role in regulating the unidirectional blood flow within the
right side of the heart. The TV is composed of three collagenous leaflets that are attached to the right
atrium at the valvular annulus and connected to the papillary muscles of the right ventricular walls
through the chordae tendineae. Proper opening and closing of the TV leaflets prevent the backflow
of deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle (RV) into the right atrium. Pressure and/or volume
overload in the RV can cause alterations in the right ventricular geometry and further result in the
development of diseases such as functional tricuspid regurgitation (FTR). These organ-level changes
are prevalent among the general population and can be detrimental, potentially leading to heart
failure [1–3]. Despite these repercussions, FTR has been largely under-investigated in the last two
decades compared to other valvular heart diseases (e.g., left-sided heart valves: the mitral valve and the
aortic valve). This may originate from the pervasive expectation among surgeons and cardiologists that
correcting those left-sided cardiac lesions will naturally resolve the accompanied FTR [4]. However,
recent studies by Dreyfus et al. (2005) and Anyanwu and Adams (2010) [2,5] have shown that this
conservative clinical viewpoint and practice may not be valid, and those untreated FTR cases later
progress to severe TR that further worsens long-term prognosis.

Apart from these organ-level, geometrical changes, tissue remodeling has been observed on the
microscopic level, indicating the importance of the leaflets’ microstructure in connection to proper
physiological function [6–8]. The microstructure of the TV leaflets can be morphologically categorized
into four distinct layers, as described from the atrial to the ventricular surfaces [9–11]: (i) the atrialis,
composed primarily of radially-oriented elastin fibers that provide the tissues’ low-stress elasticity;
(ii) the spongiosa, containing non-fibrous components, such as glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and
proteoglycans (PGs), that act as a dampening mechanism during rapid leaflet bending; (iii) the
collagen-rich fibrosa—the primary load bearing layer; and (iv) the ventricularis, which is composed
of circumferentially-oriented elastin fibers that facilitate movement and restore the leaflets to
their undeformed geometries during TV opening [12,13]. The connection of the tissue-level and
microstructural changes to the overall organ-level TV function have not yet been fully understood
in the heart valve biomechanics society. Quantifying these microstructural and tissue-level changes
can inform accurate constitutive models, that may be used in in-silico finite element simulations for
guiding clinical therapeutics.

In spite of the lack of connections between the microstructures and tissue biomechanics to the
organ-level TV function, research efforts have been made in the past 3–5 years to characterize the
tissue mechanics of the TV leaflets [10,14–17] and other sub-valvular components, such as the chordae
tendineae [18–20] and the TV annulus [21–26], in addition to evolving clinical studies on the TV
function [27,28] and post-operative outcome [29–31]. Previous studies of the heart valve leaflets
have shown that the collagen fiber networks adjust and reorient in response to applied mechanical
loading [32–35]. More recently, Laurence et al. (2019) further investigated the regional variations in the
biaxial mechanical and biaxial stress relaxation properties of the TV leaflets [36]. The variance between
the central (belly) region and the edge region (closer to the commissure) elicits the need for a more
in-depth understanding of the microstructural differences within the TV leaflet tissue, that would aid
in establishing such a connection to the organ-level TV function. In addition, the mechanical properties
of specific tissue layers were also examined by Kramer et al. (2019) [9]. Specifically, in the TV anterior
leaflet, different tissue constituents may contribute to the different mechanical behaviors of each layer
(i.e., a more compliant stress-strain response in the combined atrialis/spongiosa layer, as opposed to
the combined fibrosa/ventricularis layer). Evidently, the role of the collagen fiber architecture in tissue
mechanics warrants further investigations to improve our understanding of current TV pathologies
and function.

On the other hand, to examine collagen fiber networks, optical techniques, such as second
harmonic generation (SHG) imaging [35,37–39] and small angle light scattering (SALS) [40,41],
have been employed to provide valuable insight into the microstructural characterization of the heart
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valve leaflets and other soft tissues. However, these techniques are limited in their ability to capture
the spatially varied, load-dependent collagen fiber architecture. For example, SHG has been used
to obtain high-resolution images of the collagen fiber architecture of the mitral valve anterior leaflet
at a biaxially-loaded state [34]. This investigation was limited to a micron-level field of view (FOV),
restricting the SHG modality from effectively examining the spatial variance in the collagen fiber
architectures (CFAs) at a larger FOV. In contrast, the SALS imaging modality can capture the CFA of
the entire tissue specimen, but this technique requires chemical fixation along with optical clearing
solution [42,43], limiting its capability to investigate the adaptive, load-dependent collagen fiber
architecture. To addresses these shortcomings, polarized spatial frequency domain imaging (pSDFI),
a recently developed optical imaging technique, has been used to observe the CFA of the tissue on
a millimeter-scale FOV, while removing the need for fixative solutions. Previously, Goth et al. [44]
displayed the collagen microstructural quantification capabilities of pSFDI using ovine aortic heart
valve leaflets at an unloaded state; however, they did not yet highlight the load-dependent architectural
changes. Recently, our group has developed a combined instrument, which integrated an in-house
pSFDI device with a commercial biaxial testing system, to investigate the load-dependent changes in
the CFAs for bovine tendon tissues, with highly-aligned CFAs, and a representative porcine mitral
valve anterior leaflet with more dispersed CFAs [45].

Thus, the objective of this pilot study is to utilize the above combined instrument to observe
the load-dependent changes in the CFAs for three TV leaflets from a representative porcine heart.
This investigation will provide key insight into the microstructures and tissue-level mechanics of the
TV. The observed load-dependent changes in the CFAs at the microstructural level will aid in providing
a better understanding of how the TV diseases influence the tissue mechanics and overall TV function,
and in informing TV computational models for guiding clinical therapeutics, such as feasibility or
valve repair.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Porcine Heart Acquisition and Tissue Preparation

Three fresh, normal porcine hearts were obtained from a local USDA-approved abattoir (Country
Home Meat Company, Edmond, OK, USA), and dissected to retrieve the three TV leaflets (Figure 1a):
the anterior leaflet (TVAL), the posterior leaflet (TVPL), and the septal leaflet (TVSL) (n = 3 for each of
the three TV leaflets). Excess chordae tissue was trimmed from the leaflets, and thickness measurements
were made using a digital caliper (Westward Tools 1AAU4—0.01 mm resolution) at three different
locations, to determine an average leaflet thickness. Tissues were then stored in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) at 4 ◦C, prior to testing within 48 h.

2.2. Biaxial Mechanical Testing

The TV leaflet tissues were mounted to a commercial biaxial testing system (CellScale, Canada,
1.5 N load cells), using four BioRakes to facilitate a 10 × 10 mm effective testing region in the central
portion of the leaflet specimens (Figure 1b,c). During mounting, the tissues’ circumferential (C)
and radial (R) directions were aligned with the x- and y-directions of the biaxial testing device.
Following our previously developed displacement-controlled protocols [9,10,36,46,47] for investigating
the atrioventricular heart valve tissue’s nonlinear mechanical behaviors and material anisotropy, the
specimen was next submerged in a PBS bath at 37 ◦C for the entire duration of mechanical testing.
A preconditioning protocol was utilized with six equibiaxial and non-equibiaxial loading/unloading
cycles, targeting a membrane tension of 25 N/m to restore the leaflets to their in-vivo physiological
configurations [14,48]. After preconditioning, the tissues were subjected to displacement-controlled
biaxial testing experiments, emulating biaxial tensions (T) at varying loading ratios (TC:TR = 1:1,
1:0.5, 0.5:1, and 2:2), to capture a broad range of potential physiological deformation states [10,17,19].
These biaxial tension protocols were each applied for three loading/unloading cycles, and the forces
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and displacements were recorded at 5 Hz. The membrane tension-stretch data was extracted from the
third loading cycle. Note that the membrane tension was computed from the recorded force divided
by the effective edge length (10 mm), and the tissue stretch (λ) was calculated using dload

tine /dPPC
tine for

both the circumferential and radial directions, where dPPC
tine is the tine distance after preconditioning,

and dload
tine is the tine-to-tine distance at the loading state.

 
Figure 1. (a) The porcine TV was dissected to retrieve the three TV leaflets for use in (b) biaxial
mechanical testing. (c) A side view of the combined pSFDI-biaxial testing system, displaying optical
components, mounted tissue specimen, and mechanical testing components. (d) TV leaflet strips from
the effective testing region were used for histological analyses.

2.3. pSFDI-Based Collagen Microstructure Quantifications

Following mechanical testing, the pSFDI system was integrated with the biaxial mechanical tester
by vertical placement above the testing sample (Figure 1b). Following the procedure of pSFDI-based
collagen fiber quantifications, the incident spatial frequency light patterns were produced from an LED
projector (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA), with a wavelength of 490 nm (cyan). A 5-megapixel
CCD camera (Basler, Germany) was used to capture the reflected light intensity responses through a
rotating linear polarizer (Thorlabs Inc., Newton, NJ, USA), at 37 distinct polarization states (i.e., 0◦ to
180◦, 5◦ increments).

The above imaging procedure was repeated for three linear phase shifts (0◦, 120◦, and 240◦) of the
spatial frequency pattern, based on spatial frequency domain imaging (SFDI) theory [49–51]. Image
processing and data analyses were completed via custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)
programs, to examine the collagen fiber architecture of the tissue’s region of interest (ROI), as defined
by the BioRake tines. The quantified CFA information includes the collagen fiber orientation θ f iber
and the degree of optical anisotropy (DOA) at different loading states (i.e., post-preconditioning,
and (TC:TR = 1:1, 0.5:1, 1:0.1). The DOA stems from the structural anisotropy of the collagen fibers,
and therefore, we may attribute the optical anisotropy within the sample to the structural alignment
of the CFA (DOA = 1, fully aligned case). Please refer to more details of the pSFDI data analysis in
Appendix A, and further information about the pSFDI theory can be found in the recent studies by
Goth et al. (2016, 2019) [42,44] and Jett et al. (2020) [45].
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In addition to quantifying the load-dependent CFAs of the selected tissue’s ROI, a 3 × 3 grid array
as shown in Figure 2 was used to further analyze the spatial variations of the changes in the collagen
fiber architecture in response to mechanical loads.

 
Figure 2. 3× 3 grid sub-regions used for analyzing the spatial variations in the quantified load-dependent
fiber orientation angle and the degree of optical anisotropy (DOA) for the anterior leaflet (TVAL), the
posterior leaflet (TVPL), and the septal leaflet (TVSL) tissue specimens. (TC: circumferential tension,
TR: radial tension, PPC: post-preconditioning).

2.4. Histological Analysis

To assess the distribution of extracellular matrix (ECM) constituents within each TV leaflet tissue,
three rectangular samples (1 × 4 mm) were excised from each of the tested leaflets, with Region 1
defined as the strip near the TV annulus, and Region 3 defined as the strip close to the free edge
(Figure 1d). Dissected tissue strips were fixed in 10% formalin at room temperature (23 ◦C) for 48 h,
embedded in paraffin wax, and sectioned (5–7 μm) for histological staining with Movat’s Pentachrome.
For all stained tissue samples, three microscopic images were acquired at a 10× objective lens (Olympus,
Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan), and the images were then analyzed using a color deconvolution plugin [52]
in ImageJ (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

In brief, the color deconvolution method was used to separate the red/green/blue (RGB) images
into various ECM components, based upon the Movat’s Pentachrome stain: (i) collagen fiber (yellow),
(ii) elastin (dark purple), and (iii) non-fibrous ground substance (blue). The staining of these ECM
constituents allowed for the determination of the four morphologically distinct layers. The atrialis
and ventricularis layers were identified by their outward surfaces towards the atrial and ventricular
chambers. The spongiosa can be distinguished from the atrialis layer by the presence of hydrated
GAGs and PGs (blue), whereas the fibrosa consists of primarily circumferentially-oriented collagen
fibers (yellow). The ventricularis was then defined by the presence of both elastin (dark purple) and
collagen (yellow), located below the collagen-rich fibrosa layer [9,10]. The RGB-separated images were
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next made binary, and thresholding was applied to determine the integrated optical density (IOD) of
each constituent. Mass fractions (ωi) of the three morphological components were calculated using
ωi = IODi/

(
IODg + IODc + IODe

)
, where the subscripts g, c, and e denote the non-fibrous ground

substance, collagen fibers, and elastin, respectively, and the subscript i signifies the intact tissue, which
carries g, c, and e. Additionally, the thicknesses of the whole leaflet and the different tissue layers
(i.e., atrialis, spongiosa, fibrosa, and ventricularis, from the atrial to ventricular sides) were measured
from each image at three random locations and reported as the mean.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in Prism (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA) for the TV leaflets
of the representative heart #1. Firstly, the mass fraction for the three regionally-varying tissue strips
were compared within the same leaflet for each of the three TV leaflets. Secondly, the variations in the
mass fractions for the different tissue strips in the same relative locations across different leaflets were
compared. These observations were compared based on the null hypothesis that the mass fractions for
all constituents are uniform across each TV leaflet and show no variance between any two TV leaflets.
The two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, and p-values < 0.05 were considered as
statistically significant, pointing towards constituent variations.

3. Results

3.1. Biaxial Mechanical Testing Results

J-shape, nonlinear membrane tension-stretch curves were observed for each TV leaflet, in both the
circumferential and radial tissue directions (see the left column in Figure 3a–c). Under low tensions (0–2
N/m), there was a relatively linear and compliant response, where minor increases in the applied loading
caused substantial increases in the tissue stretches (Figure 3a–c). This low-force regime of the membrane
tension-stretch curve contrasted with the stiffer, nearly asymptotic portion of the mechanical behaviors
observed under larger applied loads (>10 N/m). For three TV leaflets from the representative heart #1,
the tissue stretches changed minimally between the two equibiaxial loading states (TC : TR = 1:1 and
2:2), yielding an increase of 2.09% in the circumferential stretch λC and a 4.43% increase in the radial
stretch λR, with those changes as the average over the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens (Table 1).
Furthermore, under non-equibiaxial loading (TC : TR = 1:0.5 and TC : TR = 0.5:1), the investigated TV
leaflets exhibited a larger stretch in the radial direction, regardless of the direction with the dominant
load. For example, in the TVAL specimen, a circumferential stretch λC of 1.42 was observed, together
with a radial stretch λR of 1.51 under the circumferentially-dominant loading (i.e., TC : TR = 1:0.5).
Interestingly, the TVPL specimen displayed the most compliant mechanical behaviors among all the
three TV leaflets in both the tissue’s circumferential and radial directions (Table 1 and Figure 3).

Table 1. The quantified tissue stretches of the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens under various biaxial
tension protocols, together with the pixels within the tissue’s region of interest (ROI) corresponding to
the pSFDI-quantified results of the load-dependent CFA. Values are reported as mean ± SEM (n = 3).

TC : TR
Circumferential Stretch λC Radial Stretch λR

Pixels in the Tissue ROI
(pSFDI)

TVAL TVPL TVSL TVAL TVPL TVSL TVAL TVPL TVSL

PPC 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 368,508 434,703 377,398

1:1 † 1.35 ± 0.03 1.43 ± 0.02 1.39 ± 0.01 1.59 ± 0.06 1.71 ± 0.03 1.77 ± 0.04 536,726 624,611 541,161

0.5:1 1.25 ± 0.02 1.28 ± 0.01 1.24 ± 0.01 1.67 ± 0.05 1.81 ± 0.05 1.87 ± 0.04 550,747 626,641 533,910

1:0.5 1.35 ± 0.03 1.49 ± 0.02 1.43 ± 0.02 1.52 ± 0.01 1.55 ± 0.01 1.61 ± 0.05 505,182 567,840 545,645

2:2 1.40 1.50 1.38 1.75 1.87 1.81 584,990 697,596 625,324
† Note that the targeted membrane tension is 25 N/m with respect to the equibiaxial loading protocol, i.e., TC : TR =
(25 N/m): (25 N/m).
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The mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) values of the tissue stretches from the three
porcine hearts (n = 3) were determined and reported as follows: (i) greater extensibility in the radial
direction under equibiaxial loading (i.e., TC : TR = 1:1, TVAL: λC = 1.35 ± 0.03, λR = 1.59 ± 0.06;
TVPL: λC = 1.43 ± 0.02, λR = 1.71 ± 0.03; TVSL: λC = 1.39 ± 0.01, λR = 1.77 ± 0.04); (ii) smaller changes
in the circumferential extensibility under circumferentially-dominant loading (i.e., TC : TR = 1:0.5),
compared to the radial direction (i.e., TVAL: λC = 1.35 ± 0.03, λR = 1.52 ± 0.01; TVPL: λC = 1.49 ± 0.02,
λR = 1.55 ± 0.01; TVSL: λC = 1.43 ± 0.02, λR = 1.61 ± 0.05); (iii) under radially-dominant loading
(i.e., TC : TR =0.5:1), the TVSL displaying the greatest extensibility among the TV leaflets (TVAL: λC =

1.25 ± 0.02, λR = 1.67 ± 0.05; TVPL: λC = 1.28 ± 0.01, λR = 1.81 ± 0.05; TVSL: λC = 1.24 ± 0.01, λR =

1.87 ± 0.04). The greater equibiaxial loading protocol (i.e., TC : TR = 2:2) was only used for TV leaflets
extracted from heart #1, based on the observed minimal changes between protocol TC : TR = 2:2 and
protocol TC : TR = 1:1.

 

 
Figure 3. Representative heart #1 quantifications, as follows: (left) membrane tension (T) versus tissue
stretch (λ) results of biaxial testing experiments (subscripts C and R stand for the circumferential
and radial directions, respectively), (middle) histology-based evaluations of tissue’s morphology and
constituents, and (right) the pSFDI-quantified collagen fiber architecture for: (a) the TVAL, (b) the
TVPL, and (c) the TVSL specimens. In the right column, the dash lines represent the predicted fiber
orientation angle and the colormaps denote the DOA.

3.2. Histological Results

The thicknesses and percent mass compositions for each tissue layer of the TV leaflets, as found
by histological analysis, are summarized in Table 2. The TVSL was shown to be the thickest leaflet
across all three hearts (783.1 ± 62.6 μm), while also containing the largest percent mass composition for
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the ventricularis layer (12.5%), and the greatest mean total thickness for the fibrosa (363.3 ± 41.1 μm).
The TVPL presented the greatest percent mass composition for both the atrialis and the fibrosa
layers (A = 33.3%; F = 50.0%) among all leaflets, with the second largest overall mean total thickness
(705.4 ± 22.2 μm). Finally, the smallest mean total thickness across all leaflets occurred in the TVAL
(614.0± 23.9 μm). Quantifications of the TV leaflets’ morphological constituents from the representative
heart #1 showed that all three TV leaflets are composed primarily of collagen fibers (see the middle
column in Figure 3a–c).

First of all, by comparing the different regions within the same TV leaflet tissue (Table 3), significant
regional variance in the elastin was noted between Regions 2 and 3 of the TVAL (p = 0.023). For the
TVAL, the GAGs were also found to vary significantly between Region 1 and Region 3 (p = 0.002),
and between Regions 2 and 3 (p = 0.001). For the TVPL, significant differences were found in the GAG
contents between Regions 1 and 2 (p = 0.025). In contrast, the TVSL exhibited significant differences in
both the collagen (p = 0.029) and the GAGs (p = 0.004) between Region 1 and Region 2, while only
varying in the GAG contents between Regions 2 and 3 (p = 0.017).

Secondly, by comparing similar regional tissue strips across all TV leaflets from heart #1 (Table 4),
the TVAL and the TVPL deviated significantly only in the GAG contents for Region 1 (p = 0.029),
whereas the TVAL and the TVSL differed significantly, in both the elastin (p = 0.018) and the GAGs
(p = 0.004) for Region 1, and in the collagen (p = 0.019) and the GAGs (p = 0.004) for Region 3. The TVSL
showed significant differences when compared to TVPL in all the 3 regions, primarily for the collagen
content (p = 0.006) and the GAG contents (p = 0.016) in Region 1, for the GAG contents (p = 0.007) in
Region 2, and for the collagen content (p = 0.034) in Region 3.

Table 2. Histologically quantified thickness and percent composition of the four tissue layers (i.e.,
atrialis, spongiosa, fibrosa, and ventricularis) for the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens. Values are
reported as mean ± SEM (n = 3).

Tissue Layer
Thickness (Respective %)

TVAL TVPL TVSL

Atrialis (A) 168.8 ± 18.1 μm (27.5%) 235.1 ± 6.3 μm (33.3%) 230.8 ± 16.3 μm (29.5%)

Spongiosa (S) 77.6 ± 12.4 μm (12.6%) 86.2 ± 11.7 μm (12.2%) 90.8 ± 13.8 μm (11.6%)

Fibrosa (F) 297.6 ± 15.6 μm (48.5%) 289.1 ± 15.4 μm (50.0%) 363.3 ± 41.1 μm (46.4%)

Ventricularis (V) 69.7 ± 4.5 μm (11.4%) 73.8 ± 3.2 μm (10.5%) 98.2 ± 14.9 μm (12.5%)

Total Thickness 614.0 ± 23.9 μm 705.4 ± 22.2 μm 783.1 ± 62.6 μm

Table 3. Statistical comparisons (p-values) of the constituent mass fractions, between any two regions
within each of the three representative heart #1 TV leaflets (see Figure 1d).

Within the TVAL Within the TVPL Within the TVSL

Collagen Elastin GAGs Collagen Elastin GAGs Collagen Elastin GAGs

Region 1 vs.
Region 2 0.593 0.377 0.933 0.266 0.720 0.025 0.029 0.983 0.004

Region 1 vs.
Region 3 0.189 0.283 0.002 0.937 0.767 0.449 0.889 0.999 0.809

Region 2 vs.
Region 3 0.686 0.023 0.001 0.429 0.997 0.244 0.073 0.989 0.017
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Table 4. Statistical comparisons (p-values) of the constituent mass fraction between any two TV leaflets,
regarding the three regions for the representative heart #1 (see Figure 1d).

Within Region 1 Within Region 2 Within Region 3

Collagen Elastin GAGs Collagen Elastin GAGs Collagen Elastin GAGs

TVAL vs.
TVPL 0.166 0.924 0.029 0.769 0.604 0.964 0.963 0.169 0.054

TVAL vs.
TVSL 0.253 0.311 0.952 0.981 0.018 0.004 0.019 0.999 0.004

TVPL vs.
TVSL 0.006 0.510 0.016 0.659 0.121 0.007 0.034 0.176 0.441

3.3. Load-Dependent Collagen Fiber Architecure

For each TV leaflet, the load-dependent changes in both the DOA and the collagen fiber orientation
were quantified throughout the entire tissue’s region of interest (see the right column in Figure 3a–c),
with the representative specimen’s histograms presented in Figure 4, whereas the results of the regional
analysis, based on the 3 × 3 grid array, are shown in Figure 5, at the unloaded state, to highlight the
TV leaflets’ intrinsic characteristics. Furthermore, regional analysis regarding varying biaxial loading
protocols can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 4. Comparisons of the load-dependent collagen fiber architecture for the entire tissue’s ROI
described in Table 1. (see the right column in Figure 3a–c): (a) the predicted DOA, (b) the predicted
θ f iber between unloaded and equibiaxial loading (TC : TR = 1:1), (c) the predicted θ f iber between
unloaded and radially-dominate loading (TC : TR = 0.5:1), and (d) the predicted θ f iber between
unloaded and circumferentially-dominated loading (TC : TR = 1:0.5).
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Four primary trends were observed in the quantification of the collagen fiber architecture of
the three representative TV leaflets from heart #1, with an attempt to relate the collagen fiber spatial
alignment and reorientation to the direction of applied loading.

• Firstly, for the non-equibiaxial loading protocols, the collagen fiber orientations θ f iber displayed a
shift towards the direction of the maximum applied loading (Figure 4). Moreover, collagen fiber
networks became more aligned, as evidenced by the increasing DOA within the central regions of
the tissues (Figures A2–A4).

• Secondly, the largest changes in the mean collagen fiber orientation θ f iber were observed in the
TVPL under equibiaxial and radially-dominant loading conditions (Table 5), with differences
of 37.5% (TC : TR = 1:1), 36.0% (TC : TR = 2:2), and 42.2% (TC : TR = 0.5:1), compared
to the post-preconditioning (PPC) state, also referred to as the “unloaded” state in the
remaining discussion.

• Thirdly, the largest percent change in the quantified DOA, as compared to the PPC state, occurred
under the radially-dominant loading (TC : TR = 0.5:1), with a 10.8% increase for the TVAL,
a 39.1% increase for the TVPL, and a 47.4% increase for the TVSL, respectively (Table 5). Under
circumferentially-dominant loading (TC : TR = 1:0.5), a minimal change of 1.4% in DOA was seen
for the TVAL, with a 27.3% and a 32.4% increase for the TVPL and TVSL, respectively (Table 5).

• Fourthly, across all the loading protocols, the TVSL displayed the largest increase in the DOA
(47.3%) under the radially-dominant loading, whereas the smallest change was found for the
TVAL (1.4%), under equibiaxial and circumferentially-dominant loading (Table 5).

Table 5. Mean, skewness, and standard deviation (SD) for the predicted θ f iber and the DOA of the
entire tissue’s ROI (see right column in Figure 3a–c) for the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens from
heart #1, considering various biaxial tension loading conditions.

DOA (TVAL) DOA (TVPL) DOA (TVSL)

TC : TR Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD

PPC 0.074 0.873 0.033 0.064 0.708 0.036 0.074 0.314 0.031

1:1 0.075 0.879 0.035 0.089 0.654 0.048 0.104 0.155 0.036

1:0.5 0.073 1.264 0.038 0.088 0.730 0.059 0.098 0.317 0.041

0.5:1 0.082 0.564 0.032 0.089 0.257 0.034 0.109 −0.012 0.036

2:2 0.072 0.930 0.034 0.087 0.700 0.048 0.102 0.142 0.037

θfiber (TVAL) θfiber (TVPL) θfiber (TVSL)

TC : TR Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD

PPC 61.6◦ 0.588 30.8◦ 85.9◦ −0.377 34.6◦ 70.9◦ 0.621 36.3◦

1:1 60.6◦ 0.906 52.3◦ 112.4◦ −0.698 46.3◦ 67.2◦ 0.655 53.5◦

1:0.5 69.7◦ 0.348 38.3◦ 103.3◦ −0.462 37.2◦ 77.1◦ 0.398 46.9◦

0.5:1 61.6◦ 0.889 63.4◦ 122.3◦ −1.042 49.3◦ 63.6◦ 0.799 56.8◦

2:2 60.1◦ 0.928 52.5◦ 111.1◦ −0.665 47.2◦ 66.8◦ 0.655 53.6◦

Moreover, the quantified load-dependent changes of the CFAs for the three TV leaflets of the
representative heart #1, considering various biaxial loading protocols, are further elaborated in the
following subsections. Further results for heart #2 and heart #3 can be found in Appendix C.

3.3.1. Changes in the CFA Associated with the Equibiaxial Loading States

The TVAL specimen displayed minimal changes in θ f iber from 61.6◦ in the PPC state to 60.6◦ and
60.1◦ under TC : TR = 1:1 and TC : TR = 2:2, respectively. Similar trends were observed for the spatial
alignment of the fibers (i.e., DOA), varying from 0.074 in the PPC state to 0.075 under TC : TR = 1:1
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and to 0.072 under TC : TR = 2:2. In contrast, the TVPL showed profound changes in θ f iber, yielding a
30.8% difference from the PPC state (85.9◦) to the TC : TR = 1:1 loading protocol (112.4◦) and a 29.3%
difference when compared to the TC : TR = 2:2 loading state (111.1◦). Similarly, the quantified DOA
for the PPC state displayed increases of 37.5% and 36.0% compared to TC : TR = 1:1 and TC : TR = 2:2
loading protocols, respectively. For the TVSL, θ f iber varied from the PPC state (70.9◦), by 5.5% for the
TC : TR = 1:1 state (67.2◦) and 5.8% for the TC : TR = 2:2 state (66.8◦), whereas the DOA increased by
40.5% and 37.8% under TC : TR = 1:1 and TC : TR = 2:2, respectively, when compared to the PPC state.

Figure 5. 3 × 3 grid comparisons of (a) the predicted θ f iber, and (b) the predicted DOA in the unloaded
state for the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens from heart #1.

3.3.2. Changes in the CFA Associated with the Circumferentially-Dominant Loading (TC : TR = 1:0.5)

For all TV leaflets, θ f iber shifted towards the tissues’ circumferential direction with an increased
DOA under circumferentially-dominant loading (Figure 3a–c). Specifically, the TVAL displayed a
13.1% difference in θ f iber between the PPC state (61.6◦) and the circumferentially-loaded state (69.7◦),
together with a negligible change in the DOA (unloaded = 0.074 versus loaded = 0.073). For the TVPL,
a 20.3% change in θ f iber was observed, along with a 27.3% increase in the DOA, whereas the TVSL
displayed a shift in θ f iber, from 70.9◦ (PPC) to 77.1◦ (circumferentially-dominant loaded) and a greater
change in the quantified DOA (32.4%).

3.3.3. Changes in the CFA Associated with the Radially-Dominant Loading (TC : TR = 0.5:1)

When radially-dominant loading was considered, the CFAs of the TV leaflet specimens tended to
reorient towards the tissues’ radial direction, with greater changes in the quantified DOAs throughout
the tissue compared to other loading protocols. Specifically, the TVAL showed a minimal change in
θ f iber under radially-dominant loading conditions, but a 10.8% increase in the DOA was observed
between the PPC (0.074) and radially-dominant loaded states (0.082). In contrast, the TVPL’s collagen
fibers reoriented towards the radial direction (122.3◦), with a 42.4% change between the PPC and
loaded state, while the DOA increased by 39.1%. For the TVSL, the quantified θ f iber varied from 70.9◦
(PPC) to 63.6◦ (loaded), together with a 47.4% increase in the quantified DOAs.

4. Discussion

4.1. Mechanics-Related Observations

The nonlinear stress-strain response for each TV leaflet was consistent with the findings from
the previous studies [14,17,53]. In the present study, for all three TV leaflets, the radial direction
of the tissues displayed greater stretches than that of the circumferential direction, under both
equibiaxial and non-equibiaxial tensions. This anisotropic tissue mechanical response has also been
observed by Pokutta-Paskaleva et al. (2019) [19] and Mathur et al. (2019) [15], through the similar
biaxial testing method, among others [14,54]. Essential behaviors of soft collagenous tissues, such
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as heart valve leaflets, have been further characterized through various fiber reorientation theories
and rheological constitutive models. Lanir et al. (1979, 1983) [55,56] and Fung et al. (1984) [57] have
contributed to these models for various fibrous soft tissues, taking into consideration the structure of
the tissues’ constituents and their mechanical properties, yet, further experimentation is needed to
quantify the complex mechanical interactions between constituents that yield this stress-strain response.
The anisotropic responses of the TV leaflets, although well documented, have not yet been examined
within the context of the pSFDI-based collagen microstructural quantification, as shown in the current
pilot study. Supplementing these well-known biomechanical trends within the TV leaflets, together
with such novel microstructural quantifications, will ultimately lead to an improved understanding of
collagen fiber alignment and reorientation in response to mechanical loading.

4.2. Collagen Fiber Architecture-Related Observations

We found in this pilot study that the CFA of each TV leaflet tissue is related to the directional-
dependence of the tissue-level mechanics. As previously discussed, each tissue showed a greater
extensibility in the radial direction (Table 1), which may be correlated to the collagen fibers’ initial
circumferential orientations (see the right column in Figure 3a–c). As increasing tension was applied to
the tissue, the asymptotic regime of the membrane tension-stretch curve is associated with the rotation
of crimped collagen fibers towards the radial direction. These fibers were then straightened, exhibiting
the low-force linear regime of the curve. The collagen fibers’ ability to reorient in response to the
applied loading was also shown to result in the higher spatial alignment. This increased alignment of
the collagen fibers is exemplified under the radially-dominant loading conditions, where the largest
changes in DOA values were found in comparison with the PPC (i.e., unloaded) state (Table 5).

Similar trends in the load-dependent changes in the CFAs were also observed under non-equiaxial
loading. Specifically, for all three TV leaflets, the collagen fibers were found to shift towards the
direction of dominant loading (see the right column in Figure 3a–c), yielding an increase in the
quantified DOAs after fiber reorientation. In contrast, when circumferentially-dominant loading
was considered, the quantified θ f iber became more closely aligned with the tissues’ circumferential
directions (Figure 4). These observations in our pilot study are in a good agreement with those
findings from the previous studies on the other heart valve leaflets and the TV leaflets with chemical
fixation [58,59]. By employing our combined experimental approach, the collagen fiber architecture
of the same TV leaflet can be quantified at different equibiaxial and non-equibiaxial loading states,
without the use of chemical fixation. This improvement on the previous collagen microstructural
observations [37,41] permits further investigations into how the constituent compositions of each TV
leaflet tissue contributes to the respective mechanical-microstructure responses under varying loads.

Apart from examining the load-dependent changes among the CFAs for all three TV leaflets,
each specimen was also observed in the “unloaded”, or PPC state. The ROI for each TV leaflet was
divided into 9 sub-regions (Figure 2), and the collagen fiber orientation and DOA of each sub-region
was extracted to further investigate the intrinsic characteristics of the TV leaflets. The TVAL and TVSL
leaflets each displayed primarily circumferentially-dominant CFAs throughout all sub-regions of the
tissue, with some variation in the radially-oriented collagen fibers of the tissues in the belly portion and
near the annulus (Figure 5). The TVPL, on the other hand, exhibited a predominantly radially-oriented
CFA throughout the entirety of the tissue, with θ f iber closely aligned with 90◦. The DOA of the TV
leaflets remained consistent throughout each section of the tissue (Figure 5), with no statistically
significant changes in spatial alignment between the collagen fibers. This assertion can be connected
to the collagen fibers’ naturally crimped state, where with greater load, the CFA will straighten and
recruit multiple fiber families to compensate for the induced stress on the tissue. Observing the natural
CFA and spatial alignment in TV leaflets can be used to further explain the mechanics-microstructure
relationship, that has been shown to vary regionally across TV anterior leaflet specimens [36].
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4.3. Study Limitations and Future Work

Throughout this pilot study, we encountered difficulty in determining an average thickness for
each sample, primarily due to non-uniformity and surface imperfections of the tissues, by using a
contact-based caliper measurement technique. This limitation was moderately alleviated by measuring
the thickness across the leaflet in three different regions and averaging the observed thicknesses.
Another limitation of this pilot study is the tine-based biaxial loading technique used. When observing
the collagen fiber microstructure via the pSFDI-based technique, the tines inserted in the tissue were
captured in the images associated with each phase shift, producing edge artifacts on the CFA map
(e.g., see the right column in Figure 3a–c). An extension of this limitation is the displacement-controlled
biaxial testing methods used to emulate the target membrane tensions similar to the force-controlled
biaxial mechanical tests. This was done by performing displacement-controlled loading to the
specimen size associated with the peak loading stress, but due to the stress relaxation of the tissue
when determining the peak specimen size, there was a reduction in the target stress values. In regards
to the histological limitations presented in this pilot study, we attempted to excise the 3 tissue strips
within the observed ROI, but our calculations did not account for the portions of the tissue outsides
of the ROI, which may potentially alter the observed trends. Another limitation of this work is the
examination of only three representative porcine hearts (n = 3). Definite conclusions and trends cannot
be drawn regarding the TV leaflets without including a much larger sample size.

Despite these restrictions, our pilot study provides a first look into the investigations of the
mechanical-microstructural relationships within TV leaflets. Subsequent studies may warrant a
more in-depth examination of the TV with a larger sample size, to draw statistically supported
conclusions. Regarding other potential future extensions, the microstructural-mechanical relationship
in the collagenous heart valve leaflet tissue can also be examined under various mechanical tests to
quantify behaviors such as the preconditioning effect, the stress-relaxation effect, and the creep effect,
informing fiber kinematic models, such as the previous ones developed for the mitral valve and the
aortic valve [33,34,60,61]. This combined experimental approach could also be used to investigate
other collagenous tissues, utilizing its unique capability to elucidate the microstructural-mechanical
relationship and inform high-fidelity constitutive models.

5. Conclusions

In this pilot study, we have presented a novel systematic framework for characterizing collagenous
tissues that utilize both the histology-based morphological assessment and the pSFDI modality in
conjunction with biaxial mechanical testing, allowing for a direction examination of the interrelationship
between tissue mechanics and collagen microstructures in response to mechanical loads. In the case
of the TV leaflets, observing these load-dependent microstructural changes will lead to further
developments of improved computational models. Such enhanced computational modeling tools
could not only aid in a better understanding of TV function as well as its associated diseases, but
they could also be used for patient-specific surgical planning and treatment options. Preoperative
guidance in assessing the achievability of a successful tricuspid valve repair, thereby avoiding a
less desirable valve replacement, would be of great benefit. The application of this experimental
approach is readily applicable to other cardiovascular collagenous tissues (e.g., the aortic valve cusps,
and the pulmonary valve cusps), to complement the current understanding in the field. The proposed
systematic framework also provides new frontiers and understanding within the field of cardiovascular
biomechanics, offering a potential to advance the development of novel clinical therapeutics for
TV diseases.
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Nomenclature

Category Abbreviation Definition

Anatomy

TV Tricuspid valve
TVAL Tricuspid valve anterior leaflet
TVPL Tricuspid valve posterior leaflet
TVSL Tricuspid valve septal leaflet
RV Right ventricle
FTR Functional tricuspid regurgitation
ECM Extracellular matrix

Tissue Layers

A Atrialis
S Spongiosa
F Fibrosa
V Ventricularis

Tissue Layer Constituents
CFA Collagen fiber architecture
GAGs Glycosaminoglycans
PGs Proteoglycans

Instrumentation

pSFDI Polarized spatial frequency domain imaging
SALS Small angle light scattering
SHG Second harmonic generation
FOV Field of view
ROI Region of interest

Collagen Fiber Quantification
θ f iber Collagen fiber orientation
DOA Degree of optical anisotropy

Mechanics

C Tissue’s circumferential direction
R Tissue’s radial direction
T Membrane tension
PPC Post-preconditioning
λ Tissue stretch

Appendix A. Quantification of Collagen Fiber Orientation and Degree of Optical Anisotropy

The pSFDI imaging technique combines the ability of co-polarized imaging to quantify the
birefringent fiber structures with the depth-discrimination capabilities of SFDI. Interested readers can
refer to more details in [44,45,62]. During the polarized spatial frequency domain imaging procedure,
polarization-state images (2560 × 2048 pixels) for each phase shift were obtained, and the acquired
37 images were then smoothed via an in-house MATLAB program using convolution with a 5 × 5
uniform kernel. After smoothing, each image was then combined at each pixel to create the predicted
birefringent reflected intensity:

Iout =
1
3

(
I0◦ + I120◦ + I240◦

)
, (A1)

where I0◦ , I120◦ , and I240◦ are the pixel-wise intensities at each respective phase shift. The global
maximum for each of these intensity functions occurs when the θ f iber is both perpendicular and
parallel with the polarizer’s transmission axis, θpolarizer (Figure A1).
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Figure A1. Demonstration of the pSFDI modality to capture the CFA: (a) an experimental photo of a
representative TV leaflet specimen mounted to the BioTester system, with a defined region of interest
as delimited by the red box, and (b) the quantified intensity-θpolarizer relationship of a selected pixel
point (see the red dot in (a)), together with the fitting of the 3-term Fourier series in Equation (A2)
to the acquired data for predicting the collagen fiber orientation angle θ f iber. (c) The quantified
DOA throughout the ROI, and (d) vector plots of the quantified θ f iber with an increasing level of
visualization grid.

The quantified birefringent reflected intensity is then approximated by a three-term Fourier
cosine series:

Iout

τsys
= α0 + α2

[
2(θ f iber − θpolarizer)

]
+ α4

[
4(θ f iber − θpolarizer)

]
, (A2)

where α0, α2, and α4 are the three Fourier coefficients and τsys is a system dependent coefficient that
includes non-birefringent intensity modifiers (Figure A1). The optical anisotropy permits a quantitative
examination of the local dispersion of the collagen fibers within the specimen, which can be expressed
as the degree of optical anisotropy (DOA) (Figure A2):

DOA =
α2 + α4

α0 + α2 + α4
. (A3)

Please refer to more details about the step-by-step algorithmic procedures in Section 2.3 of [45].

Appendix B. Spatial Heterogeneity of CFAs

To further investigate the spatial heterogeneity of the collagen fiber architecture for each TV leaflet,
a regional analysis was performed, by dividing the tissue’s ROI into 3 × 3 sub-regions (Figure 2).
Variations in the fiber orientation angle were observed across different sub-regions of the tissue, as some
sub-regions of the tissue showed a significant shift in the fiber orientation angle in response to the
mechanical loads, while other sub-regions remained unchanged (Figures A2–A4).

For example, the TVAL exhibited circumferentially-oriented fibers in the unloaded state, but
when radially loaded, the fibers in the center sub-region of the tissue shifted more towards the radial
direction compared to the upper portion of the tissue (Figure A2b). The differences in collagen fiber
reorientation in response to loading throughout these sub-regions can be connected to the regional
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variations in biaxial mechanical response previously observed in TV leaflets [36]. The coupling of
both the regionally-varied mechanical and microstructural responses can be used to validate affine
kinematic theories regarding this relationship. As for the regional variations in the alignment of
collagen fibers for each TV leaflet tissue, the belly portion, along with the rough zone (i.e., tissue strip 3,
see Figure 1d), showed higher DOA values than the upper portion of the tissue.

To supplement these findings, a histological analysis for each TV leaflet displayed differences
in the constituent mass fraction across the tissue domain, further highlighting the potential
underlying mechanisms that contribute to collagen fiber reorientation in response to applied loading.
The connection between the collagen fiber alignment and the histomorphological compositions has yet
to be observed within literature. For example, previous studies are largely limited by optical clearing
solutions and a more confined FOV [40,43], and, therefore, regional analyses of the load-dependent
CFAs may not be feasible. Our observations, presented in this article, provide unique, spatially-varying
collagen fiber architectural information that can be implemented into current rheological models for an
accurate representation of the bulk tissue response [55–57].

Figure A2. 3× 3 grid comparisons of the predictedθ f iber : (a) between unloaded and equibiaxial loading,
(b) between unloaded and radially-dominate loading, and (c) between unloaded and circumferentially-
dominate loading. (d) Comparison of the predicted DOA among all the states for the TVAL specimen
of heart #1.
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Figure A3. 3× 3 grid comparisons of the predictedθ f iber : (a) between unloaded and equibiaxial loading,
(b) between unloaded and radially-dominate loading, and (c) between unloaded and circumferentially-
dominate loading. (d) Comparison of the predicted DOA among all the states for the TVPL specimen
of heart #1.

Figure A4. 3× 3 grid comparisons of the predictedθ f iber : (a) between unloaded and equibiaxial loading,
(b) between unloaded and radially-dominate loading, and (c) between unloaded and circumferentially-
dominated loading. (d) Comparison of the predicted DOA among all the states for the TVSL specimen
of heart #1.
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Appendix C. Quantified Load-Dependent Changes in the CFA for Heart #2 and Heart #3

Table A1. The percentage changes in mean, skewness, and standard deviation (SD) for the predicted
θ f iber and the DOA of the entire tissue’s ROI for the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens of heart #2.

DOA (TVAL) DOA (TVPL) DOA (TVSL)

TC : TR Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD

PPC 0.069 0.791 0.025 0.071 1.377 0.029 0.062 0.410 0.026

1:1 −1.6◦ 12.4◦ 9.5◦ −5.3◦ −10.0◦ 27.0◦ 14.3◦ −23.1◦ 12.2◦

1:0.5 12.2◦ −5.2◦ 41.1◦ 6.1◦ −8.1◦ 39.9◦ 43.5◦ −47.6◦ 13.5◦

0.5:1 −3.3◦ −18.0◦ −0.6◦ −7.4◦ −12.8◦ 6.7◦ 15.0◦ −16.4◦ 19.2◦

θfiber (TVAL) θfiber (TVPL) θfiber (TVSL)

TC : TR Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD

PPC 93.4◦ −0.365 30.0◦ 105.3◦ −0.891 26.3◦ 106.0◦ −0.462 31.9◦

1:1 −1.4◦ −18.6◦ 15.2◦ 6.5◦ −19.4◦ 47.1◦ 0.3◦ 27.9◦ 54.1◦

1:0.5 5.5◦ 12.5◦ −2.1◦ 14.3◦ −16.5◦ 2.6◦ 11.5◦ 54.0◦ 3.4◦

0.5:1 −9.9◦ −130.9◦ 25.6◦ −3.5◦ −46.5◦ 78.4◦ −13.8◦ −94.0◦ 68.9◦

Table A2. The percent changes in mean, skewness, and standard deviation (SD) for the predicted θ f iber

and the DOA of the entire tissue’s ROI, for the TVAL, TVPL, and TVSL specimens of heart #3.

DOA (TVAL) DOA (TVPL) DOA (TVSL)

TC : TR Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD

PPC 0.072 0.861 0.026 0.065 2.774 0.032 0.082 0.515 0.028

1:1 0.3◦ −5.8◦ 20.4◦ 25.8◦ −82.9◦ 6.6◦ 4.2◦ 5.4◦ 12.0◦

1:0.5 12.9◦ −35.8◦ 22.3◦ 39.5◦ −95.8◦ 12.2◦ 12.0◦ 40.2◦ 15.9◦

0.5:1 −7.1◦ 13.4◦ 16.2◦ 12.8◦ −86.9◦ −1.5◦ 1.2◦ −38.5◦ 14.9◦

θfiber (TVAL) θfiber (TVPL) θfiber (TVSL)

TC : TR Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD Mean Skewness SD

PPC 113.1◦ −0.256 22.7◦ 110.6 −0.948 34.3◦ 85.0◦ 0.639 29.4◦

1:1 −2.1◦ 12.9◦ 35.5◦ −5.9◦ −35.4◦ −5.4◦ −5.9◦ 21.0◦ 6.2◦

1:0.5 −1.1◦ −27.9◦ 12.1◦ −3.0◦ 14.7◦ −22.5◦ 6.9◦ −34.2◦ −11.7◦

0.5:1 −6.7◦ 59.8◦ 60.1◦ −13.5◦ −70.3◦ 32.6◦ −17.7◦ 98.9◦ 18.5◦
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Abstract: Since many soft tissues function in an isotonic in-vivo environment, it is expected that
physiological osmolarity will be maintained when conducting experiments on these tissues ex-vivo.
In this study, we aimed to examine how not adhering to such a practice may alter the mechanical
response of the tricuspid valve (TV) anterior leaflet. Tissue specimens were immersed in deionized
(DI) water prior to quantification of the stress–strain responses using an in-plane biaxial mechanical
testing device. Following a two-hour immersion in DI water, the tissue thickness increased an average
of 107.3% in the DI water group compared to only 6.8% in the control group, in which the tissue
samples were submerged in an isotonic phosphate buffered saline solution for the same period of
time. Tissue strains evaluated at 85 kPa revealed a significant reduction in the radial direction, from
34.8% to 20%, following immersion in DI water. However, no significant change was observed in the
control group. Our study demonstrated the impact of a hypo-osmotic environment on the mechanical
response of TV anterior leaflet. The imbalance in ions leads to water absorption in the valvular
tissue that can alter its mechanical response. As such, in ex-vivo experiments for which the native
mechanical response of the valves is important, using an isotonic buffer solution is essential.

Keywords: biaxial mechanical testing; cardiac valves; osmotic swelling

1. Introduction

The properties of many soft tissues can best be obtained by conducting experiments in an
environment that resembles in-vivo conditions. In the realm of biomechanics, the characterization of
soft tissue mechanical properties has traditionally relied on benchtop experiments such as uniaxial or
biaxial tensile extension tests [1,2]. For these experiments, both for the purpose of tissue storage and
during the course of the experiments, tissue samples are generally immersed in a buffer solution (e.g.,
phosphate buffered saline (PBS)). By virtue of its non-toxicity to cells and its pH buffering capability,
PBS is widely used in biological studies [3].

The regulation of osmolarity is also of great importance in maintaining cell and tissue viability.
Researchers in previous studies have quantified the effects of hypo- and hyper-osmolarity on soft
tissues [4–8]. The low concentration of ions in a hypo-osmotic solution ultimately leads to tissue
swelling over time. The subsequent changes in morphology of the tissue and the potential for damage
to its constituents could lead to alteration of the mechanical responses [9,10]. Moreover, Lanir et
al. have shown the effects of swelling and their correlation with residual stresses, as demonstrated
in the left ventricle and aortic tissues of murine models [5,10,11]. Despite such strong evidence of
mechanical dependence on normal osmolarity, deionized (DI) water has been employed in some
studies in lieu of isotonic solutions [12,13]. In one particular in-vitro study conducted on heart valves,
the assumption of no potential difference between DI water and PBS as it pertains to the mechanical
responses of the tissues was adopted [12]. Notwithstanding the importance of the findings of these
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studies, isotonic solutions have been generally used in similar ex-vivo valvular studies to prevent
changes in the mechanical responses of heart valves [14–17]. Since no previous experiments have been
conducted to specifically show the effects of hypotonicity on the mechanical response of cardiac valves,
we performed experiments on porcine tricuspid valve (TV) anterior leaflets in order to guide future
research in heart valve biomechanics.

The TV, which is located on the pulmonary side of the heart, is composed of three leaflets: anterior,
posterior and septal leaflets. The study of the biomechanics of this valve, albeit nascent in comparison
to the study of mitral valve biomechanics, has seen an emergence in interest [16,18–26]. The TV is
characterized by having a larger orifice than the mitral valve as well as having thinner leaflets [27].
The extracellular matrix (ECM) in both heart valves is comprised primarily of collagen, elastin, and
proteoglycans; and hence, it plays a role in the mechanical response of the valve tissue [28–30]. In this
brief study, we hypothesize that the swelling effect due to the exposure of TV anterior leaflets to DI
water will alter their mechanical response.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Specimen Preparation

Porcine hearts (n = 14) were acquired from a local slaughterhouse (3-D Meats, Dalton, OH, USA)
and transported in chilled PBS back to our laboratory. Consistent with our previous methodology [31],
upon isolating the TV apparatus, we identified and excised the anterior leaflet. The tissue was later
trimmed to a smaller square size (approximately 11 mm× 11 mm) using a custom-made tissue phantom
while ensuring that the axes of the tissue phantom coincided with the radial and circumferential
anatomical directions of the tissue samples as described previously [31]. The radial direction was
defined perpendicular to the TV annulus and the circumferential direction was defined as the direction
perpendicular to the aforementioned radial direction [32].

Prior to mounting the anterior leaflet specimen on a custom-built biaxial tensile machine [31,33],
the thickness of each specimen was measured using a thickness gauge. Five readings were taken from
each sample with the average value used in our calculations. Next, four glass submillimeter markers
were attached on the surface of the leaflet for optical tracking of tissue deformation. Suture lines were
attached around the edges of the tissue. The dimensions of the trimmed tissue enclosed by the suture
lines were 7.6 mm × 7.6 mm.

2.2. Biaxial Testing Protocol

The maximum right ventricular pressure for a normal person is defined as 30 mmHg [34,35].
From our previous study of the porcine TV, we found that the average thickness of the anterior leaflet
was 313 μm [31]. In our prior work, we also employed Laplace’s law to arrive at an estimated stress
value for the leaflets. Given the above parameters, the maximum target stress used in this study was
calculated to be 127 kPa. A total of five loading protocols, listed in Table 1, were employed.

Table 1. Loading protocol for radial and circumferential directions.

Protocol Radial (kPa) Circum. (kPa)

1 127 127
2 95.25 127
3 127 95.25
4 63.5 127
5 127 63.5

Each protocol consisted of ten loading/unloading cycles. Only data from the tenth cycle was used
in our analysis; the first nine were used for pre-conditioning purposes. The bath was filled with room
temperature (21 ◦C) PBS and the specimen was loaded on the biaxial actuators. A tare load of 0.5 grams
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was used throughout the biaxial testing of the anterior leaflets. It is important to note that the load
applied to achieve the desired stress was dependent upon the sample thickness. Hence, each sample
had unique loads applied to it.

2.3. Tissue Swelling Application

Following all five loading protocols, tissue samples were unmounted and placed in DI water. In
previous in-house tests (data not shown), we had observed that the maximum swelling of porcine TV
leaflets occurred after they were immersed in DI water for two hours. As such, we used a two-hour
submergence period for all samples in this study. Following the two-hour soaking period, the specimen
thickness was measured again. Before being remounted on the biaxial testing machine, the samples
were retrimmed to the 11 mm × 11 mm specimen size mentioned above. All protocols from Table 1
were then repeated. Similarly, our control group (n = 14), which used a subset of specimens soaked in
PBS for 2 hours, underwent the same testing procedure as specimens that were soaked in DI water.
Because the control samples did not change in size, no specimen retrimming was necessary.

2.4. Data Processing

Data collected from biaxial testing was analyzed using an internally developed program in
MATLAB (MathWorks, Nantick, MA, USA). Positional data obtained from tracking the surface-mounted
glass fiducial markers allowed for the calculation of the deformation gradient tensor, F, as described
previously [31,36].

The Green–Lagrangian strain tensor, E, was then calculated:

E =
1
2

(
FTF− I

)
(1)

where I is the identity matrix.
The load applied on the specimen allowed for the calculation of the first Piola-Kirchoff stress:

Prr =
Fr

A
, Pcc =

Fc

A
(2)

where F is the force applied by the actuators and A is the cross-sectional area, which is defined as the
product of the length (7.6 mm) and thickness of the sample. The double subscripts rr and cc designate
the radial and circumferential normal stresses, respectively. Likewise, the single subscripts r and c
refer to the applied force in the radial and circumferential directions, respectively.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

To determine the effect of soaking in DI water on the mechanical response of the leaflet, a Student’s
paired t-test was used. The null hypothesis for this analysis was that the average strain at an equibiaxial
load of 85 kPa following DI water exposure was equivalent to the average strain prior to DI water
submersion. A value of p ≤ 0.05 was considered as significant for this test. Only the equibiaxial data
were used in the current analysis; data from other protocols may be used for future analyses, if needed.

3. Results

Following two hours of soaking in DI water, the tissue exhibited less compliance in the radial
direction as compared to the circumferential direction, as can be noticed from the results in Figure 1.
Visual examination of the equibiaxial data (Figure 1) shows that the mechanical response in the control
group exhibited a slight increase in radial strain. The additional protocols from Table 1 display similar
behaviors, primarily concerning the radial compliance. Relative to the DI water group, the change in
stress–strain response, albeit different, was not as aberrant in the control group. Subsequent protocols
in the control group also showed a slight compliance in the radial direction similar to what is displayed
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in Figure 1. The stress–strain responses for the additional protocols, from Table 1, are provided in the
Supplementary Materials.

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Average equibiaxial response of the anterior leaflet (i.e., Protocol 1 in Table 1) from: (a) DI
water group; (b) control group (soaked in PBS). Shaded regions represent standard error.

The effect that DI water had on the leaflet shape and color was obvious upon visual inspection,
since the tissue absorbed water during the soaking process. Following the two-hour soaking in DI
water, the tissue thickness increased by 107.3% versus 6.8% in the control group that was soaked in
PBS (Table 2). A Student’s paired t-test comparing pre- and post-treatment thickness across both DI
and Control groups revealed that while both groups were significantly different, the p-value for the DI
treatment group (10−5) was much smaller than that of the control (p = 0.002).

Table 2. Average thickness of anterior leaflets in DI water group and control group.

Heart DI-Pre DI-Post Control-Pre Control-Post

1 424 924 269 299
2 391 627 237 325
3 314 662 342 393
4 259 490 312 350
5 246 467 287 284
6 317 548 233 259
7 254 482 287 284
8 332 416 223 226
9 337 614 246 251
10 299 599 223 228
11 322 609 348 378
12 350 548 343 396
13 224 1061 335 365
14 315 1046 269 279

Average 313 650 289 308
Std. Dev. 53 201 44 57
p-value <0.001 0.002

Note: All thickness values reported in this table are in microns.
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At a mean normal ventricular pressure of 25 mmHg [37], the physiological strain using Laplace’s
law (as mentioned above) was approximated to be 85 kPa. As shown in Figure 2, the treatment group
exhibited a significant (p = 0.0026) radial reduction (34.8% to 20%) following exposure to DI water.
The change in circumferential strain was neither visually detectable (8.4% to 10.4%) nor statistically
different (p = 0.5176). Although the control group, in Figure 2, showed a minimal change in radial strain
(19% to 20.6%) and circumferential strain (9% to 8.3%), the strains were not found to be significantly
different in either the radial (p = 0.426) or the circumferential (p = 0.546) direction.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Average equibiaxial strain across all samples at an estimated physiological stress level of 85
kPa in: (a) DI water group; (b) control group. Error bars represent standard error.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to determine the validity of the use of DI water, in lieu of isotonic
solutions, as a viable medium for the handling of heart valve tissues during experiments that rely
on obtaining native mechanical responses of the tissue. PBS, as a commonly used isotonic solution,
does present various benefits for experiments involving biological specimens. Primarily, the isotonic
properties of PBS ensure cell and tissue viability by approximating a physiological environment that is
appropriate for data collection in research. Our study has shown that for equibiaxial tests, the response
in the radial direction is greatly affected by the hypo-osmotic environment introduced by DI water.
Although the changes in the circumferential direction seem to be much smaller, due to the tensorial
nature of strain, any changes in one component of the strain (in this case the normal strain in the radial
direction) is indicative of a completely different state of deformation in the tissue.

The stiffer tissue response in the radial direction (as shown in Figure 1) may be indicative of
a restrictive ECM environment as a result of tissue swelling and the stretching of fibers [11]. The
submersion of soft tissues in solutions with different osmotic conditions is known to affect tissue
morphology by changing the intrafibrillar water [7]. This change was clearly seen in the TV samples
following their submersion in DI water. In fact, not only was the specimen thickness affected (Table 2),
but the overall dimensions of the tissue were also altered. Interestingly, statistical analysis performed
on the thickness in both groups revealed that both were significantly different, albeit the DI treatment
group had a much smaller p-value. While a significant thickness difference was not expected in the
control group, such differences did not lead to significant changes in the mechanical responses of
the tissue.

It has been shown that ECM collagen fibers are generally undulated in the unloaded state and, with
increases in deformation leading to uncrimping of the fibers, they become stiffer [38]. The TV anterior
leaflet, however, has a complex microstructure that affects its tissue-level mechanical response [39]. As
such, understanding the overall effects of swelling-induced uncrimping and their influence on the
mechanical properties of the TV leaflets will require further investigation.
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In a previous study, Pierce et al. examined the effects of exposure to hypotonic solutions on the
mechanical responses of the mitral valve annulus as a pilot study [12]. They used an indentation method
and compared the measured forces for the same level of indentation depth in samples submerged in
DI water as compared to those immersed in an isotonic saline solution. Even with a small sample size,
the mean force recorded for the control group was smaller than that of the hypotonic group, indicating
the potential stiffening of the tissue. Although no statistically significant difference was found, it is
worth noting that a small sample size was used, and the standard deviations were relatively large.
While caution should be taken in comparing biaxial testing and indentation and also in extending the
findings for one type of cardiac valve to another, we believe that with an increased sample size, the
investigations of Pierce et al. would likely corroborate the findings of our study.

Our study was not without limitations. Although the statistical analysis performed on the control
group did not indicate a significant difference in response due to immersion in an isotonic PBS solution,
one should recognize that time also plays a degenerative role in tissue integrity. Our current method
was not able to isolate such potential effects on the tissue mechanical responses. It is possible that with
longer immersion in an isotonic PBS solution at room temperature (21 ◦C), tissue degeneration leads to
alteration of the mechanical responses of the tissue. In addition, the focus of this study was on the
role of isotonicity on the biomechanical responses of the tricuspid valves, especially as it pertains to
ex-vivo setups [14,15]. However, in functioning valves, the viscosity of the flow could significantly
affect the flow profile and subsequently alter the deformation of the valve leaflets. As shown by
Biswas et al., even viscosity-matched media may not biomechanically function in a manner similar to
native blood, and such limitations should always be considered in the interpretation of the results of
ex-vivo studies [40]. Another limiting factor in interpretation of our data is the existence of a significant
difference between the radial responses at estimated physiological stress in the DI group prior to DI
water exposure and in those of the control group (p-value = 0.0174, Student’s paired t-test). Since
no known errors existed in our methodology, we attributed such differences to possible variations in
the porcine hearts obtained from the local slaughterhouse. Despite such differences, in our opinion,
the important outcome of this study, i.e., exposure to DI water significantly changes the mechanical
responses of the tricuspid valve leaflets, is still valid as it relies on the statistical comparison within
each of the two groups rather than a comparison between the two groups. Lastly, tissue swelling
encompasses not only physical changes in specimen thickness but also volume. Since the biaxial
tensile machine is able to track the fiducial marker configuration, any changes in tissue can be tracked.
However, following DI water application and tissue swelling, the physical changes in the specimen
required that the tissue be retrimmed to the 11 mm × 11 mm size discussed in Section 2.1. This measure
required that a new set of markers be attached, thereby losing the original marker configuration that
would allow for the quantification of the induced physical changes using the marker tracking tool in
our biaxial testing device.

5. Conclusions

The effect of DI water on the anterior TV leaflet yielded a mechanical response that was significantly
different from the response of valves that were immersed in an isotonic PBS solution. Such outcomes
further support the importance of using an isotonic solution when conducting experiments that require
mimicking the in-vivo mechanical response of cardiac valve tissues.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2306-5354/6/3/70/s1, Figure
S1: Protocol 2 for DI water group, Figure S2: Protocol 3 for DI water group, Figure S3: Protocol 4 for DI water
group, Figure S4: Protocol 5 for DI water group, Figure S5: Protocol 2 for control group, Figure S6: Protocol 3 for
control group, Figure S7: Protocol 4 for control group, Figure S8: Protocol 5 for control group.
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Abstract: The atrioventricular heart valves (AHVs) are responsible for directing unidirectional blood
flow through the heart by properly opening and closing the valve leaflets, which are supported
in their function by the chordae tendineae and the papillary muscles. Specifically, the chordae
tendineae are critical to distributing forces during systolic closure from the leaflets to the papillary
muscles, preventing leaflet prolapse and consequent regurgitation. Current therapies for chordae
failure have issues of disease recurrence or suboptimal treatment outcomes. To improve those
therapies, researchers have sought to better understand the mechanics and microstructure of the
chordae tendineae of the AHVs. The intricate structures of the chordae tendineae have become
of increasing interest in recent literature, and there are several key findings that have not been
comprehensively summarized in one review. Therefore, in this review paper, we will provide a
summary of the current state of biomechanical and microstructural characterizations of the chordae
tendineae, and also discuss perspectives for future studies that will aid in a better understanding of
the tissue mechanics–microstructure linking of the AHVs’ chordae tendineae, and thereby improve
the therapeutics for heart valve diseases caused by chordae failures.

Keywords: the mitral valve; the tricuspid valve; collagen fiber architecture; glycosaminoglycan;
uniaxial mechanical testing; in-vitro flow loops; polarized spatial frequency domain imaging

1. Introduction

The atrioventricular heart valves (AHVs) regulate the unidirectional flow of blood through the
heart chambers by the cyclic opening and closing of soft tissue leaflets. These leaflets are supported
in their functions by the chordae tendineae, which attach to the papillary muscles. The chordae
structures help to distribute load to the papillary muscles during systolic closure and prevent leaflet
flail into the atria. In the case of chordae failure, such as elongation, rupture, thickening, retraction, or
calcification, the result is a backflow of blood from the ventricle into the atria during the valve’s systolic
closure–known as AHV regurgitation [1,2]. Uncontrolled severe AHV regurgitation can ultimately
lead to left or right heart failure and yield poor outcome including potential years of life lost.

Chordae rupture affects the overall atrioventricular heart valve behaviors and can be a primary
cause of valve regurgitation [3–5]. Khoiy et al. (2018) used an in vitro valve apparatus to observe
changes in the tricuspid valve closure after induced chordae rupture, and found that ruptured chordae
caused up to an 8.8% dilation of the annulus and consequent regurgitation [6]. In another in vitro
study for the mitral valve, it was found that a significantly lower ventricular pressure was required
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to cause leaflet prolapse caused by chordae rupture [7]. Chordae failure plays a major role in valve
regurgitation, however current surgical treatments have their pros and cons.

The major surgical treatments for chordae failure include shortening, transposition, and
replacement. Chordal shortening involves making an incision in the papillary muscles and using a
suture to pull a portion of the elongated chordae into the incised area [8]. The shortening method is
undesirable, however, as it has a significantly lower freedom from recurrent mitral regurgitation as
compared to chordal transposition (74 ± 9% and 96 ± 2%, respectively) [9]. Further, chordal shortening
was also found to be inferior to chordal replacement, with the shortened chordae being more vulnerable
to post-operation chordae rupture [10]. Chordal transposition, on the other hand, is performed by either
attaching a portion of leaflet with chordae attachment from a non-prolapsing leaflet to a prolapsing
leaflet, or by resection of the prolapsing leaflet’s chordal attachments. This technique also has drawbacks.
For example, there is an approximate 13% recurrence rate of mild regurgitation in the long-term after
mitral valve repair [11]. Chordal replacement is the current standard for chordae repair, in which
the ruptured chordae is replaced with a synthetic material such as expanded polytetrafluoroethylene
(ePTFE) sutures [10,12]. Despite the prevalence of the procedure, there are still issues such as elongation
of the synthetic chordae, rupture of the native chordae, calcification, or recurrent prolapse potentially
caused by an elastic modulus higher than that of the native chordae [13–16]. Various treatment methods
for failed chordae tendineae can be improved and a better understanding of AHV diseases can be
facilitated by studying the microstructure and mechanics of the native chordae tendineae. A more
comprehensive understanding of the chordae tendineae will be especially beneficial to the refinement
of AHV computational models and tissue engineering of chordae tendineae.

In this review paper, we will summarize the recent works in the microstructural and mechanical
characterizations of the AHV chordae tendineae, as such a thorough review article is very limited in
previous literature. In addition, we will also give some commentary remarks regarding the state of
the art of research and perspective for future studies that would be beneficial to further the chordae
biomechanics research field.

2. Overview on the Anatomy and Morphology of the AHV Chordae Tendineae

Chordae attaching to the leaflets are considered as true chordae, while those attaching elsewhere,
such as the ventricular wall, are considered false chordae [17]. For this review, the focus will be on the
true chordae, and any discussions henceforth are to be considered as referring to true chordae tendineae.
Generally, chordae originate from the papillary muscle as a singular strand, which then either remains
straight or branches into fan shapes prior to a leaflet insertion [17]. The chordae tendineae can be more
specifically classified based on their respective insertion region to the leaflet: basal chordae attaching to
the leaflet base; marginal chordae attaching to the leaflet free edge; and the notably-thicker strut chordae
anchoring at the central belly region of the AHV leaflet (Figure 1a). Some differences exist between the
chordae subsets. First, the strut chordae are the most critical subset for bearing load and are of special
focus in the previous literature [18–20]. Secondly, in the tricuspid valve (TV), researchers have reported
the marginal and basal chordae to be of a similar thickness. Thirdly, thicknesses of the chordae can
also vary based on their leaflet of attachment, such as the mitral valve (MV) anterior leaflet chordae
being thicker than the MV posterior leaflet chordae [21].
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Figure 1. (a) An excised porcine mitral valve anterior leaflet with basal, strut, and marginal chordae
tendineae. (b) Schematic of the microstructural components of the chordae tendineae (image from
Millington-Sanders et al. [22] with permission from Wiley Global).

The number of chordae in the human, porcine, and ovine atrioventricular valve specimens have
been analyzed in previous studies. Lam et al. and Silver et al. studied the human MV and TV,
respectively, and reported an average of 25 chordae per valve [18,19]. Interestingly, De Almeida et al.
noted that fetal hearts had fewer connective tissues (CT) and that there were proportionally fewer
“muscular” (thicker, muscular texture) chordae as compared to the adult heart (reflected in both the
MV and the TV) [23]. In comparison, we found in our previous study an average of 30 chordae in
porcine MV and 35 chordae in the porcine TV, and an average of 15 and 24 chordae in ovine MV and
TV, respectively [24]. These differences in the chordae anatomical features should be considered when
discussing findings of porcine or ovine chordae studies and their translations to human heart anatomy.

It is worth noting that the different subsets of chordae (marginal, basal, and strut) are present in
human, porcine, and ovine hearts but that the quantity can vary. However, to the authors’ knowledge,
there is no study on quantifying the respective number of each chordae subset within the human,
porcine, or ovine AHVs. Such important anatomical investigations are the first step to gaining insight
to the chordae tendineae morphology, and further studies would be beneficial towards developing
AHV computational models.

3. Chordae Tendineae Microstructure

3.1. Microstructures of Human AHV Chordae Tendineae

Regarding the chordae microstructure, a previous study by Fenoglio et al. showed that the
chordae tendineae of the human mitral valve are composed of a core of collagen fibers surrounded
by an elastin sheath [25]. Lim and Boughner (1977) took a closer look at the human MV chordae
microstructure and described two forms of collagen: (i) a mostly straight, dense, collagen fiber core
and (ii) widely spaced collagen fibers that wrap around the straight collagen fiber core with some
angle of alignment against the primary axis [26]. In a later study, Lim’s research group used scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to analyze the human TV
chordae and found that the TV chordae were similar to the MV chordae, but that the TV chordae had a
greater collagen fiber density and a smaller fibral diameter, owing to a lower force load experienced by
the TV [27]. In later years, Millington-Sanders et al. investigated the microstructure of human MV
chordae via SEM and light microscopy, and found an intricate layered structure (from outermost to
innermost, Figures 1b, 2 and 3): (i) a layer of endothelial cells, (ii) an elastin sheath with fibers oriented
at inclined angles with respect to the longitudinal axis, (iii) a longitudinally oriented elastin sheath,
(iv) undulated collagen fibers aligned circumferentially, and (v) a core of straight collagen fibers with
sparsely dispersed longitudinal elastic fibers [22].
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of human mitral valve (MV) chordae tendineae,
demonstrating (a) a layer of endothelial cells, (b) elastin fibers, and (c) undulated collagen fibers (image
from Millington-Sanders et al. [22] with permission from Wiley Global).

 
Figure 3. (a) A micrograph of a cross section of the chordae tendineae showing the collagen core (C)
and the connective tissues (CT). (b) Within the connective tissue, a disorganized network of elastin
fibers (E) and endothelium (En) exists (images from Millington-Sanders et al. [22] with permission from
Wiley Global).

3.2. Effects of Disease on Human AHV Chordae Tendineae Microstructure

Other research groups have studied the effects of disease on the chordae microstructures.
Grande-Allen et al. [28] studied myxomatous human mitral valve chords of the posterior leaflet,
with their key findings summarized as follows: (i) water contents of chordae was higher in valves
with unileaflet and bileaflet prolapse relative to normal chordae; (ii) myxomatous valve chordae had
significantly higher glycosaminoglycan (GAG) contents than the normal (healthy) chordae; and (iii)
the relative increases in the GAG contents of myxomatous valve chordae were higher than those
observed in the valve leaflets, suggesting that the disease might have a greater influence on the chordae
biochemistry. Other researchers have also sought to understand the effects of a floppy mitral valve
on the chordae. Several primary findings include: (i) floppy mitral valve chordae corresponded to
greater collagen alterations and acid mucopolysaccharide accumulations (i.e., a proteoglycan that can
contribute to calcification in severe cases) [29–31]; (ii) the increased proteoglycan contents could play a
role in the degradation or defective formation of elastin and collagen; and (iii) the floppy mitral valve
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chordae had a disrupted collagen fiber core and surface fibrosis [32–34]. Lis et al. [33] also investigated
the rheumatic (inflamed) chordae and found thickened collagen cores and minimal surface fibrosis.

3.3. Comparisons of the Chordae Microstructures Between Different Species

Due to the challenges in obtaining human chordae, porcine chordae have been widely used as a
comparative model owing to their similarities to the human heart. However, differences have been
found [35,36]. To elaborate, Ritchie et al. (2005, 2006) histologically examined porcine MV chordae, and
they did not observe the distinct elastin layer as found by Millington-Sanders et al. for the human MV
chordae [22,37]. Ritchie et al., however, did observe blood vessels in the chordae, supporting earlier
findings by Duran and Gunning in fetal calf hearts [38]. The translation to human chordae structures
should not be assumed, but the finding is interesting, as it describes another subtle role of the chordae
tendineae—a structure through which nutrients can be provided to the valve leaflets. Liao et al. (2009)
also noted a difference between the porcine and human MV chordae, finding the collagen fibers to
be a 3D, wavy structure, as opposed to the planar, undulated collagen fibers observed in the human
chordae [39]. Comprehensive studies on the human chordae microstructure using more modernized
techniques would be valuable for confirmation of the similarities between the various species.

3.4. Comparisons of the Microstructures Between Chordae Subsets

The three subsets of chordae tendineae have varied microstructures. In a study of porcine MV
chordae, it was found that the marginal chordae have a larger fiber density and a smaller fibral
diameter than the basal or strut chords [40]. Liao and Vesely (2004) analyzed the GAG contents of
the chordae and found GAG concentrations in a decreasing order: marginal, basal, and strut [41].
They hypothesized that the observed varied GAG concentrations among chordae subsets may factor
into the differences in the mechanical properties and the structural functions, such as GAG-mediated
fibril-to-fibril linkage.

3.5. Microstructures of the Chordae Insertion Regions

Another integral part of the chordae’s microstructure is the chordae-leaflet insertion region,
where the highly aligned collagen fibers of the chordae transition into the more complex collagen
fiber architecture of the leaflets. Chen et al. (2014) studied the strut chordae-leaflet insertions of
porcine mitral valves and found that collagen fibers in the leaflet closer to the annulus were more
circumferentially aligned, and that those collagen fibers became more radially aligned and uniform
approaching the leaflet-chordae transition [42]. The chordae-papillary muscle insertion region has also
been examined, and it was found that both human and porcine chordae exhibited a smooth, continuous
endocardium endothelium between the chordae and papillary muscles [43]. However, differences were
observed in the collagen fiber connection to the muscle, with human hearts containing an organized
cross-network while porcine hearts were more random in architecture.

3.6. Microstructures of the Artificial Chordae

Artificial chordae tendineae, generally made of expanded polytetrafluoroethylene, are one of the
primary treatment options for failed chordae [44]. The ePTFE sutures are composed of a high molecular
weight compound of carbon and fluorine, and made porous with a surface charge that reduces
thrombogenicity [16]. When implanted in the body, the artificial chordae will, over time, become fully
encapsulated with dense fibrous tissue, covered by a layer of endothelial cells, while maintaining
normal mechanical function [45]. However, due to the porous nature of the suture, the artificial chordae
can become calcified, leading to eventual rupture [16,46]. Future research efforts may be devoted to
refining the microstructure of the artificial chordae to reduce the chances of disease-based failure.
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4. Tissue Mechanics of the Chordae Tendineae

In addition to gaining an understanding of the chordae’s microstructure and morphology, research
efforts have been made to investigate the mechanical properties of the chordae tendineae. Studies
of the chordae biomechanics include: (i) uniaxial tensile testing; (ii) stress-relaxation testing; (iii)
chordae-leaflet insertion region testing; and (iv) in vitro flow loop testing (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Mechanical characterizations of the atrioventricular heart valve (AHV) chordae tendineae
through: (a) uniaxial mechanical testing, (b) stress-relaxation testing, (c) chordae-leaflet insertion region
deformation tracking, and (d) an in vitro heart simulating flow loop.

4.1. Uniaxial Mechanical Testing of the Chordae Tendineae

The most prevalent method for investigating the chordae mechanics in previous literature is
through uniaxial tensile testing. Generally, in these studies chordae were fully separated from their
valve attachments and placed into a hydraulic uniaxial tensile testing machine (Figure 4a). Then, the
chordae specimens were preconditioned, followed by either cyclic force loading and unloading to and
from a target load, or loading until tissue rupture.

4.1.1. Uniaxial Tensile Characterizations of Human Chordae Tendineae

One of the earliest documented studies using this method is from Lim and Boughner (1975). They
applied monotonically increased uniaxial loading to human MV chordae until rupture. The three
primary findings from their chordae characterization study were: (i) chordae were less extensible at
an increasing strain rate, (ii) larger cross-sectional areas corresponded to a lower extensibility, and
(iii) chordae ruptured at a strain of 21.4% and a stress of 3.1 × 108 dyne/cm2 [47]. The rupture stress
was consistent with a previous study, whereas the rupture strain varied (21.4% vs. 40%) [48]. In a
subsequent study by Lim and Boughner (1976), human MV chordae were treated with enzymes to
remove the elastin sheath prior to uniaxial mechanical testing. It was found that the removal of the
elastin sheath did not significantly affect the elastic response of the chordae tissue. However the
inter-specimen variability may overlap with the variation of their quantified mechanical results, as
different specimens were used for control and treatment groups [49]. Future investigations using a
unified testing scheme would be beneficial, where a specimen is tested as a control specimen, treated
to remove the elastin sheath, and tested again for a direct comparison of the changes in the tissue
mechanics due to elastin depletion. Lim (1980) also conducted mechanical testing for the TV chordae
and found that the TV chordae were less extensible than their MV counterparts [27]. A potential
shortcoming of these studies, however, was that machine cross-head displacements were used for
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quantifying tissue stretch, as opposed to calculating tissue strains using fiducial markers. Other
researchers have also characterized human MV chordae using the more accurate fiducial marker
approach, such as Zuo et al., for investigating the age-dependent changes in the chordae mechanical
properties [21]. They observed stiffer and less extensible chordae as compared to earlier human chordae
studies. Differences in the tissue mechanics could be possibly attributed to the use of the marker-based
quantification of tissue strains, or potential variations in the patient age. Clark (1973) also studied the
effects of freezing on human chordae tensile characteristics and observed that freezer storage resulted
in a stiffer mechanical response [50].

4.1.2. Effects of Disease on the Tensile Characteristics of Human Chordae Tendineae

Other researchers have studied the effects of disease on the human chordae tendineae’s uniaxial
tensile behaviors. Barber et al. studied chordae from myxomatous valves and observed that diseased
chordae had significantly lower moduli (40.4± 10.2 vs. 132± 15 MPa) and failure stresses (6.0 ± 0.6 MPa
vs. 25.7 ± 1.8 MPa) than healthy chordae, but the extensibility and failure strain were similar [51].
Lim et al. also analyzed myxomatous chordae of the tricuspid valve and found higher extensibilities,
lower rupture stresses, and similar rupture strains in diseased specimens compared to healthy
specimens [52]. Differences in the myxomatous chordae behaviors between the AHVs could be
attributed to differences in the chordae morphology, however more detailed studies are necessary. To
better understand the effects of calcification, Casado et al. analyzed calcified marginal chordae by
means of quasi-static tensile testing and observed that the diseased chordae were three to seven times
more compliant than normal chordae [53].

4.1.3. Mechanical Characterizations of Porcine Chordae Tendineae

There has also been extensive investigations of chordae mechanics through the study of porcine
chordae tendineae. For example, Ritchie et al. (2006) uniaxially tested porcine chordae with their
primary finding being that quantifying stretch using machine cross-head displacements corresponded to
different extensibilities compared to using graphite markers [54]. Pokutta-Paskaleva et al. characterized
porcine MV and TV chordae using the marker-based approach and observed that: (i) the strut chordae
were stiffer than the marginal and basal chordae; (ii) the basal chordae had greater extensibilities than
the marginal chordae; (iii) the MV chordae were stiffer than their TV counterparts; and (iv) the chordae
attaching to the TV septal leaflet were more extensible than the chordae attaching to the other two TV
leaflets (Figure 5) [55]. Sedransk et al. characterized the rupture of the porcine MV chordae using a
tensile testing device and found that the marginal chordae ruptured at 68% less load and 28% less
strain than the basal chordae [56]. They also found that the chordae from the MV posterior leaflet
ruptured at 43% less load and 22% less strain than ones from the MV anterior leaflet.

 
Figure 5. Results from the uniaxial mechanical testing of the strut, marginal, and basal chordae
tendineae from: (a) the mitral valve anterior leaflet, and (b) the tricuspid valve anterior leaflet. (Plots
reformatted from the data reported in Pokutta-Paskaleva et al. [55]).
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Unique mechanical–morphological findings from other studies on the chordae include: (i)
decellularized and glutaraldehyde cross-linked chordae (a method for replacing human chordae with
porcine chordae) had a longer fatigue life and a lower creep rate than the native chordae [57], (ii)
fatigue-induced micro-cracks in the collagen structures can cause increased creep behaviors [58], and
(iii) glutaraldehyde-fixed chordae have decreased storage moduli compared to native structures [59].

It is worthwhile to note that while there are many studies characterizing MV chordae, the
information regarding TV chordae mechanics is limited, and future investigations are warranted.
In our lab, we made a recent contribution to the understanding of MV and TV strut chordae
mechanics under a novel uniaxial tensile testing scheme [60]. In this study, we performed mechanical
characterizations of the chordae tendineae where the attachment regions were preserved, resulting in a
leaflet-chordae-papillary muscle entity with full planar deformation of the insertion regions. From this
unique experimental setting, we observed different chordae mechanics than those reported in previous
literature, which may be due to distributions of stress and deformations from the chordae to the leaflet
and papillary muscle structures. A similar preliminary study (n = 1 strut chordae for each valve) was
recently performed, but in this study the authors bisected the entity such that only a leaflet-chordae
segment and a chordae-papillary muscle segment were tested [61]. Reported results from the uniaxial
mechanical testing of chordae tendineae are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparisons of the reported uniaxial mechanical testing results (tissue stretch versus Cauchy
stress) of the chordae tendineae of the mitral valve anterior leaflet (MVAL) and tricuspid valve anterior
leaflet (TVAL).

MVAL Strut TVAL Strut

Study Species Tissue Stretch λ
(−)

Cauchy Stress
(MPa)

Tissue Stretch λ
(−)

Cauchy Stress
(MPa)

Pokutta-Paskaleva et al.
(2019) [55] porcine (n = not provided) 1.09 3.5 1.04 3.5

Ritchie et al. (2006) [54] porcine (n = not provided) 1.05 0.89 to 1.18 – –

Liao and Vesely (2003) [40] porcine (n = 16) 1.16 ± 0.03
(mean ± SD)

0.75 ± 0.15
(mean ± SD) – –

Zuo et al. (2016) [21] ovine (n = 18) 1.07 ± 0.08
(mean ± SD) 24 (mean ± SD) – –

Ross et al. (2020) [60] porcine (n = 12) 1.03 ± 0.01
(mean ± SEM)

1.59 ± 0.16
(mean ± SEM)

1.02 ± 0.01
(mean ± SEM)

2.71 ± 0.10
(mean ± SEM)

MVAL Marginal TVAL Marginal

Pokutta-Paskaleva et al.
(2019) [55] porcine (n = not provided) 1.13 3.5 1.05 3.5

Kunzelman and Cochran
(1990) [62] porcine (n = 31) 1.09 1.96 ± 0.20

(mean ± SEM) – –

Liao and Vesely (2003) [40] porcine (n = 16) 1.04 ± 0.01
(mean ± SD)

5.22 ± 3.30
(mean ± SD) – –

MVAL Basal TVAL Basal

Pokutta-Paskaleva et al.
(2019) [55] porcine (n = not provided) 1.15 3.5 1.01 3.5

Kunzelman and Cochran
(1990) [62] porcine (n = 29) 1.12 1.57 ± 0.05

(mean ± SEM) – –

Liao and Vesely (2003) [40] porcine (n = 20) 1.08 ± 0.03
(mean ± SD)

2.41 ± 0.81
(mean ± SD) – –

4.2. Stress-Relaxation Testing of the Chordae Tendineae

To supplement the information on the chordae uniaxial tensile characteristics, Liao and Vesely
(2004) conducted stress-relaxation testing of porcine MV chordae [41]. In the testing, they displaced
tissues to the deformation associated with an initial 150 g load and observed the stress-relaxation
behaviors over 100 seconds (Figure 4b). They observed strut chordae to have the fastest and greatest
relaxation behavior (49.1 ± 5.4%), followed by the basal chordae (42.4 ± 8.3%), and then the marginal
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chordae (33.2 ± 4.7%). They proposed that the differences could be attributed to differences in the
GAG contents, with chordae subsets containing fewer GAGs corresponding to greater relaxation
behaviors. In other words, the marginal chordae had the largest GAG concentrations, and the smallest
relaxation behaviors, whereas the strut chordae had the greatest relaxation behavior, but the lowest
GAG contents. In previous studies of the valve leaflets, in contrast, fewer GAG contents corresponded
to less stress relaxation [63,64]. The differences in the trends between the relaxation behaviors and
the GAG contents may be due to the GAGs serving different roles in the mechanical behaviors for
the leaflets or the chordae. Future studies are warranted to better elucidate the GAG contributions to
mechanical behaviors in the chordae, such as through stress-relaxation testing of the tissues before and
after enzymatic removal of the GAGs. Additionally, stress-relaxation studies could be performed on
the TV chordae to better understand the differences in chordae mechanics for each AHV.

4.3. Load-Dependent Collagen Fiber Architecture of the Chordae-Leaflet Insertion Region

There are few studies focused on the mechanics of the chordae-leaflet insertion area. Padala et al.
performed such investigations on porcine MV strut chordae using an in vitro flow loop by tracking
an array of markers across the surface of the insertion region (Figure 4c) [65]. From this, they found
that the edges of the insertion region stretched more than the center, which may be attributed to the
chordae-leaflet transition region microstructure. Chen et al. (2004) also examined the porcine MV
strut chordae region using a biaxial testing system [42]. In their testing they fixed the leaflet on three
edges via suture hooks, and on the fourth edge attached the chordae to a string. They found that
along the insertion region the radial extensibility decreased, and the stiffness increased. Another
recent preliminary study was published to analyze the leaflet-chordae and papillary muscle-chordae
insertion areas using X-ray diffraction [61]. Their preliminary finding was that the leaflet and papillary
muscle insertions have a higher molecular strain than the rest of the chordae, suggesting those areas
are more rupture vulnerable. Limitations of that study include: a relatively small sample size (n = 1
strut chordae for each valve), a very limited field of view, and the bisection of the chordae.

Extensive studies on the chordae-leaflet insertion have not yet to be performed for TV chordae
tissues. In our lab, we recently completed a pilot study by using the polarized spatial frequency
domain imaging (pSFDI) modality [66,67] to analyze the load-dependent collagen fiber orientations of
the strut chordae insertions of porcine MV and TV anterior leaflets (MVAL and TVAL). Briefly, in the
study we loaded leaflet-chordae-papillary muscle entities to physiologically representative loading
(MVAL: 1.4 N and TVAL: 1.2 N), and pSFDI was performed to quantify the collagen fiber architecture
at various states of the force-deformation curve (Figure 6).

 
Figure 6. Quantifications of the load-dependent collagen fiber architecture of a representative porcine
mitral valve strut chordae-leaflet insertion region using the polarized spatial frequency domain imaging
(pSFDI) modality: (a) at the post-preconditioning configuration, (b) at intermediate loading (0.3 * peak
loading), and (c) at the peaking loading. White, dashed lines denote the quantified collagen fiber
orientation angles, and the colormaps show the degree of optical anisotropy (DOA)—a metric related
to the degree of alignment for the underlying collage fiber networks (a warmer color denoting a better
aligned collagen fiber network).
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4.4. In Vitro Flow Loop Testing of Chordae Tendineae

The use of in vitro flow loops is another experimental way to quantify the mechanics of the
chordae tendineae (Figure 4d). Ritchie et al. (2006) used the Georgia Tech left heart simulator in
conjunction with a marker-tracking approach to analyze the mechanical responses of porcine MV strut
chordae [54]. They found that the chordae experienced a strain rate of 75.3 ± 3.43% during systolic
closure and a strain rate of −54.8 ± −56.6% during diastolic opening. Furthermore, there was a constant
plateau of the chordae strain between 3.75% and 4.29% during valve closure, indicating a minimal
creeping response. Padala et al. used the same in vitro flow loop to quantify the tissue mechanics of
the MV strut chordae-leaflet insertion (see Section 4.3) [65]. To the best of our knowledge, no studies
have been conducted using in vitro flow loop methods for TV chordae—such future studies would be
beneficial to make the connection between the chordae’s mechanical behaviors and the overall function
of the tricuspid valve.

4.5. Mechanics of Artificial Chordae

The ePTFE artificial chordae used in chordae replacement have been analyzed for their mechanical
properties, and how they compare to native chordae mechanics. In general, it has been found that ePTFE
chordae do not have similar mechanical properties to native chordae. In particular, Caimmi et al. [68]
found that ePTFE chordae were of higher compliance than their native counterparts, and that the
stiffness of ePTFE chordae increases with the length of the implant. These findings would be beneficial
to the refinement of therapeutics to better emulate native structures.

5. Closing Remarks and Future Prospects

There are several studies on MV strut chordae, but there is limited information pertaining to
other subsets of MV chordae, and even more limited information on TV chordae. It would be
worthwhile to investigate these under-represented structures through either in vitro flow loop or
extensive uniaxial mechanical testing procedures, including tensile tests and stress-relaxation. For
example, it would be interesting to understand how the GAG contents of the chordae affect the
stress-relaxation behaviors through enzymatic procedures (similar to a previous study from our lab on
AHV leaflets [64]). In addition, the stress-relaxation behavior could be analyzed in connection to the
amount of the mechanical force acting on the tissues [65]. It would also be useful to better understand
the contributions of the elastin sheath to the chordae’s overall mechanical behaviors through testing
the same tissues before and after sheath removal. Other useful information could be found through
new microstructural quantification technologies, such as polarized spatial frequency domain imaging,
allowing for an understanding of the load-dependent collagen fiber architecture, especially at the
insertion regions [66,67,69].

Findings from these studies are all critical to the future development and refinement of
computational models of AHVs. Some of these models employ one set of material properties for all
chordae, not considering the differences in the tissue mechanics and the structure of various chordae
subsets (i.e., basal, marginal, and strut) [70–72]. There are, however, some computational models which
consider these subsets, providing richer and more realistic predictions of heart valve biomechanical
function [73–75]. To further improve these models, Khalighi et al. developed a topological and
geometric mapping technique for the chordae tendineae of the MV, including branching, probable
leaflet insertions, and cross-sectional areas [76]. A similar mapping has been realized for TV chordae
as well [77]. Later, Khalighi et al. also proposed a simplified model of MV chordae that is functionally
equivalent and significantly reduces computational complexity [78]. Simulation tools such as these
are critical to therapeutic refinement and patient-specific surgical planning [74,79–81], as can be
found in the simulation of MV annuloplasty and its effects on the forces experienced by the chordae
tendineae [82]. Moving forward, future studies could include modeling of the microstructure of the
chordae tendineae (Figures 1–3), and developing computational models of the under-investigated
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TV chordae [83]. Another study would be incorporating the properties of diseased chordae/valve
leaflets to predict the effects of diseased conditions, such as valve calcification, on the hemodynamics
and homeostasis of the atrioventricular heart valves. Computational models incorporating the
chordae tendineae mechanics and microstructure information will be critical for applications such
as the development of microstructurally informed constitutive models, models with collagen fiber
recruitment and reorientation predictions, and the growth and remodeling framework.

In summary, there have been foundational strides towards a better understanding of the chordae
tendineae of the AHVs. Specifically, the morphology and microstructure of the chordae have been
well-defined for both human and porcine chordae, for each of the chordal subsets, and for the MV
and the TV. However, there are discrepancies between different studies that require further and
more systematic investigations. Currently, there are no standard protocols for investigating chordae
mechanics or microstructure. Through a review of previous research efforts, future efforts may be
better guided for more detail and greater consistency. Moreover, the tissue mechanics of porcine MV
strut chordae have been well characterized, but future studies are warranted regarding the mechanics
of TV chordae, as well as the linking of the tissue mechanics and microstructures for human chordae.
Furthermore, there are limited investigations regarding the chordae-leaflet insertion region other than
our preliminary results for porcine MV strut chordae. Through more comprehensive investigations
such as those mentioned above, efforts towards improved therapies and treatment outcomes can be
better informed.
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Abstract: The progression of calcific aortic valve disease (CAVD) is characterized by extracellular
matrix (ECM) remodeling, leading to structural abnormalities and improper valve function. The focus
of the present study was to relate aortic valve leaflet axial curvature changes as a function of
elastin degradation, which has been associated with CAVD. Circumferential rectangular strips
(L ×W = 10 × 2.5 mm) of normal and elastin-degraded (via enzymatic digestion) porcine AV leaflets
were subjected to cyclic flexure (1 Hz). A significant increase in mean curvature (p < 0.05) was
found in elastin-degraded leaflet specimens in comparison to un-degraded controls at both the
semi-constrained (50% of maximum flexed state during specimen bending and straightening events)
and fully-constrained (maximally-flexed) states. This significance did not occur in all three flexed
configurations when measurements were performed using either minimum or maximum curvature.
Moreover, the mean curvature increase in the elastin-degraded leaflets was most pronounced at the
instance of maximum flexure, compared to un-degraded controls. We conclude that the mean axial
curvature metric can detect distinct spatial changes in aortic valve ECM arising from the loss in
bulk content and/or structure of elastin, particularly when there is a high degree of tissue bending.
Therefore, the instance of maximum leaflet flexure during the cardiac cycle could be targeted for
mean curvature measurements and serve as a potential biomarker for elastin degradation in early
CAVD remodeling.

Keywords: aortic valve; calcification; elastin degradation; leaflet; curvature; biomarker; early detection

1. Introduction

Calcific aortic valve disease (CAVD) is characterized by pathological remodeling of the aortic
valve leaflets, fibrotic tissue formation, and calcified mineral deposition [1]. CAVD is the most frequent
condition that necessitates surgical valve replacement [2,3]. In developed nations, an alarming rate of
incidence of CAVD is projected, from 2.5 million cases in 2000 to approximately 4.5 million in 2030 [4].
Worldwide significance is also projected to reach an epidemic level with an estimated third of the
global population aged 65 exhibiting at least early clinical signs of CAVD [5]. Risk factors for CAVD
include: Older age, genetics, use of tobacco products, rheumatic fever and high blood pressure [6].
Untreated CAVD leads to valve malfunction typically via narrowing or stenosis of the aortic valve,
which substantially augments the workload of the left ventricle. This leads to heart failure with current
estimates of about 17,000 resulting deaths/year in the United States [7]. Surgery or transcatheter
artificial valve replacement procedures are the only viable intervention currently available. Many
patients cannot undergo surgery either due to high mortality risks or adverse responses to required
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anticoagulants when a mechanical valve is employed. Bioprosthetic replacement valves made of
animal tissues do not require blood thinners, but typically last only between 8 to 15 years [8]. More
effective management of CAVD is needed, including the development of pharmaceutical interventions.
Potential non-invasive therapeutic targets have been identified [1], but clinical utility of these treatment
options will require early diagnosis prior to irreversible gross valvular remodeling.

Previous investigations have indicated that there may be a correlation between elastin degradation
and calcification in several cardiovascular disorders [1,9,10]. For example, Hinton et al. [9] have
shown that the onset of CAVD is associated with aortic valve extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling
events, specifically, elastin degradation [4]. The degradation is caused by elastolytic enzymes including
matrix metallopeptidases and cathepsins in the pathological ECM remodeling of the valves either via
induction of fibrosis or by accelerated degradation of elastin fibers [4]. Elastin, which is predominant
on the ventricularis layer proximal to the left ventricle, enhances full aortic valve closure via stretching
during the end-diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle during which time the leaflets are subjected to
transmembrane pressure stresses. Elastin also permits sufficient bending and re-coil of the aortic valve
leaflets during the systolic and early diastolic phases respectively. This ensures that minimal energy
losses are expended for the heart to pump blood to the systemic circulation, and that instantaneously
after, the leaflets have efficiently transitioned to the coaptation state.

In the current study, we sought to determine if a change in aortic valve leaflet tissue structure due
to elastin degradation could be detected and subsequently quantified by curvature measurements.
Beyond standard echocardiography for routine diagnosis of valve diseases, when greater spatial
and/or temporal resolution is needed, such as for example for interventional and surgical planning
purposes, transoesophageal echocardiography or multi-detector computed tomography are used in
the acquisition of 3-dimensional heart valve geometry, with each modality having its own merits.
For example, transoesophageal echocardiography is able to provide detailed spatial information on
the distribution of calcification on the aortic valve and its surrounding vasculature. On the other
hand, multi-detector computed tomography can provide detection of highly-tortuous geometries, with
high spatial resolution in the order of 500 μm [11] to capture 3-D native aortic valve geometries with
high-fidelity. Collectively, while the selection of imaging modalities for a given patient will be specific to
the end-objectives, quantification of leaflet curvature in a fairly straightforward manner does currently
appear to be feasible. Aortic valve leaflet curvature can be easily measured from imaging modalities
such as echocardiography or Computer-Aided Tomography (CT)-derived images. Therefore, detection
of changes in curvature based-metrics of the aortic valve leaflet due to abnormal elastin remodeling or
loss could serve as a potential biomarker for early detection of CAVD.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Tissue Sample Preparation

Following the protocol by Butcher et al. [12] for porcine valvular tissue isolation, young porcine
hearts (~5 months old) were harvested from a local abattoir (Mary’s Ranch, Miami, FL, USA) from
which the aortic valves were resected (n = 3 valves). The valves, along with the aortic root, were placed
in cold 1X phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) and transported to the laboratory. From each
aortic valve, the three leaflets were excised from the aortic root and individually placed in a protease
inhibitor (PI) solution prepared by dissolving a PI tablet (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in 50 mL
PBS, so as to decelerate naturally-occurring degradation activity. Tissue sectioning began with cutting
rectangular strips (10 mm +/− 0.1 mm × 2.5 mm +/− 0.5 mm) from the belly region of the valve with the
long axis oriented in the circumferential direction. The remaining surrounding tissue was thoroughly
minced, mixed, and subsequently divided into 5 equal parts. Storage conditions for, all tissues were
maintained at 4 ◦C while immersed in the protease inhibitor solution.
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Elastin Degradation

Each rectangular tissue strip that was subjected to cyclic flexure (Section 2.2) and curvature
assessment (Section 2.2) subsequently underwent elastin degradation, that is, each sample served as its
own control. Elastin tissue degradation was performed with the use of an elastase powder (Bio Basic
Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada) dissociated in de-ionized (DI) water [13]. In brief, 0.5 mg/mL of elastase
solution was prepared in DI water by gently shaking the solution to maintain dissociation of the powder.
Elastase degradation of each strip and corresponding specimen of minced tissue was performed for 2 h
at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. A control group consisted of un-degraded leaflet tissue strips
in PI solution, that is, zero hour or non-exposure to the aqueous elastase enzyme.

2.2. Cyclic Flexure Experiments

Aortic valve leaflet uniaxial flexure experiments and subsequent curvature measurements were
conducted using a mechanical testing instrument available in our laboratory (Electroforce 2300 with
Wintest 7 software control, TA instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Just prior to each experiment, the
tissues were washed with 1X PBS and immersed in cold protease inhibitor solution. The tissue samples
were measured in length, width and thickness before testing. Each specimen was then carefully affixed
between the two grips length-wise (Figure 1). Initially, a caliper was used to allow for a known set
distance during the recorded footage, in this case the distance between the left and right side of the
grips (Figure 1). The parameters used for the experiment were as follows: Frequency of 1 Hz, time
of 30 seconds, valve effective length between the grips was 11 mm and bending distance was from
2.8 units to –5 units (negative displacement) for bending and from –5 units to 2.8 units for stretching
(positive displacement).

Figure 1. Leaflet strip set-up in mechanical test instrument (Electroforce 2300 with Wintest 7 software
control, TA instruments) to facilitate specimen cyclic flexure (bending and straightening events).

A simple camera system (Model #: 8/A1864, Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) was mounted
tangential to the edge of the tissue specimens to record the bending and straightening events during
cyclic flexure. The camera was positioned to precisely detect the specimen bending process along the
edge of the sample (i.e., a 1-dimensional (1-D) axial edge measurement). Ten cycles of pre-conditioning
were first carried out before data collection. Subsequently, each specimen was video-recorded during
an entire cyclic flexure event, that is, from the straight specimen configuration, to the initiation of
bending until the two sample grips were 0.5 cm apart and subsequently until the specimens returned to
its original straight position. The video tracking was conducted on recorded frames using an in-house
script based on the controlling parameters defined above (MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
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The total number of frames corresponding to the total recording time were distributed over the time
and position for curvature calculations. The camera was set to record at 240 frames per second (FPS)
totaling approximately 7,200 frames per video.

Curvature Assessment

Image frames collected from the cyclic flexure experiments were imported into an in-house script
(MATLAB) to calculate the localized mean/minimum (min) and maximum (max) curvature (kmean,
kmin, kmax) by fitting a line along the coordinates of the edges of the sample (Figure 2). For each frame
the coordinates of the points along the edges were fitted to nth degree polynomial as per the equation
given below:

f (x) = a0xn+a1xn−1 + . . .+ an (1)

The curvature, k of the sample at each time point was then computed from the curvature
equation [14]:

k =
f ′′

(1 + ( f ′)2)
3/2

(2)

where Y′ and Y′′ refers to the first and second order derivatives of the polynomial equation, respectively.
Since the curvature can vary widely along the edge of the sample the polynomial was fitted piecewise
along the edge, resulting in a curvature value for every point (Figure 2C(i,ii,iii)). The minimum,
maximum, and mean curvatures were then determined for each frame (Figure 2C(iv)). Validation of
the computed curvature was previously conducted by comparing the in-house curvature code with
three different circles of known radii. In all three cases, the computed curvature was found to be within
5% of the actual curvature of the circles.

The kmean, kmin and kmax metrics were computed at 5 temporal point during the flexure cycle.
Specifically, these temporal points were as follows: Unconstrained or fully straight specimen positon
prior to the bending event (UNCb), 50% constrained during bending or 50% of the maximum specimen
flexure state during bending (50%-Cb), the fully constrained or maximum specimen flexure state
possible (FC), 50% constrained during straightening or 50% of the fully straightened specimen state
during the straightening event (50%-Cs) and finally, the fully straight or unconstrained specimen at the
instance of complete straightening (UNCs). A total of 30 cycles of cyclic flexure were performed for
each tissue specimen. The first 10 were excluded for pre-conditioning purposes. From the remaining
20 cycles, 5 were randomly chosen and their respective curvature was calculated at each of the bending
phases and then averaged together. All 5 cycles were within 5% of each other for the minimum,
maximum, and mean curvatures.
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Figure 2. Workflow (A) Tissue preparation: i) Porcine aortic valve, ii) split aortic valve revealing
the three leaflets, iii) schematic of circumferentially oriented rectangular strips cut from the belly
region of porcine aortic valve leaflets. The remaining surrounding tissue was minced and used for
the degradation and quantification of elastin in this study. (B) Image processing: i) Cropped image
according to region of interest, ii) increase background to foreground contrast, iii) threshold image, iv)
edge detection. (C) Curvature quantification: i) Left/center/right curvatures for a frame of a video, ii)
temporal curvature for a given leaflet, iii) spatial curvature for a given leaflet, iv) minimum, Maximum,
and mean curvature along center profile for the 5–10 range.

2.3. Elastin Assay

A commercially available Elastin assay kit (Fastin kit, Accurate Chemical Scientific, Westbury, NY,
USA) was used to extract, solubilize and quantify elastin present in aortic valve leaflet tissues following
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the manufacturer’s protocol. The extraction of insoluble elastin from tissue samples was done by hot
oxalis acid digestion; because tissue samples were very small, one extraction was necessary to digest all
the sample present. Absorbance measurements were performed utilizing a spectrophotometer (Synergy
HTX Multi-Mode reader, BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, VT, USA). The elastin concentration
was calculated for each of the un-degraded and elastin-degraded groups, using a calibration curve to
convert measured absorbance values into actual concentrations. Finally, the elastin content of each
sample was normalized with respect to its corresponding wet weight.

2.4. Elastin Structure

Unstained two-photon imaging using a home-built laser scanning microscopy system with
broadband femtosecond excitation laser (Element 600, Femtolasers, Austria) was performed to evaluate
elastin structure of porcine aortic valve leaflets (n = 3 leaflets), both before and after being subjected to a
two-hour elastase degradation. The protocol for leaflet elastin degradation was identical to that utilized
for degrading elastin in the tissue strips prior to cyclic flexure testing (Section 2.1). Microscopy was first
carried out by scanning a laser beam with a pair of galvanometer mirrors (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA)
and directing it into a 20×/1 NA water immersion objective (Olympus, Japan), via a dichroic mirror
(655spxr, Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT, USA) to separate two-photon signals from a reflected fundamental
wavelength. Two photomultiplying tube photodetectors (Hamamatsu, Japan) with respective bandpass
filters (400 nm central wavelength/40 nm bandwidth and 480 nm central wavelength/40 nm bandwidth)
simultaneously recorded second harmonic generation and two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF)
signals. Scanning and acquisition was controlled using a custom-written software (MATLAB) and a
data acquisition board (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Each image consisted of an average
of ten 1000 × 1000-pixel frames acquired at 0.5 frames per second. The second harmonic generation
(SHG)-signal was derived from the collagen fibers [15] in the leaflet tissues while TPEF-derived images
consisted of signal intensities from elastin protein and cellular autofluorescence [13,16]. Images of
un-degraded leaflets with a rich TPEF-signal but which were characterized by an absence of a fibrous
structures were interpreted to be mainly autofluorescence and subsequently discarded. On the other
hand, images that contained a fibrous network with TPEF-rich signal intensities were regarded as
being elastin fibers and were thereby saved for comparison with images derived from the same leaflets
after elastin degradation, at the corresponding spatial location. Prior to final evaluation of elastin
structure, minor image processing was performed (ImageJ, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Specifically,
a 2-pixel mean radius filter was applied to each image, with subsequent square root of the intensity
taken, and finally, brightness and contrast adjusted for the final visualization.

2.5. Histological Staining

The non-coronary leaflets from two porcine aortic heart valves were isolated. One leaflet was
immersed in 0.5 mg/ml elastase solution for 2 h while the other leaflet was immediately fixed in 10%
formalin. After two hours of elastase degradation, the degraded non-coronary leaflet was also immersed
in 10% formalin. The leaflets were then rinsed with PBS and embedded in optimal cutting temperature
(OCT). The leaflets were subsequently stored in –80 ◦C overnight. The next day, the embedded samples
were cut depth-wise to a thickness of 10 μm/slice and mounted on glass slides (TruBond 380, Newcomer
Supply, Middleton, WI, USA), which were allowed to dry at room temperature. Finally, the tissues
were stained (Russel–Movat Pentachrome; American MasterTech Scientific, Item #: KTRMP, Lodi, CA,
USA) to identify elastin and collagen distributions with the tissues. Each sample was then imaged
and processed (ImageJ, NIH-Image, Bethesda, MD, USA) with auto-adjustment of the brightness
and contrast.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Curvature values were presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Significance
in curvature measurements was determined via t-tests (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA)
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comparing the un-degraded controls to samples exposed to 2 h of enzymatic-solution at each of the
5 temporal-bending states evaluated, that is, UNCb, 50%-Cb, FC, 50%Cs and UNCs. Sample size (n) for
each of the 5 time-points/group was as follows: n = 9 leaflet strips/time-point for the un-degraded,
control group and n = 6 leaflet strips/time-point for group that was subjected to the 2-hour elastase
enzymatic degradation. A p-value of less than 0.05 (p < 0.05) between the two groups was considered
to be statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Leaflet Shape Changes

Instantaneous image capture showed the changes in curvature at five levels (or temporal positions)
of bending and straightening (Table 1). Visible differences between corresponding time-points were
observed between the 2 h elastin-degraded and un-degraded groups.

Table 1. Bending/straightening behavior of samples with and without 2 hours (2 h) of elastin degradation.

Group UNCb 50%-Cb FC 50%-Cs UNCs

Control 0 h

2 h

Curvature Computation

Mean, min, and max curvature for control and elastin-degraded (2 h of elastase degradation)
porcine aortic valve leaflet specimens (between 6 and 9 strips/group) were computed at five different
temporal positions during the cyclic flexure event (Tables 2–4). Mean curvature (kmean) between the
two groups was found to be significantly higher for the elastin degraded tissue (p < 0.05) at the 50%-Cb,
FC and 50%-Cs flexure states. In the case of the kmin metric, only the 50%-Cb exhibited statistical
significance between the groups, again with higher curvature in the degraded group. The magnitude
of kmin values were relatively small compared to kmean and kmax. Finally, no significance (p > 0.05)
between the groups was observed for kmax.

Table 2. Mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) of bending of samples of mean curvature, kmean

(1/mm) at five levels of bending for the un-degraded and elastin-degraded porcine aortic valve
leaflet specimens after 2 h of elastase exposure (n = 6–9 samples/group). UNCb, 50%-Cb, stands for
unconstrained and semi-constrained during leaflet strip bending, while UNCs and 50%-Cs refer to
these events during specimen straightening; FC stands for the leaflet strip at the fully constrained or
fully-flexed state.

Group Amount of Bending
n

Elastin Degradation UNCb 50%-Cb * FC * 50%-Cs * UNCs

0 h (Control) 0.07 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.06 9
2 h 0.11 ± 0.05 0.28 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 6

p-Value p > 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p > 0.05

* Indicates significance when compared to its corresponding control value.
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Table 3. Mean ± SEM of bending of samples of min curvature, kmin (1/mm) at five levels of bending
for the un-degraded and elastin-degraded porcine aortic valve leaflet specimens after 2 h of elastase
exposure (n = 6–9 samples/group). UNCb, 50%-Cb, stands for unconstrained and semi-constrained
during leaflet strip bending, while UNCs and 50%-Cs refer to these events during specimen straightening;
FC stands for the leaflet strips at the fully constrained or fully-flexed state.

Group Amount of Bending
n

Elastin Degradation UNCb 50%-Cb * FC 50%-Cs UNCs

0 h (Control) 0.0026 ± 0.0006 0.0055 ± 0.0017 0.0083 ± 0.0058 0.0071 ± 0.0656 0.0067 ± 0.0059 9
2 h 0.0091 ± 0.0099 0.0614 ± 0.0214 0.0606 ± 0.0334 0.0475 ± 0.0313 0.0148 ± 0.0001 6

p-Value p > 0.05 p < 0.05 p >0.05 p >0.05 p > 0.05

* Indicates significance when compared to its corresponding control value.

Table 4. Mean ± SEM of bending of samples of max curvature, kmax (1/mm) at five levels of bending
for the un-degraded and elastin-degraded porcine aortic valve leaflet specimens after 2 h of elastase
exposure (n = 6–9 samples/group). UNCb, 50%-Cb, stands for unconstrained and semi-constrained
during leaflet strip bending, while UNCs and 50%-Cs refer to these events during specimen straightening;
FC stands for the leaflet strips at the fully constrained or fully-flexed state.

Group Amount of Bending
n

Elastin Degradation UNCb 50%-Cb FC 50%-UCs UNCs

0 h (Control) 0.25 ± 0.12 0.58 ± 0.22 0.88 ± 0.40 0.58 ± 0.20 0.27 ± 0.17 9
2 h 0.37 ± 0.25 0.73 ± 0.08 1.20 ± 0.23 0.83 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.04 6

p-Value p > 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05

3.2. Leaflet Elastin Loss

The normalized elastin content (with respect to specimen wet weight) indicated that the elastin
concentration in the elastin-degraded leaflet samples after 2 h of elastase exposure was 2.3-fold lower
than the un-degraded samples (n = 3 specimens/degradation-group; Table 5).

Table 5. Mean ± SEM elastin concentration in un-degraded and elastin-degraded porcine aortic valve
leaflet specimens after 2 h of elastase exposure. (n = 3 samples/group).

Group Elastin Degradation

Elastin (μg/mg) 0 h (Control) 2 h

0.161 ± 0.07 0.069 ± 0.016

3.3. Elastin Curvature Comparison

Elastin concentration was plotted against kmean, kmin and kmax for each temporal position of
bending phase (Figure 3A–C respectively) for the two groups assessed in this study (0 Hours of elastase
exposure (un-degraded controls) and 2 h of elastase exposure (elastase-degraded leaflet samples). A
general trend of increase in curvature between the groups was observed with more elastin-degraded
leaflet samples. Interestingly, the change in kmean and kmax as a function of elastin loss was most
pronounced when the leaflet tissue strips were at the maximum flexed state, that is, FC (Figure 3A,B).
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Figure 3. Elastin and curvature comparisons. (A) Maximum curvature with mean ± SEM plotted
against elastin for 0 h and 2 h degradation time points for all bending phases. (B) Mean curvature with
mean ± SEM plotted against elastin for 0 h and 2 h degradation time points for all bending phases.
(C) Minimum curvature with mean ± SEM plotted against elastin for 0 h and 2 h degradation time
points for all bending phases.

3.4. Elastin Structure

Un-degraded porcine aortic valve leaflets exhibited characteristic elastin network structure, with
elastin fibers running in the radial direction (Figure 4A,C). On the other hand, after the leaflets
were degraded with elastase, elastin was still present in the tissues but with a considerable loss in
content observed (Figure 4B,D). In addition, there was clear disruption to elastin structure. Specifically,
bulk aggregation of elastin was evident and was found to be randomly interspersed in the tissues.
In addition, there was a complete loss in elastin fiber orientation and network.
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Figure 4. (A–D) Elastin structure in aortic valve leaflets before (A,C) and after (B,D) elastase-degradation.
Images (A) and (B) were obtained from the non-coronary cusp whereas images (C) and (D) were from
the left coronary cusp. Image sections were taken at a depth of 36 μm from the nearest leaflet surface.
Scale bar in all images is 50 μm. Elastin fibers (A,C) exhibited a strong affinity for alignment in the radial
direction. Enzymatic-degradation clearly led to loss of elastin content, orientation and network in the
leaflets (B,D). (E–H) Collagen distribution at the same spatial location in which Elastin structure was
imaged (A–D). Collagen fibers (E,G) were primarily oriented in circumferential direction. Degradation
with elastase enzyme was not specific to elastin as clearly, loss of collagen content, orientation and
network in the leaflets also occurred (F,H).

3.5. Elastin Distribution

Histological evidence (Figure 5) revealed that an abundance of collagen was still visible within
the leaflet after elastase-degradation, even though structure was severely disrupted (Figure 4). On the
other hand, the elastin component of the non-coronary leaflet’s ECM was substantially lost, to the
extent that the ventricularis layer was no longer visible (Figure 5).

 
Figure 5. Movat’s staining of: (A) Normal native porcine aortic valve non-coronary leaflet and (B)
elastase-degraded (0.5 mg/mL for 2 h) native porcine aortic valve non-coronary leaflet. The extracellular
matrix (ECM) components stain as brownish-black for Elastin and yellow-orange for Collagen. “F”
indicates the fibrosa side and “V” is the ventricularis side of the leaflet. Note that the ventricularis side
of the leaflet was completely lost after elastase degradation (B).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

Matrix components such elastin and collagen are altered during early onset of CAVD [4,15].
Specifically, previous investigations have also described how elastolytic enzymes such as MMPs and
cathepsins are involved in ECM remodeling by enhancing degradation of elastic fibers [1]. In particular,
elastin degradation in aortic heart valves can serve as an initiating event in CAVD [16]. In the current
work, we investigated a simple and rapid assessment for changes in aortic valve leaflet tissue curvature
as a function of tissue elastin content and structure. The motivation for identifying such a diagnostic
arises from the fact that while drug targets have been identified for the treatment of CAVD [17], early
detection of the disease is still sorely needed. Aiming to understand these changes, we developed a
methodology to quantify leaflet curvature change as a function of elastin loss and simultaneously, to
identify alterations in the elastin structure when degraded. Monitoring leaflet curvature could thereby
serve as a biomarker for early diagnosis of CAVD.

Axial curvature (kmean, kmin and kmax) was found to generally be increased in aortic leaflet tissue
strips with degraded elastin. However, the kmin metric had very low magnitudes, thereby causing
insufficient resolution for it to facilitate accurate distinctions between un-degraded and elastin-degraded
specimens (Figure 3). Between the other two curvature metrics investigated (kmean and kmax), only
kmean exhibited significantly higher curvature states (p < 0.05) at multiple flexure configurations when
the tissue specimens were elastin-degraded (Table 2). Specifically, these states occurred at 50%-Cb,
FC and 50%-Cs. This important finding suggests that elastin loss due to abnormal longitudinal
remodeling in the aortic valve can be detected during sufficient levels of bending in the leaflet as
its shape configuration changes during the cardiac cycle. From a clinical diagnostic standpoint, the
instance of maximum aortic valve leaflet flexure that occurs during the cardiac cycle can be targeted
for medical image acquisition via echocardiography and/or CT. The axial 1-D mean curvature can be
easily computed and monitored for changes with aging. Rather than focusing on the entire tri-leaflet
geometry, a specific leaflet of the aortic valve could additionally be targeted, such as the non-coronary
cusp for example, which is prone to calcification [18–20]. Moreover, abnormal aortic valve elastin
remodeling events leading to loss in leaflet elastin content is likely to be accompanied by a loss in the
radially-oriented elastin fiber network (Figure 4). Therefore, it is important to note that an increase in the
axial 1-D mean leaflet curvature measurement in elastin-degraded leaflets is due to some combination
of losses in both bulk elastin content and its structure.

The present findings suggest that the elastase degradation protocol is not specific to elastin-alone
and not surprisingly, given the physical interconnectedness of leaflet elastin-to-collagen fibers, led to
disruption of the collagen structure as well (Figure 4). However, subsequent histological observations
(Figure 5) confirmed that elastase-degradation led to the complete loss of elastin distribution within
the leaflet whereas collagen was still very much present within the leaflet ECM. This result provides
us with confidence that the curvature changes that initiate from the loss of elastin in the aortic valve,
while collagen still remains, can be detectable, particularly at high leaflet flexure states.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that axial mean curvature of flexed, rectangular,
circumferentially-aligned aortic heart valve leaflet strips (kmean at 50%-Cb, FC and 50%-Cs

configurations) increases significantly (p < 0.05) when enzymatically-degraded after 2 h of exposure to
elastase. This finding suggests that elastin remodeling events that occur as a precursor to CAVD could
be monitored via echocardiography and/or by CT as a potential biomarker for early disease detection.

5. Limitations

The study presented here represents preliminary findings and as such there were several limitations
to this work. As can be observed (Figure 4), in addition to elastin, collagen structure was also lost
during degradation of tissues with elastase. This is not entirely surprising since elastin fibers are
under pre-tensile stress and serve to impose an intrinsic compressive stress on collagen fibers [21].
As elastin degrades, one would expect the collagen orientation to be disrupted (Figure 4). In our case, as
stated, some collagen loss was observed (though much less compared to elastin (Figure 5)) in addition
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to severe alterations to the remaining collagen structure. Moreover, verification tests (unpublished
observations) confirmed that elastase solution consisting of 0.5 mg/ml of elastase dissolved in DI
water caused thickening of the leaflet tissue specimens. The thickening was even more pronounced
when DI water-alone was used in a 2-hour mock degradation of un-degraded control leaflet tissue
strips (data not shown). This finding suggests that the elastase solution utilized would not be able to
maintain the same level of tissue thickening with varying levels of elastase concentration. Therefore,
this thickening effect, coupled with the reported alterations on collagen content and structure, revealed
that our investigation was limited by the lack of specificity to elastin degradation alone, which was
not permissible via the 2-hour exposure of the leaflet tissues to 0.5 mg/ml aqueous elastase solution.
Instead, three known properties of the leaflet tissues were modified after the enzymatic exposure:
(i) Elastin (ii) collagen and (iii) the tissue thickness. Indeed, subsequent in vitro investigations will
need to focus on adopting additional experimental controls that account for these three parameters, in
order to establish a more conclusive interpretation that associates controlled loss of aortic valve elastin
with its mean curvature.

Another major limitation is that the curvature analyses herein focused on strips that were
circumferentially dissected from the belly region of the porcine aortic leaflet which does not adequately
represent valve leaflet geometry and associated in and out of plane deformations (2D and 3D curvature
assessments) that occur during the cardiac cycle. Indeed, the commissures and more broadly the spatial
locations where the leaflets are attached to the aorta are prone to high flexural states [22] and therefore
serve as important valve anatomical targets for curvature computation. While these experiments are
not straightforward, for in-plane curvature assessment, bi-axial cyclic flexure experiments would need
to be considered to evaluate the resulting rectangular leaflet tissue strip curvature as a function of
both the circumferential and radial directions. On the other hand, 3-dimensional curvature maps
depicting the in vivo situation would still need to be further quantified via imaging the aortic valve
leaflets while mounted in a flow loop that mimics the systemic hemodynamic conditions. These
approaches represent important milestones that need to be considered as pre-cursors to eventual
longitudinal in vivo curvature assessment of the aortic valve leaflets. In addition, valve tissue stiffness
has been shown to be a function of the strain rate and frequency [23–26], specifically that a faster rate of
deformation will yield a higher tissue stiffness. In the present study, leaflet strip curvature was assessed
while the frequency was held constant at a physiologically-relevant magnitude of 1 Hz. It must be
noted nonetheless that in the context of the in vivo situation, that changes in the heart rate could lead
to different curvature responses in leaflets and hence, this effect has to be incorporated, for example,
via a normalization process of curvature with respect to the heart rate, for more objective quantification
of curvature. Furthermore, while we demonstrated that the flexed rather the straight configurations
were more sensitive to differences between un-degraded and elastin-degraded specimens, without
identifying specific phases in the cardiac cycle in which pronounced bending states occur, a direct
application of the current findings to the clinic will not be possible.

Another major limitation is that we only assessed elastin degradation after 2 h of elastase-exposure.
The reason for this is that the utilized elastase solution (0.5 mg/mL) did not facilitate controlled and
progressive loss of elastin in the tissues as a function of degradation times (data not shown). Therefore,
a precise co-relation of kmean with elastin content in the aortic valve ECM, over subtle, moderate and
excessive loss of elastin (e.g., such as that previously described by Roach et al. [13]) would be necessary
to determine a unique and precise correlation between kmean and leaflet elastin loss.

Finally, although the relative changes in curvature assessment that was performed for each porcine
tissue strip (all acquired from pigs at 5 months of age) before and after a severe tissue degradation
protocol were observed, absolute differences in elastin content can vary considerably depending on
the donor and even from the specific anatomical leaflet chosen (non-coronary, left coronary and right
coronary cusps). This study did not attempt to sort tissue strips according to the donor source or
anatomical cusp location. Note however, that proteolytic elastin degradation has been shown to initiate
CAVD in mouse models [18], and fragmented elastin has been observed at sites of calcification in
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human aortic valve leaflets [1]. The degree of elastin fragmentation, however, has not been quantified
over the course of CAVD progression. Temporal studies are difficult to perform in human patients due
to the inability to biopsy aortic valve tissue. Hence, the current study provides important benchmarks
of aortic valve leaflet curvature in tissues with intact and severely degraded elastin. Future studies will
vary the protease incubation time and utilize the techniques developed to determine the resolution of
this curvature-based analysis in identifying biomechanical changes resulting from a range of elastin
degradation. Porcine aortic valve leaflets are structurally similar to human specimens, and we expect
that the resolution limits identified in these studies would be relevant for utilization in a clinical setting.
The absolute measures of curvature that may detect the onset and progression of CAVD, however,
would require extensive validation for human patients using relevant imaging modalities.
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Abstract: Artificial heart valves may dysfunction, leading to thrombus and/or pannus formations.
Computational fluid dynamics is a promising tool for improved understanding of heart valve
hemodynamics that quantify detailed flow velocities and turbulent stresses to complement Doppler
measurements. This combined information can assist in choosing optimal prosthesis for individual
patients, aiding in the development of improved valve designs, and illuminating subtle changes to
help guide more timely early intervention of valve dysfunction. In this computational study, flow
characteristics around a bileaflet mechanical heart valve were investigated. The study focused on the
hemodynamic effects of leaflet immobility, specifically, where one leaflet does not fully open. Results
showed that leaflet immobility increased the principal turbulent stresses (up to 400%), and increased
forces and moments on both leaflets (up to 600% and 4000%, respectively). These unfavorable
conditions elevate the risk of blood cell damage and platelet activation, which are known to cascade
to more severe leaflet dysfunction. Leaflet immobility appeared to cause maximal velocity within
the lateral orifices. This points to the possible importance of measuring maximal velocity at the
lateral orifices by Doppler ultrasound (in addition to the central orifice, which is current practice) to
determine accurate pressure gradients as markers of valve dysfunction.

Keywords: computational fluid dynamics; bileaflet mechanical heart valve; adverse hemodynamics;
transvalvular pressure gradients; turbulent shear stresses; blood damage; platelet activation

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the world [1]. There are more than 300,000
heart valves implanted annually worldwide [2,3], with approximately half of them being mechanical
valves [4]. The bileaflet mechanical heart valves (BMHVs) is currently the most common valve given
their durability and desirable hemodynamics [5]. However compared to bioprostheses, they are
associated with more post-surgical complications such as thrombus and pannus formation, hemolysis,
and platelet activation [6,7]. Improved understanding of mechanical valve hemodynamics may be
vital for diagnostic, treatment and design improvements.

Several studies [6,8,9] investigated the etiology of insidious prosthetic valve dysfunction, showing
that failure of mechanical heart valves is usually related to thrombus formation and tissue overgrowth.
The time interval between the valve replacement and obstruction is very broad (from 6 weeks
to 13 years) and some patients with significant prosthetic valve obstruction may be completely
asymptomatic long before a diagnosis is made [6]. It is often difficult to distinguish between a
normally functioning BMHV and a dysfunctional BMHV with mild severity, which unfortunately
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can still cause life-threatening sequela in the short-term [8]. Montorsi et al. [10] found that 35% of
patients had normal Doppler study despite fluoroscopy showing significant restriction in one of the
leaflets. They also concluded that the distinction between blocked and hypomobile leaflet is vital.
Accordingly, a great deal of research has been performed on aortic and mitral heart valves in normal
function and in various states of malfunction [6,9,11] ranging from slightly restricted opening to total
occlusion of one leaflet including 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% dysfunctions [2,7,12,13]. Pibarot et al. [8]
reported that the increase of Doppler gradients caused by dysfunction of the valve may underestimate
the true hemodynamic changes [12]. Clinicians often opt for early surgical intervention since the
surgical complication rate is relatively low while valve dysfunction can lead to rapid cardiovascular
collapse even with minimal or absent symptoms [6]. But controversy remains whether patients with
an obstructed valve should be managed by valve replacement [14], mechanical declotting [15] or
nonsurgical thrombolysis [16].

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD), along with fluoroscopic or Doppler measurements, have the
potential to provide clinically important insights by providing unprecedented hemodynamic detail
for prosthetic heart valves [17]. For example, analysis of blood flow characteristics such as velocity,
vortex formation, and turbulent stresses, especially around the valve hinge regions [18–21] can help
identify conditions that may increase the risk of blood cell damage [22–24]. Critical turbulent shear
stress thresholds of 400 N·m−2 [25] and 800 N·m−2 [26] for blood cell damage were reported. Studies
also showed that high turbulent shear stress levels at the valve hinges and downstream of the valve
can lead to thrombus formation and leaflets motion restriction [27,28]. This, in turn, may lead to a
life-threatening dysfunction of one or both leaflets of BMHVs [12]. Fortunately, prompt recognition
of valve dysfunction allows early treatment [8], and many potential complications can be prevented
or minimized with careful medical management and periodic monitoring of valve function; e.g.,
blocked leaflets could be fully recovered when valve thrombosis is detected early [10]. CFD may also
provide valuable information to speed up the design of implantable devices during the prototype
development [29] and reduce the costs and risks associated with new heart valve designs [30]. Hence,
analysis of flow dynamics and the resulting turbulence [31–34] and sounds [35–40] has been an active
area of research.

The current computational study provides new quantitative information on blood flow characteristics,
plus forces and moments acting on the leaflets of bileaflet mechanical heart valves at different levels of
leaflet dysfunctionality during peak systolic flow. Model improvements compared to previous studies
include: A more realistic aortic sinuses geometry (compared to References [41,42]), addition of the valve
ring to the model (compared to References [43,44]), and creation of a 3-D model instead of a 2-D model
(compared to References [2,13,45]). The study quantified important hemodynamic characteristics
(such as principle stresses) that are not measurable using currently available standard diagnostic
tools. This approach may provide a patient-specific tool for identification of adverse conditions that
are associated with increased risk of hemolysis and thrombus formation [46,47], thereby potentially
providing a more complete picture of the valve status useful in clinical management of patients
with dysfunctional valves. The current CFD study focused on a geometric representative of leaflet
dysfunction, which provided condition-specific hemodynamic changes. Patient-specific information
can be obtained by carrying out similar CFD studies for actual geometries extracted from medical
imaging modalities.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the computational domain was divided into four sequential regions in the flow
direction: Upstream, BMHV, aortic sinuses and downstream. The heart valve geometry (Figure 1a)
was chosen to be similar to previous studies [48,49]. A realistic geometry of the aortic sinuses was
created since this is important for appropriate flow field analysis [50,51]. Another enhancement
implemented in the current study (compared to some previous two-dimensional CFD studies) was
to include the valve ring into the model. Figure 1b shows the asymmetric aortic sinuses geometry
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with inlet aortic root diameter of DO = 23 mm, which was extracted from angiograms [52]. In this
paper, the aortic root was modeled based on following parameters [52]: DO = 22.3 mm is the diameter
of aortic annulus, DA = 27.7 mm is aortic diameter, DB = 34.6 mm is the maximum projected sinus
diameter, LA = 22.3 mm is the length of the sinuses, and LB = 7.6 mm is the distance between DO

and DB (from the entrance of the aortic sinuses to the middle of the sinuses with the maximum
projected sinus diameter), as described in Figure 1d. These parameters can be computed based on
the aortic annulus diameter (DO), which is the same as the size of the implanted mechanical heart
valve. LD = 100 mm is the length of the region downstream of the heart valve. Here, the BMHV is in
the fully open position and divides the flow into three orifices: Two of them (top and bottom orifices)
are roughly semicircular and the third (middle orifice) is approximately rectangular.

Figure 1. The geometry, inlet conditions and sign convention used in the current study: (a) Valve
geometry; (b) Cross-section of the aortic root sinuses; (c) Inlet velocity profile; (d) Degrees of bottom
leaflet dysfunction; and (e) Sign conventions for forces acting on the leaflets.

The CFD analysis was performed for a pulsatile flow through a three-dimensional BMHV during
one cardiac cycle. The analyses were focused on the period from 60 to 250 ms, where the leaflets are
expected to be fully open [30]. Some results concentrated on the peak systole (90 ms), as the highest
flow fluctuations, pressure gradient, and turbulent stresses associated with high risk of blood damage
and platelet activation could occur at this time. To reproduce a physiological flow waveform through
the aortic heart valve, the following properties were obtained from recent and previous experimental
and numerical studies [2,41,53]. The inlet velocity corresponded to cardiac output of 5 L·min−1 and
heart rate of 70 bpm with a systolic phase duration of 0.3 s (Figure 1c). The peak inflow velocity
was about 1.2 ms−1. The density and dynamic viscosity of blood were set to ρ = 1080 kg·m−3 and

μ = 0.0035 Pa·s, respectively. This corresponds to an inlet peak Reynolds number (Repeak =
ρUpeakdinlet

μ )

of 8516 and a Womersley number (Wo = d
2

√
ωρ
μ ) = 26.5; where, ω = 2π

T = 17.21 rad·s−1, is the
frequency of pulsatile flow and T = 0.866 s is the period.

In the current study, a normal functioning (i.e., 0% dysfunction) and a BMHV with different levels
of dysfunction were simulated using a commercial CFD software package (STAR-CCM+, CD-Adapco,
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Siemens PLM, Plano, TX, USA). Figure 1d shows the side cross section of the BMHV with a top
functional leaflet and a bottom dysfunctional leaflet at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% levels of dysfunctionality
(corresponding to a gradually decreasing effective orifice area (EOA)). In addition, Figure 1e shows
the leaflet hinges as well as the direction of net pressure, shear forces (Fp and Fτ, respectively), and
moments (Ω) acting on the leaflets. The positive direction of the Fp and moments acting on both
leaflets are in the direction tending to open the leaflets.

The Wilcox’s standard-Reynolds k-Omega turbulence model [43,54], which is known to perform
well for internal flows, was used to simulate the flow during a complete cardiac cycle. The current
and other studies [2,55] focus on the period from 60 to 250 ms, where the leaflets are expected to be
fully open [30]. Hence, the dynamics of the leaflet opening and closure were not simulated as done in
previous studies [2,30,43], which lowers computational cost. Therefore, the valve leaflets were assumed
to remain fully open throughout the forward flow phase, which was considered reasonable because
the opening and closing motions occur quickly compared to the total opening time. The unsteady
simulation was performed with a time step of 0.5 ms and 25 iterations per time step. Numerical
solution typically converged to residuals about <10−4. Moreover, high quality polyhedral mesh was
generated in the flow domain, especially in the heart valve and aortic sinuses regions (Figure 2). y+ was
maintained at less than 1 close to all walls including leaflet surfaces (y+ = 0.46 at the peak flow).

Figure 2. High quality mesh generated (a) close to the wall and leaflet surfaces; (b) in the flow domain;
and (c) cross-sectional view of the mesh in the aortic root sinuses region downstream of the heart valve.

2.1. Numerical Uncertainty

Steady flow simulation was conducted to establish grid density prior to unsteady simulation.
The uncertainty and error in the study was calculated following ASME recommendations [56]. Figure 3
shows velocity profile at the entrance of the aortic sinuses along with the corresponding error bars while
Table 1 shows the discretization error of the maximum velocity value in the entire field. The fine-grid
convergence index (GCIfine) in Table 1 was 0.139% (excluding modeling errors [56]). In addition,
the maximum discretization uncertainty was approximately 7% in the area close to the leaflets. These
numerical uncertainties are comparable to previous studies [2].

Table 1. Calculation of discretization error.

φ = Maximum Velocity in the Entire Field (m/s)

N1; N2; N3 6,529,062; 2,598,513; 1,390,150
r21 (Refinement factor of N2/N1) 1.35 e21

a 0.11%
r32 (Refinement factor of N3/N2) 1.32 e21

ext 0.11%
φ1 2.523 GCI21

fine 0.14%
φ2 2.521 φ32

ext 2.515
φ3 2.526 e32

a 0.21%
P 2.289 e32

ext 0.24%
φ21

ext 2.526 GCI32
course 0.29%
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Figure 3. (a) Velocity profile at the entrance of the aortic sinuses for different grid solution; (b) Fine-grid
solution with discretization error bars.

2.2. Validation

The normalized velocity profile along a line located 7 mm downstream of the healthy valve (at the
peak systole) is shown in Figure 4a for a normal functioning valve. The velocity profiles obtained
in previous studies that considered similar geometries and flow conditions [13,53] are also shown
in the same figure. Here, normalized velocities are plotted to facilitate comparison with studies
that reported normalized profiles [13]. The maximum velocities were compared for steady cardiac
outputs of 5 and 7 L·min−1. These velocities were 0.96 ms−1 and 1.35 ms−1 in the current study,
respectively, which were comparable to maximum velocities of 1.0 ms−1 and 1.36 ms−1 reported in the
previous study [13]. To quantify the difference between our computational results and the previous
experimental results [53], the root-mean-square (RMS) of the velocity differences between the two
studies were calculated. The RMS of the velocity difference was 6.58% of the maximum velocity,
suggesting agreement between the results of the current study and measured values. The normalized
velocity profile was also compared with two other experimental and computational studies at the
trailing edge of the leaflet and 105 ms after the peak systole [7,43] (Figure 4b). The RMS of the velocity
difference was <6% of the maximum velocity, suggesting agreement with these studies.
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Figure 4. (a) Normalized velocity profiles at 7 mm downstream of the valve (at the peak systole) in the
current study compared to previous experimental [53] and computational [13] studies. More agreement
can be seen between the current and the experimental study; (b) Normalized velocity profiles at the
trailing edge of the leaflets (105 ms after the peak systole) in the current study compared to previous
experimental [43] and computational [7] studies.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 5a shows a cross-sectional view of the velocity at t = 90 ms, where the color represents the
magnitude and the short lines indicate direction. For 0% dysfunction (Figure 5(a1)), the flow was more
uniform; especially compared to cases with dysfunctional leaflets (Figure 5(a2–a5)). Figure 5(a1) also
shows a relatively small increase in velocity in the orifices and wake regions downstream of the leaflets
as would be expected. As the bottom leaflet dysfunction took place, the velocity magnitude in the
orifices increased. This is likely because of the narrowing of bottom orifice with dysfunction, which
led to flow area reduction. Flow separation in the middle orifice was observed around the leading
edge of the bottom leaflet for dysfunctionalities of 25–100% (Figure 5(a2–a5)). Separation also occurred
close to the trailing edge of the top leaflet for 75% and 100% (Figure 5(a4,a5)). In addition, Figure 5a
shows a trend of increasing separation bubble size with dysfunctionality. Although not clearly shown
in the figure, vortex shedding was also observed. While Figure 5 shows information for t = 90 ms,
flow structures were also examined for all times between 60 to 250 ms and were found similar to those
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Velocity (a1–a5) and turbulent kinetic energy (b1–b5) at 90 ms for different degrees of lower
leaflet dysfunction. There was a general trend of increased maximum velocity and TKE with increased
dysfunction. (Note that the scale for TKE was increased with dysfunction).

Figure 5b shows the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), which is an indicative of velocity fluctuations.
TKE tended to increase with dysfunction and a region of higher TKEs (up to 150% compared to the
healthy valve) around the top leaflet started to develop when dysfunction reached ≥75%.

Figure 6a shows the maximum velocities at the entrance of the aortic sinuses, which were
comparable to a previous computational study in which the results for only three dysfunctional cases
(0%, 50%, and 100%) were reported [2]. In the current study, the maximum velocity increased from
2.05 ms−1 to 4.49 ms−1 as dysfunction increased from 0% to 100%. The highest velocity elevation
was likely associated with the jet that originates from the orifice between the healthy leaflet and the
valve ring and not from the center orifice between the two leaflets. However, when velocity gradients
are measured using Doppler, it is more common that that velocity at the center orifice is measured.
The smaller peak velocities that may be detected at the center orifice can lead to false estimation of
velocity and pressure gradients, which can translate into errors in in assessing the severity level of
leaflet dysfunction [8].

It is also to be noted that the maximum transvalvular pressure gradient (TPGmax) can be computed
from the maximal instantaneous velocity using the simplified Bernoulli equation (TPGmax = 4v2

max) [12].
Figure 6b shows the maximum pressure gradient compared to the previous study [2] for different levels
of dysfunction. Here, the TPGmax increased from 16.48 to 80.64 mmHg. The higher velocities and
pressure gradients in the current study can be because of the smaller valve diameter and the addition of
valve ring (which likely caused more flow obstruction).
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Figure 6. Comparison of the current study results with available data from a previous computational
study [2]: (a) Maximum velocity at the entrance of the aortic sinuses, and (b) maximum pressure
gradients across the valve computed from simplified Bernoulli equation. Both quantities continuously
increased with dysfunction. While the trends were similar, differences may be due to the geometrical
variations and the fact that the current study performed 3D compared to 2D simulation.

Figure 7 shows helicity isosurfaces at different times and dysfunction levels. Since helicity is
proportional to the flow velocity and the vorticity, it indicates the potential for development of helical
flow. The data in this figure showed that helicity increased with dysfunction and peaked around peak
systolic velocity time. Figure 7 also suggested that intense vortical structures start to appear in the
valve and sinus regions during the acceleration phase (e.g., 60 ms) before spreading downstream at
later times. For leaflet dysfunction of ≥75%, lower helicity (compared to dysfunctionality of <75%)
was observed in the dysfunctional leaflet side, which can be because the region downstream of that
leaflet may contain lowered velocity and vorticity.

 
Figure 7. Helicity isosurfaces (isovalue = 414 m.s−2) at different times and dysfunctions. A general
increase in helicity was observed with dysfunction.

Several studies reported that the hemolysis (the breakage of a red blood cell membrane), can occur
for turbulent shear stresses in the range from 400 to 5000 N·m−2 with exposure time as small as
10 ms [15,51]. In addition, these high turbulent shear stresses can lead to platelets activation, which
increase the risk of platelet aggregation and blood clots formation [10,15]. Clots may detach and the
resulting free-floating clot can block arteries leading to serious consequences such as embolism and
stroke [26].
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While stresses acting on the fluid occur in different directions, principal stresses are the highest.
Three-dimensional principal stress analysis requires the computation of the full Reynolds stress
tensor (T):

T =

⎡
⎢⎣

σxx τxy τxz

τyx σyy τyz

τzx τzy σzz

⎤
⎥⎦ = ρ

⎡
⎢⎣

uu uv uw
vu vv vw
wu wv ww

⎤
⎥⎦ (1)

where, u, v, and w are the velocity fluctuation components and, σ and τ represent normal and shear
stresses, respectively. Popov [57] provides a detailed discussion of the calculation of three-dimensional
maximum or principal stresses which involves the solution of the roots of the following third
order equation:

σ3 − I1σ2 + I2σ − I3 = 0 (2)

where,
I1 = σxx + σyy + σzz (3)

I2 = σxxσyy + σyyσzz + σxxσzz − τxy
2 − τyz

2 − τxz
2 (4)

I3 = σxxσyyσzz + 2τxyτyzτxz − σxxτyz
2 − σyyτxz

2 − σzzτxy
2 (5)

The three roots σ1 < σ2 < σ3 of the above equation are the three principal normal stresses.
The coefficients I1, I2 and I3 are functions of the measured Reynolds stress tensor and are the three
stress invariants of the Reynolds stress tensor. In addition, the maximum or principal shear stresses
(τijP) are linearly related to the normal stresses by the following equations:

τijP =
σi − σj

2
; τmax =

σ3 − σ1

2
(6)

Figure 8 displays turbulent shear (τmax) principal stresses for different levels of dysfunction at the
peak systole. Since an increased risk of blood damage may occur for stresses exceeding 400 N·m−2,
only stresses in this range are shown. These results suggested that as the leaflet dysfunctionality
increased, the principal turbulent shear stresses increased. More specifically for 0 %, 25%, 50%, 75%,
and 100% dysfunction levels, the maximum principal shear stresses at peak systole were 420, 510,
760, 1155, and 1695 N·m−2. In addition, the regions of elevated stresses grew with dysfunction and
were concentrated around and downstream of the functional (top) leaflet where high jet velocity
and stronger helical structures existed (Figures 5 and 7). These regions are of the particular interest
since elevated turbulent stress levels are known to be associated with blood damage and thrombus
formation. In addition, careful examination of Figure 8, indicates that the increase in the region with
high principal stresses accelerates later (>50%) for the current model. While this ~50% threshold may
vary with geometry, CFD will allow patient-specific analysis, which may further increase its utility.
Future investigations of other realistic geometries may be performed to quantify this effect.

The highest principal turbulent stresses, however, occurred slightly after (100–120 ms) peak
systole during the deceleration phase. Table 2 shows the highest principal turbulent stress values
and their occurrence time. It can be seen that these values were somewhat higher (~4–14%) than
those at peak systole. Comparing to previous experimental studies, lethal and sublethal damages
of red cells can occur with turbulent shear stresses as low as 150 and 50 N·m−2, respectively [46,58].
These levels can be significantly lower (1–10 N·m−2) in the presence of foreign surfaces such as
valve prostheses [59,60]. In addition, platelet activation can occur when turbulent shear stresses are
in the range of 10–50 N·m−2 [46,47]. Studies also showed that high turbulent shear stresses at the
valve hinges and downstream of the valve, for normal cases (valve leaflet with 0% dysfunction),
can lead to thrombus formation and the leaflets’ motion restriction [27,28]. This, in turn, may lead to a
life-threatening dysfunction of one or both leaflets of BMHVs [12].
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Figure 8. Principal shear stresses for different levels of dysfunction at the peak systole. Elevated levels
of principal stresses were observed with dysfunction, which increase blood damage risks. Published
cutoff stress value for damage is above 400 N·m−2 [25].

Table 2. Maximum Principal Shear Stresses.

Dysfunction
Max. Principal Shear

Stress (N·m−2)
Time (s)

0% 440 0.102
25% 534 0.103
50% 832 0.112
75% 1276 0.112

100% 1972 0.119

Figure 9 shows the pressure distribution in the vicinity of the leaflets. The maximum pressure at
the blocked leaflet increased with dysfunction. For dysfunctions higher than 50%, a region of high
pressure developed at the bottom surface of the functional leaflet upstream the hinge, which would
generate higher moments in the direction of leaflet opening.

It is important to document elevated forces and moments, as they would lead to higher reaction
forces at the hinges (where thrombus tends to form), which may create more adverse conditions.
Collection and analysis of this information can also aid in the development of improved valve designs.
The net pressure and shear forces on the top and bottom leaflets for the full cardiac cycle are displayed
in Figure 10. Results showed that increased dysfunctionality of one leaflet led to higher net forces on
the functional and dysfunctional leaflets up to 200%, and 600%, respectively. Note that although the net
pressure forces (Fp) on the top leaflet were negative (upward) for 75% and 100% dysfunctions, forces
were acting upstream of the hinges (Figure 9d–e), which would result in positive moments (Figure 11a).
Figure 10b shows the Fp on the bottom leaflet, which was positive for all cases. Net shear forces (Fτ) on
the top and bottom leaflets (Figures 10c and 10d, respectively) were positive during the period under
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consideration for all levels of dysfunction except for the dysfunctional leaflet with 100% dysfunction.
The change in the sign may be attributed to the large revered flow regions (Figures 5a and 9) that
formed downstream of the leaflet, as resulted in positive moments on bottom leaflet (Figure 11b).

 
Figure 9. (a) 0%; (b) 25%; (c) 50%; (d) 75%; and (e) 100%. For dysfunction ≥ 75%, a region of high
pressure developed at the bottom surface of the functional leaflet upstream of the hinge, which would
generate moments that tend to keep that leaflet open.

 

Figure 10. Net pressure and shear forces on leaflets: (a) Fp on top leaflet; (b) Fp on bottom leaflet; (c) Fτ
on top leaflet; and (d) Fτ on bottom leaflet. The sign of some forces started to reverse at high levels of
dysfunction. The legends are consistent for all four figures.
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Figure 11. Net moments on: (a) Top leaflet, and (b) Bottom leaflet. The moments tended to be in the
directions of leaflet opening. All moments increased with dysfunction. In most cases of dysfunction, the
moments on the dysfunctional leaflet were higher (note the different scale for the dysfunctional leaflet).

Future CFD studies can explore new heart valve designs and structural materials and determine
how blood-material interactions and hemodynamics can be affected by design changes [61] with
the aim of reducing thrombo-embolic complications associated with these valves, which can lead
to improved valve designs. For example, analysis of blood flow characteristics through a BMHV
especially around the valve hinge regions can help identify conditions that may increase the risk of
blood cell damage [22,23]. An investigation of the effect of the leaflet opening angles on the blood
flow also suggested that the opening angle can highly affect the flow downstream of BMHV and
that opening angles >80 degrees would be more effective in reducing flow resistance and vortical
structures [62].

4. Conclusions

In this study, adverse hemodynamic conditions at peak systole due to incomplete leaflet opening
of a bileaflet mechanical heart valve were investigated. A realistic 3-D geometry of the aortic sinuses
and a complete model of a bileaflet mechanical heart valve including the valve ring were constructed.
The results suggest that maximum blood velocities increased when the effective orifice area was
reduced due to the increase of leaflet dysfunction, as expected. Leaflet immobility also appears to
cause maximal velocity within the lateral orifices. This points to the possible importance of measuring
maximal velocity at the lateral orifices by Doppler ultrasound (in addition to the central orifice
which is current practice) to determine accurate pressure gradients as markers of valve dysfunction.
Dysfunctionality also increased the transvalvular pressure gradient by up to 300%, which would
increase the effort to produce the same cardiac output.

Results also suggested that the higher levels of dysfunction were accompanied with flow
separation at the leaflet surfaces and growing eddies especially downstream of the valve in the
aortic sinuses. Principal turbulent stresses for immobile leaflet increased up to 1695 N·m−2, which
exceeds the threshold values for elevated risk of hemolysis and platelet activation and lead to potential
development of thrombosis, especially around the normal leaflet. The region with high principal
stresses (i.e., above threshold = 400 N·m−2) initially grew slowly (i.e., between 0 and 25% dysfunction),
and then covered a significantly large region at higher dysfunctions (i.e., >50% of leaflet dysfunction),
Figure 8, suggesting a possible need for closer monitoring of the patients with >50% of leaflet
dysfunction. Dysfunctionality of one leaflet led to higher net forces on the leaflets (by up to 200%,
and 600% for healthy and the dysfunctional leaflets, respectively). The resulting moments acting on
the leaflets also increased with dysfunctionality (up to 550%, and 4000% for healthy and dysfunctional
leaflets, respectively). These higher forces and moments can increase the reaction forces and stresses in
the hinge region where vulnerability to thrombus and pannus formations tend to be high and can lead
to more leaflet motion restriction.
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Abstract: The objective of this study was to quantify pentagalloyl glucose (PGG) mediated
biomechanical restoration of degenerated extracellular matrix (ECM). Planar biaxial tensile testing was
performed for native (N), enzyme-treated (collagenase and elastase) (E), and PGG (P) treated porcine
abdominal aorta specimens (n = 6 per group). An Ogden material model was fitted to the stress–strain
data and finite element computational analyses of simulated native aorta and aneurysmal abdominal
aorta were performed. The maximum tensile stress of the N group was higher than that in both E
and P groups for both circumferential (43.78 ± 14.18 kPa vs. 10.03 ± 2.68 kPa vs. 13.85 ± 3.02 kPa;
p = 0.0226) and longitudinal directions (33.89 ± 8.98 kPa vs. 9.04 ± 2.68 kPa vs. 14.69 ± 5.88 kPa;
p = 0.0441). Tensile moduli in the circumferential direction was found to be in descending order as
N > P > E (195.6 ± 58.72 kPa > 81.8 ± 22.76 kPa > 46.51 ± 15.04 kPa; p = 0.0314), whereas no significant
differences were found in the longitudinal direction (p = 0.1607). PGG binds to the hydrophobic
core of arterial tissues and the crosslinking of ECM fibers is one of the possible explanations for the
recovery of biomechanical properties observed in this study. PGG is a beneficial polyphenol that can
be potentially translated to clinical practice for preventing rupture of the aneurysmal arterial wall.

Keywords: pentagalloyl glucose; aneurysm; enzyme; biomechanics; aorta

1. Introduction

The etiology of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) development is believed to be multi-factorial,
in that (i) the pathology is initiated at the molecular level (protease- and enzyme-related); (ii) it builds
up to the tissue level through extracellular matrix (ECM) and structural changes; and (iii) it manifests
as geometrical-, biomechanical-, and blood flow-related alterations in the abdominal aorta, resulting in
rupture if left untreated [1–3]. Of the numerous etiological theories of AAA pathology, the degraded
ECM theory is the widely accepted one, as human AAA specimens usually exhibit a reduction in elastin
content and elastin crosslinking, and an increase in collagen crosslinking [4]. Increased elastase activity
leads to disorganized and tortuous elastin fibers [5], which represents a compromised organization
of load bearing proteins, resulting in reduced aortic elasticity [4,6], and further weakening of the
aortic wall. With the deficiency in elastin, collagen dominates the ECM [7]. Disease progression is
characterized by an increase in matrixmetalloproteinase (MMP) activity, which subsequently yields
elevated wall stress and concomitantly higher wall stress to strength ratios [4,6–8]. In addition, most
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aneurysms exhibit an intraluminal thrombus (ILT), which is also a source of proteolytic activity [9],
increased wall weakening [10], and a preferential site for rupture [11]. This multifaceted presentation
of the disease makes the discovery of potential pharmacological targets a complex one (i.e., it has to
consider the biological factors, the biomechanical environment, and the presence of ILT as a potential
transport barrier).

Anti-inflammatory or matrix metalloproteinase inhibiting chemicals are the primary choice for
stabilizing the aortic extracellular matrix (ECM). We envision the use of pentagalloyl glucose (PGG),
a multifunctional polyphenol [12,13], as a potential pharmacological agent for AAA suppression [14].
PGG has been shown to bind to elastin and collagen, and stabilizes the ECM [4,5]. PGG has
multiple phenolic hydroxyl groups that have high affinity towards the hydrophobic regions of the
tissues [15] and can bind to proline-rich proteins such as elastin and collagen by surface adsorption
mechanisms [16]. Isenberg and colleagues applied PGG periadventitially to the abdominal aorta
of adult male Sprague–Dawley rats, previously exposed to CaCl2-mediated aortic elastin injury,
and found that early inhibition of aneurysm and stabilization of elastin lamellae is possible [17]. Since
then, multiple studies have investigated nanoparticle-based PGG delivery to the site of AAA [18,19].
Sinha et al. [20] reported that addition of PGG to rat aneurysmal smooth muscle cells increased lysyl
oxidase production, enhanced elastin crosslinking, and assisted in lowering MMP-2 levels. Using a rat
CaCl2 model of AAA, Thirugnanasambandam and colleagues showed that PGG was able to mitigate
the inflammatory response, lower the MMP-2,9 levels, and prevent biomechanical stress build up on
the aortic wall [21]. PGG has been applied as a preventive measure in porcine AAA models by Kloster
and co-authors [22]; they found that PGG was able to lower the abnormal dilation of the abdominal
aorta to a certain extent.

AAA porcine models based on elastase–collagenase combination are uncommon [23–27], but their
combined effect produces maximal damage to the ECM and pronounced inflammatory infiltration
in vivo. Conversely, in vitro studies utilizing enzymatic digestion of porcine aortic tissues have been
reported widely [28–33]. The objective of the present work is to quantify biomechanical changes in
ex-vivo porcine abdominal aortas after treatment with PGG. Biaxial mechanical testing was performed
on native, elastase, and collagenase treated (to mimic the presence of AAA), and PGG-treated enzyme
degraded porcine abdominal aorta specimens. We hypothesize that enzyme treated specimens will
exhibit loss of biomechanical strength compared to native or PGG-treated tissue specimens. We report
on the ability of PGG to restore the biomechanical properties of the porcine abdominal aorta after
enzymatic damage (elastase + collagenase).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Biomechanical Testing

Three porcine abdominal aorta tracts (Yorkshire mixed breed, 125–250 lb, 6–9 months) were
obtained from a local abattoir and all excess connective tissue removed. Approximately 7 mm-long
cylindrical rings were dissected from the tracts and further utilized for biomechanical testing as shown
in Figure 1.

To evaluate the restorative potential of PGG, specimens were tested consecutively in their native
state (N), followed by a simulated aneurysmal condition (E), and then treated with PGG (P). The
simulated aneurysmal condition was achieved by treating the specimen for 1 h in an enzyme solution of
1.5 mg/mL purified elastase and 0.5 mg/mL purified collagenase at 37 ◦C [31] (Worthington Biochemical
Corporation, Lakewood, NJ, USA). The treatment with PGG consisted of a 12-hour incubation in
0.6 mg/mL PGG at 4 ◦C after enzymatic treatment [22] (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA).

Specimens of an approximate size of 7 × 7 mm were prepared for biaxial testing as shown
in Figure 1 and a suture knot (6-0 Silk—Ethicon Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA) was tied to the upper
right-hand corner of the specimen to maintain the orientation throughout the study. Prior to testing,
the wall thickness of each specimen was measured using digital caliper (Mitutoyo America Corporation,
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Aurora, IL, USA). Four fiducial markers were placed on the specimens using cyanoacrylate glue
(Loctite Professional Super Glue Liquid, Henkel, Germany) for tracking local deformation, and the
specimens were secured with metallic hooks as per the specified orientation (Figure 1).

A CellScale© Biotester (CellScale Biomaterials Testing, Ontario, Canada) was utilized for biaxial
mechanical testing of the specimens. Briefly, specimens were preloaded up to 2 g, preconditioned
ten times in the physiological range (0–5% strain), and ultimately stretched equi-biaxially up to ~50%
tensile strain over 45 seconds followed by unloading to its reference state [34–36]. Using a constant
strain rate, the following strain-based protocol was performed (λC : λL)—1:1, 0.5:1, and 1:0.5—where
λC and λL represent stretch ratios in the circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively.
LabJoy 8.1 software (Waterloo Instruments Inc., Ontario, Canada) was utilized to collect the data
at 30 Hz and images were captured at the rate of 1 Hz using the Biotester’s overhead CCD camera.
All biomechanical tests were performed in a 37 ◦C saline bath.

Figure 1. Exemplary schematic for specimen procurement. Each specimen consisted of a cylindrical
ring approximately 7 mm long, which were subject to planar biaxial tensile testing. N = 6 specimens
per group were tested using a CellScale BioTester® while submerging the specimen in saline solution
at 37 ◦C.

2.2. Data Analysis

Force and displacement data were exported (LabJoy 8.1) and further processed to generate
stress–strain curves for each specimen in the three experimental groups (N, E, and P) using MATLAB
(R2018, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Shear components of biaxial deformation were
assumed negligible [37,38].

Stretch ratios in the circumferential and longitudinal directions are given by Equation (1),

λC =
lC
lC0

, λL =
lL
lL0

, (1)

where lC0 and lL0 are the undeformed specimen lengths in mm, and lC and lL are the deformed specimen
lengths in mm, for the circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively.

The Green strain tensor components were calculated from the respective stretch ratios following
Equation (2),

εC =
1
2

(
λ2

C − 1
)
, εL =

1
2

(
λ2

L − 1
)

(2)

where εC and εL are the Green strains in circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively.
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The Cauchy stress (σ) was calculated by dividing the force by the cross-sectional area of each
specimen (width multiplied by thickness), as indicated by Equation (3),

σC =
FC ∗ λC

AC
, σL =

FL ∗ λC

AL
, (3)

where FC and FL are forces in Newton, and AC and AL are the specimen cross-sectional areas in mm2,
for the circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively.

The tensile moduli (TM), defined as the slope of the upper linear portion of the stress–strain curves
that best represents the linear elastic region of the material (see Figure 2A) for the circumferential and
longitudinal directions, were calculated using a pointwise linear regression in the upper 10% of the
strain range. The strain energy, determined by area under the stress–strain curve (AUC), and maximum
stress (σmax) were also calculated for both tissue orientations (see Figure 2A).

Figure 2. Biomechanical parameters evaluated from the stress–strain curves generated from biaxial
mechanical testing of porcine abdominal aorta specimens. (A) Schematic for calculation of area under
the curve (AUC) and maximum tensile stress (σmax). (B) Procedure for calculation of anisotropy index
(AI) at each reference stress level, as reported in [39,40]. The reference stresses for each specimen were
calculated by estimating 33rd, 66th, and 95th percentiles of σmax in each stress–strain curve.

Enzymatic damage introduces some degree of changes to the ECM and in many cases, a change
in anisotropic behavior was observed in porcine arterial tissues [30]. To measure these changes in the
mechanical anisotropy, we calculated the anisotropy index (AI, illustrated in Figure 2B) according to
Equation (4) [39,40],

Anisotropy Index (AIn) =
abs(εa − εb)[
εa+εb

2

]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Rn (4)

AI was calculated for each group at reference stresses (Rn) corresponding to the 33rd, 66th, and
95th percentiles of the maximum stress (σmax) in each orientation (i.e., AI1, AI2, and AI3, respectively).
A perfectly isotropic material will have an AI of zero, whereas tissues and most biological materials
exhibit non-zero AI values.

To quantify recovery, we normalized the biomechanical parameters obtained from the E and P
groups to their N matching counterparts according to Equation (5),

Normalized ∅C or L =
∅|E
∅N

;
∅|P
∅N

(5)

where ∅ = biomechanical parameter such as σmax, TM, or AUC. C and L stands for circumferential
or longitudinal. N, E, P are the three experimental groups. The aforementioned biomechanical data
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collected from the specimens were further utilized for constitute modeling and as input for finite
element modeling.

2.3. Constitutive Modeling

To characterize the material behavior of the specimens, a first-order incompressible hyperelastic
Ogden material model [41–43], Equation (6), was fitted to the experimental stress–strain data,

Ψ =
m1

c1

(
λc1

1 + λc1
2 + λc1

3 − 3
)

(6)

where c1 and m1 are constants, and λi are the principal stretches. For planar biaxial tension, there
are no stretch data in the 3rd direction. Therefore, λ3 was obtained by applying an incompressibility
condition (i.e., the determinant o f F = 1, where F is the deformation gradient tensor), as expressed by
Equation (7).

λ3 =
1
λ1·λ2

(7)

We have assumed that there are no shear components during the planar biaxial tension. The
ANSYS (Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) biaxial curve fitting tool (a non-linear least squares
algorithm) was utilized to generate the best subset of material constants that can minimize the
differences of the sum of the squares between the experimental data and the constitutive model. The
tool uses the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to solve the non-linear least squares problem. This
method requires a set of initial values for each parameter of the material model (i.e., c1 and m1), as many
other optimization algorithms. The error calculation is performed using a normalized error instead of
an absolute error. We calculated residual errors for all native and aneurysm samples, but do not report
them in the manuscript since the models have an excellent goodness of fit, as described in Section 3.2.

2.4. Finite Element Modeling

The material constants from the Ogden model fitting from each group (N, E, or P) were further
utilized for computational modeling following previously established protocols [21,44]. Briefly,
idealized models of a native abdominal aorta (NAA) and an aneurysmal abdominal aorta (AAA) were
created using ANSYS® SpaceClaim (SpaceClaim Corporation, Concord, MA, USA). Figure 3 shows
the geometries of the models and their dimensions, based on the work reported by Azar et al. [44]. The
inner and outer surfaces of the geometries were meshed with 2D triangle elements using Gmsh open
source software [45]. The surface meshes were converted into volume meshes using TetGen [46] by
generating linear tetrahedral elements. FEBio® Preview was utilized to setup the volumetric meshes
for both models [47]. The Ogden material properties obtained with the native tissue properties (N)
were assigned to the NAA model, whereas the Ogden material properties obtained with the enzymatic
(E) and PGG tissue properties (P) were assigned to the AAA model. Both ends of the models were
fixed for all degrees of freedoms. An average of systolic and diastolic pressures (100 mmHg) was
applied homogenously at the intraluminal surface of the models [21]. A quasi-static structural analysis
was performed with the open source finite element analysis (FEA) solver FEBio [47]. The first principal
stress [48] generated by the FEA simulations was postprocessed with FEBio PostView [47] to quantify
the differences in in silico wall stress distributions due to changes in material properties (N group vs. E
and P groups).
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Figure 3. Geometric models and their dimensions for the (A) native abdominal aorta (NAA) and (B)
aneurysmal abdominal aorta (AAA).

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Data were reported as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM). The same porcine arterial specimens
(N) underwent enzymatic treatment (E) and followed by PGG treatment (P), a repeated-measures
ANOVA was performed to elucidate the differences across the biomechanical data (σmax, TM, AI,
and AUC). Sphericity was assumed for the data and pairwise comparisons were performed using
Tukey’s test with results considered significant when p < 0.05. All analyses were performed using
SPSS (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Biomechanical Testing

Biomechanical parameters such as σmax and AUC were found to be significantly different across
the groups for both tissue orientations (p < 0.05), whereas TM was significantly different for only the
circumferential direction. The anisotropy indices (AI1, AI2, and AI3), derived from the three reference
stresses, were found to be non-zero, but conserved across the three groups (p = 0.2702, p = 0.0813,
and p = 0.1425, respectively). All biomechanical parameters calculated from the three biaxial testing
protocols (λC : λL – 1:1, 0.5:1, and 1:0.5) are listed in Table 1.

The maximum tensile stress of the N group was higher than in the E and P groups for both
circumferential (43.78 ± 14.18 kPa vs. 10.03 ± 2.68 kPa vs. 13.85 ± 3.02 kPa; p = 0.0226) and longitudinal
directions (33.89 ± 8.98 kPa vs. 9.04 ± 2.68 kPa vs. 14.69 ± 5.88 kPa; p = 0.0441), as shown in Figure 4A,B.
Likewise, the tensile moduli was found to be in descending order as N > P > E for the circumferential
direction (195.6± 58.72 kPa> 81.8± 22.76 kPa> 46.51± 15.04 kPa; p= 0.0314), as illustrated in Figure 4C,
whereas no significant differences were found in the longitudinal direction (p = 0.1607). Strain energy,
represented by AUC, was nearly four times greater for the N group than the E or P groups in the
circumferential direction (6.48 ± 2.22 kPa vs. 1.55 ± 0.34 kPa or 1.56 ± 0.26 kPa; p = 0.0224), as shown
in Figure 4E. For the longitudinal direction, AUC was nearly three times greater for the N group than
the E or P groups (4.77 ± 1.04 kPa vs. 1.45 ± 0.42 kPa or 1.35 ± 0.32 kPa; p = 0.0034), as illustrated in
Figure 4F.
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Table 1. Biomechanical parameters calculated from biaxial tensile testing of porcine abdominal aorta
specimens for the three experimental groups (native (N), enzyme-treated (collagenase and elastase) (E),
and pentagalloyl glucose (PGG) (P)). Values are reported as mean ± SEM.

Testing
Protocol

Biomechanical
Parameters (kPa)

N E P p-Value

λC : λL = 1:1

σC,max 43.78 ± 14.18 10.03 ± 2.66 13.85 ± 3.02 0.0226 a

σL,max 33.89 ± 8.98 9.04 ± 2.97 14.69 ± 5.88 0.0441 a

TMC 195.6 ± 58.72 46.51 ± 15.04 81.8 ± 22.76 0.0314 a

TML 168.0 ± 51.53 39.75 ± 15.56 101.6 ± 50.87 n.s.
AUCC 6.48 ± 2.22 1.55 ± 0.34 1.56 ± 0.26 0.0224 a,b

AUCL 4.77 ± 1.04 1.45 ± 0.42 1.35 ± 0.32 0.0034 a,b

λC : λL = 0.5:1

σC,max 7.6 ± 1.35 2.65 ± 0.54 1.51 ± 0.14 0.0004 a,b

σL,max 18.66 ± 3.78 5.71 ± 1.92 4.05 ± 1.04 0.0013 a,b

TMC 67.46 ± 12.94 22.19 ± 5.63 16.86 ± 2.73 0.0011 a,b

TML 101.9 ± 30.18 26.11 ± 10.26 31.61 ± 12.91 0.0273 a

AUCC 0.63 ± 0.12 0.24 ± 0.04 0.1 ± 0.01 0.0006 a,b

AUCL 2.84 ± 0.41 0.93 ± 0.3 0.48 ± 0.07 <0.0001 a,b

λC : λL = 1:0.5

σC,max 19.84 ± 5.14 5.84 ± 1.44 3.1 ± 0.73 0.0034 a,b

σL,max 6.99 ± 2.71 2.28 ± 1.299 0.8 ± 0.08 <0.0001 a,b

TMC 125.3 ± 38.93 30.08 ± 9.42 22.37 ± 6.28 0.0102 a,b

TML 60.95 ± 12.84 18.15 ± 4.11 7.6 ± 1.38 0.0007 a,b

AUCC 2.64 ± 0.57 0.91 ± 0.18 0.37 ± 0.09 0.011 a,b

AUCL 0.59 ± 0.08 0.19 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.007 <0.0001 a,b

a denotes significant pairwise differences across N and E groups and b denotes significant pairwise differences
across N and P groups (repeated measures ANOVA—sphericity assumed). n.s.: not significant.

Normalized biomechanical parameters were calculated for the E and P groups to demonstrate
the biomechanical recovery of the degenerated ECM owing to PGG treatment. Figure 5 shows these
parameters for both tissue orientations. For the circumferential orientation, normalized σmax and TM
were found to be 43.8% and 58.6% greater for P group than the E group, respectively (Figure 5A,C).
However, the normalized AUC exhibited a minimal increase of approximately 18.4% from the E
group to the P group (Figure 5E). Following a similar trend, normalized σmax and normalized TM
were higher by 54.0% and 72.4%, respectively, for group P vs. group E in the longitudinal direction
(Figure 5B,D). A small increase, of approximately 13.6%, was observed in the normalized AUC of the P
group compared to the E group in the longitudinal direction (Figure 5F).
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Figure 4. Biomechanical parameters for the native (N), elastase-digested (E), and PGG-treated (P)
porcine abdominal aorta specimens, which are represented as mean ± SEM. Maximum stress (kPa) is
displayed in both circumferential (σmax,C) (A) and longitudinal orientations (σmax,L) (B). (C,D) tensile
moduli (TM) (kPa) and (E,F) area under the curve (AUC) (kPa) for both circumferential and longitudinal
directions, respectively. *denotes significance across the groups (p < 0.05).
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Figure 5. An assessment of the recovery of biomechanical properties by normalizing the enzymatic-
and PGG-based biomechanical parameters to their native equivalents. We observe an increasing trend
in σmax (A,B) and TM (C,D) for both circumferential and longitudinal orientations, respectively. AUC
for both orientations exhibited similar but limited increase in strain energy (E,F), thereby indicating a
conservation of elastic energy.

3.2. Constitutive Modeling and Finite Element Analyses

Following the Ogden constitutive relation, the phenomenological behavior was represented for
each specimen of the N, E, and P groups (with exemplary stress–strain curves shown in Figure 6
and their respective material constants reported in Table 2). Good correlations (R2 > 0.99) between
experimental and theoretical data were observed for the three experimental groups (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Ogden model fitting with the corresponding experimental stress–strain curves for an
exemplary specimen of the native (N), enzyme (E), and PGG treatment (P) groups.

Table 2. Ogden material model constants (mean ± SEM) for the three tissue types.

Group m1 (kPa) c1 (−)

N 0.96 ± 0.025 10.06 ± 0.38
E 0.37 ± 0.06 8.53 ± 0.67
P 0.09 ± 0.03 13.57 ± 0.87

The wall stress (calculated at the mid-section or sac of the geometries) obtained for each FEA
model is summarized in Table 3. Figure 7 illustrates the spatial distribution of wall stress for the
idealized FEA abdominal aorta models (native and AAA) based on the Ogden constitutive relations
derived from stress–strain curves of the three experimental groups. Colorimetric surface plots of
the wall stress in the normal aorta shows a uniform stress distribution until the aortic bifurcation
(Figure 7A). Similar to the experimental data, the FEA models reveal that the maximum wall stress was
in the order of N > P > E (35 ± 4.0 kPa vs. 16 ± 0.5 vs. 13 ± 1.0 kPa; p = 0.0002). The E and P models
exhibited maximum wall stresses that were, respectively, 62.6% and 53.7% lower than the N models
(Table 3). The average and minimum wall stresses at the sac region of the PGG-treated model were
1.3 and 1.7 times greater than the enzyme-treated model, respectively. However, these stresses of the
PGG-treated model were almost 2.6 and 4 times lower than the native model stresses, respectively.

Table 3. Wall stress (mean ± SEM) computed in the mid-section of the FEA geometries corresponding
to the three Ogden material models.

Group
Maximum Wall Stress

(kPa)
Average Wall Stress

(kPa)
Minimum Wall Stress

(kPa)

N 35 ± 4.0 26 ± 4.0 20 ± 4.0
E 13 ± 1.0 8.0 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.2
P 16 ± 0.5 10 ± 0.5 5.0 ± 0.3

p-value 0.0002 ab 0.0003 ab 0.0002 ab

a denotes significant pairwise differences across N and E groups and b denotes significant pairwise differences
across N and P groups (repeated measures ANOVA—sphericity assumed).
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Figure 7. Wall stress spatial distribution for three exemplary FEA models (anterior view): (A) Native,
(B) enzyme and (C) PGG treated. The Ogden hyperelastic constitutive material was utilized for the
FEA simulations and a 100 mmHg intraluminal pressure was applied to the models. The upper limit of
the stress legend was lowered to emphasize the differences across the three groups at the midsection.

4. Discussion

This investigation is a “proof-of-concept” contribution that highlights the beneficial crosslinking
properties of PGG—specifically with respect to the degenerated arterial ECM, which is a common
finding in AAA. Experimentally, we infer that PGG leads to crosslinking between the ECM proteins that
improve the biomechanical strength of enzymatically degraded tissues in vitro (Table 1). To simulate
the potential application of this finding, idealized finite element models were created to estimate
changes in the stress build up on the aneurysmal wall (due to enzymatic damage) with and without
PGG treatment (fibrillar crosslinking). The application of PGG after enzymatic degradation yielded
some degree of biomechanical recovery—both experimentally and computationally (Figures 4 and 5
and Tables 2 and 3). The computational models were utilized to demonstrate changes in stress
distribution owing to geometry (e.g., an aneurysmal expansion) and the effect of the constitutive
material model under simulated intraluminal pressure. The primary contributions of this work are the
quantification of the biomechanical restoration potential of PGG and the inference of this finding on
the binding of PGG to the arterial ECM.

4.1. Biomechanical Restoration Potential of PGG

The three types of tissue specimens in this study were used to represent a healthy aorta, an aneurysm
pathology, and a PGG-treated aneurysmal condition, respectively. By using a mixture of enzymes
(collagenase and elastase), we successfully compromised the porcine abdominal aorta ECM integrity
(see Supplementary Material), which was evident by its reduced biomechanical strength (Figure 4A–F
and Table 1). An hour-long digestion of arterial tissue, similar to Gundiah et al. [30], was sufficient to
reduce the structural integrity of elastin and collagen. In this process, the aorta may have become more
permeable to PGG influx (see Supplementary Material). The stresses in the PGG group were higher
than in the enzyme-digested group, but lower than in the native group (Table 1). For clarification,
the increased stresses observed in the PGG group did not yield a “stiffening” of the aorta.

AAA rupture typically occurs when the ECM fiber distribution is altered [4,5], which results in
increased stresses that exceed the strength of the diseased arterial wall. In addition, the localized
concentration of stresses has been postulated as one of the primary causes of AAA rupture [1].
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Noteworthy is that there was an increase in stiffness of the PGG-treated specimens (compared to
the enzyme-treated specimens), but not comparable to the stiffness of the native aorta specimens
(Figures 4, 5 and 7). The FEA results showed an average wall stress along the dilated portion of the
PGG-treated aneurysmal model that was nearly 1.7 times greater than the enzymatic model, and the
average stresses for both models were significantly less (nearly 2.6 times and 3.2 times, respectively)
than the native model (Figure 7 and Table 3). From the experimental data, maximum stresses in the
circumferential and longitudinal directions were found to decrease for the E group compared to the N
group (by 77.1% and 73.3%, respectively) owing to the enzymatic cleavage of the native elastin and
collagen crosslinks (Figure 4A,B). Following PGG treatment, possibly due to PGG crosslinking activity,
the maximum stress for group P increased by 1.4 times in the circumferential direction and 1.6 times in
the longitudinal direction compared to the E group. A similar outcome was obtained for the tensile
modulus; however, only the increase in circumferential TM was significant for the PGG-treated group
(almost 1.8 times greater than the enzyme digested group; Figure 4C,D). Isenberg et al. [49] reported
that porcine ascending aorta specimens, treated with 0.15% PGG solution for four days, exhibited a
reduced distensibility (or elastic modulus) compared to their untreated native counterparts undergoing
uniaxial tension. They also suggest that this reduction in distensibility is a result of the PGG-elastin
binding mechanism. However, their work does not discuss the interaction of collagen with PGG, which
is one of the proline-rich compounds that selectively binds with this polyphenol [14,50]. Although our
results exhibit a similar trend in elastic moduli (Figure 5C,D), they are not directly comparable to the
study by Isenberg and co-authors. For example, our specimens underwent (i) biaxial tension and (ii)
enzymatic degradation prior to PGG treatment (12 h at 4 ◦C) in contrast to Isenberg et al.’s direct PGG
treatment for a longer period (four days; no temperature reported).

Native aortic tissue exhibits anisotropic mechanical behavior due to the circumferentially oriented
elastin and collagen network. We observed a non-significant anisotropy in the three experimental
groups. Upon elastase treatment, arterial tissues lose some of its anisotropic characteristics [30] and
concordantly, the collagen fiber arrangement is also disrupted [29]. Within 6 h of enzyme treatment,
there is pronounced softening of the mechanical characteristics [47] (similar to Figure 4A–F and Table 1)
and by 96 h the arterial specimens behave as a collagen-scaffold-type material [51]. The cleavage of
ECM fibers by elastase and collagenase exposes some of the hydrophobic cores in the elastin fiber
network. These exposed hydrophobic sites or residues are favorable for PGG attachment [17,49],
as this polyphenolic compound is known to “lock” or affix the orientation of fibrous structural proteins
resulting in reduced residual stresses in arteries [49]. We infer that the restoration of structural integrity
and improvement of the degenerated ECM’s biomechanical characteristics (Figure 4A–F and Table 1),
originates from the intricate hydrophobic bonds forged by PGG [13,52,53] that specifically crosslink
arterial elastin and collagen [14,17].

Under typical in vivo intraluminal loads, ECM fibers in blood vessels are engaged and assumed
to gradually straighten out from their “crimped” state. With increasing age (or pathology), arterial
fiber arrangement is altered, leading to a change in the overall strain energy, and progressively toward
a stiffened arterial matrix [54]. In our study, enzymatic and PGG treatments produced transitional
change in the native microstructural fiber architecture of the porcine abdominal aorta. The strain energy
(AUC) of the PGG-treated specimens exhibited some degree of recovery in both tissue directions,
although it was insignificant compared to σmax or TM (Figure 5A–E). The experimental data was
well represented by the hyperelastic Ogden model (Equation (6)) [41,42]; the suitability of the Ogden
hyperelastic model for blood vessel mechanics is not uncommon [42,43,55]. Due to its dependence on
large strain behavior, the Ogden phenomenological model fit the biaxial stress–strain curves across the
three groups alike (Figure 6). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that compares the
computational biomechanical analysis of native, enzyme-degraded, and PGG-treated abdominal aortic
tissues (Figure 7A–C).

The use of computational models with idealized geometries allowed us to simulate potential
changes in wall stress distribution due to ECM modifications—either due to a pathological or a
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regenerative condition. FEA simulations revealed the substantial effect of the abdominal aorta
geometry and the constitutive material properties on the wall stress distributions (Figure 7A–C).
In addition, we noted a 62.6% and 53.6% reduction in maximum wall stress at the AAA sac of
the enzyme and PGG models, respectively, compared to the native ones. The idealized native and
aneurysmal models utilized in our study were similar to those of Azar et al. [44]; however, the material
parameters for our FEA study were derived directly from the biaxial experiments for all native, enzyme,
and PGG-treated specimens. Similar to [44], the wall stress distribution of the native aorta model
was uniform until the aortic bifurcation (Figure 7A). However, the stresses reported in [44] are higher
than those of our study (average wall stress—110 kPa vs. 26 kPa; maximum wall stress—760 kPa vs.
35 kPa). The intraluminal pressure applied in our FEA simulations was approximately 20 mmHg
less than that of [44], which could account for the differences in the wall stresses, in addition to the
different constitutive material model. Strain and stress distributions in idealized AAA geometries
using the Ogden material model are presented in [43]. The stress distributions in the sac region of
these geometries are similar to our models as the maximum stress is found at the bulge (as in Figure 7).
They have reported a maximum von Mises stress of 135 kPa, which is less than that reported in [44],
but greater than our maximum Cauchy stress, likely due to the different materials used and the
wall thickness of the models. Niestrawska et al. [56] also used an idealized geometry with uniform
wall thickness. They report on the maximum circumferential and longitudinal Cauchy stresses at
the maximum AAA diameter for three different assumptions of fiber dispersions: non-rotationally
symmetric dispersion, transversely isotropic dispersion, and isotropic. Although we have used a
different constitutive equation that does not include fiber orientation, the location of the maximum
stress at the AAA sac matches that of [56].

While the uniform wall thickness of our AAA models (groups E and P) was half of the native
model, the maximum wall stress of the N group was 2.7 and 2.2 times greater than the E and P groups,
respectively, due to the difference in their corresponding material properties (Table 3). Similarly,
the average and minimum wall stresses of the E group (3.3 times and 6.4 times, respectively) and P
group (2.5 times and 4.3 times, respectively) were lower than the N group stresses. A change in the
biomechanical properties, due to PGG crosslinking, can be evidently inferred from the exhibited stress
recovery in the PGG FEA models. The in silico models (similar to the experimental data) showed
an increase in wall stress for the PGG-treated AAA compared to the enzymatically digested AAA.
However, they also exhibited lower stresses than the native abdominal aorta (Table 3).

4.2. Binding of PGG to Degenerated Arterial ECM

PGG attaches to hydrophobic portions of the proteins by surface adsorption [16], selectively
binding to the elastic lamellae [17]. The disrupted aneurysmal ECM could favor the permeation of
this polyphenol. Other than ECM stability, the successful inhibition of aneurysmal growth by PGG
in AAA rat CaCl2 models in vivo is likely due to (i) its ability to be a radical scavenger [12–14], (ii)
lower inflammatory responses [12,17,21,57–59], (iii) acting as a calcium antagonist (blocks inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate receptors) [60], and (iv) reducing MMP activity [18–21,58]. In general, PGG has
been shown to be less toxic than tannic acid- and glutderaldehyde-based treatments [49]. While the
present work in some measure replicates the periadventitial [17–19] or intraluminal routes [22] of PGG
administration for aneurysm suppression, our goal was to quantify the biomechanical characterization
of the PGG-ECM protein binding. In rodent AAA studies, with the exception of Isenburg et al. [17] and
Thirugnanasambandam et al. [21], the administration of PGG to the abdominal aorta was systemic and
the aneurysm inducing-CaCl2 injury was created periadventitially [18,19]. Conversely, Kloster et al. [22]
applied PGG intraluminally to their porcine animal model, after a combined application of elastase and
balloon based-mechanical expansion of the abdominal aorta. However, it is uncertain if PGG works
better with CaCl2- or elastase-based AAA models. Binding of polyphenols with proline-rich proteins is
favorable for pH in the range 3.8–6.0 [50], which potentially makes it difficult for PGG to be transported
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and distributed through circulatory routes (blood pH is 7.4). This may be a possible explanation for
why most AAA animal studies are based on a localized (i.e., not systemic) PGG administration.

The concentration of PGG utilized in our in vitro investigation (0.6 mg/mL), was relatively higher
than in the previously reported rodent studies that also utilize this unique polyphenol to prevent
pathological aortic dilation [17–19,21]. However, it was lower than the in vivo PGG-saline formulations
used by Kloster et al. (0.6 vs. 2.5 or 5 mg/mL) [22]. This high concentration reported in [21] is a
possible explanation for their claim of “stiffened arterial system” as a potential side effect of PGG
treatment. Moreover, there is a known difference in polyphenol activity due to variation in in vivo
vs. in vitro experimental settings. Mechanistically, PGG binds to the enzyme cleaved sites of the
arterial ECM and the crosslink formation between the hydrophobic cores of the elastin helps in the
stabilization of the elastic lamellae. This has shown to suppress any further aortic dilation in rat CaCl2
aneurysm models [17–19,21]. Our study supports the fact that the change in aortic biomechanical
properties is a direct result of this hydrophobic binding of PGG with proline-rich proteins such as
elastin and collagen, even though these arterial ECM proteins were partially degraded or cleaved by
a collagenase and elastase enzyme treatment. PGG has shown to lower the biomechanical stresses
in rodent aneurysm models [21]; however, it is unclear if the increased wall stress, as experienced in
all aneurysm models compared to native abdominal aortas, can lead to reversal of the PGG-protein
binding behavior. Furthermore, it is unclear if PGG binding efficiency is affected by the degree of
arterial ECM damage.

4.3. Limitations

Our in vitro study has several limitations and does not completely replicate the periadventitial [17–19]
or intraluminal routes [22] of PGG administration, so a direct comparison with known elastase AAA
models is not possible. Further, the simulated aneurysmal matrix (group E) is not an exact replica of the
complex ECM degradation observed in human AAA [7,34,61]. The shear components of deformation
were considered negligible during the biaxial tensile experiments, similar to a previous study of the human
abdominal aorta by Vande Geest et al. [37] Nevertheless, shear calculations from planar biaxial testing of
soft tissues are a complex and controversial topic [38,62–64]. Biological tissue specimens begin degrading
within a few hours of incubation in saline at room temperature (21–24 ◦C). It was challenging to maintain
the porcine abdominal aortic specimens in a PGG solution at 37 ◦C for days or weeks, due to the amount of
bacterial growth and its associated tissue deterioration that would take place in the solution. Inclusion of
other chemicals, such as anti-bacterial agents in the PGG solution, may interfere with the overall chemical
reactions and could possibly delay the reaction potential of the polyphenolic compound. In addition, we
would like to clarify that enzyme treated arterial specimens underwent more rapid degradation compared
to the native specimens. Even after thorough saline washes, the enzymatic degradation of the extracellular
matrix continues in vitro (as it is possible for the enzymes to permeate the arterial tissue and continue
the degradation process) and this degradation is maximum at body temperature (37 ◦C). As reported
by Gundiah et al. [30], one hour of enzyme digestion is sufficient to yield significant changes in the
biomechanics in vitro. At 37 ◦C, the remnant enzymes in the arterial tissue matrix could have further
damaged the structural proteins and led to an altered biomechanical state. Therefore, specimen incubation
with PGG at 37 ◦C, being ideal testing conditions, could have produced more arterial matrix damage than
expected in vivo. Further, we found no structural differences between specimens that underwent 12 h vs.
48 h of incubation with PGG solution. Consequently, to minimize changes in the tissue microstructure
due to incubation at 37 ◦C, we opted for 12-hour PGG treatments at 4 ◦C.

The permeation of PGG in the native arterial ECM is a largely unexplored matter. For example,
the permeability of the aneurysmal ECM is likely affected by the poroelastic properties of intraluminal
thrombus, and/or potential biophysical interaction of PGG with the thrombus, thereby leading to several
unknown queries [9–11,61]. Our computational models are also subject to several important limitations.
We did not use a multilayer geometry or a multilayer constitutive material model (e.g., an arterial wall
composed of an adventitia, media, and endothelium). Although the native and aneurysm materials
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show orthotropic behavior, we have implemented a first-order isotropic material model. Using a
transversely isotropic (or orthotropic) or a multilayer Holzapfel–Gasser–Ogden model may improve
the accuracy of the stress estimations of the present work. The FEA models lacked subject-specificity,
although the use of idealized geometries in lieu of non-invasive imaging is properly justified. The
intraluminal pressure loading for the FEA simulations was assumed static and spatially homogenous
rather than pulsatile. The interaction between blood flow and the vessel wall was also ignored. The
wall in the FEA models was impermeable and had a uniform thickness. Many of the limitations in the
computational models are mitigated by the used of idealized geometries, acknowledging that the goal
of the FEA simulations was to analyze the effect of constitutive material properties while maintaining
the abdominal aorta geometry as a control.

5. Conclusions

Due to the absence of adequate non-surgical treatment options for AAA, one possible alternative
is to translate the novel PGG-based treatment from the established rodent models to prospective
large animal models, and ultimately to clinical trials. In a clinical setting, a PGG-based treatment
would be aimed at preventing the progressive increase in aneurysm size and the eventual rupture of
the abdominal aorta. From the present work, we can infer that PGG treatment of enzyme-digested
porcine aortas leads to stabilization of the arterial ECM and restores some of the tissues’ mechanical
characteristics. Future investigations will focus on the tissue microstructural changes that may occur
due to PGG treatment and the potential translation of this work toward an in vivo application.
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Abstract: Heart failure is the leading cause of death worldwide, and the most common cause of heart
failure is ventricular dysfunction. It is well known that the ventricles are anisotropic and viscoelastic
tissues and their mechanical properties change in diseased states. The tissue mechanical behavior
is an important determinant of the function of ventricles. The aim of this paper is to review the
current understanding of the biomechanics of ventricular tissues as well as the clinical significance.
We present the common methods of the mechanical measurement of ventricles, the known ventricular
mechanical properties including the viscoelasticity of the tissue, the existing computational models,
and the clinical relevance of the ventricular mechanical properties. Lastly, we suggest some future
research directions to elucidate the roles of the ventricular biomechanics in the ventricular dysfunction
to inspire new therapies for heart failure patients.

Keywords: myocardium; stiffness; viscoelastic property; anisotropy; fibrosis

1. Introduction

Despite the advances in modern management, heart failure (HF) leads to high mortality and
morbidity in the United States. More than 5 million Americans have HF, and around 550,000 new
cases occur every year [1,2]. It is shown that the lifetime risk for developing HF at the age of 40 years
old is around 20%, and the risk of HF increases with aging. As the number of elderly (≥65 years old)
is expected to grow to 70.3 million in 2030, the prevalence of HF will continue to increase [1,3–5].
Economically, HF is the leading cause of hospitalization [2], with more than $33 billion in expenses
annually in the United States. [1]; and in developed countries, the burden of HF is likely to keep
increasing [4,6].

Ventricle dysfunction is the most common cause of heart failure, including left-sided HF with
preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) and reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF), as well as right-sided HF
secondary to pulmonary hypertension and congenital heart disease (CHD) [7–14]. The malfunction
of the myocardium in these diseases can occur in the left ventricle (LV), right ventricle (RV), or both
ventricles (biventricular HF). It is known that the LV and RV have distinct embryological, geometrical,
and structural properties [15–17], and the mechanism of RV failure is likely to be different than that of
LV failure [18]. However, compared with LV failure, RV failure has been less understood, and it remains
unclear if the two ventricles present similar mechanical behaviors or adaptations in the pathogenesis
of ventricular dysfunction.

It is generally accepted that the mechanical property of the myocardium is an important determinant
of the ventricular function [19,20]. Indeed, changes in the ventricular mechanical properties during
the HF progression have been reported in numerous studies for both LVs and RVs. The alteration
of the extracellular environment can result in the dysfunctions of cardiac cells, and thus the overall
organ function is impaired, which forms a vicious cycle in the maladaptive remodeling of the ventricle.
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Therefore, it is critical to unravel the roles of the tissue biomechanics in the ventricular dysfunction to
inspire new therapies for HF patients. In this review, we will summarize the methodologies of the
mechanical measurement of ventricle free walls, as well as the current understanding of ventricular
mechanical properties including the tissue viscoelasticity, the existing computational models, and the
clinical relevance of the biomechanical properties of ventricles. In particular, we have discussions on
the right ventricle and the dynamic mechanical properties of the tissue—viscoelasticity, both of which
have received less attention in the current research on cardiac biomechanics. Finally, future directions
are suggested to advance the understanding of the biomechanical mechanisms of the heart failure in
systemic and pulmonary circulations.

2. Characterization of the Mechanical Behavior of Ventricles

2.1. Ex Vivo Measurements

The ventricular free wall is known as an anisotropic and viscoelastic material, which means it has
different mechanical behaviors in different directions and presents both elastic and viscous features in
dynamic deformations (Figure 1). Depending on the mechanical behavior to measure, the mechanical
tests can be uniaxial or biaxial (for anisotropic behavior), static or dynamic (for elastic or viscoelastic
behavior), and in different testing conditions (e.g., bath medium, temperature, preconditioning protocol,
removal of residue stress). To obtain the viscoelastic properties, either stress relaxation/creep tests or
cyclic tensile mechanical tests can be used (Figure 2, detailed discussions in 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). Then, the
viscous behavior is quantified to capture the time-, strain rate-, or frequency-dependent character [18].
In this review, we will focus on the macroscopic mechanical measurements, and thus the experimental
methods using atomic force microscopy (AFM) or length-tension tests on the isolated cardiac muscle
(e.g., papillary muscle) or cardiomyocytes are not included.

 
Figure 1. (A)–(B) Stress–strain curves obtained from different directions in isotropic and anisotropic
materials, respectively; (C)–(D) stress–strain curves obtained from loading and unloading periods of
cyclic deformation in nonlinear elastic and viscoelastic materials, respectively.

2.1.1. Preconditioning and Residual Stress Measurement

As needed in other biological tissues’ mechanical tests, preconditioning is often performed prior
to the data acquisition to ensure a constant and accurate mechanical behavior of the tissue [21]. This
procedure has been described in the mechanical tests of cardiac tissues [17,22–29]. The number of
preconditioning cycles in the biaxial/uniaxial tests varied among 5–10 cycles for the animal (canine,
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bovine, and murine) myocardium [17,22,24–29], whereas Sommer et al. and Fatemifar et al. showed
that, after 3–5 cycles, the human heart tissue reached stable biaxial behavior [23,30]. Owing to the
viscoelastic nature of the tissue, a sufficient resting period should be given between the tests. It is
suggested that ten times of the previous mechanical testing period is appropriate for the tissue to be
free from the ‘memory’ of former deformations [31,32].

 

Figure 2. Different mechanical tests for the viscoelastic properties measurement. (A) Stress relaxation
test, (B) creep test, and (C) displacement-controlled cyclic tensile mechanical test. The upper panels
illustrate the mechanical inputs and the lower panels illustrate the mechanical responses of the material
in these tests.

Residual stress is the stress that remains in the tissue after all external loads are removed [33].
The presence of residual stress in myocardium has been observed in both large animal (porcine) and
small animal (rat) ventricles [34–37]. The exact cause of residual stress in biological tissues is not fully
clear, but the different growth rates at different layers or directions of the tissue are likely the reason [36].
Residual stress is generally considered ‘beneficial’ to the tissue. From the study of opening angle in an
arterial ring, it is found that the presence of residual stress leads to a homogenous distribution of the
circumferential wall stress through the vessel thickness [38]. For myocardium, Shi et al. measured
the residual stress by a curling angle characterization and found that the residual stress protected the
ventricle wall by reducing myocardial stress during LV diastolic expansion [34]. The measurement
of residual stress in myocardium is seldom seen in ex vivo mechanical tests and future experimental
studies may consider to include such measurement.

2.1.2. Uniaxial and Biaxial Tensile Mechanical Tests

Uniaxial and biaxial mechanical tests are the most common methods to investigate the ventricular
mechanical property after tissue harvest (Figure 3). While the uniaxial mechanical test offers a quicker
and easier examination of the material mechanical property, the biaxial mechanical test better mimics
the in vivo loading conditions and provides more comprehensive measurements of the anisotropic
mechanical behavior [17,19,20,22,39–41]. Both methods have been used in prior studies of LV and RV
mechanical properties [17,20,22–30,39–46] (please see Table 1 for a summary of these studies).

Furthermore, when the entire cycle of stress–strain data is used (i.e., including loading and
unloading curves), the ventricular viscoelastic behavior can be derived from the hysteresis stress–strain
loop (Figure 4). However, the biaxial measurement of viscoelasticity is less common than the
elasticity measurement and only sporadic studies have examined canine [39], porcine [46], and human
ventricles [23]. Recently, the viscoelasticity of neonatal porcine LVs and RVs was obtained using the
cyclic uniaxial mechanical tests. The myocardial hysteresis was quantified by the ratio of the area
enclosed in the hysteresis loop over the area beneath the loading curve, but the elasticity of these
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ventricles was not quantified [46]. To our knowledge, the first human myocardium viscoelastic behavior
quantified by biaxial testing was reported by Sommer et.al. [23]. Increased stress and hysteresis area
were evident with increased stretch rate (from 3 mm/min to 30 mm/min), but no viscoelastic property
(e.g., elasticity or viscosity) was quantified from these biaxial tests.

 
Figure 3. Diagrams of the uniaxial (left) and biaxial (right) tissue mechanical tests. Dashed rectangles
illustrate the deformed configurations of the sample after the mechanical stretch.

 
Figure 4. Hysteresis stress–strain loop obtained from the cyclic tensile mechanical tests. Triangle or
sinusoidal mechanical loadings are typically applied during the cyclic stretches. (A)–(B) Representative
strain and stress curves as a function of time in the tensile mechanical test; (C) representative hysteresis
loop derived from the synchronized stresses and strains in (A) and (B).

2.1.3. Stress Relaxation and Creep Tests

Stress relaxation and creep tests are traditional methods to measure the viscoelasticity of soft
tissues such as tendon, cartilage, and heart valves [47–53]. The stress relaxation test is the recording of
a time-dependent stress reduction under a fixed strain/stretch, whereas the creep test is the recording
of a time-dependent strain increase under a constant stress/load (Figure 2) [18]. These methods have
been applied to the myocardium or papillary muscle [23,54–58], although slightly different testing
protocols and conditions were adopted (please see Table 2).
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2.2. In Vivo Measurements

The ex vivo measurement discussed above can provide better controls of the experimental
conditions (e.g., the strain rage, cardiac muscle tone) and eliminate the interference of physiological
factors (e.g., blood pressure, heart rate, hormone levels) in the mechanical properties of the ventricle
tissues. However, the ex vivo tests require tissue removal and are often limited by the contractile state
of cardiomyocytes (passive only) and the configuration of the tissue (non-physiological stretches in the
biaxial directions). Therefore, the in vivo measurements could provide useful information of the tissue
mechanical behavior that is absent in the ex vivo conditions.

2.2.1. The Elasticity Measurement

At the whole-organ level, pressure–volume (PV) loop measurement (Figure 5) is the gold standard
to assess the ventricle performance invasively by inserting a PV catheter into the ventricle lumen [19].
The end-diastolic pressure–volume relation (EDPVR) derived from the steady-state PV loops is often
used to represent the ventricular passive stiffness. Similarly, diastolic stiffness can also be estimated by
the ratio of end-diastolic pressure (EDP) to end-diastolic volume (EDV) [59,60]. In addition, chamber
compliance, which is the ratio of ventricular volume change over pressure change during a cardiac
cycle (ΔV/ΔP), has also been used to describe the ventricle stiffness [61–63]. Another type of ventricular
elastance, end-systolic pressure-volume relation (ESPVR or Ees), can be derived from a serious PV loops
during a temporal vena cava occlusion or estimated by other formulas with a single beat technique.
Ees is considered a measure of load-independent contractility of the ventricle [64]. However, this
parameter has also been viewed as an index of systolic stiffness of the ventricle [59,60].

 
Figure 5. Diagram of the pressure–volume (PV) loop obtained from cardiac catheterization. The
loop in solid line denotes a steady-state PV loop, whereas the loop in dotted line denotes a transient
loop obtained by brief vena cava occlusion to reduce the ventricle filling. ESPVR: end-systolic
pressure-volume relationship; EDPVR: end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship.

Non-invasively, cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) and speckle-tracking echocardiography
(STE) are alternative methods to measure the myocardial performance [65–67]. Depend on the imaging
technique, 3D geometry is reconstructed and the strain and strain rate are then calculated as the
indicators of ventricle stiffness. The in vivo 3D strain analyses can be achieved by applying a so-called
hyperelastic warping method to various types of medical images such as cine CMR or echocardiography,
from which global or regional myocardial strain can be calculated [68–70]. The hyperelastic warping
method is a deformable image registration technique, which uses a deformable finite element mesh to
register the target image to the reference image. The reference image is typically selected as the image
at the end-diastole [71,72]. Then, the 3D deformation of the ventricular geometry can be derived over
a cardiac cycle, and the strains in different directions (longitudinal, circumferential, and radial) are
calculated [70–73]. This technique is powerful because it enables the measurement of the myocardial
strain temporally and spatially, and both ventricles can be examined at the same time to further
investigate the ventricular interactions in HF patients. These strain measurements could potentially
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offer new diagnostic or prognostic indices for LV or RV dysfunction [70,74]. However, it should be
noted that the strain is essentially a measure of relevant deformation of the ventricular chamber, and
such deformation is affected by both the passive stiffness and active contraction of the ventricular wall.
Therefore, it is not a direct measurement of ventricular stiffness.

The direct non-invasive measurement of ventricular stiffness (e.g., elastic modulus) can be obtained
by magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) [75,76]. MRE is a phase contrast magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) technique. The underlying principle of this imaging method is based on the fact that
the different stiffness of a material generates different shear wave length. With an induction of shear
waves in the tissue region of interest, the waves are encoded in the phase of MR image and the wave
images can be converted to the stiffness maps with temporal and spatial information included. MRE
has been investigated in animals and a couple of clinical studies to study the effect of myocardial
infarction, aging, hypertension, or hypertrophic cardiomyopathy on cardiac stiffness. A good review
of MRE in cardiovascular tissues is given by Khan et. al [75]. However, although the methodology
has been validated in animals with the gold standard PV loop, the elastic moduli reported in human
subjects (<12 kPa) are much lower than the values reported in animals or in ex vivo measurements
(in hundreds of kPa) [75]. Thus, more work is warranted in this area.

Finally, with the combination of medical imaging and computational modeling such as finite
element methods, it is also possible to estimate the ventricular material properties using ‘inverse
modeling’ [77–82]. These computational methods are briefly reviewed in the works of [83–85].

2.2.2. The Viscoelasticity Measurement

The viscoelasticity of ventricles has been occasionally reported with the measurement of cyclic
stress–strain relations. Some early studies measured the viscoelasticity of the LV from healthy canine
and human hearts by individual measurements of pressure and volume in vivo [86–88]. Briefly, cardiac
catheterization was performed and a micromanometer was introduced into the LV to measure the
pressure. In the meanwhile, echocardiogram was performed and the endocardial diameter and the
posterior wall thickness were recorded. These data were synchronized and further used to calculate
the meridional wall stress and midwall strain during the diastolic phase. Viscoelastic properties in the
‘passive’ state of the LV were then derived from the nonlinear stress–strain curve using an empirical
model of viscoelasticity. Interestingly, these studies were all published in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
and there is no further investigation of the in vivo measurement of ventricular viscoelasticity.

2.3. Basic Behavior of Ventricles—Tissue with Anisotropy and Viscoelasticity

2.3.1. Anisotropic Behavior of Ventricles

The characterization of the anisotropic behavior of ventricles is highly dependent on the definition
of the biaxial coordinate system. To date, there are two main types of coordinate systems: the main fiber
and cross-fiber coordinate system [17,30,44], and the outflow tract and cross-outflow tract coordinate
system [20,29,40]. Using the former coordinate system, it is consistently observed that the tissue
behaves stiffer in the fiber direction compared with the cross-fiber direction [22]. However, the degrees
of anisotropy in the ventricles are not consistent among observations. Sacks et al. reported that the
canine RV had greater anisotropy than the LV [17]. Similarly, Ahmad et al. found that the neonatal
porcine RV had significantly greater anisotropy than the LV in different anatomic regions [89]. However,
Javani et al. reported that the ovine LV was more anisotropic than the RV [44]. Ghaemi et al. reported
that both LV and RV were anisotropic, but there was no comparison between these chambers [22].
Therefore, there is no consensus about the difference in anisotropic behavior between a healthy LV and
RV. The discrepancies may depend on the age and species of samples, methods of tissue selection and
preparation and testing protocols. Besides, it has been noted that the determination of the main fiber
direction is challenging and could induce variations in the anisotropic behavior as well [17].
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Using the second coordinate system, Valdez-Jasso et al. found that the rat RV had greater stiffness
in the outflow tract direction compared with the cross-outflow tract direction [29], and Hill et al. found
that the degree of rat RV anisotropy increased in the pressure overload state [40].

2.3.2. Viscoelastic Behavior of Ventricles

The viscoelastic property of a material is manifested by the non-overlapping of loading and
unloading stress–strain curves over an entire cycle [18]. Such behavior has been observed for both LV
and RV tissues [18,39,90], which implies that the ventricular elasticity (or stiffness) is dependent on the
strain rate, and there is energy loss during the cyclic deformation owing to the viscous property of the
ventricle. Particularly, Ahmad et al. found that the neonatal porcine LV had greater viscoelasticity than
the RV, and both ventricles exhibited greater viscoelasticity at the mean-fiber direction compared with
the cross-fiber direction [46]. Sommer et al. measured the viscoelastic property of various diseased
human LVs, and their findings also showed a larger hysteresis in the mean-fiber direction than the
cross-fiber direction [23]. Our own recent study in ovine RVs showed that the chronic pressure overload
increased hysteresis (viscosity) in both directions (unpublished data (Figure 6)).

 
Figure 6. Change in the right ventricle (RV) viscosity after three-month pressure elevation in adult
sheep. Pressure elevation was induced by pulmonary artery constriction (PAC). (A) Viscosity is defined
as the loop width (w) at the 50% of the maximal stress of the loop; (B) Loop width normalized by the
average loop width of the control RVs in the individual direction. CTL: control; PAC: pulmonary artery
constriction. * p < 0.05 vs. CTL in the same direction.

2.4. Computational Modeling of Ventricular Biomechanics

Both empirical models and constitutive models have been applied to characterize the nonlinear,
biaxial mechanical behavior of ventricles. Because of the nonlinear, ‘J’-shaped stress–strain curve,
the use of an exponential component is common in empirical models. However, these models provide
little information on the relations of physical quantities or physiological conditions of the tissue, and
thus constitutive models are developed to better describe the myocardium tissue mechanics [42].
With certain assumptions (hyperelasticity, incompressibility, homogeneity, and so on), a strain energy
function is defined to relate the mechanical loadings (stress) to the geometry changes (strain). The
determination of the strain energy function is the key in constitutive models. On the basis of the model
parameters included in the strain energy function, different materials’ properties can then be derived.
A thorough review of the modeling for tissues biaxial mechanical properties can be found in the works
of [41,42].

Classic empirical models to describe the tissue viscoelasticity are composed of springs and
dashpots that represent the elastic and viscous behaviors, respectively. The two basic models of
these are also known as the Maxwell model (consisting of a spring and a dashpot in series) and
Kelvin–Voight model (consisting of a spring and a dashpot arranged in parallel). Different combinations
of the spring and dashpot elements have been used to describe the ventricle and papillary muscle
viscoelasticity. For example, a spring connected to two Maxwell elements in parallel was used to form
a 1D viscoelastic model for the papillary muscle of the LV [58]. An elastic term and a viscous term
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in parallel were used to describe the viscoelasticity of the LV in different conditions [39,87,88,91,92].
In the constitutive models of ventricular viscoelasticity, a finite element analysis with orthotropic
viscoelastic model has been used to describe the passive myocardium viscoelastic behavior [93].
Another option to represent the viscoelastic behavior is by the hereditary (or convolution) integral
with a strain-dependent Prony series, which has been found to successfully capture the strain- and
time-dependent behavior in non-cardiovascular tissues [51,94–96]. A nice review of constitutive models
of cardiac tissue viscoelasticity can be found in the literature [93,97,98].

3. Biomechanical Changes of Ventricles in Heart Failure Development

Heart failure is associated with extensive remodeling of the tissue involving changes in extracellular
matrix (ECM) (e.g., fibrosis or accumulation of collagen), recruitment of inflammatory cells (e.g.,
macrophage infiltration), upregulated oxidative stress (e.g., increased ROS), and altered metabolic
activity (e.g., increased glycolysis) [99–102]. These changes not only lead to the malfunction of various
cells in the myocardium, but also result in the impairment in the mechanical and hemodynamic
functions of the organ. Because of our focus on the biomechanical behavior of the ventricle in this
review, we will restrict our discussions to the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins (particularly collagen)
as they are the main determinant of mechanical properties including viscoelasticity [18,92,103].

The myocardium ECM consists of proteins such as collagen, elastin, fibronectin, proteoglycan,
and laminin. Among these molecules, collagen is the most abundant ECM protein in the adult heart,
with at least five different types of collagen (I, III, IV, V, and VI) that have been identified [104]. Types
IV and V collagen are mostly found in the basement membrane of the cardiomyocytes, and types I
and III collagen are the main constituents in the ECM: type I collagen represents 75%~80% of total
collagen content and type III collagen represents approximately 15%~20% of the total collagen [100].
The collagen metabolism, that is, the balance of collagen synthesis and degradation, is regulated by the
mechanical loadings (i.e., pressure-overload, volume-overload) and leads to rapid changes in cardiac
ECM and mechanical properties [105–107].

Ventricular fibrosis (i.e., collagen accumulation) is frequently observed in cardiac remodeling in
both LV failure and RV failure [104,108,109], and the cessation of the accumulation or cross-linking
of collagen has been shown to reverse the maladaptive remodeling and improve ventricular
function [107,110,111]. However, the story about collagen accumulation is not as simple as firstly
viewed if more aspects are considered. For example, in the late stage of HF with LV dilation and
wall thinning, conflicting results are given in collagen metabolism: some report that (type I) collagen
is degraded and the extent of collagen cross-linking is reduced [106,112,113], whereas other report
elevated collagen content or cross-linking [111,114]. In response to pressure overload, the findings on
LV collagen deposition are not consistent either: increased collagen [115], decreased collagen [116,117],
and no change in collagen [118] in the ventricles were all reported. During the progression of RV
dysfunction in pulmonary hypertension, the total collagen was increased with respect to time, but the
percentage of collagen cross-linking was decreased [61]. This suggests that the role of collagen content
and cross-linking in RV dysfunction may be different. Overall, the variations in collagen deposition
depending on the etiology or the specific phase of the heart disease development suggest that collagen
metabolism is a key factor contributing to the heterogeneity of the heart failure. Therefore, further
examination of the collagen metabolism in LV/RV failure progression is required.

While these previous studies investigated the role of fibrosis in the HF progression, the link of
collagen deposition to the mechanical changes is another open area of research. Some biomechanical
studies have quantified both biaxial mechanical properties and collagen/myo-fiber orientation in the
ventricle (mouse RV, infarcted LV) [23,29,45]. However, how the collagen orientation or total amount is
correlated with the ventricular anisotropy or elasticity remains unknown. We recently exposed the
ovine RVs to pressure overload using a pulmonary artery constriction model. The chronic remodeling
of the RV led to increased collagen deposition. More interestingly, we observed a larger increase in
type III collagen than in type I collagen (unpublished data) (Figure 7). Further investigations on the
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structure–function relations of the ventricles in different physiological conditions will provide more
insights into the role of fibrosis in heart failure development.

 

 
Figure 7. Collagen accumulation in hypertensive ovine RVs. (A)–(B) Representative histology images
of the Picro Sirius Red staining of RVs in control and hypertensive groups, respectively; (C) Increase in
type III collagen in the hypertensive RVs. CTL: control; PAC: pulmonary artery constriction. † p = 0.05
vs. CTL.

4. Clinical Relevance of Ventricular Mechanical Alterations

4.1. Significance of Ventricular Stiffening in Heart Failure

In chronic heart diseases, the myocardial structure and morphology changes lead to the stiffening
of the ventricles [7–9,119–121]. These mechanical changes are considered as the changes in the
passive mechanical behavior of the tissue, which is often related to the diastolic dysfunction [87,122].
The stiffening of the ventricle impedes the filling of blood during diastole, and thus leads to an increased
filling pressure (EDP) at the same chamber volume. This is a key mechanism for the progression
of LV dysfunction, particularly in heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) [122,123].
Recently, it was further demonstrated that the increase in passive stiffness proceeds the LV diastolic
dysfunction [124]. Consequently, reducing LV stiffness has become one therapeutic target for HFpEF
patients [125]. Ventricular stiffening also occurs in other conditions such as hypertension, aging, and
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [59,75], and the former two conditions are well-known risk factors of
heart failure.

In addition, the increased passive stiffness could result in an increase in stiffness during the
systolic contraction, which is why the age-related increases in Ees (ESPVR, the elastance at systole)
and EDPVR are correlated, regardless of the changes in arterial load [60]. While Ees is considered as a
measure of ventricular contractility, it is possible that the systolic function of the ventricle is affected by
the passive stiffness. Indeed, reduced LV strains in the longitudinal and circumferential directions
have been reported in HFpEF patients compared with normal and hypertensive heart disease patients,
which indicates the stiffening of the LV. Furthermore, these strains were correlated to the LV systolic
function (ejection fraction), but not the diastolic function (E’ or E/E’), suggesting a link of the LV
strain (indicator of stiffness) with the systolic performance [126]. However, whether and how the
systolic function is altered by the increased passive stiffness in different etiologies of LV failure remains
largely unexplored.

Finally, the stiffening of LV could impact on the pulmonary circulation as well. Pulmonary edema
and elevation in pulmonary venous pressures are observed as a result of the backward transmission
of elevated left-sided pressures into the pulmonary circulation. This leads to the development of
post-capillary pulmonary hypertension (PH), which is commonly found in HFpEF patients [127].
Therefore, both ventricles become dysfunctional, and this is probably why HFpEF is a more challenging
type of heart failure to manage.

RV stiffening is consistently observed in a variety of PH etiologies as well as left-sided
heart failure. Using non-invasive echocardiography, reduced RV longitudinal strains have been
reported in pre-capillary PH (pulmonary arterial hypertension) patients and PH patients with other
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etiologies [128–130]. Increased RV stiffness was frequently reported in the preclinical studies of PH via
the ex vivo tissue mechanical tests [20,29,40]. However, the impact of RV stiffening in the ventricular
performance is rarely investigated. Recently, a correlation of RV longitudinal elastic modulus and the
end-diastolic volume (EDV) was found in rodent RVs during PH development [20]. This is the first
study to correlate the RV mechanics to the hemodynamic function of the organ. In another study of
patient-specific biventricular constitutive modeling, a ratio of RVEDV/LVEDV was found to increase
with increased RV free wall stiffness in PH patients, and this new index was strongly and inversely
correlated with the RV peak contractility [131]. A following study from the same group suggested that
this index can be used to estimate RV contractility [74]. Therefore, in both the left and right sides of the
heart, the passive mechanical behavior is linked to the diastolic function as well as the contractility of
the ventricle. This suggests that the improvement in the tissue mechanics may be a therapeutic target
for heart failure patients.

4.2. Significance of Altered Ventricular Viscoelasticity in Heart Failure

The viscoelastic properties of the ventricle can impact the in vivo function. To date, the discussion
of the relevance of ventricular viscoelasticity is mainly restricted to the diastolic function. Firstly,
because the viscoelastic property is strain-rate dependent and because the early and later diastole
have different filling rates, the diastolic function of the ventricle is time-dependent [86,87,132,133].
Furthermore, evidence has shown that the viscoelasticity of the ventricle changes from normal to
diseased states. Increased viscosity of the LV has been reported in different types of patients (severe
aortic regurgitation, congestive cardiomyopathy with preserved and reduced ejection fraction) with
dilated, hypertrophy LVs [86]. Our preliminary data in pressure-overloaded ovine RVs also showed an
increased viscosity in both biaxial directions compared with the healthy RVs (Figure 6). While these
data indicate a change of tissue viscoelasticity in HF progression, the exact role of the viscous property
in the ventricular function is not well understood.

5. Future Directions

It is well accepted that the passive mechanical properties of the ventricle are important for the
diastolic function, and thus heart diseases with a change in myocardial mechanical properties are often
associated with diastolic dysfunction [134–138]. However, if and how much of the systolic function
is affected by the passive mechanical properties remain unclear. Second, the energy consumption
of the tissue could also be affected by the mechanical properties of the tissue (e.g., viscosity) as the
cyclic deformation involves energy storage, release, and dissipation. It is thus necessary to explore
the energy consumption at the tissue level and how the use of energy at the organ/tissue level is
related to the metabolism of individual cardiomyocytes. Overall, the comprehensive understanding
of the relationship between the mechanical behavior and the ventricle performance awaits further
investigations. Third, the research on ventricular viscoelasticity has been limited in the current
literature. Future studies should characterize the viscoelastic properties of the ventricles at different
physiological and pathological conditions and elucidate the role of acellular and cellular components
in tissue viscoelastic properties. Finally, the RV, known as the ‘forgotten chamber’, has been less
investigated compared with the left compartment. The understanding of the mechanical properties of
the RV and their changes in RV failure progression will deepen the insights of the pathogenesis of RV
failure or biventricular failure.
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Abstract: Designing protective systems for the human head—and, hence, the brain—requires
understanding the brain’s microstructural response to mechanical insults. We present the behavior
of wet and dry porcine brain undergoing quasi-static and high strain rate mechanical deformations
to unravel the effect of hydration on the brain’s biomechanics. Here, native ‘wet’ brain samples
contained ~80% (mass/mass) water content and ‘dry’ brain samples contained ~0% (mass/mass)
water content. First, the wet brain incurred a large initial peak stress that was not exhibited by the
dry brain. Second, stress levels for the dry brain were greater than the wet brain. Third, the dry
brain stress–strain behavior was characteristic of ductile materials with a yield point and work
hardening; however, the wet brain showed a typical concave inflection that is often manifested by
polymers. Finally, finite element analysis (FEA) of the brain’s high strain rate response for samples
with various proportions of water and dry brain showed that water played a major role in the initial
hardening trend. Therefore, hydration level plays a key role in brain tissue micromechanics, and the
incorporation of this hydration effect on the brain’s mechanical response in simulated injury scenarios
or virtual human-centric protective headgear design is essential.

Keywords: porcine brain; mechanical behavior; hydration effects; Split-Hopkinson pressure bar;
micromechanics; finite element analysis

1. Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI), due to mechanical impact to the head, is a leading cause of death
and life-long disability in the United States. Around 5.3 million Americans currently have long-term
disabilities after sustaining a TBI [1]. In the United States, direct and indirect medical costs related to
TBI amounted to an estimated $60 billion for the year 2000 alone [2]. Thus, TBI’s profound impact on
our society necessitates effective protective measures to curb consequent injuries and disabilities [3].
Ostensibly, to design protective equipment for the brain requires an understanding of its mechanical
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response during injurious loading conditions. Thus, microstructural investigation of the relationship
between tissue hydration, cellular structure, and mechanical impact at various strain rates is critical to
effective comprehension and modeling of underlying TBI mechanisms.

In the 1940s, pioneering work on the mechanical properties of brain parenchyma asserted that
shear strain had a significant influence on brain trauma during an impact or at finite deformations [4,5].
Motivated by the shear strain theory, a number of subsequent studies on brain mechanical properties
concentrated on shear experiments [6] and quantifying shear properties [7–10]. The strain rates for the
experiments ranged from quasi-static to moderate strain rates (0.001–60 s−1) and revealed a nonlinear
stress–strain behavior. Hence, the brain was treated as a soft engineering material. A seminal study
by Estes and McElhaney [11] on brain specimens under quasi-static compression showed a similar
nonlinear response (with stiffening stress–strain behavior). In more recent studies, extensive shear tests
were performed on human brains in the strain rate range of 0.1–90 s−1 [12]. Their results confirmed the
earlier nonlinear stress–strain behavior.

Motivation to understand the role of axonal fibers (brain white matter) spurred a series of shear
relaxation experiments on brain and brain stem materials, which showed strain-rate dependent
behavior at quasi-static rates [13]. Furthermore, their studies noted the anisotropic nature of a brain
due to the presence of axonal fibers, mainly in the quasi-static regime with the white matter being
stiffer than grey matter [14]. White matter’s greater stiffness was attributed to the fibrous texture of
axons. Essentially, the difference in stiffness of white and grey matter contributed to the variation of
stress–strain behaviors in the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brain stem especially at strains larger than
20% [15–17].

Similar nonlinear (hardening) mechanical behavior was also observed in tensile studies conducted
at the turn of the 21th century [18,19]. The strain rates that were employed were in the quasi-static
regime showing a high strain rate sensitivity. In another tensile response study, in-vitro testing on a
cultured human brain showed subsequent swelling of neurons similar to that observed in the rat’s
brains after a TBI [20]. The axonal fibers demonstrated a delayed elastic response after an initial
dynamic stretch injury. The evolution of this elastic response involved immediate undulations of
axonal fibers after the dynamic stretch injury, which was followed by a slow reversion to its original
shape (straight orientation) within an hour [21].

More recently, moderately-high-strain-rate compression tests showed a minor dependence on the
heterogeneity of brain for strain rates greater than 40 s−1 [22]. Other noteworthy research established
the premise for the onset of TBI in in-vitro brain tissue cultures in strains larger than 20% at strain rates
greater than 40 s−1 [20,23,24]. Consequently, in the current study, strain rates greater than 50 s−1 were
treated as high rate.

Initial hardening from the high strain rate behavior of soft biological materials was not
evident in the quasi-static behavior where the stress monotonically increased as the deformation
proceeded [18,19,22,25]. However, moderately high strain rate data (10–70 s−1) of the human liver
tissue were predominantly marked with an initial hardening trend that was followed by a softening
and then further hardening at larger strains [26]. Some studies argued that the initial hardening was
due to inertial effects and asserted that an annular geometry of the specimen averted the inertial effects
and guaranteed a uniform stress-state [27,28]. However, in a recent study on the dynamic response of
the brain, part of the inertial effects was shown to be intrinsic to the material and that non-uniform
stress-states were realized in the material [29]. As a major component of the brain, water proved
crucial in instigating the initial hardening [29,30]. To date, no researcher has analyzed the effect of
the amount of water within the brain that has undergone high impact loads. Cheng and Bilston [31]
did show that the quasi-static viscoelastic properties of brain white matter arose from the solid matrix
with the interstitial fluid’s migration in the white matter, providing the short-term elastic response,
and modeled the white matter’s response using a poroviscoelastic (PVE) model. However, the work of
Cheng and Bilston [31] did not directly address the hydration effects at higher strain rates.
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The contribution of our current study is the quantification of the difference in the mechanical
properties of the wet and dry brain at quasi-static and high strain rates. We then present the
micromechanics of brain’s high rate deformation, based on a mixture theory of water and dehydrated
brain, through finite element (FE) simulations. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the materials and
methods employed in the experiments. Section 2.3 describes the theory employed in the experiments,
and Section 2.4 presents the statistical methodology employed for experimental data. Section 2.5
presents the theory for micromechanics and gives an overview of the Split-Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB) FE simulations used to evaluate the micromechanics of water included in the brain and
the dry brain in the specimen. Section 3 presents the results and the corresponding discussion.
Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

The experimental procedures involved in this study used in vitro porcine samples, the protocol
for which were approved by the Office of Regulatory Compliance and Safety (ORSC) at Mississippi
State University (MSU), Mississippi State, MS, 39762. The IACUC approval number is 11-048.

2.1. Sample Preparation

Intact porcine heads from healthy males were collected from a local abattoir and transported to
a necropsy laboratory (Mississippi State University College of Veterinary Medicine). Porcine brains
were extracted from each skull and stored in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution to minimize
dehydration and degradation. Test specimens were prepared via scalpel incision through the corpus
callosum to separate the two hemispheres. A stainless-steel cylindrical die was then used to dissect
brain material through the sagittal plane of each hemisphere, producing cylindrical test specimens
with the sulci and gyri characterizing the superior surface. Each test specimen consisted of gray and
white matter. The average initial height of the test specimens was 15 mm while the average initial
diameter was 30 mm. Brain extractions and dissection required approximately one hour for completion,
and all compression experiments were conducted within three hours post-mortem [25]. For making
‘dry brain’ specimens, surgically extracted cylindrical porcine brain samples were lyophilized using a
Freezone™ 1-liter benchtop freeze dryer (LABCONCO ®) for approximately 48 hours under 0.1 Pa and
−50 ◦C. The lyophilizing process evaporated the water in the brain, giving the lyophilized parenchyma.
Before testing, a 30 mm diameter die was used to dissect the lyophilized tissue specimens with an
average thickness of 15 mm. Details of the samples obtained and porcine brains used along with
testing conditions are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Details of samples, animal brain numbers, and testing conditions at each strain rate

Strain Rate
(s−1)

Wet/Dry
Number of

Samples
Number of

Animals/Porcine Brains
Temperature

(◦C)
Pressure (MPa)

0.00625 Wet 6 3 20.85 0.1
0.025 Wet 7 4 20.85 0.1

0.1 Wet 16 7 20.85 0.1
50 Wet 6 3 20.85 0.1

250 Wet 4 2 20.85 0.1
450 Wet 5 2 20.85 0.1
550 Wet 7 3 20.85 0.1
750 Wet 4 2 20.85 0.1

0.00625 Dry 4 2 20.85 0.1
0.1 Dry 5 3 20.85 0.1
250 Dry 4 2 20.85 0.1

Total 68 33
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2.2. Testing Apparatuses

2.2.1. Mach-1™ for Quasi-static Testing of the Wet Brain

The MACH-1™Micromechanical Testing System (BIOMOMENTUM, Quebec), Universal Motion
Controller/Driver—Model ESP300 and load cell amplifier were used for the quasi-static compression
experiments (Figure 1). The 1 kg (10 N) load cell had a resolution of 0.50 mg and was included with
the Mach-1™Micromechanical Testing System (BIOMOMENTUM, Quebec) to meet the sensitivity
requirements for testing porcine brain tissue (~80% water content, referred to as wet brain) [32].
A circular platen with an estimated diameter of 50 mm was also selected to accommodate the smaller
cross-sectional area of the test specimens [25]. In addition, a stainless-steel chamber was fabricated
for housing test specimens immersed in 0.01 M PBS, prior to testing to minimize tissue dehydration.
The samples were tested to their failure strains at applied strain rates of 0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1 s−1.

 

 
Figure 1. (a) Quasi-static compression test on the porcine brain using the Mach-1™Micromechanical
Testing System (BIOMOMENTUM, Quebec). (b) Wet porcine samples were immersed in 0.1 M neutral
buffered PBS during quasi-static compression at strain rates of 0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1 s−1.

2.2.2. Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) for High Strain Rate Testing of Wet and Dry Brain Specimens

The Split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) comprises a striker bar, an incident bar, and a transmitted
bar (Figure 2) [33–35] (see Appendix B). For both wet and dry brain, each specimen (30 mm diameter,
15 mm thickness) was placed between the incident and transmitted bars. The striker bar was then
propelled at a specified velocity via a pneumatic device, hitting the incident bar and causing compression
on the specimen lodged between the two aforementioned bars, which were instrumented with strain
gauges to collect the corresponding data. The experimental setup consisted of DAQ modules, strain
gauges, a laser speed meter, a pressure release valve, and polycarbonate bars (Figure 2). The strain gauge
data was processed using David Viscoelastic software [29,36,37]. Using the SHPB apparatus, wet brain
specimens were tested at 50, 250, 450, 550, and 750 s−1, and dry brain specimens were tested at 250 s−1.
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Figure 2. Overview of the Split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) used to conduct high-strain-rate tests
on porcine brain specimens. Strain rates ranged from 50 to 750 s−1.

2.2.3. Instron™5568 for Quasi-Static Testing of the Dry Brain

Quasi-static rate compression tests on the lyophilized porcine brain were performed using an
Instron™ 5869 load frame (Figure 3). Due to the stiffer nature of the lyophilized dry brain, a larger
load cell capacity (1 kN) was needed when compared to wet brain testing, and hence an Instron™
5869 was used instead of the Mach-1™. Lyophilized brain specimens were cylindrical in geometry
with a diameter of 15 mm (1 mm tolerance) and a height of 8 mm (2 mm tolerance), which was
measured using digital calipers (Mitutoyo 500-752-10 CD-6” PSX). The strain was recorded using an
Instron™ mechanical extensometer, which was used to control the strain rates of the experiments.
Post-processing of the data was performed using Bluehill software (Instron™) at strain rates of 0.00625,
0.025, and 0.1 s−1. Video imaging using LaVision™ software was also recorded on tests at strain rates of
0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1 s−1 to investigate the onset of barreling in samples and found that no barreling
was observed up to 40% true strain (Figure 4).

 
Figure 3. Instron™ 5869 configuration used for compression testing of lyophilized (dry) porcine brain
samples at strain rates ranging from 0.00625 to 0.1 s−1.
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Figure 4. Plot of true stress–strain behavior for the lyophilized (dry) brain at a strain rate of 0.1 s−1.
The images show the deformation of the specimen during testing. The specimen started to barrel above
40% true stain. The water content in the specimen was 0% m/m.

2.3. Stress–Strain Experimental Data

Determining the true stress–strain behavior for the porcine brain at quasi-static rates were
performed using standard procedures and formulations [38]. While testing wet and dry brain samples,
using the Mach-I and Instron™ 5869 machines, respectively; precautions were taken to ensure a uniform
stress state during testing. The LaVision™ video/software suite was used to ensure that the data
measured were under a uniform cross-sectional area of the specimen and hence uniform stress state.
For high strain rate tests using the SHPB, stress–strain calculations were made using standard wave
theory equations. A detailed discussion on wave theory and its application to the SHPB is presented
by Gary et al. [36] and Prabhu et al. [29,37].

During analysis, the tangent modulus was calculated based on the slope of the stress–strain
response at 5% strain, the elastic–inelastic transition stress were determined based on the yield stress
at high strain rates, and the quasi-static wet brain data was asserted to have elastic–inelastic behavior
subsequent to 5% strain.

2.4. Statistical Analysis of the Experimental Data

Statistical analyses of three parameters, namely the tangent modulus, elastic–inelastic transition
stress (σp or σt), and the true strain at σp or σt at various strain rates were conducted using the SigmaStat
3.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method was used for
statistical analysis on the three parameters, with a Holm-Sidak test being used for post-hoc comparisons.
The mechanical difference at various strain rates, for a particular parameter, was considered to be
statistically significant when p < 0.05.

2.5. Finite Element Simulation-Based Micromechanics of the Dry Brain and Water

FE simulations of the SHPB setup were similar to the experimental SHPB setup (Figure 5a). An FE
simulation was initialized by allowing the striker bar to be set in motion. The speed of the striker
corresponded to that of the SHPB experiment. As the striker bar came into contact with the incident
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bar, stress waves that arose from the striker bar propagated through the incident bar. Part of the wave
traveled through the sample and part was reflected back into the incident bar. The applied striker bar
speed and the resulting pressure became the boundary conditions for the FE simulations of the whole
SHPB set-up with a reduced integration formulation and default hourglass controls. In all, the number
of elements included in the SHPB FE model was 47,300, and the type of elements used were regular
hexahedrons. The striker, incident and transmitted bars were treated as elastic materials. The Young’s
Modulus and Poisson’s ratio were 2391.2 MPa and 0.36, respectively. Figure 5a gives an overview
of the FE model that simulated the SHPB test. The FE simulation sample elements were randomly
assigned materials properties of water and dry brain (Figure 5b) such that the effective mass of the
water and dry brain elements in the specimen varied from 20% to 80% m/m. Table 2 gives the FE
simulation cases from the combination of water and dry brain. Here, a micromechanics approach of
calculating the total average stress of the specimen from the component level stresses, that is, of water
and the dry brain was implemented.

 

Figure 5. (a) A schematic of the finite element (FE) set up for Split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) tests
and (b) FE simulation sample dimensions, with a sample having 20% (m/m) water and 80% (m/m) dry
brain. The water content in the dry brain is ~0% (m/m). Local loading direction (negative z-direction)
true stress–strain responses of (c) water and (d) dry brain. Mixture theory was applied to obtain the
entire sample’s mechanical response.

An Equation of State (EOS) was used to define the material property of water. The EOS assumed
the Hugoniot form of Mie-Gruneisen’s EOS [39]. The expression for the EOS used for water in the FE
model is as follows in Equation (1)

Us = c0 + sUp (1)

where Us is the wave velocity, Up the particle velocity and c0 and s are constants of the linear relationship
of the wave velocity and particle velocity. A specific material model, MSU TP 1.1 [40], was used to capture
the elastic and inelastic response of the dry brain material. A summary of the constitutive equations is
shown in Table 3 (see Appendix A for additional details). The constitutive model (MSU TP Ver. 1.1)
presented in this paper captures both the instantaneous and longer-term large deformation processes
and could admit microstructural features within the internal state variables. With the microstructural
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features, we can use our internal state variable model so that eventually history effects could be captured
and predicted. In the absence of the microstructural features, other constitutive models should be
able to show the stress state under the high-rate loadings exhibited here since no varying history was
induced. A one-dimensional version of the material model, MSU TP Ver. 1.1, was implemented in
MATLAB [41] to obtain the material point simulator. The material point simulator was then optimized to
calibrate the material model constants to the high strain rate experimental data of the dry brain at 250 s−1

(Figure A2). The values for the material constants for MSU TP 1.1 are shown in Table 4, Figure 5c,d
give the local representative mechanical responses of water and dry brain, respectively. They denote
the local elemental response for the FE model specimen consisting of a mixture of water and dry brain.
Initially, a mesh refinement study for the FE model was also conducted to analyze the convergence of
ABAQUS/Explicit solutions [42]. Figure 6. shows the simulation results of the incident and transmitted
strain measurements at different mesh resolutions, respectively. Figure 6. also illustrates that meshes
with 4703 and 12,432 elements did not converge, but the FE solutions with 47,300 elements and higher
converged. FE simulations were then used in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT [42] to further analyze the different
combinations of water and dry brain, similar to the way a specimen would undergo deformation during
a SHPB experiment. The specimen geometry used for conducting FE simulations was cylindrical with a
radius of 15 mm. The thickness of the cylindrical specimen was 15 mm.

 

Figure 6. Comparison plots from the FEA mesh refinement study, which shows the strain measures for
the (a) incident and reflected wave and (b) transmitted wave. The element type considered for this
study was regular hexahedral. Four cases of mesh refinement, varying from 4703 to 3,111,000 elements,
were considered.
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Table 2. Overview of the finite element (FE) simulation cases for the micromechanics of dry brain and
water content variation.

FE Simulation Case Dry Brain % (m/m) Water % (m/m)

1 80 20
2 60 40
3 40 60
4 20 80

Table 3. Summary of the model equations for MSU TP 1.1 (see Bouvard et al. [40]). See Appendix C for
a summary of symbol descriptions.

Term/Function Description
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Table 4. Values of material constants for dry brain material using MSU TP Ver. 1.1 viscoplasticity model
along with their definitions.

Model Constants Constant Definition Values

μ (MPa) Shear Modulus 0.80
K (MPa) Bulk Modulus 399.73
.
γ

p
(s−1) Reference Strain Rate 120,000
m Strain Rate Sensitivity Parameter 0.90

Yo (MPa) Material Yield Parameter 9.00
αp Sensitivity Parameter 0
λL Network Locking Stretch 2.00
μR Rubbery Modulus 0.07
Rs1 Material Hardening Parameter 1.4
ho Hardening Modulus 0.41

ξo
1

Internal Strain-Like Parameter
Initial Value 0.0045

ξ*
sat

Internal Strain-Like Parameter
Saturation Value 0.001

ξ*
o Energetic Strain Barrier 1.2

go Hardening Modulus 0.3
Cκ1 (MPa) Internal Stress-Like Parameter 0.41

h1 Hardening Modulus 0

eo
s2

Internal Strain-Like Parameter
Initial Value 0

esat
s2

Internal Strain-Like Parameter
Saturation Value 0.4

Cκ2 (MPa) Internal Stress-Like Parameter 0

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experiment Response

Figure 7 shows plots of the experimental true stress–strain behavior of the wet porcine brain
at both high and quasi-static strain rates under compression, which exhibited two distinct patterns
of stress–strain behaviors. We also note that both the low- and high-rate testing methods showed
significant strain-rate sensitivity.

The high-rate experimental data showed an initial hardening trend similar to the yield point in
some high carbon steel alloys or thermoplastics [40], followed by softening and then further hardening
at higher strains (Figure 7a). A similar high-rate phenomenon was also reported by Sparks and
Dupaix [26], Prabhu [29], and Clemmer [30]. These initial hardening and softening trends were highly
strain-rate dependent, thus illustrated by the initial hardening peak stress, σp. σp also marked the
transition from elastic to inelastic deformations. We also observed that the strains corresponding to
σp increased steadily as the strain rate increased (Figure 7a). Hence, σp occurred at different true
strain values for strain rates of 50, 250, 450, 550, and 750 s−1. Figure 8. represents a plot of σp versus
different strain rates in the high-rate regime and shows that σp increased linearly as the strain rate
increased. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method for statistical analyses on the tangent
modulus, σp and the true strain at σp was conducted by Prabhu [29]. They showed that there was a
significant difference for σp and the true strain at σp over the strain rates 50–750 s−1, with p values
<0.05. However, no statistical difference was observed for the tangent modulus.
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Figure 7. Comparison of (a) high strain rate (n = 4 (750 s−1), 7 (750 s−1), 5 (750 s−1), 4 (750 s−1), and 6
(750 s−1)) [29] and (b) quasi-static strain rate wet-brain material behavior (n = 16 (0.1 s−1), 7 (0.025 s−1),
and 6 (0.00625 s−1)). The water content in the wet brain sample was ~80% m/m. Note the lower stress
values for the quasi-static wet brain case and that the initial peak in stress observed under high-rate
loading was not present in the quasi-static loading. The error bars represent standard error.

In contrast, the quasi-static wet brain tissue behavior followed a monotonic increase indicative of
material hardening, which is a stress–strain relation more typically exhibited by soft tissues (Figure 7b),
such as seen in muscle, brain, liver, and tendon tissues [23,38,43]. Unlike the high-rate behavior,
at quasi-static rates, the material (wet brain) continues to harden after the initial elastic response with
the mechanical behavior at the quasi-static regime being completely devoid of the initial hardening
and softening trend noted in high-rate response. However, the elastic–inelastic transitions for both
quasi-static and dynamic data occur at similar strain levels (Figure 7). At quasi-static rates, if one
were to consider the elastic-viscoelastic transition stress, σt, at the true strain values signifying
elastic-viscoelastic transition (analogous to the high strain rate σp marking elastic–inelastic transition),
the variation of σt over quasi-static strain rates was observed to be nominal (Figure 9).
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Figure 8. Plot of the initial hardening peak stress, σp, of the wet porcine brain from the high strain rate
tests ranging from 50–750 s−1 [29]. The water content in the porcine brain was ~80% m/m. Twenty-six
brain samples were analyzed. The error bars represent standard error.

 

Figure 9. Comparison of the elastic–inelastic transition stress, σt, and the initial hardening peak stress,
σp, of the wet porcine brain at varying strain rates using a log–log scale. The water content of the
wet porcine brain was ~80% m/m. All 39 brain samples were analyzed. The error bars represent
standard error.

Table 5 presents the variation of the mean σt, the strain at σt, and the tangent modulus at 0.01 true
strain over quasi-static strain rates; along with p values. With p < 0.05, a statistical difference in tangent
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modulus was noted over the quasi-static strain rates, but no statistical difference was observed for
σt and the true strain at σt. In other words, Figure 9 and Table 5 illustrate the rather soft variance of
quasi-static σt values. While σt marks the elastic–inelastic transition leading to subsequent hardening
of the material, σp marks the linear-nonlinear transition followed by a softening trend. A comparison
of σt at quasi-static rates and σp at high strain rates indicates the presence of two different deformation
mechanisms that are highly dependent on temporal rates (Figures 7 and 9; Table 5). The deformation
mechanism at quasi-static rates was initially marked by an elastic regime that can be explained by the
percolation of water through the specimen matrix [25,43]. The lower rates of the quasi-static regime
are favorable to the slow migration of water through the various intercellular cavities in the matrix.
At higher strains, the percolation of water is constrained due to the reducing specimen volume and
the consequential tissue (cellular structure and matrix) compaction. The hardening trend observed at
higher strains could be attributed to the resistance offered by the tissue as it compacts.

Table 5. Statistical comparison of the tangent modulus, elastic–inelastic transition stress (σt) and strain
at σp/σt of the wet brain (~80% m/m water content) at quasi-static and high strain rates. P < 0.05:
significantly different; p > 0.05: significantly indifferent.

Variable

Strain Rate (s−1)
0.00625 s−1

n = 6
0.0250 s−1

n = 7
0.100 s−1

n = 16
p-Value

Tangent Modulus (kPa) 1.6822 ± 0.0047 1.7497 ± 0.0021 3.2378 ± 0.0371 <0.05
Transition Stress (kPa) 0.1046 ± 0.0046 0.1069 ± 0.0020 0.1400 ± 0.0377 >0.05
Strain at Peak Stress 0.075 ± 0.0040 0.075 ± 0.0060 0.072 ± 0.0050 >0.05

In comparison, the wet brain samples exhibited an initial mechanical response when tested at
dynamic rates that are not observed in quasi-static tests (Figure 7). Song [27] suggested this initial
mechanical response is solely due to radial inertial effects in soft materials, but Prabhu [29] asserted
that at least a portion of this initial response is an intrinsic material property. If the observed initial
mechanical response is due to the tissue being deformed faster than water can easily percolate out of
the cells, some or all of the behavior would indeed be intrinsic to the material. In other words, the water
present in the matrix and cellular structures offers inertial resistance to the sudden deformation, giving
rise to a sharp initial mechanical response. The initial hardening trend is then followed by a softening
trend is due to the rupturing of cells. Further compaction leads to the realignment of damage cellular
and matrix components, producing a strain hardening effect at higher strains.

Figure 10 shows the experimental true stress–strain mechanical response of dry porcine brain
under compression at the quasi-static strain rates of 0.00625 and 0.1 s−1 and the high strain rate of
250 s−1. The wet brain behavior in Figure 7b was akin to most soft biological materials at quasi-static
rates, which exhibit a toe region at the beginning, then an intermediate inelastic behavior, and finally
a hardening at larger strains. However, the dry brain behavior in Figure 10 was more similar to the
quasi-static behavior of metals, with an initial elastic region followed by a work hardening regime.
Such contrasting trends in the material behaviors can be attributed to the presence of water in the wet
brain (~80%) [25,29], which contributes to the strain rate sensitivity for both quasi-static and high rates.
For the dry brain, Table 6 shows that an absence of water makes the tangent modulus, yield point
(elastic–inelastic transition stress), and strain at yield point in the stress–strain behavior insensitive to
the applied strain rate.
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Figure 10. Comparison of experimental quasi-static and high strain rate dry brain (~0% water content
m/m) stress–strain behavior (n = 4 (250 s−1), 5 (0.1 s−1), and 4 (0.00625 s−1)). Specimens possessed a
diameter of 15 mm diameter and a thickness of 5 mm. The error bars represent standard error.

Table 6. Statistical Comparison of the tangent modulus, elastic–inelastic transition stress (σp/σt) and
strain at σp/σt of the dry brain (~0% m/m water content) at quasi-static and high strain rates. p < 0.05:
significantly different; p > 0.05: significantly indifferent.

Variable

Strain Rate (s−1)
0.00625 s−1

n = 4
0.100 s−1

n = 5
250 s−1

n = 4
p-Value

Tangent Modulus (kPa) 2591.451 ± 424.4080 2282.160 ± 922.3810 2143.683 ± 620.0000 >0.05
Transition Stress (kPa) 108.602 ± 17.7860 138.313 ± 55.9020 166.389 ± 48.1420 >0.05

Strain at Transition Stress 0.0419 ± 0.0086 0.0606 ± 0.0100 0.0776 ± 0.0106 >0.05

The characteristic of the dry brain true stress–strain behavior is similar at the three applied
strain rates that were employed (Figure 10); the stress–strain behavior was marked by an initial
toe region with an elastic response up to a ‘yield point’ and then followed by a work hardening at
larger strains. As noted from Figure 10, the variation in yield point did not change as the applied
strain rate changed, although the work hardening increased (concave-down) as the applied strain rate
increased. Table 6 presents the results of the statistical analyses on the dry brain tangent modulus,
elastic–inelastic transition stress (σp/σt) or stress at yield point, and the true strain at σp/σt. The p-value
for all three parameters was greater than 0.05 at quasi-static and high strain rates, implying statistical
indifference. Hence, the tangent modulus, yield point (elastic–inelastic transition stress), and strain at
yield point of the true stress–strain behavior for the dry brain was observed to be strain rate insensitive.
The similarities between the quasi-static and dynamic rates for the dry brain in Figure 10 highlight the
effect of water on the mechanical response of brain tissue. Since there is minimal difference between
the quasi-static and dynamic mechanical results for dry brain prior to the yield point, much of the
observed initial mechanical response is due to water contained in the sample. This finding reinforces
the above supposition that the initial mechanical response observed for the wet brain when tested at
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dynamic rates is due to water being forced out of the tissue matrices and cellular structures faster than
the water can easily percolate. Therefore, future testing must consider how much the initial mechanical
response is due to radial inertial effects and how much is a true tissue mechanical response.

3.2. Simulation Response

As further investigations were performed on the tissue hydration effects at high strain rates
using finite element analysis (FEA), the FE simulation results showed a substantial increase of the
initial hardening trend as the strain rate increased for wet brain material (Figure 7a). Figure 11 shows
the FE simulation of the various proportions of water (20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% m/m) and the dry
brain (80%, 20%, 40%, and 60% m/m) along with the experimental high strain rate response of the
wet (~80% water) and the dry brain (~0% water) at 250 s−1. Examining the FE simulation results in
Figure 11 shows that the trend of the FE simulation true stress–strain curves change as the m/m content
of water and the dry brain were changed. The specimen with the lowest water content (20% m/m) had
the highest stress, and the observed stress became lower as the m/m water content in the specimen
was increased. In other words, the initial stress response in the high-rate response of the specimen
was inversely proportional to the tissue hydration at high strain rates. This behavior is unlike the
brain tissue response reported by Cheng and Bilston [31], where the creep rate of the brain white
matter at quasi-static rates depended on the water movement out of the sample. At high strain rates,
the water resistance to rapid movement is distinctly seen in the initial response of the FE specimens
with larger m/m water content. Furthermore, as the m/m water content in the sample increased the
initial hardening trend also increased. This again validates the assertion that cellular cavity water
content plays a significant role in the inertial effects of the brain tissue. The greater the hydration of the
brain tissue the higher the initial hardening trend is within the high strain rate mechanical response.
Additionally, the experimental results shown in Figure 11 give the upper and lower bounds for the FE
simulation results as they contain the lowest and highest amount of water.

 
Figure 11. Comparison of finite element (FE) simulation and experimental true stress–strain (σ33)
behavior of specimens with various water and dry brain m/m contents at a strain rate of 250 s−1.
Here compressive stress and strain are taken as positive.

Results for the current experimental and computational investigation show that water plays
an important role in the mechanical response of brain tissue at all strain rates. Furthermore, it can
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be inferred that water plays a crucial role in the strain rate sensitivity and deformation of the brain.
Prior studies by Prabhu [29] and Clemmer [30] have shown that the presence of water in matrix and
cells notably influences the stress-state at quasi-static and high strain rates. Weinberg and Ortiz [44]
showed that the cavitation of water at high strain rates causes biological damage to surrounding tissue.
This behavior needs to be included in material models and accounted for when simulating human
brain injury scenarios.

This behavior can be implemented into brain tissue material models to better design protective
gear for use in dynamic rate conditions by incorporating the effects of water into brain constitutive
material models. Including this data has the potential to better capture the brain’s mechanical response
to trauma [45] and to generate higher fidelity finite element simulation responses. These simulations
could benefit the design of protective safety equipment, such as helmet designs [46], because it would
allow quickly iterating through designs and materials to optimize protective headgear and include
how the brain would be affected.

Furthermore, these findings have implications in the way that brain tissue, and perhaps some other
soft materials, need to be examined at dynamic rates with regards to the initial mechanical response.
Distinguishing between inertial effects and inherent water-related material properties will provide a
better understanding of the brain’s micro and macro mechanics, which can then be potentially linked
to physiological damage. This difference affects the way that brain tissue is considered and analyzed
at dynamic rates as well as the way material models for brain should be implemented in macroscale
simulation models. The current study provides a novel description for the effect of hydration level on
the mechanical behavior of the brain. It also lays the experimental basis for a mixture theory-based
material modeling of the brain. In extension, this change in the simulated material model will affect
the way macroscale models of the brain will respond to dynamic deformations and any protective
headgear design they are used for. Hence, quantifying the role of water at these strain rate ranges
could help unlock a better understanding of the physics and pathophysiology of TBI. Lastly, this study
is limited without histological quantification of water’s role during deformation, a process that will
constitute the scope of future research.

4. Conclusions

The goal of this research was to assess hydration effects on the mechanical behavior of porcine
brain over a range of strain rates (quasi-static and high dynamic rates) and analyze the tissue hydration
effects using FEA at high strain rates. Experimental results show a strong strain rate dependence for
the wet brain (~80% m/m); however, the dry brain’s tangent modulus, yield point (elastic–inelastic
transition stress), and strain at yield point were strain rate insensitive (Figures 7 and 10). Two different
phenomenological behaviors emerged at the different applied strain rates as well. At higher strain
rates (~700 s−1), the wet brain’s behavior was marked by an initial hardening trend, followed by a
strain-softening, and then strain-hardening (concave-up) as the deformation increased. In contrast
at quasi-static strain rates (~0.01 s−1), the wet brain’s behavior was marked by an initial toe region
and then by concave-up strain hardening similar to other soft tissue phenomenological behavior [47].
The tangent modulus, initial hardening peak stress (σp) and strain at σp of the wet brain high strain rate
data showed a statistical significance (Figure 8 and Table 5) with inconsequential rate dependence of
elastic–viscoelastic transition stress (σt) and strain at σt in the quasi-static range (Figure 9 and Table 5).

At quasi-static rates, the difference between wet (Figure 7b) and dry (Figure 10) brain material
was significant in terms of the magnitude of the stresses and the characteristic stress–strain behavior.
The dry brain material incurred concave-down hardening while the wet brain incurred concave-up
hardening. Significant differences in σt and strain at σt over quasi-static strain rates point to distinct
characteristics of the mechanical responses of wet and dry brain (Tables 5 and 6); however, no significant
difference was observed in the tangent modulus, σt, and strain at σt of the dry brain at quasi-static and
higher strain rates (Table 6). Micromechanical FEA using various proportions of water in the dry brain
further showed that water played a major role on the initial hardening trend (Figure 11). In summary,
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the different mechanical properties and behavior trends could be attributed to water’s dominant role
at quasi-static and high rates. As such, the need to develop constitutive models with the effect of water
is crucial to the understanding of the physics and pathophysiology of TBI.
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Appendix A.

The material model, MSU TP Ver. 1.1, has been developed to account for the elastic and inelastic
deformation of an amorphous polymer. The kinematics of the material model draws its inspiration
from the works of Kröner [48] and Lee [49] in which a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation
gradient F (into elastic and inelastic components) was proposed. This multiplicative decomposition
renders itself to an elastoviscoplastic model. The expression for F is given as

F = FeFp , J = detF = JeJp , Je = det Fe , Jp = det Fp (A1)

where J is the determinant of F. Such a description is physically motivated by the mechanisms
underlying the elasticity and inelasticity in amorphous polymers. Fe represents the elastic part due
to ‘reversible elastic mechanisms’, such as bond stretching and mainly chain rotation inducing the
different conformations of the intermolecular structure in the polymeric material. Fp represents the
inelastic or plastic part due to ‘irreversible mechanisms’, such as permanent chain stretching and the
dissipative mechanisms due to the relative slippage of molecular chains in polymers. An overview of
the material model with representative elastic and inelastic parts is given in Figure A1.

The kinematic multiplicative decomposition (Equation (A1)) suggests that there exists an intermediate
configuration between the undeformed Bo and the current B configuration, which is denoted here by
B . All calculations of the inelastic flow and evolution equations were performed in this intermediate
configuration B. The Clausius–Duhem inequality [50] is then prescribed in Equation (A2).

τ : de + M : Dp −
.

ψ ≥ 0 (A2)

Where τ is the Cauchy stress in the current configuration (B), D
e

is the elastic rate of deformation
tensor, M is the Mandel stress residing in the intermediate configuration (B ), D

p
is the plastic rate of

deformation tensor, and
.

ψ is the rate of change of the strain energy density function. Inelastic flow
was of the model was assumed to be incompressible, and was void of plastic rotational component,
that is, wp = 0 [50,51]. The flow rule for the inelastic deformation captures the polymer’s viscous
flow observed during the yielding of the material. The inelastic deformations normally arise from the
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localized slips and viscous flow processes of polymeric chains that result in permanent displacement.
In order to capture the rate of change of such processes, the flow rule represented by Equation (A3).

.
F

p
= D

p
Fp, D

p
=

(
1/
√

2
)
.

.
γ

p
N

p
(A3)

where N
p
=

DEV (M−α)
‖DEV(M−α)‖ is the direction of the viscous flow, D

p
the inelastic rate of deformation, and

.
γ

p
is the viscous shear strain rate given by the equation

.
γ

p
=

.
γ

p
0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣Sinh

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝τ−
(
κ1 + κ2 + αpπ

)
Y

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

m

(A4)

where τ =
(
1/
√

2
)
‖DEV(M−α)‖ is an equivalent shear stress term andπ = (1/3)Tr

(
M

)
is the effective

pressure term. In Equation (A4), m is the strain rate sensitivity parameter, Y is a material parameter,
and αp is the pressure sensitivity parameter. Equation (A4) has been derived from previous works on
plastic flow rules by Fotheringham and Cherry [52], Anand [53], and Richeton [54,55]. The inverse
hyperbolic sine function captures inelastic material response that leads to thermal dissipation, and m
corresponds to the nature of the motion of polymeric chains.

τ

Figure A1. Overview of the material model, MSU TP Ver. 1.1, with salient features of the flow rule and
evolution equations [40].

ξ1, ξ2, and E
β

are internal strain fields (internal state variables) induced due by the presence
of defects such as bio-polymeric chain locking or entanglement of macromolecular chains. They are
associated with the irreversible mechanisms related to the inelastic material behavior. While ξ1 captures
the strain-like quantity arising due to polymeric chain locking and entanglement, ξ2 represents the internal

strain-like quantity induced from the alignment of polymeric chains. Additionally, E
β

is a tensorial
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variable associated with the stretch-like tensor β, which represents directional-dependent hardening
induced at large deformations by the stretching of polymeric chains and fibers. Furthermore, κ1, κ2, andα

are stress-like thermodynamic conjugates of the ξ1, ξ2, and E
β

respectively. Additionally, ξ
∗

corresponds
to the strain threshold (corresponding to an energetic barrier) after which the polymeric chains can slip.
In the evolution equations of the internal state variables pertaining to inelastic deformation, ho, h1, and
go are the hardening moduli for the internal strain-likes terms ξ1, ξ2, and ξ

∗
respectively. Here ξ2sat

and ξ
∗
sat relate to the saturation values of ξ2 and ξ

∗
. As mentioned above, E

β
, which arises from the

stretching of polymeric chains and fibers at large deformation was derived using statistical approach [56]
for hyperelasticity. Here μ̂B represents the modulus of internal shear stress tensor α. The evolution of β
follows a kinematic hardening-type rule for metals that was first proposed by Prantil et al. [57] and then
adopted by Ames et al. [58] for polymers, and Rs1 is a constant specific to the material.

A one-dimensional version (material point simulator) of the above-mentioned material model was
implemented in the MATLAB [41], and then the experimental data was used to calibrate the material
point simulator using optimization functions available in MATLAB (Figure A2). Once the material
point simulator and the experimental data had correlation, the derived material parameters were
then implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit [42] through a three-dimensional user material subroutine to
describe the material’s mechanical response.

 
Figure A2. Comparison of experiment and one-dimensional (1-D) material point simulator σ33 for dry
porcine brain sample compression at 250 s−1. The material parameters for MSU TP Ver.1.1 material
model were calibrated to the experimental data.

Appendix B.

Split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) is a high strain rate testing apparatus comprised of a series
of bars, namely: the striker bar, incident bar, and transmitted bar. These bars transmit a single shock
wave, provided by the impact of the striker bar, through a specimen sandwiched between the incident
and transmitted bars. This shock wave is useful for gathering stress strain relations during high strain
rate deformation. An illustration of the SHPB apparatus is shown in Figure A3.
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Figure A3. Illustration showing the location for the bars, strain gauges, and specimen in a typical
Split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) configuration. Velocities for the incident and transmitted bars are
denoted by

.
u1and

.
u2.

The theory of an SHPB is based on the elastic wave propagation in long cylindrical bars, and on the
principle of superposition of waves. The stress wave traveling through the bar is assumed to propagate
longitudinally with viscoelastic dispersion, due to our use of polycarbonate as the bar material.
The initial wave, the incident wave, propagates down the incident bar and is recorded by a strain
gauge attached to the incident bar, known as gauge 1. Due to the specimen having different mechanical
impedance than the bars, a portion of the incident wave is transmitted through the specimen, while the
remainder of the wave is reflected off of the specimen-bar interface. The transmitted portion, known as
the transmitted wave, is captured by a strain gauge located on the transmitted bar. The reflected wave
is captured by gauge 1.

The velocities of the bars near the specimen-bar interfaces,
.
u , at some time, t, are shown to be

.
u1(t) = −c1 ∗ (εi(t) − εr(t)) (A5)

.
u2(t) = −c2 ∗ εt(t) (A6)

where c1 is the longitudinal wave speed, ε is the strain gauge record, and the subscripts i, r, and t are
the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves, respectively. Subscripts 1 and 2 represent the incident
and transmitted bars and are illustrated in Figure A3. By knowing the velocities of the bars at the
specimen–bar interfaces, the strain rate,

.
εs, and strain εs, of the specimen can be found as

.
εs(t) =

.
u1(t) − .

u2(t)
Ls

(A7)

εs(t) =
∫

.
εs(t)dt (A8)

where L is the instantaneous length and the subscript s refers to the specimen. The forces, F, in the bars
can then be found:

F1(t) = A1E1 ∗ (εi(t) + εr(t)) (A9)

F2(t) = A2E2εt(t) (A10)

where A and E are the cross-sectional area and elastic modulus, respectively. Knowledge of the forces
on both sides of the specimen is important as this is the most widely used method of examining
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uniform loading in the specimen which is critical for a valid compression test. If the forces at each
specimen side agree well, the specimen stress, σs, can then be found as

σs(t) =
F2(t)

As
. (A11)

Using only the transmitted bar force due to the reduced ringing in the bar signal. These calculations
allow for the determination of the effect of the true strain rate on the true stress–strain behavior
of materials.

Furthermore, in performing the quasi-static tests on the wet and dry brain, the following equations
were used for calculating the true stress–strain response of the material. The engineering stress was
given as

σE =
P

A0
(A12)

where P is the force applied on the material, and A0 the initial cross-sectional area of the sample.
The engineering strain was defined as

εE =
 − 0
0

(A13)

where l0 is the initial height of the sample being tested, and l is the height of the sample at any given
time. Using Equations (A12) and (A13), the true stress and strain were calculated using the following
formulae:

σT = σE(1 + εE) (A14)

εT = ln(1 + εE) (A15)

Equations (A14) and (A15) were used for calculating the true stress–strain behavior of dry and
wet brain samples at quasi-static rates.

Appendix C.

Table A1. Summary of symbol descriptions.

Symbol Description

Us Wave velocity
Up Particle velocity

c0, s Wave velocity and particle velocity linear relationship constants
Ψ Free energy
.

ψ Rate of change of the strain energy density function

C
e Elastic part or the right Cauchy–Green tensor

ξ1,ξ2, E
β Internal strain fields (internal state variables)

.

ξ
∗

Evolving strain threshold

ξ
∗
sat, ξ 2sat Saturation value of

.
ξ
∗
, ξ2

σ Cauchy stress
F Deformation gradient

Fe, FeT Elastic part of F, transpose of the elastic part of F
Fp, FpT Plastic part of F, transpose of the plastic part of F
J, Je, Jp Determinant of F, determinant of Fe, Determinant of Fp

D
e
, D

p Elastic rate of deformation, inelastic rate of deformation
S Second Piola–Kirchoff stress

wp Plastic rotational deformation

Re, ReT Elastic portion of the rotation tensor, transpose of the elastic portion of
the rotation tensor

Ue Right stretch tensor
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Table A1. Cont.

Symbol Description

M Mandel stress
τ1 Kirchoff stress (elasto-viscoplastic part)
μ Elastic shear moduli
I Identity matrix

E
e Elastic part of the Green–Lagrange strain

K Bulk moduli
κ1, κ2 Stress-like thermodynamic conjugates to ξ1,ξ2

α Stress-like thermodynamic conjugate to E
β

.
γ

p
Viscous shear strain rate

.
γ

p
0 Reference viscous shear strain rate
π Effective pressure
τ Equivalent shear stress

αp Stress-like thermodynamic conjugate of E
β

Y Yield criterion
β Stretch tensor
.

β Rate of stretch tensor
h0, g0, h1 Hardening moduli

B
p Intermediate plastic configuration

σt Elastic-viscoelastic transition stress
σp Elastic-plastic transition stress
N

p Direction of viscous flow
.

u1 Hoppy bar velocities
t Time
ε Strain

.
εs, εs Hoppy bar sample strain rate, hoppy bar sample strain

Ls Sample instantaneous length
A1, A2 Hoppy bar areas
F1, F2 Hoppy bar forces
E1, E2 Hoppy bar elastic moduli
εi, εt Strain in the incident and transmitted hoppy bars
σs Hoppy bar sample stress
As Hoppy bar sample area

σE, εE Engineering stress, engineering strain
A0 Initial sample area
P Force applied on the material
, 0 Current and reference lengths
σT, εT True stress, true strain
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Abstract: In automobile accidents, abdominal injuries are often life-threatening yet not apparent
at the time of initial injury. The liver is the most commonly injured abdominal organ from this
type of trauma. In contrast to current safety tests involving crash dummies, a more detailed,
efficient approach to predict the risk of human injuries is computational modelling and simulations.
Further, the development of accurate computational human models requires knowledge of the
mechanical properties of tissues in various stress states, especially in high-impact scenarios. In this
study, a polymeric split-Hopkinson pressure bar (PSHPB) was utilized to apply various high strain
rates to porcine liver tissue to investigate its material behavior during high strain rate compression.
Liver tissues were subjected to high strain rate impacts at 350, 550, 1000, and 1550 s−1. Tissue directional
dependency was also explored by PSHPB testing along three orthogonal directions of liver at a strain
rate of 350 s−1. Histology of samples from each of the three directions was performed to examine the
structural properties of porcine liver. Porcine liver tissue showed an inelastic and strain rate-sensitive
response at high strain rates. The liver tissue was found lacking directional dependency, which could
be explained by the isotropic microstructure observed after staining and imaging. Furthermore,
finite element analysis (FEA) of the PSHPB tests revealed the stress profile inside liver tissue and
served as a validation of PSHPB methodology. The present findings can assist in the development
of more accurate computational models of liver tissue at high-rate impact conditions allowing for
understanding of subfailure and failure mechanisms.

Keywords: soft tissue; liver; high-rate compression; polymeric split-Hopkinson pressure bar; finite
element modeling

1. Introduction

The liver is the most frequently injured intra-abdominal organ because of its location within the
abdomen and its fragile material properties [1]. In 2007, 1.7 million car accidents in the United States
resulted in injury (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) with the liver being one of the
most commonly injured abdominal organs from motor vehicle accidents [2,3]. Efforts to determine the
optimal safety measures for automobile-related accidents have largely relied on crash dummies, which
have significant limitations in recapitulating injury impact to humans [4]. Since the 1970s, there have
been no substantial changes in assessing injury. Injury assessment reference values (IARVs) proposed
by General Motors for dummies in crash tests were determined via force and acceleration calculations
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and defined a tolerance level of 5% significant injury risk of various organs [5,6]. An improved, more
cost-effective alternative to assess organ damage during car crash situations is the development of
computational models that represent the human body and more accurately predict the risk of human
tissue/organ injuries. Recent work in developing a geometrically correct “virtual human” has been
performed with the goal of measuring bodily trauma in automobile accidents [7–10].

Besides an anatomically relevant mesh, the development of a biofidelic computational model
requires knowledge of the mechanical properties of many human tissues and organs under different
loading conditions, especially in high-impact situations. Quasi-static biomechanical characterizations
of soft tissues have been performed since the 1970s to determine the mechanical properties of various
tissue types; however, regarding the response of tissues that may be subjected to high-impact situations
such as automobile accidents, sport injuries, and blunt trauma, these quasi-static tests are limited and
cannot be extrapolated to high-rate applications. Mechanical testing therefore must be performed at
higher strain rates to properly describe the tissue’s response during blunt force impacts [11,12].

A standard protocol has not been well established for high strain rate mechanical testing on
liver tissues. Sparks et al. customized a drop tower in which a weight was dropped onto a whole
human liver organ, resulting in average strain rates up to 62 s−1 [13]. Others have used indentation
instruments to generate strain rates up to 200 s−1 [14,15]. This study considered the split-Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus in an effort to establish a methodology of high strain rate testing of
soft tissues. The SHPB apparatus has the ability to apply compressive stresses at high strain rates
(100–10,000 s−1) [11] and has been widely applied in testing of metals and inorganic polymers [16,17].
Elastic wave propagation in the SHPB system can be analyzed based on the principle of superposition
of waves and the elastic wave propagation theory of classical mechanics. As a result, the stress, strain,
and particle velocity can be estimated by analyzing the incident wave and the reflected wave at any
cross-section [18].

When the SHPB is used for testing soft tissues, many issues must be considered to generate
consistent and accurate data. The mechanical impedance of soft materials is extremely low compared
to conventional metallic bars and, therefore, confound proper interpretation of the data. Incorporation
of polymeric bars into the SHPB setup has allowed for testing of soft materials such as rubber and
biological tissues, of which the acoustical impedance matches more closely with that of the softer
polymeric bars. Unlike conventional metallic bars, polymeric bars do not impede wave translation
and enable a smooth translation of energy generated by the impact of the incident bar and the soft
specimen; this results in smoother, more noise-free curves [12]. A few groups have applied the SHPB
apparatus for soft tissue biomechanics experimentation. For example, Song et al. tested porcine
muscle along two perpendicular directions at dynamic strain rates up to 3700 s−1 using the SHPB
apparatus. They found that both directions showed a nonlinear, strain rate-dependent behavior [12].
Similarly, Van Sligtenhorst et al. used a polymeric SHPB apparatus to obtain the mechanical response
of bovine muscle at strain rates up to 2300 s−1 [11]. As they varied strain rates, they observed strain
rate dependency. Recently, Pervin et al. used an aluminum SHPB apparatus to evaluate bovine liver
tissue at strain rates ranging from 1000–3000 s−1, and they also found the tissue to exhibit a nonlinear,
strain rate-dependent response [19].

The objective of the present work is to investigate the tissue behavior of porcine liver at high-rate
impacts using a custom-made PSHPB coupled with finite element analyses. The protocol for testing
soft biological materials using PSHPB has been adopted from previous studies [18,20,21]; however,
the protocol for procuring and preparing porcine liver samples was developed in-house. Both
experimental results and computational simulations of liver tissue under high strain rate conditions
will provide the framework to be incorporated into a human model. This model in the future will be
implemented to optimize the automobile safety measures to reduce the risk of human injuries and
death in high-impact situations.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Sample Preparation

Porcine livers from healthy adult pigs were obtained from a local abattoir (age range: 6–9 months;
weight range: 250–350 lbs.; sex: male). The specimens were stored in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) at 4 ◦C soon after extraction and were transported to the
laboratory. All testing was performed within 12 h of extraction. For PSHPB application, the tissue
sample was carefully extracted to maintain a certain shape and size. A bar diameter larger than the
sample size was important to ensure that most of the energy was transmitted through the sample [11].
Testing was performed on samples with aspect ratios ranging from 1:1 to 3:1, and it was determined
that an aspect ratio of 3:1 produced consistent data (results not shown). Thus, a cylindrical die of
30 mm inner diameter was used to cut disc-shaped samples to approximately 27 mm in diameter and
9 mm thick for an aspect ratio of 3:1 (Figure 1). The aspect ratio and size corresponded well with
previous studies [11,22]. In order to extract samples in different directions, a 9 mm slice was cut in the
appropriate direction, laid on its side, and then punched out with the cylindrical die. The axis of the
disc-shaped sample was aligned along one of the three orthogonal directions.

Figure 1. Three orthogonal directions (1, 2, and 3) based on porcine liver anatomy. Representative
sample geometry and size.

2.2. High Strain Rate Testing Using a Polymeric Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (PSHPB)

High strain rate testing was performed as per previously established protocol [23–25]. The PSHPB,
made of commercially extruded natural polycarbonate (PC 1000) rods, was composed of a striker
bar, an incident bar, and a transmitted bar with lengths of 0.762, 2.438, and 1.219 m, respectively, and
a diameter of 38.1 mm (Figure 2a). A cylindrical specimen was placed between the incident and
transmitted bars, and the striker bar was propelled at a specified velocity by means of a pneumatic
pressure system. The sample was compressed in the z-direction. The z-direction was normal to the
27 mm diameter surface of the liver specimen.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the polymeric split-Hopkinson pressure bar (PSHPB) apparatus. (b) Incident,
reflected, and transmitted waves obtained from PSHPB testing on porcine liver tissue.

As the striker bar impacted the incident bar, a compressive wave (incident wave) was generated
and propagated down the incident bar where it reached the specimen, which caused compression of
the specimen. At this point, a portion of the wave was reflected back into the incident bar as a tensile
wave (reflected wave). The remainder of the compressive wave (transmitted wave) was transmitted
through the specimen and into the transmitted bar (Figure 2b). The incident, reflected, and transmitted
waves were measured by two strain gauges—one gauge on both the incident and transmitted bars.
The PSHPB experimental setup was based on the following assumptions: (i) the specimen undergoes
uniform and uniaxial stress during deformation; (ii) the incident and transmitted bars are elastic; (iii)
the edges of the bars in contact with the specimen remain flat and parallel; (iv) the incident, transmitted,
and reflected waves undergo minimal dispersion as they travel along the bars; and (v) strains measured
at the surface of the bars are indicative of those throughout the cross-section [26]. The theory behind
the SHPB setup and the constitutive true stress–strain relationship of the sample deformation is briefly
discussed in Appendix A. The experimental setup also included a laser speed meter for monitoring the
incident bar speed and DAQ modules for data acquisition. Data were processed via DAVID Viscoelastic
Software [18].

Cylindrical samples were extracted from three orthogonal directions based on porcine liver
anatomy (Figure 1). For evaluating strain rate sensitivity, samples were extracted along Direction 1
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(Figure 1), and strain rates of 350 (n = 4), 550 (n = 4), 1000 (n = 4), and 1550 s−1 (n = 5) were applied.
The range of strain rates was chosen based on the deformation rate from impact at 55 km/h (more than
1000 s−1) [27]. To evaluate the directional dependence (anisotropy) of tissue behavior, samples were
dissected along three orthogonal directions (Directions 1, 2, and 3; n = 4 for each direction) and tested
at a strain rate of 350 s−1. For each test, a sample was glued between the incident and transmitted bars
using cyanoacrylate glue (Cemedine, Japan) [28,29]. Liver tissue was kept moist with PBS throughout
the testing procedure, and testing was carried out at room temperature (21–23 ◦C).

Statistical analyses of three parameters, namely the tangent modulus, peak stress to valley stress
ratio, and ultimate stress to valley stress ratio, were conducted using the SigmaStat 3.0 software (SPSS,
Chicago, IL, USA). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method was used for statistical analysis
on the two parameters, and a Holm–Sidak test was used for post hoc comparisons. A paired Student’s
t-test was used to calculate the mechanical difference between the two parameters at different strain
rates. For p < 0.05, the mechanical difference at various strain rates, for a particular parameter, was
considered to be statistically significant.

2.3. Microstructural Analysis

To assess the microstructural characteristics of liver tissue along different orthogonal directions,
samples were dissected along each orthogonal direction (1, 2, and 3) corresponding to the orientation
of samples used for high strain rate testing. Liver samples were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin
and dehydrated in a graded ETOH series. Samples were then embedded in Paraplast with CitriSolve
as a transitional fluid, sectioned to a thickness of 7 μm, and subjected to hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
staining. In H&E staining, liver cell nuclei were stained black/purple, and extracellular matrix proteins
were stained pink.

ImageAnalyzer v.2.2-0 software (CAVS, Mississippi State University, Starkville, MS, USA) was
used for microstructural analyses of histological images from samples cut along each orthogonal
direction [30]. The parameters obtained for each image during analysis included the following: object
count, cell nuclear density, area fraction of cell nuclei, mean area of cell nuclei, and mean nearest
neighbor distance (nnd). Total cell nuclei area was a measure of the total area of all cell nuclei, and area
fraction was the ratio of total cell nuclei area to total image area. Mean area represented the average
area of cell nuclei, and object count was the number of nuclei present in the image. Cell nuclear density
equaled the object count divided by the total image area. Mean nnd was a measure of the average
distance between neighboring nuclei.

2.4. Finite Element Modeling

Similar to Prabhu et al. [25], finite element (FE) simulations (ABAQUS/explicit solver version 6.9)
of porcine liver high-rate tests were conducted to better understand the behavior of the liver tissue
under high-rate compression. The bars in the FE simulations were modeled as an elastic polycarbonate
material (Young’s modulus of 2391 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.36) [25]. The hyperelastic and
inelastic behaviors of liver tissue were fitted (using partial least square fitting in Matlab®) with a
phenomenological internal state variable (ISV) material model developed by Bouvard et al. (Mississippi
State University TP, version 1.0) [31,32]. The constitutive model (MSU TP version 1.1) used in this study
captured both the instantaneous and long-term steady-state processes during deformation and could
admit microstructural features within the internal state variables. With the microstructural features,
the internal state variable model used for this study can eventually capture and predict history effects
in tissues. In the absence of the microstructural features, other constitutive models should be able
to show the nonuniformity of the stress state under the high-rate loadings exhibited here since no
varying history was induced. Data from high strain rate PSHPB tests were utilized to calibrate the
numerical model (referred here as MSU TP 1.1) using MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA,
2010). Curve fitting (MSU TP 1.1) was performed for experimental data obtained at 205 s−1, and strain
rate dependency of the material model was validated with the stress–strain response of the tissue
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at 550 s−1. Subsequent to the previous step, the model calibration was two-fold. The first step in
calibration was performed such that the experimental and FEA strain gage data analyzed through
DAVID Elastic (resulting in true stress–strain curves) were in good agreement. In the second step
of calibration, the strain gage measurements from the SHPB experiment and FE simulation ere also
correlated. Thus, correlation was performed for both strain measurements and the stress–strain of the
specimen. It was noteworthy here that the material point simulator, being 1-D, gave a 1-D stress state
for calibration, while the stress state in experiments and FE simulations were 3-D. The difference in the
loading direction stress σ33 between the material point simulator, experiment, and FEA was due to the
presence of a 3-D stress state in the experiment and FEA. So, the model calibration was performed
through an iterative optimization scheme where model constants were varied appropriately until the
experimental and specimen volume averaged FE simulation σ33 matched. The values for the material
constants for MSU TP 1.1 are found in Table 1. Using calibrated data from PSHPB experiments, several
FE simulations at strain rates of 350, 550, 1000, and 1550 s−1 were performed (ABAQUS/explicit solver
version 6.9 [33]). The finite element model was composed of 22,010 hexahedral elements with the
specimen containing 9200 elements. Mesh refinement was conducted to analyze the convergence of
computational solutions. Boundary conditions included specified initial velocity for the striker bar.
The finite element model simulated the experimental PSHPB setup corresponding to different strain
rates, and a “contact” was defined between the surfaces of the specimen and polycarbonate rod.

Table 1. Values of material constants for liver material using the MSU TP 1.1 model.

Model/Material Constants. Values

μ (MPa) 29
K (MPa) 12,492
γvo (s−1) 99,209.5

m 1.1
Yo (MPa) 2

αp 0
λL 7
μR 0.168627
Rs1 1.4
ho 31
ζo

1 0
ζ*sat 0.01
ζ*o 0.3
go 0.07

Cκ1 (MPa) 0.4
h1 0

eo
s2 0

esat
s2 0.4

Cκ2 (MPa) 0

3. Results

PSHPB experiments showed that liver tissue had a strain rate-sensitive behavior under high-rate
compression (Figure 3a). Stresses were significantly higher as the strain rate increased from 350, 550,
1000, to 1550 s−1. The resulting stress–strain behavior showed that the liver tissue exhibited an initial
stiffening behavior, which was followed by softening. After softening, tissue hardening took place
until yielding and ultimate failure. The nonmonotonic stress–strain behavior described above was
apparent for all four strain rates (350, 550, 1000, and 1550 s−1).
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Figure 3. (a) True stress–strain response of porcine liver tissue at 350, 550, 1000, and 1550 s−1 in
Direction 1. n = 4 for 350, 550, and 1000 s−1; n = 5 for 1550 s−1. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
(b) Mechanical true stress–strain response of porcine liver tissue at 350 s−1 in Directions 1, 2, and 3
(n = 4) illustrating isotropy. Error bars indicate standard deviation.

To further examine the relationship between strain rate and liver tissue’s mechanical response,
data analyses of the stress–strain behaviors at 350, 550, 1000, to 1550 s−1 were performed by normalizing
both the initial peak stress and the ultimate stress to the valley stress (lowest stress value following
initial peak). Both the ratio of peak stress/valley stress and the ratio of ultimate stress/valley stress
decreased with an increase of the strain rate (Table 2). Increasing strain rate from 550 to 1000 s−1

and from 1000 to 1550 s−1 yielded significant differences in the peak to valley stress ratios (ANOVA
p < 0.05).
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Table 2. Ratio of peak stress/valley stress and ratio of ultimate stress/valley stress shows an overall
decreasing trend along with the increase of the strain rate. (n = 4).

Strain Rate (s−1) Mean Peak Stress/Valley Stress Mean Ultimate Stress/Valley Stress

350 5.37 ± 4.59 21.92 ± 16.39
550 3.55 ± 1.56 13.36 ± 6.09

1000 3.00 ± 0.84 12.09 ± 3.56
1550 1.42 ± 0.24 12.48 ± 2.12

The stress–strain behaviors of the liver tissues extracted from three orthogonal directions exhibited
no significant differences at 350 s−1 (Figure 3b). Overall at high strain rates, porcine liver tissue
demonstrated nonlinear, inelastic, strain rate-sensitive mechanical responses; all responses were
characterized by an initial peak and subsequent hardening until yielding and failure. The isotropic
mechanical behavior was verified by H&E staining of the samples, which showed black/purple cell
nuclei and pink extracellular matrix of hepatocytes. This study revealed identical ultrastructures along
the three orthogonal directions (Figure 4, Table 3). Image analysis of these stained images revealed
no differences regarding each of the three directions in terms of cell nuclear density, area fraction of
cell nuclei, mean area of cell nuclei, and mean nnd (p > 0.05; data not shown here). Figure 5 gives
the strain-time responses (along the loading direction) for the experiment and FE simulation. As
observed, there was very good correlation between the experiment and the FE model. The comparison
of incident, reflected, and transmitted waves between the PSHPB test and the FE simulation showed
that the dispersions of the stress waves were assessed appropriately in the FE model. This implied
that the elastic assumption for the dispersion of the waves in the polymeric bars of the FE model was
appropriate for modelling the high strain rate phenomenon. The high-frequency fluctuations observed
in the FE model strain measurements (Figure 5) could be attributed to the “frictionless” nature of
the FE model. While the experiment accompanied friction arising from PSHPB clamp contacts that
dampened the fluctuation, the FE model neglected such contact from frictional effects as minimal.
It can be observed from Figure 5 that the assumption of frictionless PSHB clamp contacts had not
compromised the trend and agreement of the FE model strain data with the experimental data.

 

Figure 4. Liver histology revealing the tissue’s homogeneity and isotropy. (a) Direction 1, (b) Direction
2, and (c) Direction 3. Liver tissues were fixed with 10% formalin at the load-free condition.

Table 3. Image analysis results from Figure 4a–c revealing the tissue’s homogeneity and isotropy.

Direction 1 Direction 2 Direction 3

Objects 797 795 803
Cell nuclear density (/mm2) 4.08 × 103 5.91 × 103 4.11 × 103

Area fraction of cell nuclei 9.79% 13.4% 8.06%
Mean area of cell nuclei (μm2) 23.98 ± 15.58 22.6 ± 15.71 19.59 ± 7.73

Mean nearest neighbor distance
(nnd) (μm)

9.62 ± 3.14 8.44 ± 2.40 9.29 ± 3.12
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Figure 5. Comparison of the strain in the loading direction from the experimental data and finite
element (FE) simulation results at 550 s−1.

The stress state in the cylindrical liver sample was revealed by the FE model of the PSHPB test
at a strain rate of 550 s−1 (Figure 6). The loading direction stress (σ33) contour plots in the specimen
are illustrated in Figure 6. The contour plots of σ33 (axial stress) and σMises were found to vary
dramatically during the initial hardening trend. The ε33 and von Mises contours of the sample revealed
a nonuniform stress state throughout testing (Figures 6 and 7). The stresses varied over time as shown
in Figure 8.

 

Figure 6. Contour plot (σ33) with comparison of σ33 from the experiment and the FE simulation at
550 s−1. Sample is a solid cylindrical disk, and σ33 data from FE simulation were processed in DAVID
Viscoelastic Software.
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Figure 7. Contour plot (von Mises data) with comparison of σ33 from the experiment and FE simulation
at 550 s−1. Sample is a solid cylindrical disk, and σMises data from the FE simulation were processed in
DAVID Viscoelastic Software.

 

Figure 8. Plot of pressure, von Mises, and stress from different orthogonal directions (σ11, σ22, σ33, σ12,
σ13, and σ23) over time, obtained from the FE simulation at 550 s−1. Compressive stresses are negative.

4. Discussion

Hopkinson bar testing on soft tissues is a relatively new effort with few reports within the recent
decade [11,12,22]. To obtain valid and accurate stress–strain data and further establish Hopkinson bar
testing as the conventional high strain rate test for soft tissues, many variables were evaluated in this
study. For example, specimen aspect ratio was an important factor for consideration so as to avoid
unequal stress distribution in the sample and nonequilibrated input/output forces from an overly wide
sample. Van Sligtenhorst et al. suggested an optimal aspect ratio of approximately 2:1 for bovine
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muscle tissue samples to produce equal stress distributions through the cross-section [11]. For choosing
the appropriate aspect ratio, one must take into consideration two trends: (i) increasing the specimen
aspect ratio can cause an increase in radial inertial effects; however, (ii) decreasing the specimen aspect
ratio below a certain level could lead to nonuniform deformation along the longitudinal axis of the
sample [11]. Van Sligtenhorst et al. and Song et al. showed the effects of specimen aspect ratio on
the accuracy of PSHPB testing, and as a result, samples for the present study were prepared with the
previously stated geometric criteria in the experimental design. By generating consistent, repeatable
data that reflected the intrinsic mechanical response of liver tissue, the optimal aspect ratio for liver
tissue was determined to be 3:1.

The obtained true stress-true strain curves showed a nonmonotonic characteristic overall
(Figure 3a,b), which was similar to recently reported data from drop tower compression testing
of human liver tissues at strains rates up to 62 s−1 [13]. Results from both studies indicated a loading
path that initiated with a sharp stiffening response, followed by softening, subsequent hardening,
and then yielding until ultimate failure. It is notable that this initial stiffening does not appear in
stress–strain plots obtained in the regime of low strain rates (<10 s−1), which often exhibit a monotonic,
concave-upwards stress–strain relationship [28,34]. Song et al. hypothesized that the stiffening was
purely a result of inertia [12]; however, this may or may not be the complete conclusion. Similarly,
Sparks et al. cited inertia as the main factor in initial stiffening but included dynamic changes in
specimen geometry during loading as a factor in stiffening [13]. Additionally, our study showed that
the initial hardening trend observed in the high strain rate response of soft biological materials may
completely be due to inertial effects, but part of it could also be attributed to the intrinsic behavior
of the material [23]. Further, Prabhu et al. also asserted that the high water content (70–80%) of soft
biological materials contributed to part of the initial hardening observed in high strain rate responses
of soft biomaterials [23].

As observed in Figures 6 and 7, the high-frequency oscillatory behavior of the FE simulation
stress–strain response was higher than that of the experimental response. The experiment, which
represented more of a real-world scenario, encountered the lower levels of such high-frequency
oscillations. In real life experimental systems, energy dissipation mechanisms act as a damping source,
but in an FE model, which is an undamped system simulating a real world damped experimental
system, proportional damping is commonly used to account for dissipative mechanisms (Appendix B).

It is interesting to note that high strain rate testing of different tissues results in different degrees
of initial stiffening. The results obtained by Prabhu et al. for brain tissue and by Clemmer et al. for
liver tissue at high rate compression demonstrated a higher initial hardening peak when compared to
liver data reported in this study [23,24]. The above observation leads to a hypothesis correlating the
initial stiffening with concentration of cellular content/water content [23]. Specifically, tissues with
higher cellular content have a higher initial stiffening peak than those of a more fibrous nature (e.g.,
brain > liver > tendon). One of the future aims of this research is to characterize various soft tissues
in an effort to confirm that the initial stiffening effect is actually an accurate representation of tissue
behavior under high strain rate testing.

To our knowledge, no studies involving high strain rate Hopkinson pressure bar testing of porcine
liver tissue exist. Moderate strain rate testing (20–62 s−1) on human liver tissue was performed by
Sparks et al. (2008), and they showed similar trends in stress–strain plots, despite the difference in
methodology, in which a drop tower technique was used on intact human livers [13]. Though these
strain rates were considered as fairly high in the report, they were relatively low compared to the
strain rates obtained in the present study. Through repetition of testing using the PSHPB apparatus,
various input velocities of the striker bar resulted in consistent strain rates in the porcine liver tissue
(Table 4). Using the PSHPB method, striker bar speeds of approximately 6.5–17 mph corresponded to
strain rates of 350–1550 s−1 in the liver tissue. For accurate replication of car crash scenarios, speed is a
critical factor, and the impact speeds employed in the present study are more representative of speeds
at which blunt trauma situations, such as those resulting from automobile accidents, occur.
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Table 4. Correlation between striker bar speed and resultant strain rate of porcine liver tissue in
high-rate tests.

Velocity of Striker Bar (mph) Strain Rate of Liver Tissue (s−1)

6.487 350
9.843 550
13.645 1000
17.001 1550

The anisotropic mechanical response of liver tissue was also addressed in this study. The isotropy
(or anisotropy) of liver tissue at high strain rates has not been well accepted in the present literature;
therefore, evaluating this material property for modelling purposes was necessary. Previous work on
high strain rate testing of bovine liver along two perpendicular directions determined that bovine liver
behaved isotropically [19]. The present study extends this work to include three orthogonal directions
in porcine liver tissue, along which high strain rate tests and histological analysis were performed. High
strain rate mechanical testing clearly showed that no difference existed among stress–strain behaviors
from testing along three orthogonal directions. Histological analysis of liver tissue, which examined
characteristics as cell nuclear area, cell count, and mean distance between neighboring cells, revealed
microstructural similarities among samples oriented along Directions 1, 2, and 3. These findings
suggest the liver is an isotropic medium. Although exact mechanisms for the isotropic response are
not yet clear, future studies into the contributions of the extracellular matrix may be insightful. The
heterogeneous response of the liver tissue behavior during plastic deformation in an experimental
setup is specimen-, microstructure-, or location-dependent, which is difficult to integrate in a simulated
homogenous finite element model. In the PSHPB experimental setting, porcine liver specimens were
glued to the setup, whereas the finite element model incorporated only minimal contact between the
specimen and the polycarbonate rod. Even though utilization of glue during biomechanical testing
of porcine liver tissue is not uncommon [34], it is difficult to quantitatively delineate the mechanical
role of glue in PSHPB; hence, it was assumed to be constrained-body contact that was applied in the
FE studies. Furthermore, high water content is essential for viscoelastic responses of soft tissues [1].
Incorporation of this mixture theory-based viscoelastic response in the material model can potentially
capture the “softening” and further “hardening” responses; however, this component is beyond the
scope of the current 1D material point simulator and will be addressed in future studies.

5. Conclusions

The use of a PSHPB apparatus for high strain rate testing of porcine liver tissue reveals the
inelasticity, isotropy, and strain rate sensitivity of liver tissue. In conclusion, (i) the liver tissue response
at high-rate compression was characterized by an initial hardening peak, followed by softening, and
then by strain hardening to failure; (ii) the liver mechanical stress–strain behavior increased as the
applied strain rate increased; and (iii) isotropic high-rate material behavior was observed along all
three orthogonal directions and was confirmed by the liver histological microstructure.

In addition to these three conclusions, some other important points are worth mentioning.
The wave propagation predicted by the finite element PSHPB simulation was consistent with the
experimental results, thus substantiating the present results of the PSHPB. However, the computational
simulation of the PSHPB process also showed that a uniform stress state was not fully achieved in
the cylindrical sample. This limitation implies that future work is warranted to perfect the PSHPB
technique in soft tissue high-rate characterization.

High strain rate tests conducted using an SHPB apparatus show that the porcine liver is strain
rate-dependent (Figure 3a). The anisotropy of the material at a high rate is marginal but marked with
high variation in the sample-to-sample mechanical behavior (Figure 3b). The material response is
marked by an initial hardening effect, followed by a softening trend, and then further hardening at
larger strains (Figure 3a,b). Simulations of the PSHPB test in ABAQUS/explicit solver (version 6.9)
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showed that the axial stress σ33 was primarily concentrated in the central region of the specimen
(Figures 6 and 7). Specimen volume-averaged FE simulation results indicated that a homogeneous
stress state was not maintained during specimen deformation (Figures 6 and 7). The range of stresses
exhibited by the specimen in the FEA can be observed in Figure 8.

This novel approach using polymeric bars for high-rate impact of porcine liver tissue serves as
a benchmark for future high strain rate testing of soft tissues. Experimental data coupled with the
finite element model can be implemented in large-scale, computational models of the human body for
simulation of high strain rate scenarios, such as automobile accidents, for validating the efficacy of
various safety features.
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Appendix A. Working Principle of Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (PSHPB)

The theory for PSHPB is based on classical mechanics of elastic wave propagation in the bars
and on the principle of superposition of waves. In elastic wave propagation theory, stress, strain, and
particle velocity caused from a single pressure wave (here compressive) are proportional to each other.
Hence, knowledge of a single pressure wave at any cross-section of the bars enables us to calculate the
wave nature at any other cross-section. Using the knowledge of incident wave and reflected wave at
any cross-section (and through the principle of superposition), stress, strain, and particle velocity can
be calculated. Here the stress, the strain, and the particle velocity are simply the sum of those related to
the incident wave and reflected wave, which are in opposite directions [18]. The specific wave energy
(Ws) absorbed by the specimen is given by

Ws = Wi − (Wo + Wr). (A1)

This is the equation for energy balance. Here Wi is the energy of the incident wave, Wo is the
energy of the transmitted wave, and Wr is the energy of the reflected wave. Stress state homogeneity
and balance of input and output are assumed. The bar’s response, being elastic in nature, can be used
to calculate the specimen’s inelastic response through the energy balance of the stress waves. The
expression for true stress–strain for a PSHPB experiment is given as:

σt(t) =
F(t)

Ss(0)
(1− 2νεn(t)). (A2)
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With true strain defined as

εt(t) = −ln
(

1
1− εn(t)

)
, (A3)

with

εn(t) =

t∫
0

.
εn(t)dt, (A4)

.
εn(t) =

(
Vi(t) −Vo(t)

ls(0)

)
, (A5)

where εt(t) is the true strain (A2), εn(t) is the nominal strain (A3),
.
εn(t) is the nominal strain rate (A4),

ls(0) is the initial length of the sample (undeformed), F(t) is the force, V is the velocity, Ss(0) is the initial
cross-sectional area of the sample, and ν is Poisson’s ratio (which is equal to 0.5 for incompressible
materials). Subscript i and o represent variables on the incident and transmitted bars, respectively. The
above formulae are applicable to compression with positive strains.

Appendix B. Mechanism of Rayleigh Viscous Damping

Real world dissipation mechanisms, such as friction, vibration, etc., in a high strain rate experiment
are hard to quantify and are simulated using an FE model. However, a generalized damping
mechanism, called Rayleigh or classical damping, can be introduced to simulate frictional and
vibrational dissipations. Rayleigh damping was introduced as a specific type of viscous damping,
which was calculated as a linear combination of mass matrix (M) and stiffness matrix (K). The equation
for viscous damping matrix is as follows:

C = αRM + βRK, (A6)

where αR and βR are the coefficients of M and K, respectively, and are real scalars (A6).
The observed difference in the high-frequency oscillatory waves of the FE simulation in comparison

to the experimental data (Figure 5) arose from the fact that frictional and vibrational dissipations
were simulated in the FE model through viscous damping. Viscous damping is a numerical damping
mechanism to account for experimental dissipations.
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Abstract: Jugular venous valve incompetence has no long-term remedy and symptoms of transient
global amnesia and/or intracranial hypertension continue to discomfort patients. During this study,
we interrogate the synergy of the collagen and elastin microstructure that compose the bi-layer
extracellular matrix (ECM) of the jugular venous valve. In this study, we investigate the jugular venous
valve and relate it to tissue-level mechanical properties, fibril orientation and fibril composition
to improve fundamental knowledge of the jugular venous valves toward the development of
bioprosthetic venous valve replacements. Steps include: (1) multi loading biaxial mechanical tests; (2)
isolation of the elastin microstructure; (3) imaging of the elastin microstructure; and (4) imaging of the
collagen microstructure, including an experimental analysis of crimp. Results from this study show
that, during a 3:1 loading ratio (circumferential direction: 900 mN and radial direction: 300 mN),
elastin may have the ability to contribute to the circumferential mechanical properties at low strains,
for example, shifting the inflection point toward lower strains in comparison to other loading ratios.
After isolating the elastin microstructure, light microscopy revealed that the overall elastin orients in
the radial direction while forming a crosslinked mesh. Collagen fibers were found undulated, aligning
in parallel with neighboring fibers and orienting in the circumferential direction with an interquartile
range of −10.38◦ to 7.58◦ from the circumferential axis (n = 20). Collagen crimp wavelength and
amplitude was found to be 38.46 ± 8.06 μm and 4.51 ± 1.65 μm, respectively (n = 87). Analyzing
collagen crimp shows that crimp permits about 12% true strain circumferentially, while straightening
of the overall fibers accounts for more. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study
of the jugular venous valve linking the composition and orientation of the ECM to its mechanical
properties and this study will aid in forming a structure-based constitutive model.

Keywords: collagen crimp; elastin; microstructures; force-controlled mechanical testing

1. Introduction

Venous valves are semi-lunar cusps that prevent retrograde blood flow in the venous system. For
example, jugular vein valve insufficiency is a hypothesized etiology, given that many patients report
Valsalva-associated maneuvers prior to a transient global amnesia event [1–3]. It is also hypothesized
that increased intra-abdominal pressure is transmitted into the intracranial venous system, causing
intracranial hypertension; jugular valve insufficiency may facilitate pressure transmission [4]. Moreover,
chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) occurs when the saphenous venous valves in the vein are damaged
or malfunctioning, leading to blood pooling at the distal end of the legs, causing swelling in the
legs. Current treatments for CVI, such as venous valve replacement, have been developed and
jugular venous valves were generally used in need of surgical replacement: replacing incompetent
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saphenous venous valves in the legs to prevent varicose veins, edema, poor circulation, valvular
incompetence and all other symptoms of CVI. For example, Medtronic’s Contegra pulmonary valved
conduit [5] and transcatheter Melody pulmonary valve [6] are based on glutaraldehyde-fixed trileaflet
bovine jugular venous valves. Many current bioprosthetic replacements use fixated xenografts, since
the better endotheliazed autologous vein segments take extreme surgical precision and are often
unavailable [7]. However, fixated tissues tend to have warped mechanical properties and can affect
valvular hemodynamic performance, which was shown in a study of the mitral valve [8]. Therefore, this
study highlights the characteristics that should be desired when creating tissue-engineered substitutes,
including mechanical properties, fibril orientation and fibril composition.

Venous valves are arranged in different valvular patterns depending on the location throughout
the venous system. The two most common valvular arrangements are tri-cuspid and bi-cuspid
but uni-cuspid, quadri-cuspid and quinque-cuspid have been recorded [9,10]; however, uni-cuspid
arrangements have been questioned as damaged bi-cupsid valves [9]. There are two enface sides of
the venous valve—the parietal side and the luminal side. During the “opened position,” the parietal
side faces the venous valve pocket and the luminal side faces away from the adhered venous wall.
The parietal side is composed mostly of collagen and the luminal side has an overlaying elastic
laminae, which is an extension of the venous wall [9]. Both sides are covered by an endothelium
layer. Specifically, there are three types of venous valves: parietal valves, free parietal valves and ostial
valves. Ostial valves are located at the entrance of a small vein into a larger one. Parietal valves are
located at a junction where two veins of equal diameter merge into one vein. At these junctions, there
is a valve present at each branch. Parietal valves are located distally to the heart of the bovine jugular
vein, for example, where the maxillary and linguofacial veins converge. The third type, free parietal
valves, are valves not at a junction [9].

Throughout different regions of the body, there are various types of collagen found in the
extracellular matrix (ECM). Collagen fibers are made up of bundles of collagen fibrils and are usually
found with an undulated pattern. The size and geometry of collagen fibers vary depending on the
tissue. Different forms of collagen fibers include cord- or tape-shaped geometry [11]. Since collagen
fibers give the extracellular matrix structural integrity, they are immensely relevant to this study. In the
venous valve, the collagen microstructure is much thicker than the elastin microstructure and is located
on the parietal side [9]. Previously, Huang and Lu [10,12] has used biochemical analysis of the venous
valve tissue to investigate soluble collagen concentration and developed histological images using
Masson’s trichrome stain. However, the study did not provide any implicit values regarding collagen
crimp length, only a mere approximation. Knowing that crimp length is especially important because
collagen fibers become increasingly stiffer when uncrimped. Elastin is defined by its ability to stretch
up to 150% of its original length without attaining any permanent damage [13,14]. Physiologically, the
luminal side is advantageous for the elastin location, because the luminal side experiences maximum
stretch during anterograde flow. Elastin provides compliancy and recoil, allowing the tissue to undergo
ongoing mechanical stress. Therefore, it is suggested that the elastin microstructure under tensile load
has the ability to retract and aid the valve in closing during retrograde flow.

Increased elastin has been observed in diseased venous valve leaflets [15], as has been collagen
disorganization [16] and decreased collagen expression [17]. Given the increased pressure loads and
concomitant tissue stresses in CVI, maladaptive venous valve tissue remodeling may parallel that of
the pulmonary autograft in the Ross procedure [18,19] or that of the saphenous vein when utilized as a
high pressure conduit in coronary bypass surgery [20]. Given how critical the elastin-rich ventricularis
layer is to the function of heart valve leaflets, increases in venous valve leaflet elastin shown by
Mouton et al. with progression of CVI may have important implications for the leaflet mechanical
properties. Without knowing tissue-level mechanical properties and the ECM composition of healthy
and diseased venous valve leaflets, it would be challenging to design replacement venous valves
capable of long-term durability and normal physiologic function.
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Previous mechanical tests of the venous valve included both a uniaxial mechanical test by Ackroyd
et al. [21] and a biaxial test by Huang et al. [10,12,22]. The biaxial mechanical test better represents the
physiological loading of the venous valve tissue and is, therefore, a better model of its mechanical
properties. Huang and Lu [12] and Huang and Kaul [22] have previously reported the stress-strain
curves, tangent moduli and constitutive models for the bovine jugular venous valve but the study was
only limited to displacement-controlled loading condition. In this paper, the biaxial mechanical test
applies three different force-controlled loading ratios, which allow the first attempt to characterize
venous valve fiber rotation during loading. The mechanical properties could then be elucidated and
compared to the investigated ECM’s collagen and elastin microstructures of the jugular venous valve.

The study by Saphir and Lev revealed images of longitudinal cross-sections of the jugular venous
valve and Crissman provided the isolated elastin microstructure but to date, there is no study directly
investigating the interplay of mechanical properties and the ECM in jugular venous valve tissue [23–25].
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first study to present microstructures that
investigate the fiber orientation of both collagen and elastin, directly relating fiber orientation to jugular
venous valves’ mechanical properties studied by a bi-axial mechanical test. To better understand
the mechanical effects between elastin and collagen fibers, especially at the low-strain region, we
incorporated sodium hydroxide digestion to identify elastin microstructure alone in the jugular venous
valve. In this context, the mechanical properties and microstructure of the jugular venous valves is of
interest. This paper is sought to outline the contribution of both the collagen and elastin microstructure
to the physiological function of jugular venous valve tissue in hopes of redefining the properties that
must be mimicked in bioprosthetic replacement.

2. Materials and Methods

This study only focused on external jugular vein free parietal valves to keep all findings consistent.
Additionally, only mature cows (Holstein breed, female, 10+ years old, ~1250 lbs weight) were used for
the experiments since the age of the cow was shown to have noticeable effects on the collagen and elastin
content [23]. Jugular venous valves were studied because their greater size aided mechanical testing and
handling during NaOH (Fisher Chemical, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) treatments to isolate elastin. Jugular
veins were removed from the mature cow and shipped to the lab overnight in a temperature-controlled
environment. Therefore, the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) review and
approval is not required since tissues harvested from an animal that was euthanized for reasons other
than our proposed study (culled). All connective tissue was cut off the exterior of the vessels. The veins
were slowly turned inside out using forceps [12]. Venous valves were carefully dissected from the
venous wall while submerged in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS). Since only free parietal valves
were dissected, valves located at branches were not used for the experiments. After the dissection,
venous valves were stored in HBSS at 1.11 ◦C (34 ◦F) until needed for further testing, which occurred
no later than 72 h after dissection. A representative jugular venous valve tissue was showed in Figure 1,
where a regular high-resolution scanner and a LSM-710 confocal microscope were used. Through a
combination of z-stack and tile scanning, the three-dimensional cell nucleus distribution (by staining
whole mount samples with DAPI (1:50 dilution) for 2 h and rinsing exhaustively with HBSS) and
collagen fiber structures of the tissue across the entire surface area and through the thickness, were
imaged based on collagen auto-fluorescence; the venous tissue was excited at 488 nm, with emissions
collected from 490–590 nm.
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Figure 1. Jugular venous valve tissue viewed (a) from a regular high-resolution scanner and (b,c) in a
LSM-710 confocal microscope (200×), where radial (R) and circumferential (C) directions were denoted
in (a).

2.1. Light Microscopy of the Collagen Microstructure

Immediately following dissection, tissue was gently washed in HBSS. The sample was mounted
on a microscope slide with HBSS and oriented so that the parietal side faced the eyepiece. The collagen
microstructure was imaged with planar objectives on the inverted microscope (VWR Vista Vision, West
Chester, PA, USA). The ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, MD, USA) ROI tool manager was used
to quantify collagen orientation and crimp length and was related to the mechanical testing results.
Specifically, the geometric analysis of the collagen crimp at relaxed conditions were associated with
and used to investigate the circumferential direction’s inflection point on the stress-strain curve.

2.2. Isolation of the Elastin

Elastins are known to stretch to 150–200% local strain but it is the composition and architecture of
the multi-component ECM which dictates the final outcome. In this study, we used NaOH digestion to
identify elastin microstructure alone in the jugular venous valve. In brief, NaOH digestion—more
frequently called hot alkali extraction—can degrade collagen due to its harsh conditions and it is
recommended not to exceed 50–60 min at high temperatures [26,27]. The hot alkali extraction was
made famous by Lowry and later modified by Lansing and has been a prevalent extraction method
ever since. The method involves gelatinizing collagen and using weak alkali to remove other proteins
from the elastin residue [27].

Dissected venous valve tissue was removed from HBSS and carefully placed into a glass beaker
filled with 200 mL of 0.1 N NaOH solution heated to 75 ◦C by a LHS-720 Series Digital Hot Plate (Omega,
Stamford, CT, USA). Temperature was monitored with an E4 Compact Thermal Imaging Camera (Flir,
Wilsonville, OR, USA). The tissue was digested for 45 min following a published procedure of the
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aortic valve [28]. After the digestion procedure, the tissue was washed in HBSS and biochemically
analyzed using a soluble collagen assay kit (Sircol; Accurate Chemical and Scientific Corp., Westbury,
NY, USA). The sample’s wet weight mass and dry weight mass were measured via an analytical
balance (VWR, West Chester, PA, USA). Next, the sample was vortexed in a 1-mL solution of acetic acid
(0.5 M; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and pepsin (1 mg/mL Pepsin A (P-7000); Sigma Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) in distilled water for 120 h. Collagen assay dye reagent of 0.1 mL was added to
each sample and vortexed (VWR, West Chester, PA, USA) for binding. The sample was centrifuged
with a Mini Spin (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) at 13,400 RPM for 10 min. Excess dye and collagen
extraction solution was removed, leaving the remaining solid mass of collagen content. One mL of
0.5 N NaOH was then added to the remaining collagen and vortexed. Solutions were placed in cuvettes
and absorbance was measured by a Genesis 20 Spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) at 550 nm [29,30]. Final collagen concentrations were determined by measuring the absorbance
at 550 nm by a spectrometer versus collagen mass (both wet and dried) based on a collagen standard
solution (Sircol Collagen Assay Collagen Standard 0.5 mg/mL). The proceeding process was repeated
at 0.1 N NaOH 75 ◦C digestions for 45-min, 60-min and 75-min durations to determine an optimal
duration for removing collagen content.

The 75-min duration was deemed the best process for removing almost all collagen content in
jugular venous valve tissue, despite the hot alkali method suggested not exceeding 50–60 min [26]. To
established a better comparison of initial dry weight of the sample to the dry weight of the sample
after digestion, fresh samples (n = 7) were lyophilized in a Free Zone 2.5 (Labconco, Kansas City,
MO, USA) and weighed on a VWR analytical balance. After the 75-min heated NaOH digestion, the
samples were gently washed in distilled water, lyophilized and weighed on an analytical balance again.
Washing had to be very gentle because the remaining elastin substrate was delicate and sticky. Lastly,
the process was followed with another Sircol soluble collagen assay to evaluate the remaining collagen
concentration data.

2.3. Light Microscopy of the Elastin Microstructure

In this work, both light microscopy and scanning electron microcopy (SEM) were used to image
the elastin microstructure. The 75-min 75 ◦C 0.1 N NaOH digestion was used on every sample before
imaging. After digestion, the sample was gently washed in HBSS and moved to a microscope slide
mounted with HBSS. An inverted microscope (VistaVision, VWR, West Chester, PA, USA) with planar
objectives was used to image the elastin microstructure of the venous valve tissue. Removal of the
collagen microstructure caused the elastin microstructure to unstretch. Image stitching of the same
location at different focuses was used on some images since the corrugated samples had multiple
focus depths.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy of the Elastin Microstructure

Following the light microscopy, SEM was used to visually investigate damage yielded by the
NaOH treatment used to isolate the elastin microstructure. For the purpose of comparison, undigested
samples were also imaged. Samples were placed directly into a critical point drying holder for filters
(samples had to be kept flat) and then into 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M NaPO4 buffer, pH 7.3 at 4 ◦C
for one week. Samples were rinsed in three 30-min changes of cold 0.1 M NaPO4 buffer, pH 7.3
(by moving the holder from one jar to another), followed by 30-min changes in cold 30% and 50%
ethanol (EtOH). The sample holder was moved to a jar of 70% EtOH and held overnight at 4 ◦C.
Completed dehydration with a 30-min change of cold 95% EtOH was followed by a 60-min change
to cold 100% EtOH, warming to room temperature and two 60-min changes of 100% EtOH. Samples
were critical point dried with a Samdri-795 critical point dryer (Tousimis, Rockville, MD, USA) for ten
min at critical point in liquid CO2. Samples were held in the desiccator overnight. All samples were
sputter-coated (Hummer 6.2 Sputter System, Anatech USA, Union City, CA, USA); the non-digested
samples were flat and coated with 25 Å from two sides plus 25 Å on top. The digested samples, which
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were convoluted, were coated with 25 Å from four sides plus 25 Å on top. Samples were returned to
the desiccator until viewed. Samples were viewed in a JEOL JSM-5900LV SEM at 15 kV.

2.5. Force Control Mechanical Testing

Immediately following dissection, tissue was gently washed in HBSS. The mechanical test was
conducted on a biaxial tester—the BioTester 5000 (CellScale, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). Four rakes
with five tungsten tines each were used for the boundary conditions of the venous valve tissue when
testing [12,22,29,31]. The rakes were spaced in the radial and circumferential direction by 4500 μm
during resting conditions. During testing, the venous valve tissue was submerged in HBSS and heated
to a constant 37 ◦C. During all testing, only the belly region of the venous valve tissue was tested,
removing the excess tissue that overlaid the tungsten rakes. The tissue was mounted so that the radial
direction of the belly region aligned on the y-axis and the circumferential direction aligned on the
x-axis of the BioTester [12,22,29,31]. Before testing, a 10 mN preload was loaded in both the radial and
circumferential directions. If this consistent preload was not applied, the samples could not be equally
compared since they began at different initial strain. The following loading ratios were implemented
into the mechanical test: (1) The 1:1 ratio was tested to 900 mN. The tissue was stretched with the same
force in both the circumferential and radial directions; (2) The 1:3 ratio was loaded with 300 mN of
force in the circumferential direction and 900 mN of force in the radial direction; and (3) In the 3:1
ratio, the circumferential direction was loaded with 900 mN and the radial direction was loaded with
300 mN. The extracted data were averaged across seven samples (n = 7) for each loading condition.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted using JMP (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). One-way ANOVA was
used to test the significance of data collected for the wavelength and amplitude of collagen crimps.
Statistical significance was tested at p < 0.05 to determine if it was appropriate to use data to form a
collagen crimp model for strain analysis.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Anatomical Findings during Dissection

Out of the 55 total bovine jugular veins (~30 cm long vein segments), there were 159 free parietal
valves. One-hundred eleven valves (111) were bi-cuspid, 46 of the valves were tri-cuspid and 2 of the
valves were quadri-cuspid. In addition, it was noticed that not entirely absent in venous valve leaflets
is the glycosaminoglycan-rich spongiosa layer characteristic of semilunar heart valve leaflets. In the
heart valve leaflets, the central spongiosa layer has been hypothesized to function as a mechanical
dampener [28,32].

In the jugular vein, 28.93% of venous valves were tri-cuspid, whereas in the saphenous vein, all of
the venous valves dissected are bi-cuspid [10]. The saphenous vein’s bi-cuspid geometry is always
oriented so that its coaptation is colinear to its longitudinal direction of the venous wall’s elliptical
cross section [9]. The superficial and deep veins in the legs always have elliptical cross sections due to
the compressive force between the subcutaneous fascia and/or muscle [33]. Edwards concluded that
the alignment is most likely mandatory for a tight closure of the venous valve [33]. In other words, if
the compressive force was oriented perpendicular to the coaptation of the venous valve, the bi-cuspid
valve would have an ineffective closure. Comparatively, the jugular venous valve has been found to
both have a common occurrence of bicuspid and tricuspid valves. This is in agreement with a previous
study which discovered that bovine proximal external jugular vein segments tend to be bi-cuspid and
distal external jugular vein segments tend to be tricuspid [12]. The common appearance of tri-cuspid
valves may be in response to the vein in vivo being shaped distally with circular cross sections as
opposed to elliptical, as in the proximal external jugular vein and saphenous vein. The smaller loads
on the exterior of the vessel are justified by smaller muscles located in the neck compared to the
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chest and leg. The lateral pectoral groove most likely applies more compression proximally to the
venous walls than the jugular groove applies distally to the venous walls. The lateral pectoral groove
is squeezed by both the brachiocephalicus and descending pectoral muscles [34]. Perhaps when veins
are less loaded and have circular cross sections, tri-cuspid valves perform better and remain competent
longer than bi-cuspid valves. This would explain the cuspid distinction between the venous valves
located in the distal external jugular vein segments and the proximal external jugular vein segments
and saphenous veins.

Particularly, it is an interesting investigation because traditional percutaneous venous valve designs
often have stents with circular cross sections but they are designed with bi-cuspid geometry [7,14].
Further providing justification, stent diameters are often oversized by 10% and the rigidity of the stent
in some cases will dictate the shape of the host vein [7,14]. Due to the venous valves physiological
existence, it may be true that the synergy of venous wall cross-sectional shape and cusp geometry play
a role in overall venous valve competence. If the hypothesis is correct that tri-cuspid valves occur in
the jugular vein due to the vessel’s segments with circular cross sections, it could be that tri-cuspid
valves would outperform bi-cuspid valves in the circular cross-sectioned stents that are often used in
the lower legs.

3.2. Light Microscopy of the Collagen Microstructure

Collagen fibers are found in nearly all tissues and maintain their overall structure [35]. The collagen
fiber network resides on the parietal side of the jugular venous valve just below the endothelium.
Relaxed collagen fibers in the jugular venous valve have a wavy pattern and align in parallel with
each other, orientating in the circumferential direction. An image of the collagen microstructure is
shown in Figure 2a. Orientation of collagen fibers was measured through the center of the undulated
collagen fiber segments (~150–200 μm length (Figure 2a)). It was found that most fibers align within a
10◦ range from the circumferential axis with an interquartile range of −10.38◦ to 7.58◦ (n = 20) and
all fibers have an immediate parallel relation to neighboring fibers. The wavy pattern is a protection
against direct tension on the collagen microstructure, similar to that of the aortic valve [36]. During
loading, the collagen fibers must uncrimp before being loaded under tension. Since collagen ruptures
at low strains (10–20%) and begins to yield at lower strains (1–2%), the crimps protect collagen fibers
from overextending, undergoing plastic deformation and rupturing [37,38].

 
Figure 2. (a) Collagen crimp light microscopy images focused on the parietal side of jugular venous
valve tissue (400×), where C = circumferential and R = radial directions. (b) Light microscopy of
isolated elastin microstructure (luminal side) (400×). Please note that it was a projected image since
several different focus levels were included in the image.

By analyzing the collagen fiber as a sinusoidal wave, we can make an approximation of how much
strain it takes to uncrimp the collagen fibers. The average wavelength and amplitude was measured at
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38.46 ± 8.06 μm and 4.51 ± 1.65 μm (n = 87), which was used to form the sinusoidal function. Therefore,
the sinusoidal function was shown below:

y = 4.51 sin (
2 π

38.46
x) (1)

The distance of a linearly stretched sinusoidal wave can be calculated using the arc length of a
curve formula shown in Equation (2).

r =
∫ b

a

√
1 + (

dx
dy

)
2
dx (2)

∫ 38.46 μm

0 μm

√
1 + ((

2 π
38.46 μm

)(4.51μm) cos (
2 π

38.46
x))

2
dx = 43.24 μm (3)

After the elongated sinusoidal wave had been calculated, it was possible to find the percent true
strain from uncrimping in the circumferential direction.

ln(
43.24 μm
38.46 μm

) = 11.71% (4)

3.3. Isolation of the Elastin Microstructure

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this study is the first to use a variation of the hot alkali
method to isolate the elastin microstructure in jugular venous valve tissue. The hot alkali method
involves incubating a sample in a diluted NaOH solution, usually for 45 min, but some variations
include extended time [39]. Remains of collagen were investigated with a Sircol Collagen Assay kit after
the 0.1 N NaOH 75 ◦C heat treatment for the following timed tests: 45, 60 and 75 min. 45- and 60-min
treatments still showed evidence of remaining collagen concentrations. The 75-min tests showed that
in six out of eight samples, soluble collagen was completely removed from the venous valve’s substrate.
The remaining two samples had very low collagen concentrations compared to previous collagen
assays conducted on non-digested tissue (361–616 mg/g dry weight) and were determined viable for
imaging of the elastin microstructure [12].

After digestion, the samples had negligible or no amounts of collagen and were very delicate with
only 11.63 ± 2.64% ( digested dry weight

non−digested dry weight ) remaining. Comparisons of before and after digestion showed
that the sample had noticeable amounts of shrinkage. It indicated that in relaxed conditions, the elastin
microstructure was held in a preloaded position. In addition, the digested sample was very sticky,
which was characteristic of purified tropoelastin [26]. However, the digestion was not perfect. Two out
of the eight samples still had low amounts of soluble collagen concentrations after biochemical analysis.
In defense of the digestion procedure, the remaining amounts of soluble collagen concentration, if any,
were slim to none considering such high soluble collagen concentrations before digestion (proximal:
361 mg/g dry weight, middle: 439 mg/g dry weight and distal: 616 mg/g dry weight) [12].

3.4. Light Microscopy of the Elastin Microstructure

After isolating the elastin, the specimen was carefully transferred to a microscope slide, mounted
with HBSS and imaged via light microscopy with a planar objective. Figure 2b showed the elastin
microstructure located on the luminal side of the belly region of venous valve tissue and the large cusp
fibers of the elastin microstructure having a radially crosslinked alignment was observed. We have
observed that the light microscopy was difficult to focus because the remaining elastin microstructure
had different regions of depth due to the sample shrinking and warping. Figure 2b needed to be
stitched at several different focus levels to include the whole image.
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3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy of the Elastin Microstructure

Light microscopy was well-suited for qualitatively describing the macro scale of the elastin
microstructure because of its fast preparation compared to SEM but for further magnification, SEM
was advantageous for image quality. Therefore, SEM was used to test the quality of the isolated elastin
digestion. Figure 3a showed the luminal side of the venous valve tissue before 75 ◦C NaOH digestion.
Figure 3b showed the luminal side of venous valve tissue after 75 ◦C NaOH digestion. After ethanol
dehydration and critical point drying, the samples were imaged in both non-digested and digested
states. The non-digested samples clearly showed the endothelial cells’ long axis alignment in the radial
direction of the cusp shown in Figure 3b. The digested SEM images showed that not all of the basal
lamina was digested but enough of it was removed to view parts of the elastin microstructure located
in the belly region. The elastin microstructure showed no significant orientation at 5000× (Figure 3b)
and also showed that certain fibers were damaged during the hot alkali digestion. These damaged
fibers were disconnected and appear untaut, differing from the rest of the elastin fibers.

 
Figure 3. (a) Luminal side of venous valve tissue (a) before 75 ◦C NaOH digestion and (b) after 75 ◦C
NaOH digestion viewed in a JEOL JSM-5900LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) at 15 kV. Elastin
fibers are imaged clearly but damage can be seen.

As seen in Figure 3b and other studies, SEM showed that not all elastic fibers orient radially [24].
Light microscopy (400×) showed the overall macro-scaled radial crosslinked orientation (Figure 2b),
whereas SEM (5000–10,000×) imaged smaller anastomosing elastic fibers orienting in all directions.
These results must be approached cautiously, because it must be noted that the SEM critical point
drying could alter the elastin’s state, unlike light microscopy which yields more accurate imaging.
Moreover, using SEM, it was discovered that freeze drying can fracture and twist the sample, where
critical point drying was shown to shrink the sample [24]. The light microscopy imaging was not as
clear or magnified as SEM, although the elastin microstructure was thought to be closer to its fresh
state since the drying methods are avoided.

The 75-min hot alkali digestion used was effective enough for high magnification images of the
elastin microstructure using lower magnification images using light microscopy and SEM. High SEM
magnification showed that glycoproteins of the basal lamina were still intact, covering up parts of
the elastin microstructure. Along with not completely isolating the elastin microstructure, the high
magnification of SEM (10,000×) showed considerable amounts of damage to small anastomosing elastic
fibers. Current methods used to isolate the elastin microstructure would not be advised for the future
mechanical testing of the elastin microstructure, because the damaged elastin as well as the unwanted
remains of collagen and the basal lamina would minimize the significance of the mechanical test’s
results. For future mechanical testing of the elastin microstructure, a more in depth NaOH digestion
procedure or a collagenase digestion may be less invasive [30,40] of the elastin and allow for adequate
mechanical testing of the isolated elastin microstructure.
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3.6. Biaxial Mechanical Testing

A biaxial planar force-control mechanical test was used to investigate tissue-level fiber orientation
and the rotation of the jugular venous valve. By implementing different loading ratios of circumferential:
radial = 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3, the venous valve’s fiber orientation and rotation were elucidated from the
extracted stress-strain curves (Figure 4) and the curves demonstrated the pronounced mechanical
anisotropy of tissues and the effects of transverse loading (in-plane coupling). Stiffness values of
the linear regions of the 1:1 ratio for the circumferential and radial directions were 29.34 ± 1.72 MPa
and 11.38 ± 0.84 MPa respectively (black curves in Figure 4; Table 1). The linear region’s slope was
evaluated between 75 N/m and 100 N/m of traction for both directions, using an average venous valve
thickness, 40 μm. These values were similar to previous findings using a displacement-controlled
mechanical test [12]. The averaged circumferential direction began to stiffen (enter the heal region) at
24.6% true strain and became linear approximately at 40%. The venous valve, which has anisotropic
mechanical properties, had a radial direction considerably less stiff than the circumferential direction,
not exiting the toe region until approximately 42% true strain. The 1:3 ratio (red curves in Figure 4)
was loaded with 300 mN of force in the circumferential direction and 900 mN of force in the radial
direction. In the circumferential direction, the heel region began at lower strain values than in the 1:1
ratio (~22% true strain). In the radial direction, the heel region began at greater strain values than the
1:1 ratio (~46% true strain). This created a leftward and rightward shift for the circumferential and
radial stress strain curves compared to the 1:1 ratio. However, the stiffness values of the linear region
were very comparable between 1:1 and 1:3 ratios. The linear stiffness values for the circumferential
and radial direction were 33.15 ± 3.29 MPa and 11.16 ± 0.98 MPa, respectively (Table 1). In the 3:1
ratio, the circumferential direction was loaded with 900 mN and the radial direction was loaded with
300 mN (blue curves in Figure 4). The circumferential and radial directions both had leftward shifts
on the stress strain graphs. The heel regions of both the circumferential and radial directions began
stiffening before the 1:1 ratios corresponding directions (~19%, ~32%). The linear stiffness values for the
circumferential and radial direction were 30.19 ± 2.78 MPa and 8.41 ± 1.54 MPa, respectively (Table 1).

 
Figure 4. Representative circumferential and radial stress-strain curves (mean ± SEM) from fresh
jugular venous valve leaflets, demonstrating the pronounced mechanical anisotropy of tissues and the
effects of transverse loading (in-plane coupling).
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Table 1. Modulus of elasticity of venous valvular tissue under three different loading ratios
(mean ± SEM).

Modulus 1:1 1:3 3:1

Circumferential 29.34 ± 1.72 MPa 33.15 ± 3.29 MPa 30.19 ± 2.78 MPa

Radial 11.38 ± 0.84 MPa 11.16 ± 0.98 MPa 8.41 ± 1.54 MPa

Stiffness of the linear regions of all ratios closely resemble each other, except the radial 3:1 ratio
could be due to rotated elastin fibers. These stiffness values showed that the linear region of the
circumferential direction was close to three times stiffer than that of the radial direction in all loading
ratios, except for the 3:1 ratio (due to its manipulated radial fiber components). The apparent differences
between the ratios was the strain value at which the heel region begins. The 1:1 ratio showed that
the jugular venous valve tissue’s mechanical properties were planar anisotropic. The circumferential
properties were substantially stiffer and discovered to be caused by the strict collagen alignment in the
circumferential direction. The 1:3 ratio showed a leftward and rightward shift of the circumferential
and radial directions on the stress-strain curves, respectively. This was caused by the reaction of the
ECM to the loading condition and Poisson’s ratio. Light microscopy images showed that the elastin
fibers are crosslinked and oriented mostly radially (Figure 2b). During the 1:3 ratio loading, the elastin
fibers straighten out in the radial direction and the circumferentially parallel-oriented collagen fibers
remain oriented circumferentially. One significant difference in the loading ratios was overall stress;
the 1:1 ratio has much more overall stress induced on the tissue than the 1:3 ratio, because both biaxial
directions are loaded with 900 mN. In the 1:3 ratio, the circumferential direction was only loaded
with 300 mN, while the radial direction was loaded with 900 mN. During 1:3 ratio testing, when the
circumferential direction was at low strains, the radial direction was already at much higher strains.
The overall stress of the radial direction being higher, while the circumferential direction was still
loaded at low strains, made the stress-strain curve’s circumferential direction shift leftward (or the heel
region stiffen at lower strains). When the radial direction was at maximum force, the circumferential
direction’s strain was much less than in the 1:1 ratio. This results in the radial direction’s heel region
appearing to be less stiff because of Poisson’s ratio. The overall difference of stress induced on the
tissues from each loading ratio explained the leftward shift of the 1:3 ratio circumferential direction
and the rightward shift of the 1:3 ratio’s radial direction when compared to the 1:1 ratio.

The 3:1 ratio did not follow what was expected if only Poisson’s ratio was considered. With
higher forces in the circumferential direction and lower forces in the radial direction, the authors
expected that the radial direction’s heel region would stiffen and the circumferential direction would
appear less stiff. This would be true if the re-alignment of the ECM had not affected its mechanical
properties during loading. The radial direction’s heel region stiffened at lower strains as expected but
its linear region was not of the same stiffness as the other ratios and the circumferential direction’s
heel region stiffened unexpectedly at lower strains. The re-alignment of the ECM can explain this
stress-strain curve shift and the more compliant radial direction. In the circumferential direction, the
elastin contributes to low strain properties. While the loading ratio deformed the sample orienting
elastin fibers circumferentially, the heel region began to stiffen at lower strain values. This created a
leftward shift of the 3:1 ratio. Since less elastin was aligned radially at higher strain values, the linear
region of the radial direction appeared less stiff (8.41 ± 1.54 MPa). This was noticeably less stiff then
the similar 1:1 and 1:3 radial directions’ linear region’s stiffness (11.38 and 11.16 ± 0.98 MPa). The
linear region’s stiffness of the circumferential direction was unaffected by the elastin’s re-orientation
because at higher loads, uncrimped collagen completely takes over its mechanical properties in the
circumferential direction. The circumferential directions’ linear region’s stiffness for the 1:1, 3:1 and 1:3
ratio are 29.34 ± 1.72 MPa, 30.19 ± 2.78 MPa and 33.15 ± 3.29 MPa, respectively (Table 1).

After all venous valve tissue was tested much past permanent slipping of collagen fibrils,
mechanically tested close to rupture values. If collagen fibrils constantly slipped during loading,
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venous valves would be plastically deformed and soon destroyed. Despite these high loading values,
the test was important in proving that the elastin layer contributes to both the circumferential and radial
directions at lower strains. During the 3:1 loading ratio, the contribution of elastin in the circumferential
direction was exaggerated and resulted in the stiffening of the curve at lower strain conditions. The
force control test was also important for explaining that the collagen layer completely takes over the
circumferential mechanical properties at higher loads when uncrimped. When elastin oriented partially
circumferentially, the 3:1 ratio’s circumferential linear region did not experience stiffened values. Lastly,
the test was important in showing that at higher loads the radial direction’s mechanical properties
were still dominated by its elastin layer. With its elastin fibers oriented partially circumferentially, the
3:1 ratio’s radial linear region appeared less stiff. The circumferential direction’s inflection point of the
1:1 ratio occurs at ~24.6% true strain. It was hypothesized that straightening of the fibers accounts for
the rest of the strain until the inflection point. Therefore, the authors hypothesized that straightening
of the fibers account for ~12.89% of true strain. These results seem justified because collagen fibers did
appear wavy in addition to the crimps. Additionally, the results seem physiologically similar to the
aortic valve, where crimping accounts for 23% strain and straightening of the fibers accounts for 17%
strain [38].

While collagen was uncrimping at low strains it was believed that the already pre-loaded
elastin crosslinked mesh accounted for a majority of the circumferential mechanical properties. This
assumption was reinforced by the force control testing. We believed elastin to be preloaded, because
during the elastin isolation process the venous valve tissue consistently formed a corrugated radial
direction and, when fixed, appeared stretched at the end of the digestion. Eventually, the strain reached
the point where collagen was uncrimped. Once collagen was uncrimped, it immediately stiffened and
the results of the stress-strain curve and elastin were no longer relevant in the stress-strain results
in the circumferential direction. However, it was shown to still play a role in the radial direction’s
linear region by the force-control data. This mechanical testing should be followed with an isolated
elastin microstructure mechanical test of the jugular venous valve tissue. Before this test is possible, a
method must be perfected to isolate the elastin microstructure without damaging it. A collagenase
digestion [30,40] may be a better option than the heated NaOH digestion for future work.

The bi-layer anatomy of the venous valve allows the radial direction to be much more compliant
than the circumferential direction. The parietal side has strict collagen alignment circumferentially
and the luminal side has its large elastic fibers crosslinked orienting radially. Collagen orienting
circumferentially across the venous valve may have the ability to guide the valve from the closed
to open position, extending the compliant radial direction. In this case, individual collagen fibers
running parallel causes the venous valve, when opening, to fold between collagen fibers. This fold is
believed to be guided by the crypts. Crypts are located along the parietal side of the venous valve [9].
Similarly, in the aortic valve, collagen fibers stabilize motion during mid-systole [41]. The collagen
fibers, during the venous valve’s closed position, are expected to carry the load of the above pressure
column of blood. For example, cows spend the majority of their day (7–12 h) grazing with their head in
the down position causing a pressure column from gravity [42]. In humans, pressure columns directed
against the pockets of the jugular venous valve do not happen in daily activities due to our upright
nature but do happen occasionally due to pressure wave impulses caused by coughing, straining or
exterior compression of a venous segment [9]. In this case, the venous valve cannot completely prevent
reflux but it will still partially mute it [9]. During pressure waves, venous valves are very important,
because previous research has questioned if competent jugular venous valves obstruct reflux to the
brain, preventing neurological disorders [43]. The strength of the venous valve tissue comes from
collagen and causes it to have a breaking strength twice of the associated venous wall [21]. When
loaded with reflux flow, collagen will uncrimp and mute the pressure wave. During the 1:1 loading
ratio, the circumferential direction did not begin to acquire considerable force until the inflection point
at 27.5% true strain. We hypothesize this to be the point at which collagen fibers are uncrimped and
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straightened. After the inflection point, the stiffness of the circumferential direction rapidly increased
until the linear region, characteristic of yielding collagen fibers.

4. Conclusions

Overall, the goal of this study was to conclusively identify the mechanical properties of the venous
valve’s ECM with three different loading conditions. The mechanical test characterized fiber rotation
and we related this information to the imaged collagen and elastin microstructures. The information
from the imaged collagen and elastin microstructures, along with its mechanical properties, were used
to understand how the bi-layer ECM contributes to the venous valves physiological function. In our
study, light microscopy offers the first images of the venous valve’s isolated elastin microstructure
unaffected by these drying methods. For the first time, venous valve tissue’s anisotropic behavior
has been explained by the venous valve’s bi-layer ECM. A heated 0.1 N NaOH digestion isolated
the elastin microstructure developing accurate light microscopy imaging of venous valve tissue
without invasive drying procedures, such as with previous SEM. Additionally, light microscopy of the
collagen microstructure allowed first time characterization of crimp effects on venous valve mechanical
properties, indicating crimp allows about 12% strain. Collagen aligning circumferentially and elastin
orienting radially, causes the circumferential direction to be stiffer and the radial direction to be more
compliant. Force-control testing also provided proof that the elastin’s crosslinked mesh accounts for
circumferential mechanical properties at low strains and affects the radial direction’s tangent modulus
of elasticity at higher strains. This new knowledge of venous valve tissue-level microstructures is
important for advances in basic venous physiology and, additionally, will be important for novel
approaches for preventing venous valve incompetence.
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Abstract: Several nonlinear and anisotropic constitutive models have been proposed to describe the
biomechanical properties of soft tissues, and reliably estimating the unknown parameters in these
models using experimental data is an important step towards developing predictive capabilities.
However, the effect of parameter estimation technique on the resulting biomechanical parameters
remains under-analyzed. Standard off-the-shelf techniques can produce unreliable results where the
parameters are not uniquely identified and can vary with the initial guess. In this study, a thorough
analysis of parameter estimation techniques on the resulting properties for four multi-parameter
invariant-based constitutive models is presented. It was found that linear transformations have
no effect on parameter estimation for the presented cases, and nonlinear transforms are necessary
for any improvement. A distinct focus is put on the issue of non-convergence, and we propose
simple modifications that not only improve the speed of convergence but also avoid convergence
to a wrong solution. The proposed modifications are straightforward to implement and can avoid
severe problems in the biomechanical analysis. The results also show that including the fiber angle
as an unknown in the parameter estimation makes it extremely challenging, where almost all of
the formulations and models fail to converge to the true solution. Therefore, until this issue is
resolved, a non-mechanical—such as optical—technique for determining the fiber angle is required
in conjunction with the planar biaxial test for a robust biomechanical analysis.

Keywords: biomechanics; parameter estimation; nonlinear preconditioning; gradient-based
minimization; cirrus

1. Introduction

Characterizing the biomechanical properties of soft tissues remains a crucial starting point for
describing and predicting their behavior [1]. Different experimental techniques have been designed,
and several decades of research has produced a large amount of stress-strain data for different tissue
types, such as aorta [2], myocardium [3], and heart valves [4,5]. Unlike engineered materials, most of
these tissues exhibit highly nonlinear and anisotropic responses. In order to describe the wealth of
experimental data, different constitutive models have been developed, and nonlinearity and anisotropy
remain a hallmark of these models [6].

With the increasing complexity of the constitutive models for soft tissues, the number of associated
fitting parameters has also increased. The process of fitting these models to the experimental data,
also knowns as parameter estimation, is an important step [7]. It has been observed that reliably
estimating the parameters can be a challenge, especially as the number of unknown parameters
increase [8]. Moreover, due to the high nonlinearity and anisotropy, the parameters can become
correlated, and the experimental data may not be sufficient to uniquely identify them [9,10]. In fact,
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determining an optimum set of experiments required to uniquely and accurately estimate the model
parameters is an active area of research [11].

On the other hand, the effects of parameter estimation techniques on biomechanical characterization
remain under-analyzed. Generally, methods originally designed for estimating parameters in linear
and isotropic models are used as is, which can suffer from ill-conditioning and slow convergence
when applied to the highly nonlinear problems of tissue mechanics. More importantly, in many cases
the uniqueness of the estimated parameters cannot be tested, which may result in dubious outcomes.
Similarly, extensive research has been carried out in improving the conditioning of linear algorithms [12];
however, these techniques for linear problems may not benefit the nonlinear parameter estimation
common in biomechanics. Thus, there is a strong need for advancement in the area of nonlinear
parameter estimation to help resolve these issues.

Previously, using simplified analysis and elementary algebra arguments, modifications were
proposed to improve the biomechanical parameter estimation [13]. However, that study was focused
solely on the case with two unknowns, which has only one local minima. In other words, for
two parameters, the iterations always converged to the correct solution, and the improvement was
obtained in the speed of convergence. Moreover, one of the proposed modifications was to use
a logarithm of the measured stresses, which poses a problem if the stresses are negative. Thus, there is
a need to further develop these techniques that are more general and easily applicable.

The aim of this study is to thoroughly test novel techniques in the parameter estimation process
for multiple unknowns. To aid easy adaptation and wide applicability, the presented work is
restricted to only simple modifications that are straightforward to implement and focus on the
issue of non-convergence. In Section 2, details of the methods used are described: how artificial
experimental data is generated, which constitutive models are used, details of the algorithm used for
parameter estimation, and the transformations tested. In Section 3, results for each model and different
formulations are presented. At the end, in Section 4, the significance of the results, limitations and
possible future work are discussed before concluding in Section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Problem Setup

In order to make this study relevant to experimental situations, planar biaxial test protocols—both
displacement controlled (DC) and force controlled (FC)—are used. Strain/stress ratios of 0:1, 1:1,
and 1:0 in the x– and y–directions are applied. Although, in practice, five or seven stress-strain ratios
are used, as using more data is expected to improve the accuracy of the fitted model. That is true
when there is noise present in the data and/or the model is not perfect. However, in this study the
experimental data is assumed to be noiseless and perfect, which makes the parameter estimation
easier and theoretically only two stress-strain ratios are required to estimate all the parameters
uniquely. Lastly, shear stresses and deformations are neglected, and plane stress and incompressibility
assumptions are used. Thus, only two stress-strain relations remain relevant.

In the DC case, the inputs are stretch ratios λx and λy, and the outputs are Cauchy stresses σxx and
σyy. Inversely, in the FC case, the inputs are Cauchy stresses σxx and σyy, and the outputs are stretch
ratios λx and λy. The maximum axial stretch applied is 1.1225, while the maximum normal stress
applied is 130 kPa. The material parameters are assumed to be homogeneous everywhere, and hence
for the DC case, the input-output relation is analytical. Moreover, even for the FC case, an iterative
solver based on the Powell hybrid method [14] is used to calculate stretch ratios from the stresses. Thus,
no finite element simulations are required, which helps keep the computational expenses reasonable.

2.2. Constitutive Models

Standard notations in large deformation mechanics are adopted [15]: F is the deformation gradient,
C = F�F is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, and I1 = tr (C) is the first invariant of C.
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Due to incompressibility, the Jacobian of the deformation J = det F is constrained to be unity J = 1. If
the fiber direction is denoted by a direction vector M, the stretch along the fiber is defined by the fourth
invariant of C: I4 = M · CM. For planar tissues with in-plane fibers aligned at an angle θ to the x-axis
and normal direction parallel to the z-axis, the fiber direction can be written as M = [cos(θ), sin(θ), 0]�.

The Cauchy stress tensor is σ, which is derived from the strain energy density Ψ as

σ = 2F · ∂Ψ
∂C

· F� − pI, (1)

where I is the identity tensor and p is the hydrostatic pressure acting as a Lagrange multiplier to
enforce incompressibility. To define the stress-strain relationship, the following four constitutive
models popular in the biomechanics community are used; however, different symbols are used for the
material parameters than the literature for consistency across the models in this study.

2.2.1. Gasser-Ogden-Holzapfel (GOH) Model

The GOH model defines the strain energy density function as [16]

Ψ (C) =
c1

2c2

(
eQ − 1

)
+

c0

2
(I1 − 3) , (2)

where
Q = c2 [c3 I1 + (1 − 3c3)I4 − 1]2 . (3)

The first term is the contribution of fibrous tissue, whereas the second term is assumed to be due to
isotropic matrix. cJ (J = 0, 1, 2) are material parameters, and the dispersion parameter c3 ∈ [0, 1/3] and
the fiber angle c4 ≡ θ ∈ [0, π] are the structural parameters. Thus, GOH model has a total of M = 5
constitutive parameters.

2.2.2. Humphrey Model

Humphrey and Yin proposed the following strain energy density function for soft tissues [17]

Ψ (C) =
c1

c2

[
ec2(I1−3) − 1

]
+

c3

c4

[
ec4(

√
I4−1)

2
− 1

]
. (4)

Here, cJ (J = 1, 2, 3, 4) are material parameters, and the fiber angle c5 ≡ θ ∈ [0, π] is the structural
parameter. Since there is no neo-Hookean term with parameter c0, the Humphrey model also has
M = 5 constitutive parameters.

2.2.3. Lee–Sacks Model

Lee et al. proposed the following constitutive model for valve tissue [9]:

Ψ (C) =
c0

2
(I1 − 3) +

c1

2

(
c4ec2(I1−3)2

+ (1 − c4)ec3(I4−1)2 − 1
)

. (5)

Here, cJ (J = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the material parameters, and the fiber angle c5 ≡ θ ∈ [0, π] and c4 ∈ [0, 1]
are the structural parameters. Thus, Lee–Sacks model has M = 6 constitutive parameters.

2.2.4. May-Newman Model

May-Newman and Yin proposed the following strain energy density to define the biomechanical
properties of mitral valve tissue [18]

Ψ (C) = c1

(
eQ − 1

)
+

c0

2
(I1 − 3) , (6)
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where
Q = c2 (I1 − 3)2 + c3

(√
I4 − 1

)4
. (7)

Here, cJ (J = 0, 1, 2, 3) are material parameters, and the fiber angle c4 ≡ θ ∈ [0, π] is the structural
parameter. Thus, May-Newman model has a total of M = 5 constitutive parameters.

2.3. Parameter Estimation Algorithm

A general parameter estimation problem for planar biaxial tissues is the following: given the
“measured” values of stresses and stretches and a chosen constitutive model, determine the associated
constitutive parameters c = {c0, c1, . . . , cM}. The experimental input is denoted as xi and output as ȳi,
i = 1, . . . , n where n is the number of experimental data points. In the DC case, input xi =

[
λi

xx, λi
yy

]
are

the stretches and output ȳi =
[
σi

xx, σi
yy

]
are the stresses, whereas in the FC case, input xi =

[
σi

xx, σi
yy

]

are the stresses and output ȳi =
[
λi

xx, λi
yy

]
are the stretches. The deviation of the chosen model from

the measured output is defined as the residual

ri(c) = 〈m(xi; c), ȳi〉, (8)

where m is the input–output function derived using the chosen constitutive model and then evaluated
at xi input and chosen c parameter values. The residual operator 〈· , ·〉 needs to be chosen appropriately.
A commonly used option is the uniformly weighted difference

rU
i = m(xi; c)− ȳi. (9)

In [13], a “log-norm” was proposed which decreased the nonlinearity and improved the convergence.
However, logarithm has a drawback that it cannot be applied to negative values. It should be noted
that taking a log has the effect of assigning lower weights to higher values. In other words, log(y1)−
log(y2) = log(y1/y2). Inspired by this observation, an alternative residual is tested: a non-uniformly
weighted difference

rN
i =

m(xi; c)
ȳi

− 1. (10)

While using Equation (10), one must exclude points with measured zero values. In practice, this
is easily implemented since exactly zero output is uncommon for anisotropic tissues (except in the
load-free reference configuration, which is trivially satisfied by all models and can be simply discarded).
Lastly, an objective function is defined (also called the Loss function in literature), as simply the square
summation of the residual:

F (c) :=
1
2

n

∑
i=1

(ri · ri). (11)

In order to determine the parameters, a minimization problem is formulated to estimate the
parameters cJ :

c̄ = arg min
c

F (c). (12)

The minimization problem is solved using the Gauss-Newton algorithm with a backtracking line
search [19]. Details are provided in Algorithm 1.

Since the parameter space size grows exponentially with the number of parameters, it becomes
prohibitively expensive to systematically span the space for more than three parameters. Therefore,
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is used to generate 300 samples from the parameter space (see Table 1
for the parameter ranges used). LHS has the advantage of generating uniformly spaced combinations
of the parameters while keeping the parameter values random. Using each LHS sample Ck

(k = 1, . . . , 300), artificial “measurements” are generated as ȳi = m(xi, Ck). Thus, the “true” parameter
values are known, and the estimated results can be compared against them. Since nonlinear parameter
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estimation depends strongly on the initial guess, all other samples Cl ∀l �= k are used as the initial
guesses c0 for the parameter estimation algorithm. Thus, for each test, 300× 299 = 89,700 minimization
simulations are computed. Finally, the histogram of the fraction of cases versus iterations taken to
converge are plotted. To test the convergence, the final parameter values are compared with the
true parameter values, and the error is calculated. Since the fiber angle θ is cyclic with a period
of π, the value of cos2(θ) is compared instead. The non-converged cases are subcategorized into
“Unconverged” (U) and “Misconverged” (M): U being the runs that were unable to converge in
maximum number of iterations and M being the ones where minimization converged, however, to
wrong parameter values.

Algorithm 1: Parameter estimation using Gauss-Newton method with backtracking line search.

Data: Observed data y and initial guess c0, MAXITER = 30, TOL = 10−10, δ = 10−5

Result: Parameters that fit the model y to observed data y by minimizing the functional
F (c) = 1

2 r · r (11) with the chosen residual (9) or (10)
initialization c ← c0;
ITER ← 0;
do

Calculate the fitting model y(c) and its derivatives J = ∂r(c)/∂c using central finite
difference ;

Calculate the search direction and step Δc by solving J�JΔc = J�r ;
Perform line search as follows (backtracking):
while (ΔF = F (c)−F (c + Δc) < 0) or (calculation of y(c + Δc) failed ) do

Δc ← Δc/2
end

ΔF = F (c)−F (c + Δc);
c ← c + Δc;
ITER ← ITER + 1;

while (ΔF > TOL) and (ITER < MAXITER) and (max |Δc| > δ) ;

Table 1. Summary of the models used and the ranges of associated parameters. GOH =
Gasser-Ogden-Holzapfel model.

Model c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

GOH Equation (2) 0 to 100 kPa 5 to 100 kPa 20 to 100 0 to 0.3 0 to π −
Humphrey Equation (4) − 5 to 100 kPa 1 to 100 5 to 100 kPa 1 to 100 0 to π
Lee–Sacks Equation (5) 0 to 100 kPa 5 to 100 kPa 1 to 100 1 to 100 0 to 1 0 to π

May-Newman Equation (6) 0 to 100 kPa 5 to 100 kPa 1 to 100 1 to 1000 0 to π −

2.4. Parameter Transformations

The aim is to study the effect of transforming parameter space from c to ĉ = Γ(c) on the
minimization. As the first step, linear parameter transformation is tested, and, in general, a linear
transformation can be written as ĉ = Pc, where P is a constant matrix. A natural simple linear
transformation is rescaling the parameters

ĉ = [η1c1, . . . , ηMcM] , (13)

so that the derivative of the residual ∂F/∂ĉJ are of the same order. That is,

ηJ =
n

∑
i=1

ri
∂ri
∂cJ

(14)
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calculated from the previous iteration. It should be noted that this rescaling transformation is
equivalent to the well-established Jacobi preconditioner [12].

Next, nonlinear transformations are tested. As shown in [13], taking a log of the parameter c1, i.e.,
ĉ1 = log(c1) was shown to accelerate the convergence for estimating two unknown parameters. To test
if this holds true for different models and multiple parameters, the following transformation is used

[ĉ1, ĉ2, ĉ3, . . . ] = [log(c1), c2, c3, . . . ] . (15)

Since the model by Humphrey (4) has sum of two exponential terms, an equivalent transformation
is tested

[ĉ1, ĉ2, ĉ3, ĉ4] = [log(c1), c2, log(c3), c4] . (16)

Using each transformation, the number of unknown parameters are gradually increased and their
effect on convergence is tested. Lastly, Zhang et al. [20] proposed the following transformation:

[ĉ1, ĉ2, ĉ3, . . . ] =
[
c1eQmax(c), c2, c3, . . .

]
, (17)

where Qmax(c) is maximum value of the exponent over all applied inputs. Although this is not a simple
transformation to implement, for comparison purposes, models with a single exponential term are
tested for the DC case.

3. Results

Using linear transformation, there is no effect on the minimization process for any cases (results
skipped for brevity). This is not surprising since the number of unknowns in this case is always
less than six, which means that the Hessian matrix—even if it has a high condition number—can be
inverted with high precision. Thus, the linear transformation has no effect on the presented problem,
but it may improve the estimation for heterogeneous problem or while using an algorithm like the
steepest-descent where the Hessian is not inverted. Henceforth, only the nonlinear transformations
are focused on for different models described in the previous section.

3.1. GOH Model

For the DC case with GOH model (2), as the first check, only two parameters, c1 and c2, are
estimated while keeping other parameters fixed. Both the log transformation (15) and non-uniformly
weighted residual (10) show faster convergence compared to the standard uniform weighted residual
and no transformation (Figure 1a). Furthermore, the algorithm is able to find true parameters for all
runs and formulations.

If the number of unknowns is increased to include c0 and c3 (but keep the fiber angle θ fixed),
using the standard formulation (uniform weighted residual and no transformation), there are a small
fraction of cases that either do not converge or converge to the wrong solution (Figure 1b). These
cases are reduced to almost none when using the log transformation (15) and non-uniformly weighted
residual (10). This is an important improvement in addition to faster convergence.

Furthermore, if the fiber angle θ is also treated as an unknown, the number of unconverged and
misconverged runs increases dramatically, and only less than a third of the runs converge to the true
parameter values (Figure 1c). Although, the log transformation (15) and non-uniformly weighted
residual (10) improve the situation slightly, there still remains a large number of non-converged runs.
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Figure 1. Iterations required using different formulations for GOH model (2) displacement controlled
(DC) case when (a) only c1 and c2 are unknown, (b) all parameters except the angle θ are unknown,
and (c) all parameters are unknown.

The standard formulation (uniformly weighted residual and original parameters) and the best
formulation so far (non-uniformly weighted residual and log(c1) transformation) are compared with
the one proposed by Zhang et al. [20] (Figure 2). Results show that Zhang’s transformation helps
improve the convergence compared to the standard formulation; however, its performance is sub-par
to the one proposed here—both for two and four unknown parameters.

( ) 1
U

( 1)
N

( )

Figure 2. Iterations required using different formulations for the GOH (2) model DC case when (a) only
c1 and c2 are unknown and (b) all parameters except the angle θ are unknown.

For the FC case with the GOH model (2), as a start, only two parameters, c1 and c2, are estimated
and all other parameters are fixed. Results show that all the cases are converged, and that using a log
transformation improves the convergence speed (Figure 3a). However, compared to the DC case, no
appreciable difference is found by using the non-uniformly weighted residual (10) in this case.

As the number of unknowns is increased to include c0 and c3, the behavior remains similar
(Figure 3b). The log transformation helps the algorithm by making the convergence faster and
decreasing the number of non-converged runs. However, there is no effect of the non-uniformly
weighted residuals. If the fiber angle θ is also an unknown, similar to the DC case, the parameter
estimation becomes extremely difficult, and only a small fraction of the runs converge (Figure 3c).
There is only a small improvement by using the log transformation and non-uniformly weighted
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residuals. It should be noted that using Zhang’s formulation (17) for the FC case is problematic because
the strain is unknown and finding the maximum value of the exponent will be expensive. Since no
improvement was found in the DC case, the formulation by Zhang is omitted for the FC case.

( ) 1

( 1)
U

N

( )

( )

Figure 3. Iterations required using different formulations for the GOH (2) model force controlled (FC)
case when (a) only c1 and c2 are unknown, (b) all parameters except the angle θ are unknown, and
(c) all parameters are unknown.

For the DC case with standard formulation (uniform weighted residual and no transformation)
and Humphrey’s model (4) with fiber angle θ fixed, there is a significant fraction of runs that are either
unconverged or misconverged (Figure 4a). This is caused by the interaction of two exponential terms
in the model. By using the log-log transform (16), the situation improves slightly. Furthermore, if the
non-uniformly weighted residual (10) is also used, all of the cases converge. Thus, there is an enormous
difference in convergence properties by using the transform and non-uniform weighting.

3.2. Humphrey Model

If the fiber angle also needs to be determined, the number of converged runs reduces substantially
(Figure 4b). The misconverged simulations are reduced to almost none when the log transform is used;
however, the number of unconverged cases increase. Thus, overall the total number of non-converged
runs remains approximately the same, with only a slight improvement in the convergence using the log
transformation (16). Since Humphrey’s model has two exponential terms, there is no simple method
to find the maximum exponent for each term, and thus the formulation by Zhang et al. (17) is omitted.
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Figure 4. Iterations required using different formulations for the Humphrey model (4) DC case when
(a) all parameters except the fiber angle θ are unknown and (b) all parameters are unknown.

A similar behavior for the FC case is found; when the fiber angle θ is fixed, the parameter
estimation is successful for all runs. However, there is no appreciable improvement by using
either the log transform or the non-uniformly weighted residual (Figure 5a). If the fiber angle θ

is included as an unknown, it becomes challenging to estimate the parameters irrespective of the
method used (Figure 5b). Although using non-uniformly weighted residual leads to a decrease in the
number of misconverged runs, it also leads to an increase in the unconverged runs with only a slight
increase in the number of converged runs.

( ) 1 3

( 1) ( 3)
U

N

( )

Figure 5. Iterations required using different formulations for the Humphrey model (4) FC case when
(a) all parameters except the fiber angle θ are unknown and (b) all parameters are unknown.

3.3. Lee–Sacks Model

In Lee–Sacks model (5), when only two parameters, c1 and c2, are estimated with the DC case, all
of the runs converge irrespective of the formulation (Figure 6a). Using log transformation on c1 helps
speed up the convergence, while using the non-uniformly weighted residual (10) has a limited effect.

If all parameters except the fiber angle θ are estimated, the uniformly weighted residual leads
to a large number of unconverged and misconverged runs (Figure 6b). However, changing the
residual to non-uniformly weighted one (10) helps improve the situation. When the fiber angle is also
estimated, similar to previous two models, a large number of unconverged and misconverged runs
are obtained (Figure 6c). However, unlike the previous models, there is only a limited improvement
when the residual is changed or the log transformation is used. Similar to the Humphrey’s model,
Less–Sacks model also has two exponential terms, however, with only one parameter c1 in front. Thus,
it is not clear how to implement the transformation proposed by Zhang et al. (17).
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Figure 6. Iterations required using different formulations for the Lee–Sacks model DC case when
(a) only c1 and c2 are unknown, (b) all parameters except the fiber angle θ are unknown, and (c) all
parameters are unknown.

In the FC case with Lee–Sacks model, only two parameters, c1 and c2, can be reliably estimated
using the standard formulation (Figure 7a). Using the log transformation and non-uniformly weighted
residual speeds up the convergence. Furthermore, there is a small number of misconverged runs with
only two unknowns using the standard formulation, which disappear when the log transformation is
used. However, when the unknown parameters include other parameters, almost none of the FC runs
are converged (Figure 7b,c). This happens irrespective of fiber angle θ being fixed or unknown and the
choice formulation.

( ) 1

( 1)
U

N

( )

( )

Figure 7. Iterations required using different formulations for the Lee–Sacks model FC case when
(a) only c1 and c2 are unknown, (b) all parameters except the fiber angle θ are unknown, and (c) all
parameters are unknown.

3.4. May-Newman Model

Two parameters c1 and c2 in the May-Newman model (6) can be estimated using the DC setup
and any of the formulations (Figure 8a). Using the log transformation and non-uniformly weighted
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residual helps improve the convergence speed. If the number of unknown parameters is expanded to
include others, except the fiber angle, most of the runs converge to the correct solution (Figure 8b).
The number of non-converged runs becomes lower if the log transformation and/or the non-uniformly
weighted residual are used. However, the convergence speed is largely unaffected by the change
in formulation.

( ) 1

( 1)
U

N

( )

( )

Figure 8. Iterations required using different formulations for the May-Newman model DC case when
(a) only c1 and c2 are unknown, (b) all parameters except the fiber angle θ are unknown, and (c) all
parameters are unknown.

When the fiber angle θ is included as an unknown, the same issue as other models appears
where less than a third of the simulations converge to the correct solution (Figure 8c). By using the
non-uniformly weighted residual, this problem is mitigated to some extent, although not completely.
Furthermore, both the log transformation and non-uniformly weighted residual help reduce the
iterations required to converge.

The results using Zhang’s transformation [20] are compared with the proposed formulations
(Figure 9). Similar to the results for the GOH model, this transformation helps improve the convergence
compared to the standard formulation. However, the improvement is less than that using the
formulation proposed here.

( ) 1
U

( 1)
N

( )

Figure 9. Iterations required using different formulations for the May-Newman (6) model DC case
when (a) only c1 and c2 are unknown and (b) all parameters except the angle θ are unknown.
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Using the FC setup with May-Newman model, the convergence behavior is similar to other
models. When only two parameters c1 and c2 are estimated, all runs converge (Figure 10a). In this
case, the convergence speed is improved when the log transformation is used, but is unaffected by
the residual choice. When all the parameters except the fiber angle θ are estimated, some simulations
do not converge (Figure 10b). The number of misconverged runs is reduced slightly by using the log
transformation, whereas using the non-uniformly weighted residual has a slight negative effect on the
convergence. Lastly, when the fiber angle θ is also an unknowns, all the formulations suffer from poor
convergence (Figure10c). Only a small fraction of runs converge, and the choice of formulation has
a negligible effect.
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Figure 10. Iterations required using different formulations for the May-Newman model FC case when
(a) only c1 and c2 are unknown, (b) all parameters except the fiber angle θ are unknown, and (c) all
parameters are unknown.

4. Discussion

4.1. Nonlinear Preconditioning

Linear transformation was found to have no effect on the convergence behavior. This is because
the number of unknowns is small, and the tissue is assumed to be homogeneous. Thus, the Hessian
matrix can be inverted accurately, and therefore linear preconditioners have no advantage for the
presented problem. This is an important characteristic of biomechanical problems: the challenges
are different from other engineering fields, which necessitates different solutions. The nonlinear
transformation proposed here acts as a nonlinear preconditioner, which is a relatively under-explored
area [21]. The improvements found in this study will motivate further work along these lines to
improve the biomechanical parameter estimation and, therefore, analysis.

4.2. Replacing c1 with eĉ1

Across almost all models and cases, using a log transform of c1 led to improvement in the
parameter estimation. For many cases, it not only improved the convergence speed, but also helped
decrease the fraction on non-converged simulations. It should be noted that taking a log of c1 while
parameter estimation is equivalent to replacing c1 with eĉ1 in the constitutive models. As noted in [13],
this not only helps reduce the nonlinearity but also enforces the constraint c1 > 0. Interestingly, not
only this transform helped improve the DC cases, but it also helped improve the FC cases, albeit to a
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lesser extent. The improvements obtained are all the more impressive considering the minute nature
of this change and its implementational simplicity.

4.3. Weighted Residual

Interestingly, the effect of non-uniformly weighted residual was similar to that of the “log”-norm
proposed in [13]. It helped improve the parameter estimation for almost all DC cases, but did not have
an appreciable—positive or negative—effect on the FC cases. The advantage of this approach over
“log”-norm is that it can be used for both positive and negative values. Moreover, the non-uniformly
weighted residual is already used in some optimization problems. However, this is the first time it
is being compared with the uniformly weighted residual for biomechanical parameter estimation.
The approach can be implemented easily and the results show a clear advantage over uniformly
weighted residual.

4.4. Adding Fiber Angle as an Unknown

It was not surprising that increasing the number of unknown parameters made their estimation
more challenging for all models and cases. However, the most striking differences were observed
when fiber angle was added to the unknown list; the fraction of converged results reduced drastically
compared to when the fiber angle was considered as a known fixed value. More importantly, the use
of log transform or non-uniformly weighted residual had an extremely limited effect when fiber angle
was being estimated. Until this issue is resolved, the most practical approach may be to determine
the fiber angle using other techniques, such as histology [22] or light scattering[23], and consider it
as a fixed unknown during biomechanical parameter estimation. Using optical techniques, it may
be possible to estimate the fiber dispersion, as well (c3 in GOH model and c4 in Lee–Sacks model).
Not surprisingly, this will make the parameter estimation easier (Figure 11); however, the advantages
of the log transform and non-uniformly weighted residual remain.

( ) 1

( 1)
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N

( )

Figure 11. Iterations required using different formulations for (a) the GOH model DC case when all
parameters except fiber angle θ and dispersion c3 are unknown, (b) the Lee–Sacks model when all
parameters except the fiber angle θ and dispersion c4 are unknown.

Furthermore, the ultimate goal of this study is to have a robust technique that can estimate all the
parameters from in-vivo dataset, where inverse models are required [24–26]. Previously, in inverse
model developed for the aortic valve, fiber angles had a significant effect on the solution accuracy [10],
and therefore needed to be determined by other means. It should be noted that it may not be possible
to determine fiber angle separately for in-vivo inverse models. In such situations, determining
the population-averaged fiber architectures of native tissues would help make this possible [27,28].
In general, if the parameters can be split into separable subsets, where one subset of the parameters
can be estimated before fitting the rest of them and the fitting the second subset does not affect the first
one, the estimation process generally becomes easier and faster. However, this requires the two subsets
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must be theoretically separable. It should be noted that this is not the case for the tow region for
any of the models used in this study, as the stiffness of the exponential part is non-zero even at zero
deformation (F = I).

4.5. Displacement Controlled versus Force Controlled

The biaxial testing experimental protocols can be designed to be either displacement controlled
or force controlled. In literature, there is some discussion on the implementation difficulty of these
two approaches; however, there has been no study comparing them in terms of parameter estimation.
The results presented here demonstrate that the two approaches have different convergence properties.
For most of the problems, DC cases show better convergence than the FC cases. However, that is not
always true, especially when the fiber angles are considered as unknowns. Furthermore, estimating
parameters via FC setup requires solving the inverse of stress-strain relationship using an iterative
solver, which adds to the computational expense. Therefore, if there is a choice, a DC setup may be
easier from the parameter estimation point of view. However, to reliably estimate the fiber angle, FC
setup might prove superior.

4.6. Limitations and Future Work

In this study, the focus was limited to simple modifications that are easy to implement. Thus, only
a limited number of nonlinear transforms were tested, and those with a clear effect were presented.
Although one could develop other nonlinear transforms, there is no clear method to find good
candidates. This is especially important for determining the fiber angle, as an improvement is clearly
needed in that area to make the parameter estimation robust. Similarly, this analysis could be done
for newer models, such as one by Li et al. [29]. However, this model requires integration over a unit
sphere for every stress calculation, which makes it computationally unfeasible to solve approximately
90 thousand minimizations. On the other hand, applying Latin Hypercube Sampling approach
to Fung’s model [30] generates parameter sets with non-convex stress-strain relationship [31], and
convexity is difficult to impose in the sampling process.

Due to the high computational cost of this study, the measured data ȳ was assumed to be error-free
(either modeling or noise). This is a limitation since the presence of error is likely to increase the
chances of getting trapped in a local minima and increase the number of non-converged cases. Lastly,
it may be possible to apply data-mining techniques on the non-converged cases and obtain insight into
the non-convex nature of these parameter estimation problems. However, that is outside the scope of
this manuscript, and these directions will be pursued in the future.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to thoroughly analyze the effect of parameter estimation technique
on biomechanical characterization of soft tissues using planar biaxial testing. Four invariant-based
constitutive for soft tissues were tested, each with their own set of five or six parameters. Because of
the large dimension of parameter space, Latin Hypercube Sampling approach was used to randomly
generate parameter sets. These parameters were used as “target” parameter values, as well as initial
guesses. It was found that small modifications of weighting the residual by experimental data and/or
taking a log of the parameter in front of the exponential can significantly improve the parameter
estimation process. The advantage was found not only in terms of convergence speed but also that
the proposed modifications reduce the possibility of estimating wrong parameter values by getting
stuck in a local minima. However, both the standard and modified formulations performed badly
when fiber angle was considered as an unknown. Hence, the results suggest that determining the
fiber angle using a non-mechanical test, as in, for example, an optical technique, can greatly help the
parameter estimation process. Although, this may not be practical for in-vivo situations, for which
further research is required to devise reliable parameter estimation techniques.
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